
Sports Game All-Stars

We Pick the Best In

k Football, Basketball,
Baseball & Hockey

Co Online, Meet New People,

and Fill Them With Lead in

Domark/icrs Air Combat Arena
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Triad is a truly awesome game!’” |3ut don’t take our word for it
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Rise of the Triad is sure to have everjj ^OOM/reak in the

world lining up just to drool all over .-

— Interactive Entertainment*

Use ofthe Triad provides evebtoLg an; action gamer could want.
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le is the most rdultipl#dhfriendly product we ve seen.

DeathMatch will never be the.s'ame again.
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layer network games.

/el Adjustment

if you want it!

" Die as one of five unique characters (male

& female) on over&inly. levels of action!

This is the game you've

been w-a Itfri q T-qt . A
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all -quo blast-fest. The

-unrelenting blood and

fire rampage of your

iachine>gtjff blasts
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A*Rt ^OVtNTUR^

He doesn't know who he is.

He's net1 syre where he is.

he can't get the Schmifable out of his head.

M

Join our unlikely hero Woodruff on his preposterous quest to find his kidnapped

stepfather, save the Boozook civilization, and try to remember just who the heck he is.

Caution: This game may be too rapid-fire funny for the humor impaired.

For your copy, see your local software dealer or call 1-800-757-7707.

Jla SIERRA
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Be part of an epic new adventure with Captain

Picard',' Commander Riker" and all the rest of the

Starship Enterprise" crew.

“A Final Unity” is an original intergalactic epic

of mystery and danger that takes you from the

outposts of Federation space through treacher-

ous encounters with alien starships and

beyond—into the uncharted dangers of a /[.%

massive nebula.

Take control from the bridge or leave the ship

to embark on critical Away Team missions. This

interactive CD-ROM journey is a true extension

of the famed TV series with accuracy in all

details, including voice-overs by all seven of the

television stars.

Ream your crew to mysterious planets. Maneuver

the U.S.S. Enterprise " through strange galaxies

to worlds beyond your imagination. You’re in

command, working hand in hand with the most

respected crew in the Federation!

No other space adventure comes close to the

reality of this CD-ROM excursion which is brought

to life by characters who speak to you, rich

cinematic sequences, incredible SVGA graphics

and CD-quality sound and music. Experience

hours of entertaining exploration and discovery

as you freely travel the universe to unravel a

mystery from the ancient past in this STAR TREK:

THE NEXT GENERATION® epic.

Make it so. Take your post and Engage!

STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION' “A Final Unity
”

® and © 1995 Paramount Piclures. All Rights Reserved. STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION is a Registered Trademark'of Paramount Pictures. Spectrum HoloByte is an
Authorized User. Spectrum HoloByte is a registered trademark of Spectrum HoloByte, Inc. Other trademarks are the properly of their respective holders.



With all the
voices of the

Alert your Away Team and pick the right

combination of talent for each critical mission.

Tension builds on the bridge as another

Red Alert appears imminent.

THE flfXTBEUERBTIOn
“A Final Unity

Also look for STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION
“Future’s Past” on Super NES5

.

Spectrum
HoloByte

Beam down to exotic fcorlds as the mystery

of an ancient and highly advanced

civilization sloftly unfolds.

Open hailing frequencies and prepare

for the unexpected.

2490 Mariner Square Loqp, Alamedq, CA 94501

Visit your local retailer or call 24 hours:

1-800-695-GAME (USA and Canada)
Circle Reader Service I1 1?4



SfCD-ROM

S^Super VGA
Invoice

"Underneath the beauty lies an
adventure guaranteed to please

even the most demanding fan"
- Trent Ward, PC Gamer

"Excellent" - Johnny Wilson,

Computer Gaming World

"Mercedes quality with immense
depth

"

- Steve Wartofsky, Strategy Plus

Continents floating i>

Living islands warmed

seasun

Rocky tunnels filled v
'"O' •_ -•

MOLTEN LAVA WHERE THE

DEAD SERVE THE LIVING

One world torn asund



Open
Close
look

Super VGA preserves detail of original art by award-winning

fantasy illustrators

Dazzling multimedia tech-

nology! A professional cast

of over 40 speaking charac-

ters, 3-D modeled animation,

symphonic musical score

Actual Super VGA graphics

shown
Circle Reader Service ft 145

IJiLEGEND™9 ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY

P.O. Box 10810
1 4200 Park Meadow Drive

Chantilly, VA 22021

An unforgettable experience!

A dragon ship piloted by magic.. .a deserted shining

city... mystical lands of elves, dwarves and dead sorcerers.

Now the dark fantasy realms of the bestselling

Death Gate Cycle are yours to explore in this

beautiful and thrilling graphic adventure.

-otB W I

weave together ancient

runes to cast magical spells

Long ago after centuries of

WAR, THE SARTAN RACE SMASHED

the World Seal and sundered

THE EARTH INTO SEPARATE

MAGICAL REALMS, EACH

SEALED FROM THE

OTHER BY THE POWER-

FUL Death Gate.

*1* In ISOLATION,

MAGIC WAS CORRUPTED,

KNOWLEDGE LOST AND THE

COMMON HUMANITY THAT ONCE

BOUND THE WORLD WAS FORGOTTEN.

The defeated Patryns, trapped in

THE NIGHTMARISH PRISON REALM OF

the
: Labyrinth, became twisted

WITI-I HATRED AND PLOTTED THEIR

revenge. 4* Born in this savage

AND UNFORGIVING LAND, YOU

ESCAPE AND UNDERTAKE A NEW

QUEST - TO FIND THE PIECES OF THE

World Seal, wreak revenge upon

THE SARTAN AND DELIVER YOUR

PEOPLE FROM THE DAILY TORMENT

OF THEIR LIVING HELL.
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30 SNEAK PREVIEW! CONFIRMED KILL CGW straps on

the aviation gear and soars into Domark and ICI’s on-

line combat zone. Ultra-realistic flight models, a huge

assortment ofWWII aircraft, and hundreds of human
opponents could make this the dirtiest, deadliest

dogfight in gaming.

35 THE CGW PREMIER AWARDS Every year, the CGW
editors: strain our brains with the toughest puzzles; stress

ourjoysticks in the most demanding simulations; get

virtually damp from numerous dungeon romps; fulfill

our favorite sports fantasies; get new calluses from frantic

action games; and conquer worlds from ancient Greece

to the stars of far-flung galaxies. Find out why selecting

this year’s best of the best was tougher than ever.

46 SPECIAL SPORTS SECTION In the wonderful world

of computer sports simulations, your favorite teams

never go on strike. George Jones takes it to the hoop

with the latest basketball sims, Gordon Goble goes for

the hat trick with hockey, Terry Coleman audibles

through the zone of football games, and Jim Gindin bats

cleanup with enough baseball programs to replay

anyone’s favorite season.

ADVENTURE/
R O L E - P L AY I N C

71 S C 0 R P I

A

' S STING Our master spy goes undercover

to discover the secrets of Bureau 13, and also

investigates the latest version of Ultima VIII: Pagan.

76 SCORPION’S TALE The Mata Hari of adventure

gaming shows you which drawer to ransack in Take 2’s

Bureau 13, while CGW disavows any knowledge of your

actions.

80 HODJ ‘

N
’ PODJ Steve Meretzky’s latest design is a

potpourri of classic games. Charles Ardai tells us if

Breakout, PacMan and Solitaire are any more interesting

this time around.

ACTION
90 RENEGADE FASA’s Interceptor board game comes

to the computer space combat arena courtesy of SSI, but

how does it translate into Galactic Standard?

94 DARK FORCES Tremors of Doom have been felt in

the Force, and they seem to be coming from LucasArts’

3D shooter.



98 RISE OF THE TRIAD Terrorists are up to their tricks

again in yet another 3-D shooter. Vox Day arms himself

with a slew of unique weapons and blasts his way through

Apogee’s blood-soaked corridors.

106 MORTAL KOMBAT II Having proven his knowledge of

secret fighting techniques, George Jones takes on Acclaim's

latest attempt to capture the PC arcade market.

112 MARATHON Faithful Macintosh owners finally have

their day in this hot, 3-D shooter. Christopher Breen pauses

long enough between rocket salvos to report on Bungie

Software’s success.

116 Z0RR0 Who is that masked man so gleefully cracking

his whip at banditos, while avoiding sinister traps? None
other than the swashbuckling Charles Ardai, fresh from

climbing through the levels of this Prince oe Persia

wannabe.

SIMULATIONS
123 BOGEY'S BAR & GRILL Ever wonder how high-end

flight simulators would prepare you for the real thing? Join

Denny Atkin in the back seat of an F-15 and find out.

128 STRATEGY! NASCAR RACING Reflexes, steely nerves

and experience are important, but the real secret to racing

is a good pit crew. Roll up your sleeves and get your hands

dirty with Cordon Goble, as he explores the ins and outs of

spark plugs and springs, adhesion and horsepower.

STRATEGY/WARGAMES
139 BROADSIDES AND GRIPESHOT After the wild success

of SSI’s Panzer General, could a wave of fun, accessible

wargames be far behind?

146 STALINGRAD The climactic battle of the Eastern Front

brings multiple scales to the World At War system. Field

Marshal Tim Carter returns from the banks of the Volga

with a full report.

154 HIGH SEAS TRADER Johnny Wilson sails choppy

waters in Impressions’ new game of trade, broadside battles

and scalawags.

158 THE BIG 3 War correspondentJosh Bruce finds great

promise and big holes in Alliance’s plan for a good

introductory wargame on WWII.

DEPARTMENTS
12 EDITORIAL Is The Mass Market Good For Gamers

16 INTERFACE The Gamers Talk Back

20 R E A D . M E The Latest Buzz, Whir, And Click

164 GAMER’S EDGE The Hacks, Codes & Cheats
You Need

168 SHAREWARE SHOWCASE Updated Treats From
Yesteryear

172 HEX, BUGS & ROCK N’ ROLL Chris Crawford’s
Holy Grail

176 ADVERTISER INDEX Where To Find Games

180 UNDERTHEH00D Sound Card Safari

187 HALL OF FAME All-Time Great Games

188 THE TOP 100 Readers Rate The Top Games

190 PATCHES Game Files To Kill Bugs Dead

192 THE RUMOR BAG Verti, Via, Departi
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WITH CORN FLAKES.

OUT THE OMTINBEI.

CftUED MOM.w our « It kirn
HEIEB COOKES BACK.

You're Ben. You're on the road. You're indestructible.

And you'll do whatever it taires to clear your name from a bum murder rap.

Liiie fighting ugly gangs with futuristic biires and Neolithic weapons.

Running big-rigs off the road at 100 mph. Mailing people pay.

But that's what happens when you live your life at "Full Throttle'.'

Tour blhei adventure amails q o u on PC CO-ION. Call l-Bfli-STflRHHHS f o r avallslllitq.
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Meet the Chaos Engine—a side of merry olde

England you’d rather not know. But forget about tea

and crumpets and all that jolly rotten stuff. ‘Cause

this arcade-action style CD-ROM game transforms

your PC into a gruesome battlefield of psychotic

monsters and ruthless warriors. We’re talking

armor-plated, razor-toothed killing machines here.

So pick one of six mercenary buddies, stock up on

twenty-five deadly weapons and explore four

fiendish worlds with 16 levels. But keep an eye

peeled for mincemeat-making traps, life-saving

power-ups and assorted keys. It’s Britain’s award-

winning designers, the Bitmap Brothers, at their
Circle Reader Service it255



You Asked For It
When Software Publishers Get Their Wish, Do Gamers Get Theirs?

by Johnny L. Wilson

B
oomers probably remember

the old television show, You

Asked For It. Viewers would

write in requesting film

footage of unusual sites to be

seen, stunts to be performed,

and celebrities to be inter-

viewed. At the beginning of each seg-

ment, the host would give the name and

address of the individual who requested

such film footage (making the entire show

almost one big Letters to the Editor col-

umn) and would recite the tag line, “You

asked for it.”

While attending this year’s Spring Sym-

posium of the Software Publishers Associ-

ation, I kept expecting that aging

television host to pop up and deliver his

famous tag line. For as long as I’ve been

observing the entertainment software in-

dustry, the holy grail has been to move

computer games into the mass market.

Now, according to the SPA’s latest re-

search, 33% of U.S. households own a

personal computer. And these aren’t just

old Atari STs and Commodore 64s being

used as doorstops and anchors, since the

survey also indicates that 57% of comput-

ers purchased in 1994 had 486 chips and

above. Further, they aren’t just buying

multimedia machines and sticking with

the software bundled with the hardware

packages. Of the new buyers, 56% of

those who purchased machines with mul-

timedia bundles had already purchased

additional software titles. If these num-

bers are close to the truth, then software

really has become a mass market item.

Of course, the mass market merchan-

disers know this as well. Personal comput-

er software is currently being sold in

Sears, Target, Walmart and discount

warehouse stores. In addition, software is

expected to reach bookstores in ever-in-

creasing numbers as this year progresses.

And, just in case you haven’t noticed, Co-

lumbia House has started a CD-ROM
club for entertainment software and mul-

timedia. All of these are signs that soft-

ware publishers have gotten their wish.

That’s good news, isn’t it? Our hobby

has come of age and we’re able to find

and purchase software at a variety of

venues. Higher volumes equal lower

prices, so we should be able to get games

at lower prices. Easier shopping and bet-

ter prices! Isn’t this great news?

Well, everything has its price, and we

are just beginning to read the fine print

on this price tag, the legal disclaimers

that correspond to the asterisk. Sure, you

can find Myst in your local Target, but

will you be able to find Panzer General?

Sears has set aside an average of 20-25

linear feet of shelf space per store for soft-

ware; Target, 12-24 feet. This floor space

is roughly able to handle a maximum of

100 titles. Yet, this is 100 titles out of all

consumer categories: education, enter-

tainment and productivity. One hundred

titles is only about one-filth of the number

of games that we see in a given year. Nat-

urally, this means that the mass marketers

are only going to be stocking and selling

only the hottest titles. Since, by some esti-

mates, Myst outsold Panzer General by a

1 0 to 1 margin during 1 994’s fourth quar-

ter, you could veiy well expect to find the

former, but not the latter.

Obviously, what we’re looking at is less

variety on store shelves, and the possibili-

ty that the software industry will fall victim

to a New York Times Bestseller List men-

tality (Then again, if it were CG IVs Best-

seller List....). Seriously, though, there is a

danger that software publishers will be-

come so mass-market-oriented in their

planning that they refuse to take chances

on those little jewels of products that

CGW editors and readers like so well, and

there is a danger that gamers will become

so complacent that they merely accept the

selection on mass market shelves and quit

prospecting for those hard-to-find jewels.

On both fronts, publishers and gamers,

there is a danger of having products that

regress to the lowest common denomina-

tor, the computer game equivalent of

broadcast television.

What, then, can be done to ensure that

the mass marketing of software does not

destroy the creativity and innovation that

built it? First of all, publishers ought to

explore new venues. Shareware and elec-

tronic distribution methods, software

clubs, multimedia magazines, on-line ser-

vices, and networked storefront entertain-

ment venues are but a few approaches

outside the traditional channel that can

be used to experiment with innovative

(read: “risky”) games.

12 COMPUTER GAMING WORLD • MAY 1995



Build a Railroad Empire will

Railroads & Robber Barons' Roll against history's greatestl

Circle Render Service 11295

Break through the competition!

Actual screens may vary

The Avalon Hill

Game Company
DIVISION OF MONARCH AVALON. INC.

I"’!'! P AIX OAAM

Density floppy, nouse,vw color graphics, sound support tor sound

Blaster AV/32. Sound Blaster 16. Sound Blaster Pro and Compatibles.

Pro Audio Spectrum and Roland.''tSnSSr 4517 Harford Road Baltimore, MD 21214 Pro Audio Spectrum and Roland.

1830: Railroads & Robber Barons can he found in computer game stores near you. For *' v- *

order information or for the name of a retailer near you, call 1-800-999-3222. Ask for Dept. GGW 1

Welcome to the 19th Century!
With immigrants pouring in, America is poised for explosive

westward growth. Magnates famed for their greed and busi-

ness acumen rush to cash in. Gan you handle the challenge?

Lay track, build stations, purchase trains, and manipulate

stocks to build an empire of iron and steel. History’s great-

est Robber Barons will try to stop you by undercutting

your lines and buying out your stock. Your only weapons

are money and trains. Will your empire succeed or fall

under the wheels of the competition?



Second, gamers should use every method at their disposal

to get information about new games and new game concepts.

Getting familiar with the Internet and the World Wide Web
can provide timely, useful and money-saving information

about games, as well as point you to FTP sites where you can

download demos and shareware free of charge. The SPA’s

most recent study shows that over 70% of computer owners

have modems, but only 25% use them. According to a recent

CGW survey, 81% of our readers have modems and 92% of

those use them, but less than 1 0% have Internet access.

Further, gamers can help get computer games on retail

shelves by special ordering. Sears has a program they call the

Retail Special Order System, or RSOS. It is essentially a cata-

log in the software area that allows you to order software titles

for next day delivery that are not already on the shelves. Fu-

ture orders for shelf-stocking will be made with reference to

the number of RSOS orders, so this can be a way of proving

the viability of certain computer games to the retail buyers.

Finally, publishers should think more about developing on-

line games, and gamers should think more about participat-

ing in on-line games. Sure the money meter is always running

on these games, but then again, you don’t have to buy an en-

tire game before you play it. You can quit when it’s no longer

fun or within your budget. With wider and wider Internet ac-

cess, we hope to see more and more on-line and play-by-e-

mail games to expand gaming’s horizons beyond the retail

channel of distribution.

Yes, the entertainment software industry has found its holy

grail. Let’s just hope it’s not an ordinary coffee mug sitting

with the other Blue Light Specials. ir

HOW DO WE RATE?
The Guide To CGW's Review Racing System

Outstanding: That rare game that gets it all

right. The graphics, sound, interface, and, of

course, the game play come together to form a

Transcendent Gaming Experience.

**** Very Good: A quality game that succeeds in

many areas. May have minor problems, but is

still worth your time and money, especially if

you’re interested in the subject matter/genre.

ilkM'Mi-C’Xk Average: A mixed bag. Can often be a game
that reaches for the stars, but falls short in sig-

nificant areas. Can alsojust be a game that does

what it does well, but lacks flair or originality.

Weak: A game with serious problems. May be

buggy, may not have much play value, may be

ill-conceived—and you may want to think twice

about buying it.

Abysmal: That rare game that gets it all wrong.

Usually a buggy, incomplete, and/or valueless

product.
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THE FALCON MACH V: THE ULTIMATE GAMING MACHINE
If you don't care about playing games, buy any computer.

If you don't care how fast your games run, buy any "multimedia" computer.

If you're a serious gaming enthusiast, you need a MACH V Gaming PC.

fhe MACH Vp-100 MHz Pentium - $2,995

Standard features as of 4/1/95: -pQ Order I

ntel Pentium™ 100 MHz Processor

00% Compatible with All IBM™ PC Software 1 -800-258-
:alcon PCI Bus Motherboard, 256K Cache exp. to 1 meg
14 Bit PCI Graphics Board with 1 Megabyte - 16.8 Million Colors!
:alcon PCI Bus Enhanced IDE Hard Drive Controller

l Megabytes of RAM expandable to 128

.44 Floppy Drive

140 Megabyte Enhanced IDE 8ms Hard Drive with 128K Cache
95 ms QUAD-Speed CD-ROM Drive -

Creative Labs SoundBlaster 16™ & Shielded Multimedia Speakers

3H Products FlightStick PRO"' 1 4 Button Joystick with Viewing Control

JH Products Automatic Speed Sensitive Dual Gameport

/lint Tower Case with 250 Watt UL approved power supply
4" Non- Interlaced Super VGA Monitor, ,28dp, Edge-to-Edge Display

01 Key Keyboard, 3 Button Serial Mouse
/IS-DOS, Windows”'' (latest versions) & 10 free CD-ROMs!
)ne Year Paris & Labor Warranty, One Year On-site Service

JL, CSA, TUV and FCC class B certified

6550 UARTS, Temperature sensitve fans, Customized BIOS’ and many other unique features!

VISA,MasterCard & Discover Accepted

Financing Available On Approved Credit.

FALCON NORTHWESTiach MACH V is custom built to meet your specific needs. There are hundreds of options to

boose from. When you're ready to buy, please call or fax us for the latest quote.

263 South Bayshore Dr. Coos Bay, OR 97420

Ph: (503) 269-0775 Fax: (503) 267-2575

Circle Reader Service HI41



Interface
LETTERS FROM CGW READERS

NETWORK NOOSE
Your article describing a home
network for playing network

games was too complicated.

Here is a description of an RJ-

45 jack network for two PCs to

play DOOM.
Physical: You need two net-

work cards with RJ-45 jacks

and the installation software. I

installed the I/O address at

340-35FH and the IRQ at 15.

Buy a straight-

through RJ-45 ca-

ble, cut it in half, expose the

wires and strip off a one inch

section of the orange and
green wires. Twist the dark or-

ange wire from one PC with

the dark green wire from the

other. Twist the light orange

with the light green. You
should have four wires from

one LAN card to four wires

from the other. Then, cover

the exposed wires with electri-

cians’ tape. Ignore the other

wires. If your LAN card has a

LAN check, it should now
work. Note: This method lim-

its you to a two PC network

only.

Mental: There are three

programs needed to run the

network.

1. LSL.COM
2. The driver program for

your LAN card. Mine is

HP3AT16P.COM. This should

be supplied with your LAN
card software.

3. IPXODI.COM
I obtained the LSL and

IPXODI programs from the

America On-Line Games
area’s DOOM directory under

a network help program in the

miscellaneous.

If there is a memory prob-

lem in the first 640K, LOAD-
HIGH these programs. Then,

run setup in the DOOM direc-

tory, make sure the settings

are the same on both ma-

chines and go head-to-head

in the most addicting game
I have ever played.

John Pomlmo

America On-Line Subscriber

I veiy much enjoyed is-

sue 127 overall with

particular interest in

your article on network

gaming. However, in the

network gaming article, I was

taken aback by some of your

recommendations for setting

up a system for network gam-

ing. Of particular note was

your recommendation to pur-

chase a full-fledged network

operating system (NOS), such

as Personal Netware or YVFW
3.11. While this is definitely a

good idea for resource and

printer sharing between two

computers, it is by no means a

necessity for setting up a few

machines to play DOOM (or

any other network-ready

game, for that matter). All that

is really needed is two or more

NE2000-compatible ethernet

cards (preferably with BNC
connectors to keep the cost

down), cabling, T-connectors,

terminators, and driver soft-

ware. My friends and I have

been playing DOOM for over

a year with said hardware and

have not had to purchase a

NOS. Specifically, we each

purchased SMC Ether Card
Elite Ultra Combo cards, a

couple lengths of coaxial ca-

bling, T-connectors and termi-

nators. The drivers for

IPX/ODI we obtained from

the SMC forum on Com-
puServe. While your recom-

mendations are certainly valid,

one must keep in mind that

not every gamer can afford to

purchase a NOS in addition to

the hardware required.

Also, I was a bit perplexed

by some of Scorpia’s com-
ments in the Scorp’s Shorts

section of Adventure/RPG.
Particularly, in the cursory re-

view of Noctropolis, Scorpia

was unable to comment on the

game’s sound capabilities,

since it was incompatible with

her sound card of choice, the

Gravis UltraSouncl (GUS).

While Scorpia has every right

to choose which sound hard-

ware to use, it is really in every

reader’s best interest that the

games she reviews be tested

on sound cards that have

broader support. As

a former owner of

the GUS, I know

that the card

receives very

little industry

support in lieu

of support for

the de facto

standard, Sound
Blaster. In fact, the

GUS is probably the

most poorly supported sound

card because of its reliance on

software, rather than hard-

ware, emulation of the Sound
Blaster standard. It is this fact

that caused me to trash my
GUS for a more widely sup-

ported sound card, a PAS 16.

Perhaps in the future, Scorpia

can test her games on both the

GUS and a SB-compatible
card on diflerent machines.

Chris Haswell

Austin, TX

Thanks, Chris andJohn for

your words of wisdom to the bud-

get-minded net gamer. As for

Scorpia, toe shoidd point out that

she is an out-of-house freelancer

who only has access to her oxon

machine and peripherals. She

doesn’t come in and use the CGW
Labs equipment. For individual

columnists and reviewers, mixing

and matching equipment can be a

logistical nightmare. We simply

wouldn’t force that on any of our

freelancers, especially one that is

liable to semi Fred, her “fiendly”

grue, ajler us.

STAR SNORES
My computer gaming friend

and I were watching Star
Wars the other night when he

asked me, “Hey, is that the

same guy who starred in Wing
Commander III?”

Noah Oskwarek

Kent, CT

Yes, yes it was. Ajler

his stellar perfor-

mance in the Ori-

gin game,

Hamill was re-

cruited by

George Lucas

for the Star

Wars films. Of
course, there was

a hairy little bit of

time travel involved, but

Lucas spares no expense.

DOOMED TO
APPROBATION
Great magazine! I really liked

the Command & Conquer
preview. Only one problem, I

was looking through your Hall

of Fame and. ..WHERE’S
DOOM?! With its formerly un-

precedented leap in first-per-

son perspective, the ability to

compete against other players

in team or head-to-head play,
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One Must Fall 2097 is the best fighting
# „ i _ _ * o o

game available for the PC, bar none
COMPUTER GAME REVIEW

* ONE MUST FALL

Supports dual joystick head-to- 1 1 robots with over 1 20 frames

head combat in 5 unique arenas of 3D animation per robot!

Win cash for repairs, upgrades Run out of cash and your

training & buying new moves repairs are over

Are you tired of PC beat-em-up games that don’t live

up to their hype? PC Gamer says “this is a truly excel-

lent game” and “you won’t be disappointed” with One

Must Fall 2097. PC Answers calls it “outstanding”, PC

t Home calls it “a must” and PC Gamer says it “plays

brilliantly". Computer Game Review says One Must Fall

“MOVE OVER, DOOM, FOR

ONE MUST FALL: 2097 IS

A SURE WINNER!”

GAMEBYTES

rr&

2097 is “fast, furious and fun above and beyond the call of duty”. PC Gamer
also calls it “the definitive” and “most awesome beat-’em-up on the PC”.

Even people who tend to not like fighting games seem to enjoy the sheer

playability and fun of One Must Fall.

Play head-to-head against your friends or fight your way through increas-

ingly difficult tournaments. Use your winnings to upgrade, trade robots

Try our games on

CompuServe just

GO EPIC

and purchase training in an attempt to defeat diverse enemies with unique personalities.

Features multi-channel, metal-crushing sound effects and heart-pounding digital music. One Must Fall

2097 is only $39. Or, get the game, the 60-page OMF Strategy Guide and a color poster for only $49.

NOT AVAILABLE IN STORES
CALL 1-800-972-7434 TO ORDER!

Please add $4 s&h. Visa, Mastercard and checks

accepted. MD residents add 5% sales tax. Every order

includes a bonus shareware game. In UK/Europe call

Epic MegasGames UK Ltd. at +44 (0)1767-260903.

Epic MegaGames Inc. 3204 Tower Oaks Blvd #410

Rockville MD 20852 • (301) 983-9771 • Fax (301)299-3841

TRY THE SHAREWARE VERSION TODAY!

On CompuServe GO EPIC and visit the

Epic Forum or call Exec-PC BBS at (414)

789-4360 or on the Internet ftp any of

our shareware games from ftp.uml.edu in

the /msdos/games/epic directory.



the use of light diminishing,

plus the way sound from one

part of a level echoes down

passages, how [could it not be

in there]?

Also, MechWarrior II,

every time I hear that title, my
stomach does sort of a flip-

flop and my palm invariably

slams into my forehead. “Post-

poned for around a year now!”

I groan as my friends and I

talk of a game we had such

hopes for. At least, there is still

a glimmer of light at the end

of this almost endless tunnel.

David Prestin

Jackson, MI

The Hall of Fame issue is sim-

ple. Games have to prove them-

selves over a period of more than

two years before they are eligible

for induction into the CGW Hall

of Fame. Just as professional ath-

letes have to be retired for a cer-

tain amount oflime before they are

eligible for their respective halls of

fame, the computer games induct-

ed into our hallowed halls have to

prove their timeless value. Since

WOLFENSTEIN-3D was just in-

ducted, however, one would expect

that DOOM would not be far be-

hind. As for Mecu Warrior II,

we’d like to see it too.

NECESSARY
GRUFFNESS
Kudos to your reviewers for

their scathing honesty about

Hell & Unnecessary Rough-

ness. I will save a wad by not

buying those games. Some
people think you blokes are

too rough, but I don’t think

that’s even possible. Mr. Ar-

dai’s “Emperor’s New
Clothes” analogy was right on

target. Most computer games

still suck inexcusably, so keep

kicking butt and taking

names—and saving my
money!

Jack Wilder

Eugene, OR

PROFESSIONAL
PERSPECTIVE
It was both fun and gratifying

to read your February ‘95 col-

umn, Hex, Bugs and Rock &
Roll [“The Dream Job”]. A lit-

tle over a year ago, I would

have been digesting your col-

umn like most ofyour readers,

hoping to glean some insight

into Silicon Tinseltown. As you

had mentioned in your col-

umn, while I had much expe-

rience as a programmer, my
computer gaming INDUSTRY
experience was nil. Now, I

find myself to be a quickly-

hardened and battle-wary

“rookie” of the trade. So far,

the ride has definitely been

worth it (even though it could

be compared to the ride taken

by Keanu Reeves in this past

summer’s film, Speed)—it’s

amazing how much the hu-

man mind can pick up and

improvise when thrown over

the proverbial cliff without a

bungee cord. Seriously,

though, even though the

hours this past year have been

excruciating and the work

endless, I would still recom-

mend this job to anyone who
shares the passion that I, you,

and the majority of your hard-

core CGW readers obviously

have for this rapidly evolving

pastime.

I would like to emphasize a

point that seemed to permeate

the entire article, however.

The ability to solve problems

(and do it quickly) is a neces-

sary skill in this field. Your

ability to do this inevitably in-

creases as your game pro-

gramming “tool chest” grows,

and die only way this happens

is through continual experi-

mentation and problem-solv-

ing. While I did receive a B.S.

in Computer Science, I have

found that my B.S. in Mathe-

matics has proven to be more

valuable in the long run.

When I entered college, my
goal was to study Computer
Science, with Mathematics be-

ing a painful, but necessary,

additional field of study. Over

time, however, I have found

that to master the field of

Mathematics (and God knows

I haven’t) really indicates a

mastery of problem-solving

and conceptual thinking.

Computer Science techniques,

as Nicholas Fullager com-
mented in your article, come
and go with time and get re-

placed with “New and Im-

proved.” The conceptualizing

skills that the study of Mathe-

matics teaches, however, never

die off.

As an adjunct to this, I’d

also like

Sorry we couldn't print all of

your kudos, Glenn. We wouldn’t

want Paul Schuytema, our Hex,

Bugs, Rock & Roll columnist, to

renegotiate his contract, now,

would we?

ALERT THE
MEDIA!
Can this magazine get any bet-

ter?! I don’t think so. Your
magazine is better than Time

and Newsweek combined!!

Joe Daly

Westerville, OH

to reiterate the

importance of continual learn-

ing. If it can’t be done through

actual coding or experimenta-

tion, it should at least be done

through the enormous
amount of literature out there

(especially the recent amount

of material on game program-

ming). The listing you sup-

plied of pertinent

game-related programming
resources was a good one

—

most of those listed

are

We think so, too. The

news magazines never have

enough screenshots, and they don’t

have Scorpia. Seriously, we are

always hying to make the maga-

zine better. Keep your eye on us

during the next few months—
we’ve got graphic improvements,

column additions and more com-

ingyour way.

NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA OR
BUST!
Computer Gaming World has

packed up its PCs and made the

trek to San Francisco. To Inter-

face with us at our new address,

write to: Interface, do Computer

Gaming World, 135 Main St.,

14th Floor, San Francisco, CA

94105. «r

recent

releases—and even

just a year ago, I would have

benefited greatly from having

had them as additional re-

sources for game program-

ming.

Glenn Doren

Programmer, D.C. True, Ud.
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the Power behind the
Power could be you!

In the next energy starved

millennium, you will

command one of four

empire building, power

grabbing megacorps.

These cutthroat behemoths

will stop at nothing to

control mankind's vital

energy supplies.

Explore, build, expand, and

plot your way to global

energy dominance.

Only one can triumph

as the undisputed

PowerHouse.

And the others...?

Check out the recycling bin.

*©!!?
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Features:

• 9 Energy types

• Superb SVGA graphics

• Windows CD-ROM only
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Live video: ENN News! • Build and Explore

Speech • Global economic and

Cutting edge R&D political models

Impressions
© 1995 Impressions Software, Inc.

222 Third Street. Suite 0234

Cambridge Massachusetts 02142
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THE LATEST NEWS FROM THE GAMING WORLD

Texas Rocked By Quakes, Crimes, Alien Designs

CGW Visits The “Disaster Areas" Of Origin, SimTex And Id

create their own 3-D worlds.

Next stop was Austin and
Origin Systems. In the distant

future (Christmas ‘95), Origin

is gearing up for work on
Wing Commander IV, Priva-

teer II and Ultima IX. Two
titles in the later stages of de-

velopment caught our eye: Cy-

berMage and Crusader.

CyberMage is the child of

veteran story-teller David

Bradley (formerly of Sir

Tech’s Wizardry series). The
game is a first-person adven-

ture in a comic book world of

incredible detail. As the hero,

you are given the gift of “dark-

light" powers, a pseudo-force

which mists up from the soul

ofsomeone as they die.

What sets this game apart

from other first person adven-

tures (such as Origin’s own
System Shock) is that David

Bradley knows PC storytelling,

DESIGNING HUMANS CGW caught Steve Barcia of SimTex (top) in the act of

designing his next space conquest game in the tradition of Master of Orion; while

John Carmack of id Software was engrossed in designing the level editor of

Quake, id's “next-generation" first-person shooter. “It'll be done when it's

done,” says id’s “biz-guy" Jay Wilbur.

at their next project, the su-

per-anticipated Quake.

First oil, Quake, id’s next-

generation 3-D action game,

will be done when it’s done

—

concerned, will be to Doom
what Doom was to Wolfen-
stein 3-D. Quake’s world will

be true 3-D, with polygon and

texture-mapped critters and

FORGE ON! Origin’s BioForge design team celebrates "ship day” with a few cold

ones, amidst hundreds of beta CDs, each a unique version of the game.

Recently, CGW took a swing

through the Lone Star State to

see what was going on in what

some are calling “Silicon Val-

ley South.”

The first stop

on our sojourn

was id Software’s

Mesquite, TX of-

fice. Id has been

keeping a tight

lid on their recent

doings, but Jay
Wilbur, id’s biz-

man, was kind

enough to allow

us to take a peek

id isn’t talking release dates

yet. They just want to create a

killer game, and if that takes

time, then so be it.

Quake, as far as gameplay is

real-world physics. But Quake
will really set the standard in

multi-player options. From
the ground up, Quake is being

built around client-server net-

working, allowing

up to 100 players to

exist in a single

game world, al-

though not all on

one game level.

The registered

CD-ROM version of

Quake will contain

not only the game,

but also client-serv-

er software which
will allow users to

set up their own
multi-line server, a

level editor to de-

sign their own Quake levels,

and the ability to edit id’s

own proprietary AI scripting

language. In essence, id will

be giving players the tools to
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PLAYING LATELY?
Here are the games that your fellow players are blowing die

most time with. Let us know which game you’ve been playing

die most by writing die name of your current addiction in die

“Playing Lately?” blank of die CGfPTop 100 ballot (page 160).

Readers'

TOP
Results for CGW #130, MAY 1995

“Between Warcraft, WC3, NASCAR and

Magic Carpet, I’ve barely got time to eat! Too
many good games, too little time.”

B.R.E., Gary IN

“Transport Tycoon is the most addictive

game I have ever played! I have not slept

since I purchased this game...and I have

played it non-stop (except to go to work).”

Howard Bohannon, Jacksonville, AR

Phil Latreille, St. Louis, MO
“The competition might as well forget

about it. Dynamix and the Front Page Foot-

ball line have cornered the football market."

Robert Perez, Bronk, NY

“Heretic: is my id fodder until Quake is re-

leased. It is an incredible, beautiliil, frighten-

ing game!”

David Laprad, Smithville, TN

game and a fantasy role-play-

and this stoiy is going to be a

whopper, full of mystery, in-

trigue and danger. The 3-D

city that you must explore is

simply amazing. You can walk

through the streets or fly via

police hovercar, just like Har-

rison Ford in Bladerunner.

Crusader will employ a

heavily modified SVGA ver-

sion of the Ultima VIII en-

gine, and the gameplay will

be mission-based. The mis-

CYBERMAGE Origin’s next release

combines a Bladerunner-style

adventure with blistering 3-D action.

sion goals are reminiscent of

Bullfrog’s Syndicate, but in

this one, you are a lone opera-

tor. This game features de-

tailed environments like we’ve

never seen before (finally,

someone appears to have fig-

ured out how to make SVGA
graphics look “gritty”), and

live video clips of character in-

teraction.

Just down the street from

Origin is Steve Barcia’s Sim-

tex. Occupying an office suite

above a Greek gyro joint, and

welcoming guests with only a

pinned-up piece of paper
proclaiming “no soliciting,”

the folks at Simtex are quietly

creating some of the best

games around.

We saw the completed 1 830

railroad empire game that

SimTex designed for Avalon

Hill, and a nearly completed

MechLords that they are

wrapping up for New World
Computing. CGW also caught

a glimpse of two projects “in

the works,” and still without

publishers: a space strategy

ing game.

From their previous success-

es in Master of Orion and

Masters of Magic, and after

speaking with Barcia about the

Simtex design philosophy, we

will keep an eye on these

folks—they have yet to disap-

point.

— Paul Schuytema
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MicroProse Wise Men Discover

The Secret Of Multi-Player Games!

CIVILIZED COMBAT New two-player

Civ supports 1280 x 1024 resolution.

World conquest never looked so good.

over a network, sending chal-

lenges to rivals with the chat

feature. “Quick and dirty”

scenarios are planned, and

saved games allowing e-mail

play are supposed to support

matches between Mac and

Windows computers. Time
limits can be set for each turn,

and if you finish before your

opponents, you can spend the

extra time building the next

Wonder of the World. The at-

tractive graphics are available

in resolutions up to

1280x1024.

So start stocking the gra-

naries and collecting those

taxes, because the ultimate

race for space is upon you

again—and this time that buf-

foon at your border might not

be bluffing!

For more information, con-

tact MicroProse at (800) 879-

PIAY.

The epic blockbuster of

global strategy and conquest,

Sin Meier’s Civilization, was

originally released four years

ago, and since that time its

popularity has grown unabat-

ed. There has been only one

real complaint about this clas-

sic game—no multi-player op-

tions!

Finally, after several years of

waiting, Civilization players

will have their multi-player

wish. 2-Player Civilization,

the new two-player game,
sports high-res graphics, runs

under Windows, and lets

gamers indulge their territori-

al and technological aspira-

tions via modem.

Fun as it might be to square

off against another human, 2-

Player Civ is not the full-

blown multi-player

Civilization the game’s vocal

fans have been clamoring for.

So, MicroProse will be pub-

lishing a separate network ver-

sion, titled Sid Meier’s

CivNet, to be released near

the end of May. Up to seven

humans may conquer, re-

search and explore newly-gen-

erated Civilization worlds

T I 0 Nil
Welcome to the monthly col-

umn where CGW asks game

designers to dream, and dream

big. This month, we continue

asking, “What kind ofgame

would you create if there were

no hardware or financial con-

straints on your creativity ? ”

The dreamer this month: Chris

Roberts, designer and producer

of the Wing Commander se-

ries. Chris?

“What would I do if there

were literally no limitations?

If money and technology

were no object, I’d make a

game like, oh, Wing Com-
mander III!

“Seriously, I’m pretty for-

tunate right now in having

access to enough resources

to pursue many ofmy dream

projects. But what I’d really

like to do is a game where

each planet in detail and in-

teract with all sorts of live-ac-

tion characters. Plus you

could retool your ship with

lots of different guns and

engines.

“The project would fea-

ture all the best elements

of adventure and virtual

reality, but with the same

high production level of a

Hollywood blockbuster.

That means big-name

stars and the look and

quality of, say,

Bladerunner. I guess my
goal is to bring the superi-

or production values of

large Hollywood movies

into the interactive

realm—creating an envi-

ronment that was really

cool and really fun and
where you could spend

hundreds of hours exploring

a virtual universe that seems

totally lifelike down to the

smallest detail. Sort of a

SimUniverse on steroids!”

you could travel from planet

to planet—and there would

be hundreds of planets

—

with full 3D action. You
could go down and explore
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around.
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TERMINAL VELOCITY

Terminal Velocity is

bound to set off sweet bells of

recognition in your head. It’s

Descent without frontiers;

Magic Carpet without the

strategy and the morphing en-

than not, but sometimes ex-

plode into flames (which is

much more satisfying). In the

remains of these installations,

you can collect power-ups that

restore your battered shields

and enhance your weapons

—

STRIVE TO STRAFE Terminal Velocity puts you in the cockpit of a

mighty fine vehicle fully equipped with lasers, bombs, and dual

passenger airbags.

vironment; Skyfox for the

Pentium. Yeah, that last one

will do nicely. This debut re-

lease for Apogee’s “3D
Realms” label—for 486/33 and

faster machines—is essentially

a three-dimensional arcade

game.

The Earth is in jeopardy

(when was the Earth not in

jeopardy?) and, in its defense,

you’re Hying over seamlessly

texture-mapped terrain, blow-

ing up everything in sight.

Said things come apart like

shotgunned skeet more often

laser, plasma,

guided mis-

siles, et cetera.

And then, af-

ter a Strike

COMMANDER-

like view of

the chaos

you’ve

wrought, it’s

on to the next

waypoint,

guided by an

onscreen ar-

row and a

map overlay.

The charm of this game is

its very open-endedness. Its

three extensive, multi-stage

levels—dusky hills, misty

canyon and metallic, towered

surface—can be explored and

destroyed at will. Moreover,

each is peppered with tunnels,

which are just hard enough to

find to make them a reward

for good work on the surface,

and just enough of a squeeze

to keep you on your toes once

inside them. Within, you

might happen onto an espe-

cially desirable power-up, an

unexpected “boss” or, just

possibly, a hangar with draw-

ings of aliens on the walls and

a squadron to lay waste to.

And what you find makes you

wonder about what you didn’t.

The game, the first by Dal-

las-based Terminal Reality

Inc., is slated for release in

May, but was still evolving at

press time. The player’s ship

looked more like a mall-rat’s

earring than a bringer of

death and destruction, and

the levels lacked the final,

poignant brush stroke that

transforms a playfield into an

environment (there ought to

be more to do than simply

blow stuff up. Here’s a vote for

multi-player play). But that’s a

matter of refinement rather

than re-invention and, having

come this far already, look for

the designers to go the dis-

tance. And for Terminal Ve-

locity to be a blast.

TOTAL DISTORTION

Take that driving Van
Halen riff and combine it with

those video clips of a demon-

headed snake poking through

some explosions. Or how
about grabbing that rolling

Chili Peppers bass line and us-

ing some background psyche-

delic visuals to create some
acid-funk rock? What do you

mean the audiences back

home don’t dig this stufl? It’s

art, man, from, like, another

dimension.

Art or not, the music videos

you create in Pop Rocket’s

upcoming To tal Distortion

had belter make some money.

After all, you didn’t blow all

that cash traveling to another

dimension just to take some

nice pictures, did you?

Trying to describe this

genre-busting Macintosh

game is not easy—it’s a mix

between early music videos,

MTVs Buzz Clips, and Bill and

Ted’s Excellent Adventure. Oh,

and it’s a game loaded with

potential too.

In a nutshell, you’ve decid-

ed to revitalize Earth’s decid-

edly mundane entertainment

industry by jumping not to an-

other planet, but to another

dimension entirely. Integral to

the game is your spaceship

and the sophisticated video

mixing equipment on board.

Although ultimately you'11

make your fortune using your

own video footage and sam-

ples in this new dimension, a

massive library of audio and
video clips is initially at your

fingertips. Assembling videos

is an easy thing: pick three dif-

ferent layers of scenery for

each “sequence” and then pick

some music and sound effects

to go with it. Of course, no

matter what you think of your

own work, it still has to lloat

with the video producers back

home. After uploading a video

to Stevie Groovie, for exam-

ple, she rejected it, saying it

was too short. So we length-

ened it—then she complained

that there weren’t enough
people in it. “Sorry,” she cold-

ly remarked.

Creating and marketing
videos seems to be a game
unto itself, but the designers

aren’t stopping there. They’re

trying to work an entire

strange-world adventure into

the game, one where you ex-

plore a whole new dimension

and fight guitar chord battles

with demons. Of course,
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SHORT TAKES ON GAMES UNDERGOING BETA TESTING AND SOON TO BE RELEASED

ABSOLUTE ZERO

eons, was awakened,

and loosed its

vengeance on the un-

suspecting, unarmed
human colony.

As die game opens,

the player’s character

arrives on the scene to

help organize a resis-

tance against the con-

tinuing alien

onslaught. As the hu-

man colonists covert

their mining machin-

ery into j eri'y-bu i 1 1

MINER 2049'ER Better put some thermals under your

britches before you help save a mining colony from a

zero-degree enemy in Absolute Zero.

tools of war over the course of

the game, you’ll see die stoiy

progress through the eyes of a

dozen different characters,

and you’ll light in many differ-

ent vehicles, from a standard

space fighter, to a tank, to car-

go carrying craft.

Domark’s Flight Sim Toolk-

it engine has been evolving

and improving over the last

few years, and in Absolute

Zero, we get to see the latest

results of their work. While on

the whole, the Super VGA, 3-

D environment has die slightly

sterile look of the FST engine,

a closer look will reveal a

world of wonderful detail. Do-

mark has created hundreds of

intricately designed objects

—

mining stations, earth-moving

equipment, and combat
craft—many of which are ani-

mated, giving the impression

of an alive and active world.

The few battle scenarios we

were able to pre-

view seem tightly

scripted and in-

volved. Fortu-

nately, Domark
has incorporated

detailed briefin-

gs into the

game’s slick

main interface,

giving players

explicit instruc-

tions for the suc-

cessful

completion of

the scenarios.

If the quality

of the scenarios

holds up across

the entire game,

Absolute Zero
should be a

modestly suc-

cessful addition

to the space

combat genre.

eventually, it all

comes back to the

music videos, which

might prove tiresome

if you haven’t the yen

for such things. On
the other hand, if

you’re from the

“raised on video”

generation, Total
Distortion might

Most space combat sims

reach for the Grand Scope,

spanning the galaxies of space

and involving hundreds of

worlds. But Domark Software

has more modest ambitions, at

least in terms of scope, in their

upcoming Absolute Zero, a

space combat simulation set

entirely on Jupiter’s little lu-

nar companion, Europa.

Europa was a peaceful hu-

man mining colony whose in-

habitants bore into the hard,

icy surface in search of vital re-

sources. But the miners’ hap-

py “Hi ho, hi hos” turned to

“Uh ohs” when an alien men-

ace, hidden under Europa’s

ice for god-knows-how-many

SURE PLAYS A MEAN GUITAR Playing Total Distortion

is just like being a video producer for MTV, except

instead of fighting corporate power, you'll battle

demon guitar warriors.

serve as an interesting creative

outlet, and a trans-dimension-

al adventure game to boot.

ABSOLUTE ZERO Domark 5/95

ACES OF THE DEEP 2 Sierra 11/95

AIRSHIP Mindscape 6/95

ALL-AMERICAN COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Micro Sports 5/95

APACHE-GUNSHIP Interactive Magic .5/95

AWFUL GREEN THINGS QQP 7/95

BATTLES IN TIME QQP 7/95

CELTIC TALES Koei 5/95

CHESSMASTER 5000 Mindscape 9/95

COMMAND & CONQUER Virgin 5/95

CRUSADER: NO REMORSE Origin 5/95
j

DAGGERFALL Bethesda 6/95

DUKE NUKE 'EM 3D Apogee 6/95 i

EARTHSIEGE 2 Sierra 11/95

EMPIRE II New World 9/95

EXPLORATION Interactive Magic 6/95

FRANKENSTEIN Interplay Q2/95

GABRIEL KNIGHT 2 Sierra 10/95

G-NOME Merit 5/95

HARVESTER Merit 5/95

HEROES OF MIGHT AND MAGIC

New World 8/95

JETFIGHTER III Mission Studios 6/95

LANDS OF LORE 2 Virgin Q3/95

LAST BOUNTY HUNTER

American Laser Games 6/95 I

LOST ADMIRAL 2 QQP 5/95

LOST IN TOWN Sierra 5/95

MAGIC THE GATHERING

MicroProse Q2/95

MARCO POLO 1-Motion Q2/95

METAL LORDS New World 9/95

:
MILLENNIA GameTek 8/95

NETWORK CIVILIZATION MicroProse . .5/95

NBA LIVE EA 5/95

NEW HORIZONS Koei 6/95

PHANTASMAGORIA Sierra 6/95

POLICE QUEST: SWAT Sierra 9/95

PRO LEAGUE BASEBALL '95

MicroSports 5/95

SILENT HUNTER SSI 7/95

TEKWAR Capstone 9/95

THIRD REICH Avalon Hill 6/95

THUNDERSCAPESSI 5/95

TOP GUN Spectrum HoloByte 7/95

WETLANDS New World 9/95

WORLD SOCCER Empire 5/95
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Microsoft Game Development Tools
Promise To Simplify Windows Gaming
Microsoft will soon release a

suite of software development

tools that has the potential to

simplify computer gaming un-

der Windows 95. The new tools

make it possible for game de-

velopers to convert existing

DOS titles to Windows 95,

make the installation and load-

ing ofWindows 95 games virtu-

ally automatic, and aid in

creating new Windows 95

games. Microsoft plans to an-

nounce the new suite of devel-

opment tools at the Computer

Game Developers Conference

in Santa Clara, CA, in May.

The Windows 95 Games
SDK (software development

kit) from Microsoft gives devel-

opers a complete suite of tools

for creating Windows 95

games. Using a feature Mi-

crosoft has dubbed “Autoplay,”

games will load automatically

when a game disc is inserted

into a CD-ROM drive. The
Games SDK also has functions

for an install routine that

promises to greatly simplify

game installation—whether a

Windows 95 game or an Auto-

play-enabled DOS CD game.

The Games SDK will also

help developers port earlier

DOS games to the Windows 95

format. Origin, Mindscape, Ac-

colade and other gaming com-

panies have projects in the

works using the Microsoft de-

Cyberpunk Author William Gibson

To Discuss Johnny Mnemonic On-Line

Award-winning author

William Gibson makes a rare

on-line appearance in May to

discuss his circuit-headed

brainchild, Johnny Mnemon-
ic, short story character cum

full-motion video action/ad-

venture game. The “Father of

Cyberpunk” and author of

Neuromancer will take ques-

tions and dispense digital div-

ination live on CompuServe/

ZiffNet May 18th. Any Com-
puServe member can join the

discussion without signing up

on ZiffNet.

Johnny Mnemonic., pro-

duced by Sony Imagesoft, is

an entirely interactive, full-

screen, full-motion video

game on two CD-ROMs (see

cover story, CGW #127).

There will also also be a fea-

ture-length film of the same

name coming soon from Tris-

tar Pictures, but the two were

filmed separately.

Special “Johnny Mnemon-
ic” events are planned for

May 15-20 on ZiffNet. Com-
puServe members can ex-

plore ZiffNet during that

week forjust the connect-time

charges. Jack in, won’t you?

velopmenl tools. Although
Windows 3.1 games typically

have slower frame rates than

their DOS versions, a compo-

nent of the Games SDK known

as Direct Draw will let 2D
Windows 95 games take advan-

tage of current Windows
graphic accelerators. This

translates into significantly

faster 2D frame rates for fast-

paced games.

The new games kit promises

advances in the handling of 3D
graphics, as well. Microsoft, fol-

lowing its purchase of Render-

morphics, will be marketing

Rendermorphics’ 3D libraries

to game developers. The Real-

ity Lab software package will

facilitate 3D game develop-

ment for start-up companies,

many of whom don’t have the

resources to make their own
3D games from scratch. For

the few companies that do have

their own 3D libraries, the

Games SDK will have provi-

sions for allowing developers to

port the 3D portions of their

game to Windows 95.

If Microsoft’s promises be-

come reality, the Games SDK
may make both gamers’ and

developers’ lives easier. Games
will be much easier to load and

play, and hardware installation

and configuration will be

much less painful.

Jury Of Their Peers
Software Publishers Select The Best Games Of ‘94

The annual Codie

Awards ceremony of

die Software Publish-

ers Association

looked amazingly

like an Academy
Awards presentation,

but few of the

“celebrity” presenters and recipi-

ents are widely known outside

the software industry itself. To
computer gamers, the game
awards may provide an interest-

ing counterpoint to our own
Premier Awards in diis issue.

Best Action/Arcade Pro-

gram: DOOM II was the easy

winner in diis category with ku-

dos going to both distribution

partner GT Interactive Software

and developer id Software.

Best Fantasy Role-

Playing/Adventure Program:

Under A Killing Moon from

Access Software captured the

industry’s imagination with its

digitized video of

known performers.

Best Simulation

Program: Maxis has

owned this category

with their innovative

“systems simulations”

for many years, so it is

not surprising that SimTower

was this year’s winner.

Best Sports Program: Pa-

pyrus Design Group was the

clearwinner in diis categoiy with

NASCAR Racing, the excellent

sequel to IndyCar Racing.

Best Strategy Game: 7di Lev-

el, Inc.’s Monty Pyitton’s Com-

plete Waste, oe Time captured

die hearts of die Boomer execs

in the software indusuy with its

strange and well-named ap-

proach to game design.

Congratulations to all of the

winners. Now see page 35 for

CGIKs take on the best games

of the year.
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DRAGON'S GATEFEDERATION II

BATTLETECFfGEMSTONE III
1

Get up to 17 hours free* to play CyberStrlke™

or any other great multiplayer games on GEniel

How about some real competition for a

change? Up to 17 hours online to play the

hottest games and coolest players in Cyber-

space. That's what you'll get right now when

you log on to GEnie, America's most outra-

geous online service for multiplayer games.

Shoot 'em uppers can shoot it out with 16

other Cyberpods for control of a virtual city in

the award-winning CyberStrike™— an exclu-

sive on GEnie. Or, pit flying skills against the

best sim pilots around in multiplayer Air

Warrior®-we told you there'd be competition.

RPGers? GEnie's got you covered with fantasy

role playing adventures like Hundred Years

War and Multiplayer BattleTech™ as well as

the text-based Dragon's Gate, Federation II

and the fantastically popular Gemstone lll!
M

Play NTN Showdown Trivia and watch scores

come in from bars and hotels across the

country. Enter tournaments in chess, check-

ers, blackjack, poker, backgammon, bridge

and Reversi.

GEnie's the place for multiplayer games.

Plus new games are added all the time.

Like Harpoon"' one of the most complex

war games ever-now available on GEnie.

So stop playing with yourself-for up to

17 hours-and play the terrific games and

gamers on the only online service to bring

you all this and more. To sign up online, turn

your modem on and dial 1-800-638-8369.

Enter JOINGENIE at the prompt. When asked

for the special offer, enter ANN234.

‘Some restrictions apply. Must be over 18 years ol age 1o subscribe. For games lo be tree of charge for up lo 17 hours, user must observe the following: play in non prime lime (between 6PM ond 8AM ESI); access

speed must be sel al a maximum of 2400 baud; user musl dial into a local access node: lemain solely in gaming oreo. Otherwise, normol GEnie usage tees may be incurred during the 17 hour complimentary

period. Ibis offer is in lieu of oil other offers, and is for new subscribers only. Additional long distance phone charges may apply. Available in US ana Canada only. Offer expires 12/31/95.

CyberStrike and GemSlone III ore trademarks of Simutronics Corporation. Air Warrior is a registered trademark of Kesmoi Corporation. Harpoon is a trademark of Gome Designers Workshop Inc. Multiplayer

Bollletech is a trademark of FASA Corporation. All other names are trademarks or service marks ol their respective owners.

GEnie Our games blow everybody else's away!
Circle Reader Service #29



BIOFORGE
Part man, part cyborg, totally

confused. That’s probably the

easiest way to describe the

character in Bioforge,

Origin’s much-anticipated

“interactive movie.” The story

many of you already know.

Your hero wakes up with that

not-so-fresh feeling you get

when you’ve been genetically

and physically altered into a

biomechanically enhanced
“thing.” From this point, the

game becomes very similar to

I Motion’s Alone in the Dark

titles. You use the keyboard to

move around the beautifully

detailed 3D

Anyone can club an enemy with their

own mutilated arm, but can you out-

think an entire complex of evil in Bio-

forge?

environments and to fight

when you have to. One imme-

diate problem you’ll face is

that the manual is wrong
about several keys’ functions.

It look us a few minutes before

we realized that the space bar

“uses” an item and the return

key picks things up. Gamers

looking for simple action

might want to think twice

—

Bioforge matches immersive

action with some fairly intri-

cate problem solving. As for

the character animations,

about which a great deal was

made, everyone and every-

thing looks lifelike, realistic,

and great. IBM CD-ROM,
$54.95. Circle Reader

Service # 1

.

Origin, Austin,

Texas, (512) 335-5200

TICONDEROCA
Make a base from stan-

dard NATO ship sym-

bols; throw in an

extensive array of

weapons, tense scenarios, and

beautiful 3D-rendered back-

grounds. Top with several cin-

ematic cut scenes, mix well,

and

what you

have is Mind-
scape’s Ticonderoga, a

game that tries to be both a

graphics extravaganza

and ;

3D-rendered backgrounds form the

backdrop for advanced naval combat in

Ticonderoga.

realistic simulation. Unlike

playing Harpoon or Aegis,

you can actually walk down the

corridors of your Ticondero-

ga-class ship, gaze off the port

bow, or even make coffee in

your cabin. The interface takes

a bit of getting used to

though, despite the tutorial.

Ticonderoga covers three dif-

ferent

war-time scenarios:

The Pacific hotbed,

the re-ignition of the

Persian Gulf, and our

old Soviet adver-

saries, suddenly

1 resurgent under
I radical right-wing

5 rule. In some bat-

tles, you go solo;

others find you in the more
traditional Ticonderoga role

at the head of a task force.

Each scenario also presents

you with decisions that

carry political consequences

which can affect your career. A
great performance leaves

medals on your dress uniform,

but if you inflict too many
civilian casualties you’ll be

lucky to get an analyst job on

CNN. IBM CD-ROM, $59.95.

Circle Reader Service #2.

Mindscape, Novato, CA,

(800) 234-3088

DISCWORLD

Once upon a time there

sprang forth a writer from the

very land (England) that be-

got Eric Idle, who begot Mon-

ty Python’s Flying Circus. He
was called Terry of Pratchett,

and the humor in his fantasy

stories seemed to many to be

very ‘Pythonian’. So it was

that the gods of the universe

and the lords of marketing

did decree that these two kin-

dred spirits should join, and

bring gaming joy and laugh-

ter to all. The Discworld, a

flat disc traveling through the

cosmos on the back of a giant

turtle, forms the set- ~

ting for Pratchett’s

zany mix of humor,

satire and fantasy.

Most novels never

translate properly to

die computer medi-

um, but casting Eric

Idle as the bum-
bling wizard

Rincewind is certainly a step

in the right direction. Disc-

world’s eclectic characters:

stodgy old wizards, articulate

thieves, monkey librarians,

trolls, dragons and other fan-

tasy take-offs pro-

Rincewind the Wizard bumbles through

humorous misadventures in Discworld,

trusty magic luggage by his side.

vide comic relief while ad-

vancing the plot. The anima-

tion has a delightfully

cartoonish feel, and despite

the fairly large world to be

explored, it’s not meant to be

taken too seriously. If Disc-

world sounds a lot like a

Siena adventure with a touch

of tea & crumpets, that’s as

apt a description as any. IBM
CD (with voices) and floppy

(without), 59.95. Circle Read-

er Service #3.

Psygnosis, Ltd., Cambridge,

MA, (617)497-5457



Grab the scented bait and hit the fresh

water for some good ol' fashioned

anglin' in Gone Fishin'.

CONE FISHIN': DIGITAL
FRESH WATER
FISHING

There’s a saying that a bad

day fishing is better than a

good day at work, but with

Gone Fishin’: Digital Fresh

Water Fishing from Amtex,

this saying may no longer be

applicable. Gone Fishin’ simu-

lates a day out on the lake

quite

well. You sit

in your boat casting,

reeling, and watching your

lure speed and line tension,

while you wait for the fish to

bite. All sorts of fish are in

here—Northern Pike,

Walleye, Smallmouth Bass,

Sunfish, Perch, and every-

one’s favorite, the Catfish.

The renditions of the

lodge and bait shop are

dated, but once you’re

out on the water, it feels

just like the real thing—in-

cluding the long stretches

when nothing is biting. The
company of your “fishin’ bud-

dy” Bill Saiff (host of Public

Television’s Rod and Reel), the

wonderful sound effects like

the water lapping on the side

of the boat, and the great fish-

ing control interface (which

reminded us of teeing off in

Links 386), make Gone
Fishin’ a “must-have” for real

and virtual anglers alike. Be-

sides, what other game gives

you a discount coupon on

scented bait?

IBM CD-ROM, $39.95. Cir-

cle Reader Service #4.

Amtex, Belleville, Ontario

Canada, (613) 967-7900

PAPARAZZI!
PAPARAZZI!

This Museworthy release

is an interactive satirical

revue that puts you in the

role of a freelance photog-

rapher trying to make an

honest buck off of others’

sometimes dishonest acts.

You’ll uncover clues as to

where the stars are, go to

those locations and hopefully

catch them on film. Then, if

anyone wants to buy your pho-

to, a series of offers will ap-

pear. You select the oiler that

works best for you and pocket

the profit as you watch your

reputation improve or disinte-

grate. You begin each day and

night by scanning the televi-

sion for clues or checking your

answering machine in the

hope that one of your usually

reliable sources has phoned
in. The six bizarre television

channels may only be Quick-

Time movies, but at least one

filmed bit per day is in the tra-

dition of Kentucky Fried

Movie or Second

Simple photographs of stars getting out

of cars sell, but it’s the scandalous stuff

the people want in Paparazzi!

City Television. Ideally, you’ll

unearth a nice clue that will

enable you to choose an ap-

propriate location and snap

some appropriately juicy

shots. If your picture sells, you

get to see your photo on

screen, accompanied by a le-

gitimate headline or a tabloid-

style cut-line.

Macintosh CD-ROM,
$59.95. Circle Reader Service

#5.

MUSEWORTHY, Inc., Addi-

son, TX, (214) 233-3384.

SAIL '95

Sailing may not have the

high-speed crashes of auto

racing or the thundering

hooves of horse racing, but it

does have its own special

brand of excitement—all of

the competitors are at the

mere)' of the wind. Every race

is different, even over the

same course. Sail ‘95 by Vivid

Simulations is a Windows-
based sailing simulation of

America’s Cup Racing with

detailed 3-D rendered ships

running in 1024 by 768 reso-

lution. It allows you to

control as much of a

sailing vessel as you

wish. You can simply de-

cide upon gross tactics

or you may decide to mi-

cromanage the entire

boat. The game allows

you to re-race the ‘92

America’s Cup, to try' out

the ‘95 America’s Cup
course, to sail an Olympic-

style triangular course, or to

train on a very short course.

Sail ‘95 also provides you with

Sail ‘95 makes America's Cup Racing

approachable, and a lot more fun than

watching it on ESPN.

plenty of hi-tech information.

You get dynamic gauges

which reflect your oppo-

nent’s position, your naviga-

tional information, your

trim, who has the right-of-

way, and several other

wind-related morsels of in-

formation. For most of us,

this will be the closest we

ever get to high-speed sailing.

IBM, $59.99. Circle Reader

Service #6.

Vivid Simulations, Clinton,

CT, (203) 664-1634
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Aces Over
The internet

With Ultra-Realistic Flight Modeling, 60 Realistically-Rendered

Aircraft, And A Sun Network Server, Domark/ICI Is Gunning For

Dominance In The On-Line Simulations Arena With Confirmed Kill

W hen a con-

versation

between

gamers con-

tains the

words

“hard-core

flight sim”

and “on-line,” you know they’re talking

about one of two things: they’re either fan-

tasizing about the multi-player game of

their dreams, or they’re discussing

Kesmai’s Air Warrior. For several years

now, Air Warrior, a simulation of WWII
air combat that can be played by dozens of

people at one time, has provided the only

gaming experience of its kind. Check into

Air Warrior’s arena on any given night

and you’ll see three countries, “A,” “B”

and “C" fighting for dominance of die on-

line skies. You’ll Find groups of gamers

gathered in virtual meeting rooms, plot-

ting attacks against enemy factories and

airfields. You’ll “hear” the adrenaline-

charged chatter of pilots communicating

during dogfights, and often vicious taunts

exchanged between engaged enemies.

Unchallenged, Air Warrior and GEnie,

the game’s predominant venue, have

gathered a fanatical following of flyers

who’ve logged hundreds of hours in its

simulated skies.

Air Warrior is far and away the best

multi-player flight simulation available,

but being “best” in a field of one is an easy

thing to do. Now, in the spirit of the simu-

lations they create, Domark Sofware and

ICI, Domark’s Texas-based partner, have

come soaring out of the sun with a new

on-line air combat game, Confirmed Kill.

Confirmed Kill has lined up its sights

squarely on the tail of Air Warrior, and

it’s ready for a fight. Air Warrior had bet-

ter find air speed, altitude or ideas

quickly, because Confirmed Kill

may have it out-gunned. Air War-

rior is a few years old now, and

while upgrades and additions to

the system have been made,
they’ve been slow in coming. With

its $2.00 per hour price tag

(cheap, in the world of on-line

games), higher transfer bandwidth

through the Internet, over 60 air-

craft in its hangar, and a wealth of

new features, Confirmed Kill ap-

pears in excellent position for the

fight.

maximum in any one “arena”), you can be

sure that the action will be intense.

But the war is not just fought for God
and country; a player’s personal rank can

mean a lot in the CK world. Pilots will

earn points for kills, as well as for success-

POINTS, PRESTIGE, POWER
The fight is what it’s all about in Con-

firmed Kill (CK). When you log in to CK
from an Internet access provider (see side-

bar: Connection Established), you’ll

choose to fly for one of four countries.

Each country will have its own base of op-

erations from which to launch attacks on

the others. Countries will earn points

through airborne kills as well as the bomb-

ing of key enemy sites. The countries can

also launch tank incursions and naval at-

tacks on enemy facilities, with the pilots

providing air cover. With up to 500 possi-

ble players on the system at one time (100

ful bombing runs, CAP missions, and even

for successful landings. There will be

awards given to the leaders in points,

win/loss ratio, and kills per flight hour,

among others. One of the firsL rewards of

success is the ability to customize your air-

craft’s wings, tail, and nose with a variety

of texture-mapped insignia. As you rack

up the points, you gain access to more and

belter art. Of course, you can be sure that

those planes Hying “braggart” markings

will become prime targets for ace hope-

fuls. Other awards might include free

game hours and Domark clothing and
paraphernalia.
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The spoils of victory may not

stop there. Domark is hoping to

implement a rank system whereby

top-notch pilots will earn the ability to

take command. During large-scale en-

gagements, those with the privilege of

rank could direct their country’s planes us-

ing an overhead map view and “radio”

communications. This position could be-

come especially useful and interesting dur-

ing the planned historical battle

re-creations. Domark has plans for Battle

of Kursk and Solomon Islands arenas,

where these major air batdes of WYVII can

be completely re-created. To maintain the

proper historical flavor, the planes avail-

able to the sides in the battle will be limit-

ed to those actually used in the battle.

Interestingly, a squadron of Air Warrior

pilots who fly Japanese Zeros have already

expressed interest in taking up the Japan-

ese cause in the Solomon Island campaign.

A MODEL MODEL
As interesting as the historical scenarios

might be, they won’t satisfy the flight sim

buff long unless the planes perform with

reasonable realism. Here, CK is certain

not to disappoint, unless it does so because

it’s too realistic. The CK system uses a

“force model” rather than a “table-based”

flight model as used in most simulations.

Table-based models use an array of pre-

determined flight performance numbers

for a specific plane. So, for instance, if a P-

5 1 Mustang is at 5,000 feet, the simulation

looks up the flight performance specs for

that plane at that altitude and finds the

roll, turn and climb rate numbers. Table-

based sims are veiy common because they

are easy to program, but they produce

less-than-optimal results.

A force model, on the other hand, is

^3i

Taking and holding villages is an important

aspect of Confirmed Kill’s historical scenarios.

This Me-1 10 is trying to soften up a Soviet town

fora panzer assault.

very diffi-

cult to design.

This type of simulation

determines an aircraft’s

flight characteristics from “control

puts”—things like engine size and

prop size, and control surfaces like verti-

cal stabilizers, wings, and dive brakes. All

of these variables (and many more) are

factored into veiy sophisticated equations

that are calculated “on the fly” rather

than precalculated as in table-based sims.

The result is that the planes behave

very realistically, perhaps too realistically

for novice pilots. You won’t be able to

jump into a plane and yank-n-crank your

way around the skies. With most of the

aircraft, that kind ofjoystick jockeying

will land you in a flat spin from which it

can be very difficult to recover. In our test

flights, we flew the Corsair, the flight mod-

el of which accu-

rately simulates the

plane’s strong en-

gine torque; we had

to lay hard on the

rudder just to keep

the plane on a

straight line during

take-off. According

to Domark, each of

the 60+ planes in

the CK world will

have its own flight

model based on

their aircraft research.

Even the weapons in CK are recreated

realistically. The arsenal includes rockets,

bombs, torpedoes, cannons and guns, and

die guns have realistic rates of fire, damage

capability, armor penetration, range, and

muzzle velocity. You can even adjust the

boresight of your guns—from 100m con-

vergence to 1000m—while on the ground.

Of course, not everyone knows their

high speed stalls from their flat spins, and

their Wildcat from their Spitfire, so CK
will have an easy mode and a special arena

for new pilots. There, newcomers can

learn to fly and test out maneuvers without

falling prey to point-hungry veterans.

Also, to make sure that everyone has

targets to fire

at, the CK
system will

constantly

gauge the action

in the battle arenas. If things get a lit-

tle slow, the computer will launch its own

attacks on the players, sending out tank

columns against human headquarters, en-

emy flights against airbases, and V-l rock-

et attacks against strategic sites.

As for the simulation mechanics, CK has

the standard array of features and options.

The system will support the standard view

modes and a functional padlock view that

will display situa-

tional awareness

info (a pitch lad-

der, airspeed, alti-

tude, and an

arrow pointing to-

ward the currently

locked enemy) on

the screen at all

times. All of the

planes and all of

the views from the

planes will have

cockpit graphics

based upon the aircraft types. Each cock-

pit will have a standard altimeter and com-

pass, but the rest of the dials and gauges

will be based on the real-McCoy. (A few of

the Russian planes will even have Cyrillic

lettering.) The keyboard command layout

is very similar to that used in Air Warrior,

but it can also be remapped to the player’s

preference. The simulation will also sup-

port some autopilot modes that will prove

very handy: One will level your plane at its

current altitude, one will hold a pro-

grammed airspeed, and yet another will

hold the aircraft at its best climb rate. Also,

to help in the identification of craft in the

simulated skies, some helpful graphic indi-

cators will be provided. Every visible craft

«* v
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Things can get wil

and Zero get acqu

by T-34s, flak pan

in the Arena, as a Hurricane

ainted over a village defended

ers, and anti-aircraft bunkers.
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will have a clear indicator underneath it

which can be configured to display aircraft

types, player names, or range informa-

tion.

38 POINTS OP PAIN
One of the most innovative aspects of

Confirmed Kill is its damage model,

which is more sophisticated than any

we’ve seen. In most simulations, the dam-

age model is very simple: if a plane re-

ceives “X” hits, it will start to lose oil

pressure and smoke; if it received “X”

more hits, it goes down. In CK, a pilot’s

troubles will be much more sophisticated.

Aircraft can take 38 different types of

damage, and the damage will have realis-

tic effects on the plane’s performance. For

instance, a plane can have its rudder shot

off, and the turning performance of the

plane will suffer severely as a result, or an

individual aileron could be blown off,

wreaking havoc on the craft’s climb per-

formance and stability. Likewise, engines

can be damaged (producing black smoke),

radiators can be punctured (white smoke),

fuel lines can be severed (grey smoke),

and pilots can be killed by direct hits to

the canopy. Your landing gear could even

become damaged, forcing you either to

crash land or tiy high-G maneuvers that

might dislodge the gear! As you can see,

the system is very robust.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Confirmed Kill will support graphic

resolutions from 320x200 to 1024x768.

Of course, getting decent performance at

the highest resolutions will

require some heavy-duty

hardware. To play at the

highest resolution, Do-
mark is recommending a

Diamond Stealth 64 video

card with 2 MB ofRAM or

equivalent. The Diamond
card, among others, sup-

ports the S3 graphic accel-

erator chip that Domark
has championed over the

Vintage aircraft fans will be in hardware heaven with Confirmed Kill. Domark's skunk-works have been

cranking out planes faster than Lockheed, and eventually their hangars will include over 60 aircraft, in-

cluding some that have never before been modeled in a simulation.

A6M3 Zero-Sen

A-26B Invader

Bristol Beaufighter

B6N2 “Jill”

B5N1 "Kate"

B-17G Flying Fortress

B-25B G4M3 Betty

B-24D Liberator

DomierDo 335

DeHavilland Mosquito MK.IV

D3A1 "Val"

D4Y2 "Judy" Seafury

F4F-3 Wildcat

F6F-3 Hellcat

F4U Corsair

Fw 190

Fw200c Condor

Grumman F8

G5N1 Liz

Henschel Hs 129

HelllH

He 219 Uhu

Hawker Hurricane Mkl

liyushin 11-10

J2M2 Jack

Ju 87G-2 Stuka

Ju 88

Ju 188

Ki-21 "Sally"

Ki-43 "Oscar" Hayabusa

Ki-44 "Tojo" Shoki

Ki-61 “Tony" Hien

Ki-84 "Frank" Hayate

Ki-100

LaGG-3

La-7

Lancaster III

Machhi C.202

Me 110

Me 109

Me 262 Schwalbe

MiG-3

N1K2-J "George" Shiden

P-38L Lightning

P-39 Aircobra

P-40 Warhawk

P-47 Thunderbolt

P-51 D Mustang

SB2C-3 Helldiver

Supermarine Spitfire

Supermarine Spiteful

Ta-152H1

Grumman TBF Avenger

Tempest

Tupolev Tu-2

Yakovlev Yak-1

Yakovlev Yak-3

Yakovlev Yak-9

last year. The network perfor-

mance is also a key issue in

high speed simulations of this

kind. Current on-line simula-

tions have problems with

“warping,” where a plane will

suddenly disappear and then

reappear a few screen-inches

away. Domark insists that, be-

cause they are using a heavy-

duty Sun Microsystems server

(which can handle 1200 player

transactions per second) with a minimum
connect rate of 9600 baud, warping will

rarely be a problem. In fact, during testing

1 0 players were able to fly in tight forma-

tion without difficulty. Domark has also as-

sured us that the frame rate of the sim on

a 486/33 local bus, the minimum recom-

mended system, will never drop below 15

frames per second.

If Domark and ICI don’t succumb to

“performance pressure” as development

continues, CK will be one hell of a multi-

player arena. Not only are the flight me-

chanics of a very high fidelity, but the

world and competitive construct is ex-

tremely robust. For example, imagine be-

ing shot down over enemy territory, and

parachuting to the turf. If a buddy sees

you go down, he can radio in for a rescue

mission. The computer will then send out

a resale helicopter to pick you up. BUT, if

the enemy gets wind of this, they might

send a couple of pilots after the rescue

copter, who could then be intercepted by

pilots from your side flying a RESCAP
(Resale Combat Air Patrol) mission.

And so it will go, dirty ffirball after dirty

furball, dozens of player going head to

head in the classic aircraft from a classic

era. This sort of multi-player free-for-all is

gaming at its best, and perhaps die future

of this hobby. If Domark and ICI can put

everything they want to into Confirmed

Kill, it will be a terrific example of on-line

gaming for others to follow. 4r

CONNECTION
HOW TO FIND Confirmed Kill

ON THE INTERNET
Confirmed Kill is run off of a host computer in ICI's Texas

offices. To connect to the CK host, you’ll need access to

the Internet and TELNET capability. You simple dial up

your Internet access provider, TELNET to the CK host,

download the "front end" software (about a 20 minute

download), and you're set. Alternatively, you can jump to

the Domark World Wide Web site through CGWs WWW
home page. Drop by our place at "http://www.ziff.com/".
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(Rating: 4'/; out of 5)

r\ truly great pinball game is more than great graphics and spectacular sounds, more than the latest

arcade features like 3D ramps and three multi-ball play, more than fast ball movement and precise flip-

per control, and it's more than being able to see the whole playfield at once so you can aim your shots.

A great pinball game has that unique quality of playability and never-

ending challenge that keeps you coming back for., ./ust one more

game and a shot at your new high score!

|
Washington Post- “Crystal Caliburn perfectly

captures the essence of a great pinball machine."

New York Times-"The realism is striking...

[Crystal Caliburn] will be at the top of Silicon Santa's

gift list this year."

Inside Mac Carnes- "ARCADE CAME OF THE YEAR"

Computer Came Review- "Crystal Caliburn sets a new

standard. For realistic pinball on a computer, there's nothing

like this game."

Electronic Entertainment- "Crystal Caliburn is simply the

best, most realistic, most challenging pinball simulation for

the Macintosh yet," (Rating: 9 out of 10)

CAME5 Magazine-"You'll forget you're playing on a

two-dimensional computer screen ... the realism is

astonishing."

MacUser-“Flprtrnnir ninhail's Hnlv firail

"

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:

MACINTOSH: 13" or

larger monitor, 256

colors, and 4MB RAM.

WINDOWS: 386 or faster

processor, Windows 3. 1,

256 SVQA monitor,

4MB RAM. Supports

SoundBlaster« and other

Windows compatible

sound cards.

From the creative genius of LittleWing™, developer of TRISTAN™ and Eight Ball Deluxe™ foi

Available from your favorite retailer or mail order catalog. Interactive DEMO on 40L®

NOW AVAILABLE FOR WINDOWS!

StarPlay Productions, Inc. • PO Box 21 7 • Greeley, Colorado 80632-021 7 • Tel 303.447.9562 • Fax 303.447.2739

™ Crystal Caliburn and Tristan are trademarks of LittleWing CO. LTD. Other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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War framing will never be the same!

Meet Fritz:
His Panther, and 40 more ^
like him just rolled across ^

the Meuse river and he’s heading

right for you. Can you stop him?

puts you square in the middle of the last

major German ground offensive of WWII, known
as the Battle of the Bulge.

In this first volume of the BATTLEGROUND series,,

the ground breaking graphics let

you fight it out in exciting Platoon / Company
level engagements deep in the Ardennes forest.

Make your stand at Bastogne as

the 101st Airborne or ride to victory

with Piper’s infamous SS units.

Actual screens may vary

po pox 6n
Forrest Hill MP 21050-0632

Ground breaking PATTLEVIEW™ Graphics©Copyright 1995 TalonSoft Inc.

Circle Reader Service r/289



The Computer Gaming World

: he devious minds behind thei

J games that capture your

imagination and wreck your

life were razor-sharp in 1994.

They pored over the nation’s

stock car tracks with surveyor’s accuracy,

studied combat effectiveness of Wehrmacht

units more than the Germans themselves, and

put the brains in those plasma-packing aliens

who taunted you so maddeningly you couldn't

wait to get back in the commander’s seat to

kick their little green butts again. There were

games in 1994 that, like Sid Meier's Civilization,

“will stand the test of time,” and we present

them here in the most laudable manner we

know, the Computer Gaming World Premier

Games of the Year.

Each year, the editors otlCGWlry to single

out the bfSt computer game in each category,

the best performances in multimedia products,

and the Best of the Best-iour‘ Premier fcame of

the Year. We do not nominate games that are

merely popular or games which simply

to us. We nominate games with the

[appeal

lism,

brilliance and audacity to suspend a cynical

gamer’s disbelief and hav^him or her 'rawling,

with complete disregard for sleep and social

standing, back foi- more. In other words, we

xNioYninate the BE$Ti The games are judged on a

number of levels, including originality and in-

novation, playability, contribution to their

genre, popularity among our readership, im-

pact upon the computer gaming hobby—and

plain ol’ Fun. In the next few pages,
;
v

you to celebrate the finalists and wih

these Premier awards with us. You]]

why we thought the finalists were s

and why we believe the winners are*

de la creme.
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Adventure games let you take an alter ego through a

storyline or series of events. The plotlines are usually

advanced by solving puzzles, using limited resources

wisely, or interacting with the story’s characters.

This year’s finalists definitely raised the ^
graphic ante over past winners. Death Gate

from Legend is based on the best-selling

Weis and Hickman fantasy novels. The quali-

ty of the puzzles is evident, but Death Gate
: *

also uses compelling atmospheric graph- JH
ics to distinguish its numerous imaginary 1
worlds. Dragonsphere from MicroProse has

an intriguing storyline, imaginative fantasy cul-

tures, and a wonderful conversation system within its universe.

Psygnosis’ Ecstatica is a hybrid of action and adventure in a fantas-

of the year’s

most charming releases was Sierra’s King's Quest VII, the latest in

the distinguished series of graphic adventure games. The feature-

quality animation and the hodge-podge of classic tales make it the

closest we’re likely to
,

come to a fairy tale on

the computer.

But it was an ob-
'

scure game from far wSBPyV <
afield that caused a

surprise upset in the ^
adventure category |
this year. Relentless, 4 W

m {Thh? L \ V
France by Adeline

Software and

distributed by

Electronic Arts, is an action/adven-^^^^^B|jjj|^^a

ture that’s remarkably innovative in both artistic and^^^^
.

game design. Designer Frederick Raynal (Alone in the Dark) has

1

fashioned a surrealistic universe with an odd Fisher-Price look,

^
combined with delightful psychedelic cut-scenes. The different

.y modes adopted by your character (Normal, Aggressive, Athletic,

,<4- Discreet) potentially provide several different solutions to the

i
Is game’s puzzles. Relentless receives high marks in terms of both

[

E innovation and creativity.

Action games emphasize fast reflexes, fast decision-

making and nimble dexterity over long-range strate-

gic plans or accurate modeling of real-world

dynamics. They are the games that pump the adrena-

line and wear out the buttons on joysticks and ^
One of the clear heavyweights in this cate-

gory is id Software’s Doom II, the sequel to

the oft-copied but never bested shooting BjaUBS&W
game that won last year's Premier Game of

the Year. Doom II reached the finals by jEfiB^EMV
virtue of its diabolical new traps, intri-

cate level designs and devastating new creatures.

Magic Carpet from Electronic Arts lifts gamers above the teeming

hordes and lets them soar and fight in a magnificent 3-D fantasy

world. This

Looking Glass Technologies, at first glance appears to be yet an-

other Doom clone. But its first-person action is fleshed out with ad-

venture elements in an elaborately detailed 3-D

a

world. Farther out in space lie the star fields of

LucasArt’s TIE Fighter, a space-combat game

i played from the ‘‘villain’s’’ side of the Star

I Wars universe. TIE Fighter’s challenging mis-

I sions, enhanced graphics, and improved

81 combat simulation give it enormous replay

I . The action category was intensely com-

'
|

petitive this year. Every one of the Finalists

Jl is a great play, but the edge was held by

QE Origin’s Wing Commander III. Designer

Chris Roberts blends the excitement of

scenes of any game yet made. Although the |*T

term "interactive movie” is often abused, Wing Commander III v

comes as close as we’ve seen to tapping the immense potential * 1

of live-action video, while still retaining, at its core, a highly
'

^ playable game.- —



Buy Alone' in the Dark 3 and you may find yourself in “the town too tough to die!" Register by June 16, 1995,

and you could be off on one of. three week-long trips for two to Tombstones gold mines, authentic saloons, and

infamous OK Corral. You could also win 15 l*Motion. CD-ROMs and 75 hint books.

Alone in the Dark 3 will also take you on a 3-D adventure to the ghost town of Slaughter" Gulch, where the cast

and crew of Hill Century Studios’ latest production have ^vanished. As supersleuth Edward Carnby, you’ll enjoy up to

70 hours of solving puzzles and dodging outlaws as you uncover their mysterious disappearance. So sharpen your

spurs and get ready for the dray/.,, with Alone in the Dark 3 you can’t imagine how wild the West can get.

Cirdle Reader Service #70

Your Wild West adventure is

now available on PC CD-ROM.

It’s Windows compliant and

Sound Blaster compatible.

For more information or con-

test rules, call: 800-443-3386.



ROLE-PLAYING
GAME OF THE YEAR

R
ole-playing is a sub-set of the Adventure category, but it

generally involves exploring worlds of greater depth, with

less emphasis on puzzle-solving to advance the plot.

RPGs also emphasize the development of a players'

characters over the course of the game, either

in numerical attributes, skill levels, spells and

abilities, or access to resources.

Bethesda’s The Elder Scrolls: Arena offers

a dilemma-based character creation sys-

tem, first-person perspective movement

through a 3-D world, rich variety in world

cultures, and use of mini-quests to ad-

vance the plot. Ravenloft from Strategic Simulations,

Inc. tried to capitalize on the upsurge of interest in vampires and all

things dark. Ravenloft's subject matter and new 3-D look enhance the

solid background universe created by TSR's AD&D team. Sir-Tech's

Star Trail is

an improve-

ment upon

the Realms of

Arkania sys-

tem. The

game’s enor-

mous detail
*'1«!*'?!_

Arena offers a variety of NPCs, a large world

to explore, and the best 3D action yet seen in

a role-playing game.

in weaponry,

skills and the

game world

make it well-

suited for

hard-core role-players. Legend's Superhero League of Hoboken broke

most of the rules. Portions of this game function as a traditional ad-

venture game, while other parts are more like a full-fledged role-play-

ing game. The goofy dialogue and storyline, and well-balanced

gameplay make for a wild ride through designer Steve Meretzky's left-

of-center imagination. Wolf, from Sanctuary Woods,

is an innovative role-playing game that, obviously

enough, places characters in the role of a wolf.

It skillfully mixes role-playing elements and

scientific fact, and its variety of scenarios

are designed to teach as well as

amuse.

Armed with +3 Broadswords and

The Armor Of Champions, we pit

these games against each other in

The editorial arena. Emerging victorious was

Bethesda's The Elder Scrolls: Arena. Intended to be the first in a

complex role-playing series, Arena was the vision of V. J. Lakshman

and Julian LaFaye. Both are traditional role-playing gamers, and
j

they liked the idea of combining the perspective of Doom with more ,

traditional role-playing elements. So they created a rich world with i

a variety of cultures and a myriad of mini-quests, and dropped it

into a 3-D environment. The Elder Scrolls: Arena is a breakthrough
j

game richly deserving of this year’s role-playing award.

imulation games are based on the modeling of vehicles in

real-world environments. Typical sims put you in the cock-

pit of fighter aircraft, behind the wheel of million-dollar

race cars, or in the close confines of a submarine stalking

its prey.

This year’s finalists are the strongest in many years. 1942: Pacific

Air War from MicroProse has accurate flight models and detailed

graphics, but what makes it unique is

its realistic handling of missions dur-

ing a campaign. Dynamix’ Aces of the

Deep is a detailed U-boat simulation

set in the Atlantic Theater of WWII. Its

historical accuracy, realistic graph-

ics, and engaging gameplay come to-

gether in a campaign game that is

notorious for devouring large chunks

of gamers’ lives. MicroProse’s Fleet

Defender is a modern air combat sim-

ulation built around the F-14 Tomcat.

It features beautiful graphics, extensive radar modeling and solid play

balance. NASCAR Racing from Papyrus via Virgin builds upon the

award-winning framework of IndyCar Racing.

NASCAR has more realistic handling char-

acteristics, stunning graphics, and tough

competition. US Navy Fighters from Elec-

tronic Arts is

a modern

campaign

Don’t get caught by enemy

escorts when you’re gazing

through the seductive periscope

view of Aces of the Deep.

game of naval air

"combat. Solid play balance, next-genera-

tion graphics, and a well-designed cam-

paign game make this accessible to novices

and veterans alike.

And the winners are: NASCAR Racing and Aces of the Deep. We found

ourselves torn between the technological excellence of

NASCAR Racing and the total experience of

Aces of the Deep. Both experiences capture

their respective subject matter with

incredibly realistic graphics and a

near-fanatical devotion to detail.

Both have monstrously addicting

gameplay, and, in the case of

NASCAR Racing, an experi-

ence that promises to get

better with advances in

processor speed. We salute both of these

outstanding achievements as winners of the Premier Simula-

tions of the Year.



TRACKS TO ADD TO YOUR
FOR MORE FUN AND

Charlotte Motor Speedway
Dover Downs International Speedway
Pocono Raceway
North Carolina Motor Speedway
North Wilkesboro Speedway
Sears Point Raceway
Richmond International Raceway stePROGRAM

NASCAR RACING
JUST ABOUT AS
MUCH AS WE COULD.
NOW WE'LL SIT BACK
AND LET THE EXPERTS
HAVE THEIR SAY .

PC Gamer's Best

Program of the Year

Computer Game Review’s Golden
Triad Award and Best Sports

Program of 1994

CES Innovations Award for Outstanding
Simulation

Interactive Gaming's 1994 Game of the Year
Award for Best Sports Program

Interactive Gaming’s Editor's Choice Award In

Recognition of Outstanding Achievement in

Game Design and Execution of Production

CHECK
OUT THIS NEW

EXPANSION KIT AND
WITH THESE RACING VENUES .

WE’VE HYPED

computer Gaming world’s Best
Simulation of 1995

SPA’s codie Award for

Best Sports Program
1995

NASCAR TRACK PACK OFFERS SEVEN
NEW CHALLENGES TO ROUND OUT YOUR
FULL RACING SEASON.

Available on PC CD ROM at your local retailer.

Or call 1 -800-836-1 829 to order direct.

NASCAR Racing, officially licensed bv
NASCAR, is the most realistic driving

simulation available for vour PC.

IkPYRUS
Papyrus BBS# (617-576-7472), CompuServe (GO PAPYRUS), Internet

(ftp.std.com, ftp.papy.com, www.papy.com), AOL (keyword PAPYRUS)

Distributed by Virgin

interactive

Entertainment, Inc.

Dealer inquiries

please call:

(714) 853-8710

NASCAR is a registered trademark of the National Association for stock Car Auto Racing, inc. NASCAR Racing is officially licensed by NASCAR. Papyrus is a registered trademark of Papyrus Design Group,

Inc. Virgin is a trademark of Virgin Enterprises. LTD. DuPont Automotive Finishes trademarks used under license from Motorsport Traditions. DuPont. Jeff Gordon and Hendrick Motorsports. Sterling

Marlin name and likeness and KODAK, GOLD and Trade Dress are trademarks licensed to Papyrus Design Group, Inc. by Eastman Kodak Company. Maxwell House is a registered trademark under license

from Advantage Management. „
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CAME STRATEGY GAME
OF THE YEAH OF THE YEAR

S
ince real-life sports encompass both participation and

coaching, it’s only natural that sports games offer both

action and strategy elements. It is the exceptional game

that can effectively appeal to both action- and strategy-

minded sports gamers.

Lance Haffner’s Courtside College Basketbsi '

is a text-based game that boasts great st;

tistical fidelity. This latest version offers

strong artificial opponent to go along

the stats and fast play for which Haffner’s

designs are known. FPS: Football ‘95

from Dynamix is the successor to last

year's Premier Sports Gave cf the Year. The

makes the playoffs with its superb ratings editor, play selection op-

tions, improved play-calling Al, and life-like rotoscoped animation. No

other PC

game has

captured the

flow of a

hockey game

as well as

NHL Hockey

‘95 from

Electronic

Arts. Fast

play, credible

player statis-

tics, great

sound ef-

fects, and outstanding play balance make this a welcome addition to

any hockey fan's trophy case. Electronic Arts' PGA Tour Golf 486 is a

graphic feast overlaying a physics-based golf challenge. PGA Tour is

as beautiful as Links 386 Pro but more competitive, since the PGA li-

cense lets you tee off against Tom

Kite, Fuzzy Zoeller and other PGA

greats. Finally, Strat-O-Matic Base-

ball 5.0 shows that there is still a

for stat-based baseball

games. This veteran enjoys a win-

ning season because of its inter-

face, quality computer manager,

statistical accuracy, base-run-

Al, and solid seasonal

This year’s championship

ring will be worn by FPS: Foot-

ball ‘95, for an unprecedented

third year in a row. The FPS: Football games are the

epitome of designs which bridge the gap between stat-based and

action-oriented sports games. Designer Patrick Cook has created

such a delicate balance of playability, statistical viability, and

customization that FPS: Football has become the standard against

, which all other football titles are compared.

S
trategy games emphasize long-range planning and re-

source management in order to reach a certain victory con-

dition. This year, strategy gamers struggled for dominance

in lands medieval and fantastic, traded salvos o’er the

high seas, and even defended the Earth against

invaders from outer space.

Lords of the Realm from Impressions is a

medieval combat fest that is so fresh in its

approach, it even makes animal husbandry

fun. The multi-player game is nicely bal-

anced and features a host of diplomatic

elements for gamers aspiring to the

throne of England. Master of Magic, developed by Sim-

Tex for MicroProse, builds elements of role-playing into its fine strate-

gic foundation. Steve Barcia’s design requires that you not only

1

conquer the world, but also discover the "Metaspell” and proclaim

yourself the absolute Master of Magic. Although abstract, The Grandest

Fleet from QQP is a wildly variable and unquestionably enjoyable game

of naval combat. The game goes beyond The Lost Admiral with a solid

economic model, brisk scenarios, and demanding naval campaign.

Blizzard’s Warcraft: Orcs and Humans is the best real-time strategy chal-

lenge since Westwood’s Dune II, which it closely emulates. Combining

research and city development with fast-paced tactical combat, War-

craft put a fresh twist on an old rivalry.

Towering over alb however, is X-COM from Mythos Game and Micro-

Prose. While concepts like hidden movement and opportunity fire have

been around in computer games for ages, rarely have they been used

so well in a tactical, man-to-man, combat game. Researching exotic

alien technology recalls the developmental joy of Civilization, and

the growth of your squad’s abilities adds a strong role-playing

: theme. The economic and political aspects of building facilities to

I

defend Earth's nations offer a good strategic shell, but the game

1 springs to life when you arm your squad, position them, and hunt

I down those, alien invaders. X-COM is truly a masterful blend of

classic strategy game elements.
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It's like nothing you've ever

felt before. It starts as infatuation

and becomes an obsession

with adventure, excitement and

sweet experience.

Transform a bland PC into your

fantasy system. A concert hall. A
time machine. An interactive movie.

Install a Diamond

multimedia kit,

sit back, close

your eyes and

enjoy the

crystal clear,

CD-quality

sound. Open
them and drink in the pulse-lifting

power of quad-speed CD-ROM
drives, the heart of multimedia.

With the most complete line of

quad-speed multimedia upgrade kits

Quad-speed CD-ROM
drive (600 KB/s

transfer rate)

1 6-bit wavetable

upgradable sound

card

Quality speakers

Tailored software

1 year warranty

anywhere. Diamond gives you the

beauty of choice. From our Premium

5000 "no compromise” kit with gtt
all the extras, to kits for gamers,

education and small and home
businesses.

We make it easy to get involved,

with simple installation

and operation.

“Installing the 5000 was a

as easy as couldbe.”

Multimedia World 4/95.

Plus the comfort

of 24-hour fax-back

and on-line support

service. For more

information contact your

local dealer or call Diamond

at 1-800-4-MULTIMEDIA today.

Diamond Multimedia Kits. Isn't it

time you made the move?

Premium 5000
The ultimate in

quad-speed power
$449!

\CcU

SOHO 6000 Value 4000 Educator 3000 Quad 500
! Designed for Affordable Perfect for Turbo charge your

1
todays home office CD-ROM power young children multimedia PC with

$399! $399! $399! quad-speed $249!

24-Hour Fax-Back: 1-800-380-0030 • Internet: www.diamondmm.com
01995 Diamond Multimedia Systems, Inc.. 2880 Junction Avenue. San Jose, CA 95 1 34-1922. All trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective holders.
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W argames recreate historical armed conflicts from a

command perspective. They emphasize planning,

carrying out a coherent strategic concept, and often

involve tactics to achieve the objective. This year

was a banner year for wargames, with suffi-

cient variety to satisfy everyone from the ca-

sual commander to the hard-core military

enthusiast.

Flight Commander 2 from Avalon Hill is

strategy-oriented look at modern air com-

bat from Korea to Desert Storm and be-,

yond. The depiction of modern air-to-air

combat will ring authentic to any would-be pilot—and

no joystick is necessary. In Koei's Genghis Khan II, players must use up

to 16 different types of units in medieval combined-arms tactics, con-

duct diplomacy, build an econo-

my at home, and even

designate heirs. Terrific cam-

paign options and one of the

toughest artificial opponents

around make GK2 a wonderful

wargame. Avalon Hill’s Opera-

tion Crusader one-ups Atomic

Games' V For Victory series in

terms of both graphics and

gameplay. Supply is properly

emphasized without over-

whelming the design, and the

fluidity of desert warfare is captured through a blend of hidden move-

ment, reconnaissance and improved Al. Tigers on the Prowl from HPS

Simulations is a detailed and realistic depiction of modern armored

combat. The graphics are lackluster

and the learning curve is steep, but

,
the wealth of hard data, "soft" fac-

tors, and excellent command con-

trol make Tigers highly worthwhile.

Even with such stiff competi-

tion, there was no wargame bet-

ter than Strategic Simulations’

i Panzer General. Due to its em-

1 phasis on fun and its wonder-

! fully simple interface, this

game will even appeal to non-

wargamers. Panzer General brings a fresh perspective to

WWII with role-playing aspects that let would-be Rommels advance

their career with an innovative system of prestige points. Rapid

blitzkriegs, set-piece armored assaults, and amphibious landings

in over 40 scenarios and campaigns allow for hundreds of hours of

challenging play. The design team accomplished this with well-

balanced competition, plenty of "What if?” options, a campaign

game that really works. Panzer General is the first wargame since

1987 to garner the #1 spot on the CGW\op 100 poll—a fine en-

dorsement for the most exciting wargame in a long time.

l

Panzer General’s effective mix of
||

graphics, sound, solid Al and unique ^
campaigns sets a new standard in

wargaming.

f 1

|

he overall Game of the Year always generates controversy,

'and the editors of CGW hotly debate the merits of each

game. Obviously, all of the category winners have to be

considered, but the overall game of the year must be that

game that transcends genre boundaries and appeals

to a wider range of gamers. This year, all of the final-

ists considered meet these qualifications.

Wing Commander III effectively employs big-name

actors and integrates the film footage into a hard-

hitting action game. TIE Fighter tactfully handles

the tricky subject of flying for the evil Empire in

the Star Wars universe and improves on the in-

tense space combat of X-Wing. NASCAR Racing’s incredible

graphics, sound and overall experience appeal to simulation enthusi-

asts and casual sports fans alike. Panzer General may be the mythical

“mass market" wargame, but achieves that status without insulting

veteran wargamers.

Winning in X-COM requires research,

financial savvy, tactical skill, and the

nerve to face an Ethereal Commander

on its home turf. What more can you

ask for in a Game of the Year?

Despite these wor-

thy contenders, it was

the year of X-COM,

which burst unherald-

ed onto the scene

without full-motion

video or other multi-

media flash. Design-

ers Julian and Niek

Gollop of Mythos

Games rightfully

chose to focus on

challenging game-

play. X-COM was the most-played game by our discerning readership

for several months, and even now it hovers near the top of our Top 100

Games poll nearly a year after its release.

The graphic novel-style art captures the

“Marauding Aliens from Outer Space"

feel quite well, and the variety of deci-

sions to be made about personnel, tac-

tics, and technological development will

keep any gamer's butt glued to a chair

for hours. X-COM doesn’t require a Pen-

tium or a quad-speed CD drive to play;

its success shows that pushing the tech-

nological envelope is often less important

than stoking the gamer’s competitive fire

and imagination.

CGW salutes X-COM and all the other

Premier award winners for their abili-

ty to deprive us of sleep, forget important engagements, and in

general, dazzle us in ways that we could hardly have dreamt just

a few years ago. From all of us at CGW to the designers of these

games, we say: you twisted fiends are at once our lifeblood and

our undoing, but we wouldn’t have it any other way. Congratula-

tions; you’ve all outdone yourselves. Encore! p,.

|f

I
i

“The tactical system was

based on my earlier

games, and I Knew it was

a popular concept, butthi

strategic element was

very much untried, and w<

were concerned about

how the whole game woui

fit together."

— Julian Bollop on X-COh



Like they say, it's not just the Navy, it's

an adventure! It's USS Ticonderoga, the

incredibly realistic naval simulator that puts

you in command and in the center of battle.

Everyone is counting on you as them
Annapolis-bred hotshot commanding

the flagship missile cruiser of the

Navy's modern fleet. It's as close

as you can get to serving in the Navy

without enlisting.

Tico uses actual US Navy specs with

real time decisions, perilous world security

situations and authentic advanced military

technology. The first person perspective

and awesome 3-D rendered graphics

will blow you away.

Are You Fit For Command?

Can you survive more than 20 different

missions that get increasingly more difficult as

you progress? Can you command sorties that

reflect current world hotspots - North Korea,

The Middle East and the North Atlantic?

Are you command material?

Get to the bridge,

inventory your weapons

and take command of

the naval simulator that

will challenge every one of your senses!

This is war! This is USS Ticonderoga!

erved. © 1 994-95 Intelligent Gc
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At any time, but particularly in games, multimedia should mean more

than shoveling audio and video onto a disk. Multimedia needs to offer an

experience that you cannot get elsewhere, a chance for you to make a dif-

ference in what you see on-screen—whether through game performance or

direct selection. The two major distinctions which multimedia capability

has brought to computer games have been in the areas of characterization

and sound. The former has been advanced by the introduction of profes-

sional actors and the latter has been enhanced by improvements in sound

technology joined with an increased commitment to musical talent. So, this

year as last, we celebrate the multimedia performances that we believe re-

ally made a difference in their respective products.

Acting in a computer game, as well as scoring a computer game, takes

different skills than performing in a linear art form. Actors continually tell

us that the multiple possibilities for each scene and the tight demands of

continuity make computer game performances a real stretch for them. In

the same way, the musical composer for a computer game doesn't have the

luxury of watching film from start to finish and matching the mood with the

music. The computer game score has to be appropriate at every turn. So, we

feel it appropriate to offer awards to those artists who improved our game

experiences.

BEST MALE
ON-SCREEN PERFORMANCE

O nce again, the editorial staff of CGWfelt that the best on-screen per-

formance in a computer game was not by an actor in a lead role. The

best on-screen performance, and the runner-up performer as well, was pro-

vided by a sup-

porting actor.

And the winner

is Tom Wilson

from Origin's

Wing Commander

III. Wilson is

best-known for

his performance

Tom Wilson (top left) portrays the cocky,

insubordinate Maniac with aplomb in Wing III.

vincing. Every dramatic venture needs that character to ratchet I

up the protagonist’s angst and provide that extra bit of tension f

that makes you really care what happens to the good guy. In !

Wing Commander III, Wilson’s Maniac does just that.

BEST FEMALE
ON-SCREEN PERFORMANCE

Although this year's outstanding female on-screen performance ap-

peared in a relatively weak game, it was extremely well-played. This

year's Premier award

for Best Female On-

Screen Performance

goes to Paige Witte in

Hyperbole Studios' The

Vortex: Quantum Gate

II. In our review of the

game, Charles Ardai

called her effort a

"stunning perfor-

mance” and stated,

"she delivers her lines

with such ease and

naturalness that you

forget she's wearing

big angel wings and a headdress covered with scraps rummaged from the

five-and-dime..." He’s right. In spite of the weakness in the script itself,

Witte was perfect as the protagonist's near-ethereal spirit guide, Illyria.

Well-done, Paige!

", ; %

Illyria, marvelously portrayed by Paige

Witte, adds a compelling presence to the

surreal storyline of The Vortex.

BEST VOICE-OVER ACTING

This year's best voice-over performance is something of a surprise.

Normally, the voice talents who speak for animated characters in ad-

venture or role-playing games are the leading contenders. Yet, this year,

we felt that the performance which added the most to a gaming experience

was not in the adventure or role-playing genres. Rather, the Premier award

for Best Voice-Over Acting goes to Barry Lank, the commanding officer in

Strategic Simulations, Inc.'s Panzer General. These briefing and debriefing

sessions before and after each scenario added an extra dimension to the

campaign game. Down deep, you knew that Lank was acting, but he

played the part so earnestly that you were simply caught up in the sus-

pended disbelief of the entire game. Along with the game’s other multime-

dia enhancements, Lank’s voice-acting did what it was supposed to do: It

made the game better.

BEST MUSICAL SCORE

I
f you’ve ever tried to watch a horror film with the sound muted, you

know that they can look pretty ridiculous. It takes the right sound cues

along with the visual to make the right connection with our brain. The

same is true of most games. The musical themes and sound effects asso-

ciated with the imaginary world of the game take the experience up a

notch. The winner of this year's Premier award for Best Musical Score is a

fresh new sound in the world of computer entertainment, D’Cuckoo. What

our editors describe as world-beat-techno-funk was actually an

|

appropriate sound for The Vortex: Quantum Gate II. The sound

matched the global concern and the mythic symbology within

the script. We offer a standing ovation to D'Cuckoo’s unique

sound, fc
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First there was DOOM;
Now comes HERETIC !

of »Oo>iT

CREA1EPBV PUBLISHED BY

nWARlij

(SOFTWARE

IRAVEN

A SWORD & SORCERY BATTLEEEST SO AWESOME,
IT’S UNBELIEVABLEr

F
rom tire publisher

of tire shareware

megahit DOOM
comes a virtual

world of medieval

fantasy. The

advanced 3-D

graphics are so

real and everything

moves with such

smoothness -

you are there?

In HERETIC,

you'll cast

eldritch spells

from the Tomes

of Power.

Wield fantastic

weapons such

as the Firemace

and Hellstaff.

All to destroy

the undead

and bestial

horrors that

slaughtered

your race.

By the spirits

of your

Elders, the

Heretic must
have his

vengeance

!

FEATURES

Supports up to 4
players via network,

2 by modem.
Cooperate with your

buddies or massacre

them in a bloody

deathmatcht

State-of-the-art

3-D, 360° smooth
scrolling in real

time for the fastest,

deadliest combat!

Walk, run, fly!

Look all around,

even up and down!

Choose from 7
weapons and a

host of magical

artifacts to cast

mystical spells.

Order HERETIC
today and become

a believer:

800-IDGAMES
(S40 plus $3 S&H1

0n CD-ROM or

3.5" disks for your

IBM PC/ Compatible.

Heretic and

Raven are trademarks of Raven
Software, Inc. DOOM and id are

trademarksof id Software. Inc.
" £*1934 id Software, Inc.

All rights reserved.



is the most important thing. Join us,

then, as we take a tour of the fields,

courts, and rinks of the The Big Four

Sports Conference and its players: foot- jgjfj

ball, hockey, baseball and basketball. In

these digitized leagues, the players and

owners don’t bellyache about TV rev-

enues and salaries—they just want to

play ball.

year, this would be an easy intro-

duction to write. We would wax

poetic about how magnificent it

is to hear the crack of the bat

gSf again after a sleepy winter hibernation,

or glorify the brutal ice ballet that is

hockey, and the distinct intensity and

tradition of the Stanley Cup Playoffs. But

in these days of collective bargaining

walkouts and owner lockouts, the smell

of oiled gloves, new rubbery pucks, and

fresh cut grass is mixed with money’s

stench. Sure, these “business” issues have

been around for years, but have they

ever seemed more severe?

As computer gamers, our response to

these real-world woes is to crank up the

computer and escape to a reality where

All

Photos

©
All

Sport

'

USA,



Football
Pass The PC Pigskin

by Terry Lee Coleman

Football lacks the non-stop action of

basketball, the timelessness of baseball.

But what football does have is a wonder-

ful mix of action and strategy, grace and

brute force. While football is a game of

stars and individual performances, it is

still veiy much a team sport: a great run-

ning back is nothing without his offensive

lineman, and a quarterback’s perfect

passes will fall incomplete without his re-

ceivers’ great hands. This well-balanced

mix of individual and team effort make it

a perfect topic for computer simulation.

For years, the football game market

was sharply divided between pure action

games and the strategy-rich coaching

simulations. But in 1992, Dynamix re-

leased Front Page Sports Fooi bai.l,

which offered a reasonable compromise

between the two camps, appealing to

both the action-starved gamer and those

who wanted a more cerebral contest.

Since then, any football game that de-

sired best-seller status has followed The

Front Page Sports lead.

UNNECESSARILY ROUGH

The football field of Unnecessary

Roughness ‘95 is painted with an SVGA

brush, and animated players streak down

the hashmarks like world-class sprinters.

Play-by-play audio features the authentic

dulcet tones ofA1 Michaels. A gridiron

fan’s dream—on the surface.

The problem is, UR ‘95 does every-

thing with mirrors. Any game with an

emphasis on action will have some dubi-

ous statistics, but UR ‘95 insults even the

most casual fan. Running backs gain

4,000 yards with ease, and journeyman

quarterbacks throw for as much as 1 ,000

yards per game! The only way to defend

against the pass is to flagrantly hold and

interfere with receivers, yet these penal-

ties can’t be refused. Since the blocking

algorithm is flawed, any team, regardless

of their all-pro linemen, can be stopped

cold on the ground (whatever would Lar-

ry Csonka say?). Add all this to some an-

noying crash bugs, and UR ‘95 is

destined for the cellar.

LIGHTS, CAMERA...
Live Action Football tries a different

route to success. Full-motion video fills

about a third of the Windows screen.

While the video isn’t up to TV standards,

it is smoother than most video applica-

tions for the computer. The first few

plays are exciting: You can watch Marino

throwing to Tim Brown, or Barry

Sanders taking a hand-off and scamper-

ing right up the sideline in his patented

style (those aren’t the real players on-

screen, though—they’re “minor lea-

guers”). Pat Baden’s analysis and A1

Michaels’ play-by-play are as professional

as ever. The interface is simple to learn,

but it also seems to limit the playcalling.

Essentially, the basic fault of Live Action

Football is its lack of ambition.

Nowhere near enough plays were filmed,

so it’s not uncommon to see the same

play several times in each game. Plus, it’s

kind of confusing when a play that began

on your 20-yard line and ended on your

46 is described with “He breaks it for 55

yards!” In the end, Live Action FB is lit-

tle more than a glorified VCR game.

CARDBOARD FOOTBALL
While football sims don’t go for the

mind-numbing mass of numbers so loved

by their baseball cousins, re-creating a

season with statistical accuracy is still the

goal for many an armchair coach. But

simply regurgitating stats is obviously no

fun—the computer opposition must give

a worthy challenge, so that those records

broken and those championships won

feel like they’ve been earned.

One of the oldest contenders for the

statistical throne, APBA Pro Football,

still has a lot to offer. The statistics have a

genuine feel, and the schedule-maker

and league replay features are fairly flexi-

ble. Still, this old warrior isn’t far from re-

tirement. The primary-color scheme

looks less like the Green Bay-green it as-

pires to than blades of artificial turf. The

clunky interface seems as out of place as

the Wing-T offense in today’s competitive

football market, and the stodginess of the

documentation doesn’t help, either.

Computer coaches are called “robots,”

which pretty much sums up their style of

play. All in all, APBA is more for the re-

play fanatic than the average fan.

"WON '-NING FOOTBALL
Quorum’s Head Coach Football for

Windows, on the other hand, does have a

decent AI, making it a good choice for a

laptop football game. As plays are select-

ed, they pop onto the screen in X’s and

O’s, just like the old coach would draw

‘em on the chalkboard. Teams are rated

for penalties, injuries and depth, with the

computer making player substitutions for

you. Opponent tendencies are also

flashed on screen, giving novices a little

inside dope. As with Live Action Foot-

ball, it’s often hard to tell in Head
Coach whether or not you hit a sec-

ondary receiver or had a busted play. But

then, Head Coach FB is a lot less preten-

tious, and has much more replay value.

LANCE A LOT
Lance Haffner Games has been

around the sports arena for over a

decade. Haffner’s games have always

been statistically viable and fun to play,

even if only displayed in text. Now,

Lance has finally discovered VGA graph-

ics—to a point. While 3-In-1 Football

hardly has more color than APBA, it at

least sports a clean, uncluttered look.

Much the same can be said about the

game system, a model of elficiency. Sea-

son replay is brisk, and historic teams can
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be easily matched against current power-

houses. 3-In-1 includes over 300 past and

present teams, and is one of the few

games to cover both pro and college foot-

ball. 3-In- 1 is simple to learn, and a

game can be completed in under an

hour. But it also has a deceptively tough

AI. This is easily the best buy for the stat-

starved football fan.

FOOTBALL SUPREME
Twenty years ago, many NFL players

couldn’t sport a mustache. Now they

proudly wear earrings and appear in

their own music videos. Heck, even back-

up players make millions of dollars nowa-

days. It seems appropriate that computer

games have changed to reflect the times

as well. Sometimes the effects are unin-

tentional: MicroProse’s Ultimate Foot-

ball, when first released, had such

lackluster sound that it was reminiscent

of a meaningless late-season game, so

quiet were the crowd and the players.

The Action mode was as difficult to mas-

ter as contract negotiations, and the com-

puter needed to run the game properly

could set your bank account so far back

that you might need to trade your high-

priced starting QB.

Even so, Ultimate Football im-

proved enough on Doug Whatley’s

Coaches Club Football to make it a

contender for the computer playoffs. Al-

though it lacks the robust statistics of a

text-based game, Ultimate’s game action

is fairly realistic and more reliable than

most action football games, particularly

when replaying seasons. Special teams

are finally given their due, and time pres-

sure and audibles are also handled very

PAGE 1 PIGSKIN
Nonedieless, the best football game on

the planet is still Front Page Sports:

Football Pro ‘95. Player modeling is un-

paralleled, with each individual perform-

ing close to real-life levels. Line-blocking

algorithms are sophisticated enough to

relive those classic Packers’ power sweeps,

and running backs break tackles and per-

form showboating spin moves. You can

even create your own highlight reel with

the flexible VCR mode.

Leagues are a breeze to start and main-

tain, especially with the new draft profiles.

The powerful editor allows you to swap

players and edit player ratings with ease.

You may even select your own Pro Bowl

team using criteria you define. Expanded

rosters, blocked field goals, coffin-comer

punts and even the newer rules such as 2-

point conversions and kick-olfs from the

30-yard line are all here in a visually po-

tent and user-friendly package.

FOOTBALL MVP
In summaiy, ifyou buy one sports game

all year, Front Page Sports: Football ‘95 is

the one for you. Pau ick Cook and his Dy-

namix team have won CGITs best sports

game three years running for a reason:

they combine incredible action with rea-

sonable statistical performance. If you ab-

solutely must have a text-based game,

Haffner Games’ 3-in-I Football delivers

great performance for a small salary.

FOOTBALL IN THE FUTURE
Micro Sports is currently warming up

on the sidelines with notjust one, but two

new football titles, both of which look to

have some potential. NFL Pro League

Football: 75 Anniversary Edition is a

totally revamped version of Micro Sports

earlier systems. The clunky animation of

prior versions has been replaced by larg-

er player sprites, which add a lot to the

thrill of this strategy-based game. The
play-calling interface is improved, and of-

fers many more options than before.

While run-heavy teams such as the ‘72

Dolphins will operate much as they did

historically, NFL Pro League will let Na-

math take snaps from the Shotgun for-

mation or lets you see if Sammy Baugh

could have put up big numbers gunnin’

from the Run-and-Shoot.

Similarly, those who feel that college

games ofler the purest football experi-

ence will be able to play out their pigskin

fantasies with Micro Sports’ upcoming

All-American College Football. While

it uses a similar engine to the NFL game,

AACF goes to great lengths to achieve its

own identity. From the Orange Bowl to

South Bend, each stadium exudes an in-

dividual flavor. The widely varying of-

fenses and defenses add to the charm:

Oklahoma's wishbone, Miami’s wide-

open attack, even the late-game histrion-

ics of Boston College. While action-loving

gamers may wonder what all the fuss is

about, these two titles have the potential

to take any football fan to the bowl of

their choice, be it Super or Sugar.

Hockey
A Long Draught From

Stanley’s Cup

by Gordon Goble
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Over the course of the last few years,

mainstream America has finally caught

on to what Canadians have known for

some time now: hockey is a great game.

Even way down south in places like Flori-

da and Texas, hockey is no longer a mys-

tery with a French-Canadian accent.

National television exposure has lent a

helping hand, with both ESPN and FOX
recently getting in on the act, and didn’t

Mark Messier and his good friend “Stan-

ley” became a fixture on Dave Letterman’s

show after die Ranger’s championship run

last year? Yep, hockey is here to stay, and

slowly, very slowly, computer gaming is be-

ginning to catch on.

While not exactly overflowing with ti-

tles, the hockey section of your local soft-

ware store is no longer invisible, and at

last there are a few products from which

to choose. On the text side we’ll look at a

pair of entries, Lance Haffner’s Hat
Trick and APBA’s Pro Hockey, while

Team Graphical is represented by NHL
HOCKEY ‘95 from EA Sports, Bethesda’s

Wayne Gretzky III, and the rookie tal-

ent, Accolade’s Brett Hull Hockey ‘95.

NHL '95

Like the Detroit Red Wing teams of

the 1990s, NHL Hockey ‘95 is packed

widi firepower and covers all the ice, but

still lacks the finishing touch around the

net needed to be deemed an all-time

great. It’s mighty close though.

Spawn from 1 993’s NHL Hockey,

NHL ‘95 is the first hockey product to go

CD-ROM. Stunning high-resolution in-

terfaces dot the NHL ‘95 landscape,

menus and sub-menus are vast and offer

most, every option any player/coach could

want (including a complete statistical li-

brary), player animations are better than

ever, and the game simply feels and

sounds great. I’ve personally seen this

game through two full seasons of play

(I’m currently on my third), and I’m still

happy as a bruiser in a brawl. Well, most-

ly happy...

You see, there are a few nagging little

doubts that keep creeping into my mind

when recommending this game. For

openers, the software decides a little too

much of the on-ice activity. Penalties,

goals, and entire game results are some-

times more a reflection of what the pro-

gram says should happen than what the

current play or situation dictates. Annoy-

ing though this is, it’s still better than

winning all the time, which is what you

might do once you’ve mastered the

game’s idiosyncrasies (i.e.: hammer any

enemy player to the ice when the com-

puter team is breaking out of it’s own

zone, and the bad guys will never score).

NHL ‘95 also seems to forget that a

pass directed at die net (in essence a wrist

shot but not documented as such) has a

better chance of scoring than a slapshot,

and at the very least should be counted as

a Shot on Goal. It is not. But such com-

plaints are far outweighed by NEIL 95’s

penchant of picking you up and throwing

you into the hockey experience, on the

ice and in the front office.

The game offers a number of G.M. op-

tions, such as mergeable databases that

permit whole groups of human oppo-

nents to carry out a season from remote

locations, player trades, and league cre-

ation. NHL ‘95 won’t let you pit the ‘75

Flyers against the ‘84 Oilers, and the re-

cent release of Brett Hull Hockey
shows just how short and squat the NHL
‘95 players look on-screen, but for a total

NHL experience, this is as close to puck-

ing perfection as you’ll get.

BRETT HULL HITS THE ICE

When I first booted up Brett Hull
Hockey ‘95, I had but one reaction: I

desperately wanted this baby to make the

grade. Never has a hockey sim put the

jolly joysticker so close to the action.

BFIH ‘95 producer Kevin Wilkinson says,

“I had envisioned putting the gameplay-

er in a helicopter about 15 feet above ice

level,” and in this, BHH succeeds. The
player viewpoint is not unlike that of

NHL ‘95 (a 3/4 pan of the ice surface),

but with a very noticeable shift from the

nosebleeds to front row.

This is the way hockey was meant to be

seen on a computer—the players are

lanky, their sticks are long, and the rink

goes on forever. Generally, puck move-

ment is accurate, and the game is diffi-

cult, as in real life. Players mimic their

real life counterparts and fatigue with

time, as is the case with all the games re-

viewed here. But despite all the high

notes it hits, BHH ‘95 has a certain sense

of incompleteness to it.

Players back off the puck when they

shouldn’t, computer goalies will hang

onto the biscuit long after Mr. Human
has completely cleared the zone, and some-

times the best offensive maneuvers result

from an indiscriminate clicking of but-

tons. It’s far too easy to skirt the defense

and walk in alone on goal, and then far

too difficult to score from that position.

Most of the time, BHH ‘95 hums along

just fine, but with skaters that exhibit

such odd tendencies under certain cir-

cumstances, well. ..has anyone ever dope

tested a computer player?

BHH ‘95 supplies a minimal amount

of statistics, a head-to-head play option

(like NHL ‘95), replays, and allows ad-

justments to team attributes.

If you can handle the some-

times puzzling player behav-

ior, and don’t feel the need

for glamorous interfaces,

BHH ‘95 may just crank

your slapshot.

SHOOTS...SCORES! NHL Hockey ‘95 is

the leader of the pack because it

is fun, addicting, and because dog-

gone it, people like it. Brett Hull

Hockey ‘95 is right there, although it

could use some more time to "ice.”
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ENTERTAINMENT
*j7‘\

Pinball Fantasies won the PC Gamer Best Arcade Game of the Year and was runner up in Stratf||;

Plus magazine. Now 21st Century has added four entirely new tables, a multi-ball feature and CD.'

sound to bring you the best pinball simulator ever. Find out for yourself why Pinball Fantasies was

so highly acclaimed. Shoot those ramps, feel the silky smoothness of the table scrolling, switch

resolution, beat the high score, become addicted all over again to classic pinball on your PC.



HAT TRICK
In other computer sports, text-based

games have been striving to merge their

words and statistics with a touch of

graphics, some sound and mouse sup-

port. Such is not the case in PC hockey,

as neither APBA Pro Hockey or its

counterpart, Lance Haffher’s Hat Trick

Hockey, have yet seen fit to up the ante.

And I gotta be honest with ya, although

some people dig the pure text approach,

you can feel that ancient 8-bit awkward-

ness in both from start to finish.

Nevertheless, Hat Trick is the better

of the two by a slight margin. Despite

sporting a downright hellish manual, it

features a relatively simple installation

procedure, allows more coaching/playing

options when manually contesting a

game, has print functions, and is general-

ly the more enjoyable of the two.

The goal here is to provide gameplay-

ers and stat freaks with an environment

in which to develop customized teams

and leagues, draft players, accumulate

detailed statistics and create “fantasy” sit-

uations. You’ll have to wait a long time

for Hat Trick to automatically complete

all or part of a season (it takes 30 seconds

for just a single game’s stats to be saved

to disk, on a Pentium, no less!), but this

aside, Hat Trick offers more game and

more stats than Pro Hockey.

APBA OH ICE

A limiting and frustrating installation

procedure may well be the first thing

you’ll notice about APBA Hockey; never-

theless it does manage to perform virtu-

ally the same tasks as Hat Trick, and in

less time. Manual gameplay involves

more coaching than on-ice decisions

(which are almost non-existent), but play

descriptions are good, head-to-head tilts

are permitted (as with Hat Trick), and

stat compiling is quick.

With a prettier but more confusing

interface than Hat Trick, APBA may
feel more like work than leisure to

graphic game junkies, but in fairness,

such is the nature of text-based games.

For those who wade through Monday
morning newspapers in search of the

sports summary pages, APBA Pro
Hockey tunes you into the facts, just the

facts, man.

HOCKEY MVP
In summary, that perfect game, the

one that blends hot graphics, cool op-

tions, and total on-ice realism with thor-

ough stats, fantasy team and league

possibilities and off-ice developments like

long-term injuries, remains locked up in

some programmer’s mind. In the mean-

time, PC hockey nuts can be thankful

that certain software houses are finally

placing more emphasis on this venerable

game, as competition can only spur on

the process.

In the meantime, I’ll be getting my
kicks from NHL Hockey ‘95, the best of

what is still some slim pickin’s.

Baseball
Diamonds Are A Fan's

Best Friend

by Jim Ginden

Baseball has a pace independent of

clocks, stopwatches and time in general.

Games end only after a certain number

of outs have been recorded, and then

only if one team is in the lead. These

qualities, which frustrate fans in search of

team hysteria or a quick action fix, serve

to make baseball the perfect venue for a

computer game designer.

Computer baseball today has evolved

in two separate directions. One direction,

referred to affectionately on the Internet

as the domain of the “Stat-Dmnk Com-

Circle Reader Service t*163



With all due respect to

Minnesota and Atlanta,

HardBall may be the

greatest series of all time.

"HardBall 4 isn’t

merely better (than

ESPN Baseball),

it's in another
league entirely."

- Entertainment
Weekly

- r

*Sm 1 f;

‘‘Great graphics and
fantastic arcade action

are what have made the

HardBall series the most
popular action-oriented
ball games around. "

- Computer
Gaming World

“HardBall 4 is

without a doubt
the most realistic

baseball simulation
you can buy."

There is no debate. HardBall is the best-selling PC baseball game series of all time. And now, HardBall 4

has refined playability and realism to an unfair level that has the experts adjective-silly. You get

stats that would make a sports bureau envious. You get 28 stadiums that are now more detailed,

from the nasty winds at The Stick to the ERA-bruising altitude at Mile High. And HardBall’s greatest

graphics even with unequalled high-resolution digitized video graphics that’ll have

you swearing you see all 108 stitches. If you want a PC baseball game, get HardBall 4. pBn \\juy

And when talk turns to the greatest game ever, you can say you were there.
J m$im



puter Nercl,” is the realm of games at-

tempting to capture baseball statistically.

These “text-based” games are measured

by realism. If you manage the 1993 New
York Mets, no matter how skilled you are

with baseball strategy and lineup cre-

ation, you will be hard-pressed to escape

the National League’s Eastern Division

basement. As sports strategy games are

judged, the few that top this genre are

among the best.

The other direction is the action-based

game. Swing your bit-mapped bat at the

proper instant. Guide your fielder sprites

to the proper position. As in any action

contest, the better you master these skills,

the better your 1993 Mets will fare. On
the whole, these games are much worse

than their football and hockey counter-

parts. They are impressive more in their

depiction of Baltimore’s Camden Yards

or Denver’s Mile-High Stadium than in

capturing the feel of tracking down a

high fly ball to deep center.

BATTING LEADOFF
Three games, all fairly new to the

scene, currently lead the action baseball

market. Accolade’s Hardball IV is by far

the most visually impressive. The game’s

designers spent an enormous amount of

effort putting together the SVGA baseball

fields and pitching animations. HARDBALL

features an excellent pitching interface,

simple in theory, yet a model for all fu-

ture development. Each pitcher has the

ability to throw three or four of eight

available pitch types, specializing in one.

A button press selects the pitch. Another

press begins the windup. You then at-

tempt to guide the pitch into the proper

location, your success determined by the

pitcher’s control rating.

Hitting, as in all action baseball games,

is an exercise in timing the swing of the

bat. Because pitch location is very diffi-

cult to determine, Hardball, like its

competition, is generous in allowing con-

tact with the baseball, despite offering

nine different locations for the swing.

Once contact is made, the view shifts to a

fielding screen, where the object is to

guide the fielder toward the ball. Out-

field play in Hardball is very difficult

and is the key to successfully beating your

opponent.

Hardball IV is a statistical

disaster; however, among ac-

tion games, disaster is the

norm. This baseball game is

the NHL Hockey of action

baseball. It has a wonderful

feel, but it is not real baseball.

ATHLETES IN ACTION Hardball IV is the

best action game out there, espe-

cially with the recently released

patch; Front Page Sports: Baseball

(left), unfortunately, is nothing like

its pigskin bro'.

It is, perhaps, easier to master than

Electronic Arts’ on-ice action. After just

a few games, you’ll be handily winning

games. If, or when, you make contact

with the ball, it almost seems like there

is a 50% chance the ball will land some-

where between two outfielders. And in-

fielders have all the range of Ozzie

Smith—when he’s fast asleep. Fortu-

nately, Accolade recently released a

patch for Hardball that fixes some of

these problems. Hits are slightly harder

to come by and the fielding, particularly

in the infield, is more easily controlled.

Although our limited testing hasn’t re-

vealed too dramatic a change in difficul-

ty, hopefully there is more here than

seen at a quick glance.
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TRIPLE A BASEBALL
Front Page Sports: Baseball basically

represents nothing more than Dynamix

porting its incredible football game to

the scope of the baseball diamond. Its in-

novative ability ratings have been carried

over to the Major Leagues. Players are

rated for contact hitting, power hitting

and speed, while pitchers are rated for

endurance and each of several possible

pitches. Terrific in theory, the game is

statistically suspect. The player’s ratings

fluctuate only minimally from year to

year, taking all the fun and skill out of

managing a team for the long term.

Pitcher ratings seem to have zero effect

on game play as well. Colorado, which

suffered from terrible pitching numbers

due to a home ballpark that inflates of-

fense like none other in history, routinely

on a high-end computer, FPS:Baseball

takes days to simulate a full season, and it

gives your hard disk quite a workout—as

if Dynamix opens and closes a file every

time it updates a single at bat. FPS: Base-

ball ‘95 was in the works but has now

been put on hold due to the baseball

strike. That’s too bad. At least the much

delayed Stadium/Great Players add-on is

on it’s way. I sincerely hope that Dynamix

does revise FPS, and if they do, I hope

that they hire a baseball expert or two be-

cause FPS: Football is probably the

most innovative sports game ever made.

Dynamix should know how to turn the

baseball world on its collective ear.

STORM ON THE HORIZON
Stormfront Studios just recently en-

tered the baseball world with ESPN Base-

TEXTBOOK COACHING Full Count Baseball,

Lance Haffner’s most colorful title, pro-

vides accurate gameplay, but Pursue the

Pennant (right) wins the text-based title by

7 1/2 games.

wins pennants in simulated seasons.

The Front Page Sports: Football

games excelled because of player anima-

tion and detail. In baseball, however,

these are less important, and Dynamix,

unfortunately, did not put much effort

into new types of graphic simulation.

Fielding plays start out with a dot repre-

senting a fielder and a box representing

where the ball will fall. If I really wanted

to play “guide the blip into the blip con-

tainer,” I’cl dig the TRS-80 out of my
closet and write the program myself.

To make matters worse, if you enjoy

playing with a single team in a league,

you must wait eons for simulated games.

Just about eveiy other game on the mar-

ket can simulate a season in a couple of

hours with equal or better accuracy. Even

ball Tonight. This was a solid, but

unimaginative effort. It’s better statisti-

cally than its competidon, but too little

went into the on-field action. The
pitching and hitting simulations, in

particular, leave a lot to be desired.

Baseball Tonight follows the standard

fielding model—players running toward

a shrinking circle—but one-ups the com-

petition with what is probably the best

fielding implementation on the market.

Statistically, it has nowhere near the

depth of the text games, and the rest of

the game, marred in particular by a weak

pitching model and uneven scrolling,

doesn’t stand out enough to warrant a lot

of attention*

STAT FREAK FRENZY
Pursue The Pennant 5.03 is as plain-

jane as it ever was, resisting the trend of

adding a baseball field as background art.

But statistically speaking, it’s the most ac-

curate game on the market. FFP is fast

and easy to use, with a wealth of radio-

style play description. For baseball enthu-

siasts who enjoy running full-season sim-

ulations, this is the best product around.

Its designers have a wonderful under-

standing of the intricacies of baseball-by-

the-numbers.

Strat-O-Matic Computer Baseball

5.0 is almost as good as PTP when it

comes to statistical accuracy. It has a won-

derful, mouse-driven graphic interface

and a few extra features, including a

computer draft module and limited arti-

ficial intelligence for making trades. If

you enjoy managing games head-to-head

or playing the role of one manager in a

league, this is the best game on the mar-

ket. Strat-O-Matic does suffer from a

key-disk based copy protection scheme,

which may limit its appeal.

Baseball tor Windows is based on the

APBA board game. Unlike its competi-

tion, it is not well-suited for league play

because the game’s computer coach is

unusually weak. Additionally, BBW is

very slow recreating games, and if you

have enabled injury or fatigue, it inter-

rupts season simulation for user input.

BBW is on a par with Strat-O-Malic statis-

tically, and features beautiful ballparks

and an excellent statistical report inter-

face. BBW is ideal for a long, leisurely,

single game against a human opponent.

Full Coun t Baseball 6.0 is one of a

huge line of games created by Lance

Haffner. Full Count is a little harder to

use and doesn’t match up to PTP or

Strat-O-Matic when it comes to simulat-

ing full seasons. It has a few bugs and less

variety in play description. But this is a

quality game and sells for less than the

competition. If you’re willing to spend a

lot of time with lineup creation and op-

ponent tools, you can get full functionali-

ty and accuracy out of this game.

BASEBALL MVP
When it comes to choosing the best in

computer baseball, there’s no one game

that leaps to the fore. For one thing, no

one game meets both the action- and the

stat-oriented gamers’ needs. For the stat-

based, let’s-manage-a-team enthusiast,

I’m torn between Strat-O-Matic 5.0 and

Pursue the Pennant 5.03. For the action

baseball player, I recommend Hardball

IV and a six-run handicap.
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It starts with 60 ruthless meres,
an army of cut-throat enemies, and an

ingenious adversary. By the time you're done, you'll know them all... real well
Strategy and role-playing... so engaging, you'll be up all night.

Hey, this ain't no drill... it's in your store right now.
Circle Reader Service HI63

Strategy Guide

Available

,
NY 13669 Tel: (315) 393-6633 Fax:(315)393-1525 E-Mail: 76711.33@COMPU5ERVE.COM

Jagged Alliance© is a registered trademark of Sir-tech Software, Inc.



CHIPS&BITSINC

Call 800-699-4263

Int’l 802-767-3033
Fax 802-767-3382

Source 10271

PO Box 234 Dept 10271 Rochester, VT 05767

‘PHANTAS-
MAGORIA’ The

story of a woman

fighting for her life

against the forces

of evil in the most

adventurous mul-

timedia suspense

thriller ever.

Sophisticated

Hollywood film

techniques and

digital effects cre-

ate a frighteningly

believable night-

mare ! CD S49

‘FULL THROTTLE’ When you are beaten, deserted by

your gang, and framed for a murder, the only instinct left

is to survive. You are Ben, battle hardened biker, in this

adventure about one man against the world. CD S46

'PERFECT GEN-

ERAL 2' is an

unbeatable stra-

tegic and tactical

experience with

stunning graph-

ics, intuitive inter-

face, and the

sharpest artificial

intelligence ever.

Feel the power as

you command
missions in the

most exciting

eras of world

conflict. CD $38

‘THRUST-
MASTER F-16

TQS’ You’ve

got one of the

best flight simu-

lators on the

market and the

software is

more sophisti-

cated than the

best the military

had just a few

years ago, but you're still using your keyboard to fly it?

With the ‘TQS” you'll be flying that bird from an F-16

Cockpit! User configurable, and throttle tension

adjustment wheel, as realistic as the real thing. S1 10

‘LINKS PRO
386 CD’ The

most award

winning golf

game in soft-

ware history

has now been

en-hanced for

the CD plat-

form. From tee

to green LINKS

386 CD is unri-

valed in recreat-

ing a true golf-

ing experi-

ence. CD $25

CD-ROM DRIVES SOUND CARDS 7th Guest 2:11th HrCD $51 Dracula $32 Last Dynasty CD $33 Scroll CD $38

4 Plex Quad Drive $429 Adv Gravis Ultrasnd $169 7th Guest CD $44 Dracula Unleashed CD $39 Legend Kyrandia 3 CD $39 Sea Legends CD $44

4 Plex Quad Drive Ext$559 Pro Audio Studio 16 $119 Adrenaline Factor CD 335 Dreamweb S34 Legend of Kyrandia CD$32 Shadow of Comet CD $37

Diamnd 1000 Kit (2x) S329 S B 16 ASP wSCSI-2 $196 Alien Virus CD $38 Dust CD $42 Leisure Suit Larry 7 CD $44 Shadows of Cairn CD $39

Mitsumi Quad Speed $215 SB 16MCD (ASP) $177 Alone in the Dark 2 S34 Ecstalica CD $35 Leisre St Larry AnthCD $47 Silverload CD S38

NEC 3X1 Multispn S429 S Blaster 32 AWE $263 Alone in the Dark 3 CD $48 Entombed CD $37 Little Divil CD S34 Simon the Sorcerer 2 337

NEC 4XE Multispn Ext$489 SB 32 AWE Value EdS169 Alone in the Dark CD 346 Extractors CD S34 Loadstar CD $49 Simon the Sorcerer CD S33

NEC 4X1 Multispin $405 S B Discovery CD 16 $249 Amazon $35 Flash Traffic CD $39 Lost Eden CD $39 Skull Cracker CD $41

Sanyo Concord 3 4X $215 S B Gameblaster 16 $379 Arc of Doom WIN CD $35 Flashback CD $38 Lst Fie Sherlck Holmes $32 Slaughterhouse 5 CD $46

S Blaster Omni (3X) $329 Sound Blaster Value $57 Atmosfear CD $34 Fortress of Dr. Radiaki $32 Lunicus CD $42 Space Quest 6 CD $45

S Blaster Omni (4x) $41

2

Snd Blaster Pro Value $74 Beneath a Steel Sky $33 Frankenstein CD $46 MTV Club Dead CD $39 Spce Shp Brainlock CDS49

Teac Sper Quad Drve $342 S Galaxy BX2 WSpkers$29 Big Red Adventure CD $40 F. Pharkas Pharm 2 $44 Maabus CD $32 Spawn S42

CONTROLLERS S Galaxy NX2 WSpker $49 Bioforge CD S44 Freelancer 2120 $35 MacBeth CD $35 Star Reach S36

Auto Cockpit SI 59 Sound Man Wave $125 Blind Date CD $38 Freelancer 2120 CD S41 Man Enough CD $34 Star Trek TNG Coll CD $79

Avenger Space Ball $1 69 Vivid 3D Plus Sound S72 Blood Society CD $34 Full Throttle CD $42 Mission Critical CD S34 Star Trk Judge Rtes S42

CH Flight Stick Pro $57 Vivid 3D Pro $105 Bloodnet $39 G-Nome or CD $43 Myst CD $46 Star Trk: Star Fleet CD $48

CH Pro Pedals $75 Vivid 3D Sound $55 Bloodnet CD $41 Gabriel Knight CD $42 Nibelrung Ring Cycle $39 StarGate $38

CH Pro Throttle $89 Vivid 3D Studio SI05 Blown Away WIN CD $39 Gadget CD $45 Night Trap CD $48 StereoWorld CD $39

CH Virtual Pilot Pro $75 SPEAKERS BrainDead 13 CD $38 Gateway Coll. 1 & 2CD $36 Noctropolis CD $47 System Shock $44

Cyberman $54 Altec ACS 50 $79 Buccaneers CD $48 Gender Wars CD $49 Nomad or CD $36 Tek War CD $46

Grav Anolog Pro J-stck $33 Altec ACS 100.1 $103 Bureau 13 CD 333 Hand of Fate CD $39 Out of this World 2 CD S45 Terra Nova CD $48

Gravis PC Game Pad $19 Altec ACS 200 Swfr 3209 Burn Cycle CD S39 Harvester CD 344 Pagemaster CD S44 Terror of Deep or CD $36

Gravis Phoenix JoystckS83 Audiophile Ref 10 A $122 Campaign Cartogrpher S46 Heaven and Earth $32 Phantasmagoria CD $49 The Dig $40

Jet Stick $24 Audiophile SW 20 A $139 Castle Wolfenstein CD $42 Hell Cab CD S42 Pitfall or CD S38 The Dig CD $42

Joyswitch $38 Audiophile Ref 30 A $189 Commander Blood CD $44 Heretic 2 CD $46 Police Quest 4 DS&WNS38 The Trial $44

Logitech WingMan $26 Jazz J-351 Speakers $43 Companions of Xanth $32 Hired Guns $36 Police Quest 5 CD $48 Thief of Dreams $42

Logitech WingMan Ext $45 Jazz J-590 Speakers $62 Conspiracy CD $30 Hook $32 Psimaster CD $44 Touche $39

M-soft Naturl Keyboard $91 LabtecCS-1000 359 Creature Shock CD $48 1 Have No Mouth orCD$44 Psychotron CD $36 Trouble is my Biz CD $46

Notebook Gameport $42 Labtec CS-1400 399 Cyberia CD $45 In Extremus S42 Psychotron MPEG CD 338 Tuneland CD S48

PC Virtual Golf Club $119 Labtec CS-800 S32 Cyberwar CD S48 Inca 3 CD S39 Quarantine $35 U.S. President CD 332

T-master DCS (T1 )
$111 Sony SRS-PC20 S29 Daedalus Encountr CD S46 Iron Helix CD 356 Quest for Glory 5 CD $44 Undr a Kiting Moon CD S49

T-master FI 6 TQS $110 Yamaha SBS 300 Spkr $88 Damnesia CD $36 Jagged Alliance 346 Relentless CD $44 Virtuoso CD 339

T-master FLCS (FI 6) $110 VIDEO CARDS Dark Forces CD $47 Johnny Mnemonic CD $44 Return to Zork or CD S44 Vortex CD $45

T-master FCS (Mark II) $59 Reel Magic Lite $275 Dark Seed 2 $42 Journeymn Projct 2 CDS48 Rturn to Zork wAnthCD$44 Voyeur CD $46

Thrustmaster Gme Crd $25 Reel Magic Vid Upgrd $299 Day of the Tentacle CD $42 King's Quest 5 VGA $32 Return to Zork CD $45 Walker $32

Thrustmaster RCSys $99 S Blastr Video Spigot $199 Death Gate CD $32 King's Quest 7 CD WIN$49 Riddle of Master Lu CD $48 Witchaven CD $46

T-master WCS Mark 2 $94 SpdStar Pro SE VLB 3179 Defcon 0 CD 339 King’s Ransom CD $33 Rise of the Triad $35 WolLHnt or HntedrCD $39

T-mast XL Action Cntrlr$24 Speedstar Games Kit $169 Discworld or CD S35 Kingdom O' Magic CD $54 Robocop 3 $32 Wrath of the Gods CD $44

Universal Cockpit $219 S-star Gmes Kit Accel $169 Doom 2 Coll Ed CD 352 L-Zone PCMC CD S40 Robot City CD $46 Zombie Dino CD 330

VFX 1 V Reality Hdgr $949 Stealth 64V RAM 4MB$529 Doom 2: Hell on Earth $42 Lands of Lore 2 $42 Sam &Max HitRoad CDS29 Zorro or CD $39



FREEGAME OFFER*
See details below

‘DARK FORCES’

You must capture

the Death Star

plan and infiltrate

the Empire's

secret facility

where a new
army of mecha-

nized, super

storm-troopers

must be stopped.

Features richly

detailed 3D envi-

ronments and first

person perspec-

tive. CD $47

‘PUZZLE
POWER’ Create

and solve six dif-

ferent puzzle

types cross-

words, word

search, kriss

kross, quote falls,

cyptograms, and

crypto quizzes.

All puzzles have

multimedia
themes includ-

ing video, pic-

tures, and

sound. CD$29

‘SPACEBALL
AVENGER’ Say

later to the

clunky, herky

jerky action of

keyboard,
mouse and joy-

stick play! Enter

the next genera-

tion of super

cyber-dynamics.

Spin on a dime.

Slip and slide.

Duck. Dive. Un-

believable break-

through! SI 69

‘FLIGHT
UNLIMITED’
This revolu-

tionary new
simulator cap-

tures the pure

joy of flight. From

soaring over

beautiful and

majestic
scenery to the

heart pumping

thrills of flying

inverted loops,

Flight Unlimited

offers it all. CD $48

‘VIRTUAL
VALERIE 2’

The queen of

cybersex is

back! Virtual

Valerie 2 is

the ultimate in

cyberotica and

the embodi-

ment of every

red-blooded

technophile’s

deepest desires! Sophisticated 3D modeling, tan-

talizing animation, erotic sound effects, and a siz-

zling music score combine to create a mind blow-

ing sextravaganza ! CD S42

‘FREE GAME OFFER
Spond the specified amount on any in stock software and choose

a free IBM game from the corresponding list below. Offer subject

to change or cancellation without notice. Valid from Mar 1st to Apr

30th or while supplies last. Request must bo made at time of order.

SPEND S60
Airborne Ranger 5.25, Falcon 3 Seen 2 MiG 29 3.5, GNB Scenario

Builder 3.5,Gunship 5.25, Power Hits Sports 3.5/5.25, Charge of

the Light Brigade 5.25, Chess Net WIN 3.5/5.25. Conquered

Kingdoms Seen 1 3.5, Pirates 5.25. Railroad Tycoon 3,5, SDI 5.25

SPEND SIOO
Battle Chess WIN 3.5/5.25, Battles of Destiny 3.5. Bridge 7.0 3.5,

Cohort 2 3.5, Dragon Force 3.5/5.25, Earth Invasion WIN 3.5, Kron-

olog: Nazi Paradox 3.5, MacArthur’s War 3.5, Mega Traveller 5.25,

Return of Phantom 3.5, Silent Service 2 3.5, Sony SRS9 Speakers

SPEND $160
Alone In the Dark 3.5, Command HQ 3.5, Dungeon Master

3.5/5.25, Falcon 3.0 3.5, FI 5 Strike Eagle 2 3.5, Flight Sim

Toolkit 3.5, Microleague Baseball Manager's Challenge 3.5,

Simon the Sorcerer 3.5, Ultima Underworld 2 3.5, Warlords 5.25

IBM ARCADE H IBM ROLE PLAYING H IBM ROLE PLAYING H IBM EDUCATION H IBM HINT BOOKS IBM HINT BOOKS

Animation Classics 2 S42 AD&D Coll Pack CD $35 Lands of Lore $34 12 Roads to Gettsybrg $48 Blackthorns Guide $16 Pacific Strike PlaytesterS14

Breakthru WIN $35 Al-Qadim $42 Lands ol Lore CD $41 Annabel's Dream CD $52 Civilization $16 Panzer General Guide $16

Corpse Killer CD $48 Al-Qadim CD $39 Legacy $39 Castle of Dr Brain VGA $19 Colonization Guide $16 Perfect General 2 Gd $16

Crime Patrol CD $35 Alien Legacy $36 Legend of Valor $36 Children's Writng &Pub$42 Curse of Azure Bonds $12 Police Quest 3 S10

Crystal Skulls CD $40 Alien Legacy CD $39 Lord of the Rings 2 CD S38 Civil War $34 Cyberia Official Guide $16 Pool of Radiance $12

Dragon’s Lair 2 MPEG $42 Arborea Journey $34 Lord of the Rings CD $33 Daily Number Busters $30 Dark Sun 1 or 2 $12 Pools of Darkness $12

Dragon's Lair 3 S34 Arena $39 Lords of Midnight CD S48 EcoOuestSrch Cetus $29 Doom 2 Survival Guide $12 Populous 1 & 2 Offi Bk SI 6

Dragons Lair 2 CD S39 Arena CD $45 Menzoberranzan $45 EcoQuest VGA $32 Dragon Lore Guide SI 6 Power Monger StrategyS16

Eight Ball Deluxe $31 Brandish $34 Menzoberranzan CD $47 Fatty Bear's Birthday $32 Dungeon Master 2 SI 6 Privateer Playtester’s S14

Fast Attack $46 Brandish CD $34 Might & Magic 4 or 5 $19 Frantic Factory WIN $24 Eye of Beholdr 1,2,3 ea$12 Protostar S12

Hammer Slammers CD $46 Cobra Mission $29 Pools of Darkness $38 Island Of Dr. Brain S29 Fleet Defender Guide $16 Quest for Clues 5 or 6 S16

Ishar 3: S33 CyClones $39 Ravenlolt 2 CD $39 Island of Dr Quandry S26 Flights of 13 Mike $16 Quest for Glory 3 or 4 $10

Jump Raven CD $42 CyClones CD $39 Ravenloft $48 Multimedia: Vivaldi WN $24 Frnt Page Sprts Bsebll $16 Ravenloft 1 or 2 SI 2

Lode Runner CD $39 Cyber Space CD $38 Ravenlolt CD $49 Pacific Theater $19 Frnt Pge Sprts Ftbll '95 $16 Realms of Arkania $16

Mad Dog McCree CD $35 CyberJudas CD $48 Realms of Arkania $25 Print Shop Deluxe $49 Gabriel Knight $10 Rebel Assault Insiders SI 6

Mad Dog McCree II CD$35 Dark Sun 2 $47 Return to Ringwrld CD $44 Prnt Shp Dlx Bus Grph $26 Gtewy Savage Frontier $12 Return to Zork $10

Mickey Mania CD $39 Dark Sun 2 CD $49 Riflwar Legacy CD $23 Putt Putt Goes to Moon$42 Goblinsl or 2 S10 Sea Wolf Guide $16

Microcosm CD S36 Dark Sun S47 Rngs of Mdusa Gld CD $23 Pt Pt Goes to Moon CD$34 Guide of King’s Quest $16 Secret Silver Blades S12

Mirage Thunder $39 Dark Sun CD $49 Robinson's Requiem S33 Putt Putt's Funpack CD $34 Gunship 2000 $16 Shadow Caster $14

Monty Python's Waste $48 Darklands $19 Robinsn’s Requiem CD S33 Putt Putts Fun Pak $19 Hand of Fate $12 Sim City 2000 Guide $16

Mortal Kombat 2 CD S46 Demon Hunter $42 Rome S29 Quarky Quaysoo's Sci $29 Harpoon 2 Guide S19 SimTower Guide S16

Novastorm CD $34 Devil's Gate CD S40 Sherlock Holmes 2 CD $29 Scooter’s Magic Castle S32 Hell Guide S16 Skyrealms of Jorune SI 2

Oxyd Magnum $36 Disciples of Steel $34 Sherlock Holmes 3 CD $39 Scret Islnd Dr.Quandry $29 Indi Jones 4 $12 Space Quest 2,3,4 ea1.810

Pinball Worlds or CD S35 Dragon Lore CD S47 Skyrealms of Jrune CD $39 Stickybear Reading $24 Inherit the Earth $12 Star Crusader Guide $16

Rebel Assault CD $44 Dungeon Master 2 $38 Star Trail CD $45 I IBM HINT BOOKS 1 Legend of Kyrandia 3 SI 6 Star Trek each$12

Revolution X CD $45 Dungeon Master 2 CD $38 Star Trail $41 Leisure St Larry 1-6 eai.$10 Stonekeep Guide $16

Rise of the Robots $45 Elder Scrolls 2 CD $48 Star Trk Deep Space 9 $41 7th Guest 2: 11th Hr $16 Lode Runner Book $16 Strike Commander $16

Royal Flush Pinball CDi $30 Elder Scrolls 2 CD $48 Star Trek TNG CD $48 Aces Over Europe $16 Lord of the Rings V2 $12 Summoning $12

Slam City CD S48 Eye of the Beholder 2 $19 Stonekeep CD $44 Across the Rhine Guide$16 Lst Fles Sherlck Himes $14 System Shock $12

Space Ace 2 S34 Gateway Savage Front $32 Sperhro Lgue Hoboken $34 Aegis:Guardian of Fleet$16 LucasArts Air Combat $16 Tie Fighter Guide SI 6

Space Ace CD $38 Goldtree Engine (RPA) $26 Sword of China $42 Aircombat Pacific Gde $16 Master of Magic Guide SI

6

Troy Aikman Football S9

Space Ace MPEG CD S42 Hell CD S45 Syndicate S37 Al-Qadim Book $12 Master of Orion Guide $16 Ultima 8 Strategy Gde S16

Space Pirates CD $39 Hero Mght and Mag CDS34 Syndicate Plus CD S40 Alien Legacy Players $16 Matrix Cubed $12 Under A Killing Moon SI 6

Striker or CD $46 Hexx: Heresy of Wizard$29 Thunderscape CD S48 Alone in the Dark 3 $16 Mechwarrior 2 Guide S16 V Victory $16

Supreme Warrior CD $48 Hunters of Ralk CD S54 Ultima 10 CD $54 Arena $16 Menzoberranzan S12 Wing Commander 3 S18

Tetris Gold CD $32 Ishar 3 CD $33 Ultima 8 W/Spch Pk CDS32 Armored Fist Guide $16 Microsoft Golf 2.0 S16 Wing Comnder ArmadaS12

Time Pockets CD $46 Kingdoms:Far Reaches$40 Ultima 9: AscensionCD $52 BatlleTech Battle Book $9 Microsoft Space Sim $16 Wings of Glory $12

Tubular Worlds S36 Knights of Xentar CD $38 Wzardry 6 Cosmic Frge$22 Bioforge $12 Might & Magic Compen$16 X-Wing Official Strat SI 6

Ultimate Pinball or CD $34 Knights of Xentar $44 World of Xeen CD $40 Bk of Leisure St Larry $14 Outpost Strategy Guides16 Yserbius $12
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‘ACES THE
GREAT WAR
PLANES COL-
LECTORS EDI-

TION’ Experience

the intensity of

aerial combat,

four theaters and

seven decades.

A special feature

of this edition is

Aviation Pioneers:

a complete review

of aviation history

from 1903 to

1939. CDS48

‘MACHIAVELLI

THE PRINCE’
Explore the

world, rule the

high seas, and

trade with over

40 cities in this

game of world

conquest.
Achieve your

ends through

military action

and political

and religious

manipula-
tion. CD S40

‘UNDER A
KILLING MOON'
Transports you to

the virtual world of

the feisty detective

Tex Muiphy. New
features allow you

to save and splice

scenes together.

An amazing level

of detail & free-

dom of movement

make this game
visually and

aurally stun-

ning. CD $49

‘7TH GUEST:
11TH HOUR'
Sequel to 7th

Guest except the

stakes are higher,

the puzzles more

clever & the return

visit even more

unsettling. Solve

puzzles and

investigate clues

that take you

through Stauf's

haunted house

with movie-like

plot twists. CD $54

•VAMPIRE'S
KISS’ Journey

through the

corridors of the

vampire's
ancient virtual

3D castle.

Astounding
interactive

graphics allow

you to search

for the secret

passageway that leads to the vampire's private

chamber. Your actions determine the outcome, but

beware of things that go bump in the night they just

might suck more than your blood! CD $49

1 IBM BUNDLES |b| IBM BUNDLES L1 IBM SIMULATIONS 11 IBM SIMULATIONS 11 IBM SIMULATIONS 11 IBM SIMULATIONS

7th Guest/Dune Bn CD S36 Lost Treasures Infcom $34 1st Encounters or CD $29 Delta V $39 Indy Car Racing $30 Microsoft Flight Sim 5.0$44

ADD Collector’s Ed VI $46 Lst Treasures Infcom 2 $25 A320 Airbus $29 Delta V CD $32 Indy Cr Racng:A01or2 $22 Microsoft Flight Sim 6 $45

Air Combat Classics $1

9

Border Zone, Plundered, AH-64 B Longbow $54 Descent or CD $38 Inferno or CD $44 M-soft Flight Sim 6 CD S54

Their Finest Hour Hearts, Bureaucracy, Absolute Zero CD $40 Descent 2.0 CD $46 Iron Angel CD $44 M-soft Flight Sim Shop S36

Battle Hawks Cutthroats, Hollywood Hi Aces Over Europe S32 Dream Web CD S34 Jet Fighter 3 $41 Microsoft Space Sim 1 $44

Secret Weap of Luftwaff Jinx, Seastalker, Shelock Aces of the Deep $44 European Racers CD $29 Jet Fighter 3 CD $47 Mig 29 Fulcrum S29

AllStar Sports Cllctn CDS23 Holmes: Ridde of Crown Aces of the Deep CD S47 Evasive Action S28 Jet Pack CD $39 Mig 29 Gold CD $49

Allied Forces $9 Jewls, Wishbringer, Nord Aces of the Deep M-DkS29 Evolver S38 Jump Jet $22 Mule 2 $44

Ml Tank Platoon, Ginshp and Bert, Trinity Aces of Pacific or CD $39 F117A Stealth Fighter $23 Jump Jet Aces Pack $46 Nascar Racing $39

Aword Bundle $44 Maximum Overkill W/D $39 Aces over Europe CD S38 FI 5 Strike Eagle 3 CD $48 Kawasaki Super Bikes $24 Nascar Racing CD $47

Kings Quest 5, Red Mindscape 10 Pack CD$34 Across the Rhine CD $47 F15 Strike Eagle III $34 Lawn Mower Man CD $35 Pacific Strike $25

Barron, Rise of Dragon Perfect General Trilogy $34 Across the Rhine Exp 1
1 $30 FA 18 Hornet or CD $54 Life and Death 2 $24 Phoenix Fighter CD $49

Award Winng Wargmes$39 Perfect General,Great Air Com.Pac. 1942 SI $32 Falcon 3 Seen 3 FA-18 $25 Lode Runner S36 Power Boat Sim 3 $46

Day of Tntcle /Jones 4 S44 Btls of 20th C.WWII Btls Air Com.Pacific 1942 $19 Falcon 3.0 $29 Ml Tank Platoon 2 $44 Privateer $48

E. Arts Top 10 Pck CD $32 Populous 2/Pwermongr$19 Air Com.Pac. 1942 Gld $48 Falcon 4.0 CD S49 M4: Sherman Tank Smi $34 Privateer Spcial Ops 2 $22

Eye of Beholder CllectnS49 Power Games 3 CD $31 Air Com. Series:USNF $47 Falcon Gold CD $52 Magic Carpet CD $42 Rally S29

Eye of the Beholder, Pwer Hits:Bttletech CD $19 Air Havoc Controllr CD $39 Fast Attack CD S48 Mantis Experimental FI. $29 Red Baron A10 CD S39

Legend of Darkmoon, Battletech 1 ,
Battletech 2, Air Warrior 2 or CD $34 Fighter Duel Pro 2 S33 Maxi Overkill Bun CD S42 Red Baron W/M Blder $29

Assolton Myth Prannor, Mech Warrior Air Warrior SVGA S34 Fighter Wing or CD $39 Maxi Overkill MD 2 S29 Renegade CD $45

E.of Beholder Clue Book SSI's Fantasy Fest CD S39 Air Warrior SVGA CD $35 Fleet Def. FI 4 Tomcat S42 MechCommand or CD S42 Retribution CD $32

Falcn 3 W/T-mastr FCSS99 Space Quest Anth CD $48 Armored Fist $43 Fleet Def. Gold CD $48 Mech Force CD S39 Sailing Sim 3 E orW S39

5 Foot 10 Pck CD lor 2S29 Space Quest Bndle 1-4 $42 Armored Fist CD $47 Fleet Defender Seen 1 $32 Mechwarrior 2 or CD $46 Sailing Simulator 3 $52

Fleet Defender/T-mastr$72 Star Control Coll (1&2) SI 9 Army Air Crps:1942 CD$48 Flight Light or CD $19 Megafortress M-Disk $26 Sea Wolf $19

Gateway Cllectn 1 & 2 $36 Strike Com./Privateer $43 Art of the Kill $24 F-Sim T-kit Exp Disk 4 $19 Megarace CD $39 Sea Wolf CD $44

Interplay 10 Yr Anth CD$24 Take Ten CD $44 B17 Flying Fort. CIsc $19 F-Sim T-kit Exp Disk 3 $19 MetalTech: B-drome $32 Seal Team CD $19

Mind Shadow,Tass Time, Tsk Free W/Red Storm $35 Battle of Britain 2 WIN S34 Flight Sim ToolKit $19 MetalTech:B-drome CD$37 Shuttle CD $24

Bard's Tale, Wastland, The Victory Pack S39 Battlecruiser 3000 $43 Flight Sim Toolkit CD $39 Metaltech 2 Spch Pack $20 Silent Hunter CD S48

Dragon Wrs, Battle Chss, Top 50 Gms DS or WN $26 Battlecruiser 3000 CD S48 Flignt Sim T-kit Seen 2 S19 Metaltech 2: M-Disk S29 Silent Steel $46
Lord of the Rings,Castls, Turning Point $29 Chopper Pack CD $38 F-SimT-kt WW 2 or CD1 SI 9 Metaltech 2 M-Disk CD $33 Slipstream 5000 CD $40

Star Trk 25 Annivrsry, Ultima Bundle 1-6 CD $29 Chopper Strike S48 Flight Unlimited CD $48 Metaltech: Earth Siege S46 Space Clipper S42

Out of this World Ultima Trilogy 2 Ult 4-6 $48 Chopper Strike CD S52 Flying Circus $39 MiG 29 (Stand Alone) $39 Spectre VR CD $39

King's Quest Anth CD S54 Ultimate Game Coll CDS29 Combi Air Patrol or CD $29 Formation Attack CD S48 M-soft FS 5 Caribbean $28 Spectre VR $35

Land Sea Air Trilogy $12 Ultima 1-5, Spectre VR Combat Classics 2 $19 Formula 1 $24 M-soft F-Sim 5 JFK $28 Star Base $42

Command HQ.Red Strm Classic, Jetfighter, Spear Confirmed Kill CD $44 Frontier Elite 2 $19 M-soft F-Sim 5 Europe $26 Star Crusader $33
Rising, F15 Strike Eagle of Destiny, QuantumGate Cyber Race $19 Great Naval Battles 2 $44 M-soft F-Sim 5 Vegas $33 Star Crusader CD $39

Lemming's 1 & 2 CD $28 Spaceship Warlock, Free Cyber Race CD S32 Great Naval Btles 2 CD$39 M-soft F-Sim 5 N York $29 Starlord $39

Lucas Classic Adventrs$19 Subscription to PCGamer Cyclemania CD $34 Great Naval Battles CDS42 M-soft F-Sim 5 Paris $29 Stim Slum $42

Indiana Jones, Secret 2 Free CD’s ($15 Value) D-Day:Op.Overlord CD1 S39 Gunship 2000 VGA $32 M-soft F-Sim 5 Por1land$33 Strike Commander CD $19
of Monkey Island 1

,

Wng Comnder 18.2 Dlx S32 Dawn Patrol S40 H.A.W.C. $32 M-soft F-S 5 San Fran S29 Strike Com Special Op $22

Manic Mansion Wizardry Trilogy 1 or 2 $33 Dawn Patrol CD S40 Harrier Assault SVGA S35 M-soft Flight Sim 5 DC S29 Strike Com Speech Pk $19



FREEGAME OFFER*
See details below

•GRAVIS PHOENIX FLIGHT & WEAPONS CON-
TROL SYSTEM' 24 programmable buttons for joystick

and keyboard controls. Preconfigured settings for the

most popular games. Unique 2 handed control. $83

‘X-COM TER-

ROR FROM THE
DEEP’ The war

continues... X-

COM brings the

alien terror into a

totally new dimen-

sion. Your combat

now extends to

the strange new
worlds of the deep

where superior

alien technologies

threaten the very

survival of this

planet. CD $40

CRYSTAL
CALIBURN’ A
truly great pin-

ball game is

more than great

graphics and
spectacular
sounds, more

than the latest

arcade features

like 3D ramps

and three multi

ball play, it's

one that keeps

you coming back

for more. $29

sn
\\\m fuj

•USS TICON-

DEROGA' As

Commander you

have a NAVY
Missile Cruiser to

help you chal-

lenge enemies of

World Freedom.

Travel oceans

around the

world with this

real-time game

that can make
experenced
Commanders
sweat. CD S34

•JETFIGHTER 3’

Heart pounding,

you see thick

smoke billowing

out of your right

engine. The stick

bites into your

white knuckle grip,

nothing could be

more real than

Jetfighter three.

Gripping alarms,

digitized voices,

engine noise, and

incredible scen-

ery. CD $47

*FREE GAME OFFER
Spend the specllied amount on any in stock software and choose

a free IBM gamo from the corresponding list below. Oiler subject

to change or cancellation without notice. Valid from Mar 1st to Apr

30th or while supplies last. Request must bo made at time ol order.

SPEND $60
Airborne Ranger 5.25, Falcon 3 Seen 2 MiG 29 3.5, GNB Scenario

Builder 3.5,Gunship 5.25, Power Hits Sports 3.5/5.25, Charge of

the Light Brigade 5.25, Chess Not WIN 3.5/5.25, Conquered
Kingdoms Seen 1 3.5, Pirates 5.25, Railroad Tycoon 3.5, SOI 5.25

SPEND S100
Battle Chess WIN 3515 .25, Battles ol Destiny 3.5. Bridge 7.0 3.5,

Cohort 2 3.5, Dragon Force 3.515.25. Earth Invasion WIN 3.5, Kron-

olog: Nazi Paradox 3.5, MacArthur’s War 3.5. Mega Traveller 5.25.

Return ol Phantom 3.5, Silent Service 2 3.5, Sony SRS9 Speakers

SPEND $160
Alone in the Dark 3.5, Command HO 3.5, Dungeon Master

3.5/5.25, Falcon 3.0 3.5, F15 Strlko Eagle 2 3.5, Flight Sim

Toolkit 3.5, Microleaguo Baseball Manager's Challange 3.5,

Simon the Sorcerer 3.5, Ultima Undorworid 2 3.5, Warlords 5.25

IBM SIMULATIONS IBM SPORTS IBM STRATEGY IBM STRATEGY IBM STRATEGY IBM TRADITIONAL

Sub Battle Simulator 2 $39 All Americn Col FB '94 S38 1830: RR & Robber Br $34 Global Domination $34 Project USA or CD $29 3D Gme Creation Syst $45

Sub Bttle Sm 2 WN CD $39 Barkley:Shut Up & Jam $42 18th Air Squadron S36 Grandest Fleet $29 Rags to Riches $36 Assault Poker CD $29

Sub War 2050 S33 Blood Bowl or CD $34 Advanced Civ. or CD S34 Grandest Fleet CD $33 Railroad Tycoon 2 Clas$24 Battle Chess CD $45

Sub War 2050 Plus CD $40 Brett Hull Hockey '95 S42 Baldies S32 Great Naval Bttle 3 CD $34 Reach for the Stars $24 Beat the House $29

Subwar Scenario Disk S19 ESPN Baseball TonightS38 Battle Bugs S37 Gold ol the Americas $24 Reunion or CD $33 Bobby Fischer’s Chess $34

SuperKarts or CD S39 ESPN Tonight Bbll CD S39 Battle Isle 2200 CD $34 Hannibal S26 Robo Sport WIN $34 Bridge Baron Windows $34

Syndicate Seen. 1 S20 Empire Soccer '94 S29 Battles in Time $35 Hammer of Gods CD S39 Rogarian Agenda CD S39 Bridge 8.0 S32

TFX CD S36 FIFA Internatn Soccer S36 Black Beard or CD $34 Hgh Seas Trader or CDS39 Romance of 3 Kngdm 3S39 Bridge Dlx 2 W/ Sharif S43

TFX S35 Front Pge Fball Pro '95 S44 Breach 3 or CD $34 Hollywood Mogul orWNS38 Romance of 3 Kngdm 4S39 Bridge Deluxe CD S43

Tank Com Network CD $48 F-Page Sports BB $44 Buzz Aldrin Race $26 HUMANS CD $22 Sabre Team $25 Caesar Wrld of Gmblng$37

Task Force Admiral Pk S39 Gone Fishin' CD $39 Ceasar $24 Jagged Alliance CD $46 Second Conflict WIN $34 Chessmaniac 5 Billion $34

Test Drive 3 :Passion S19 Hard Ball 4 or CD $34 Celtic Tales or CD $39 Jutland CD $29 Serf City: Life is Feudal $37 Chessmaster 3000 CD S46

The Big One S29 Ice Hockey CD $28 Chessmstr 4000 Turbo $36 Kingdoms of France $34 Sid Meir's Civil War $58 Classic 5 S19

The Big One CD $26 J.Nicklaus Gld Bear CD$34 Civilization $34 Kingdoms of Germany $34 Sim Ant CD $41 ClockWerx WIN $34

Tie Fighter $45 Jack Nicklaus Golf CD $39 Civilization Network CDS48 Kingmaker $32 Sim City 2000 $34 Clockwerx CD S34

Tie Fight M. Dsk 1 or 2 $19 Jammit ! CD SI 9 Civilization WIN $45 L'Empereur $24 Sim City Clasc or Win $26 Deck Daemon $20

Top Gun CD $40 Links Pro 486 CD $49 Colonization or CD $46 Legions WIN $34 Sim Earth CD $40 Game Maker 3.0 or CD $48

Tornado $48 Live Action Football CDS34 Colonization Gold CD $48 Lemming Chron. or CD $35 Sim Town or CD $34 Game Wizard Pro $32

Tornado CD $39 Microsoft Golf CD $48 Colonization WN or CD $48 Lords of Realm or CD $39 SimClassic Coll orWINS44 Hng Kng Mah Jong Pro $32

Tower $42 M.Ditka Power Ftball $34 Conquered Kingdoms 2S36 Lost Admiral 2 $39 SimTower or CD $33 Jeoprdy Dx w/A.Trebek$34

Tower CD S44 NBA Jam S44 Conqueror S46 Machiovelli Prince CD $40 Space Hulk CD S24 Klik & Play WIN CD $42

Train Engineer S29 NFL Chllenge Prem Ed S59 Conquest $36 Master of Magic or CD $39 Space Miner $36 Knight Moves CD S34

U-Boat 2 S36 NFL Coach Clb Ftball 2 $44 Crusader CD S48 Master of Orion or CD S40 Space Raiders CD $42 Magic the Gathering S40

U-Boat WIN S34 NFL Super Bowl CD S39 Darklegions or CD S38 MechLordsJnner Circle S35 Spaceward Ho! 4 WIN S24 Mario Game Gallery S25

Wing Commander 2 S26 NHL Hockey '95 CD $40 Dead Zone CD S52 Merchant Prince $37 Star Control 3 CD $39 Mega Maze CD $28

Wing Com. 2 Bundle $29 PGA Tour Goll 486 CD $47 Deadline CD S38 Metal Marines WIN $27 Starship CD $39 Pinball Arcade CD S34

Wng Com. 2 Dlx CD S19 Picture Perfect Golf CD$42 Detroit S39 Millenium Auction CD $46 Starship Troopers $39 Positronic Bridge S30

Wing Comndr3CD S53 Pro Tennis Cup $38 Dominus $25 Navy Strike $40 The Complete UMS $49 Shanghai CD $41

Wing Com Armada S47 Proleague Football '94 $29 Dune $21 New Horizons or CD $34 The Orion Cnspircy CD $48 Shanghaii 2 Windows S24

Wing Com. Armada CD$40 Proleague Ftbll Cm CD $38 Empire 2 or CD S42 Nobunaga's Ambition 2 $34 Theme Park or CD $39 Solitaire Deluxe WIN $25

Wngs of Glory Enh CD $40 Road to Final lour2 $38 Empire Builder S36 Onslaught WIN $39 Transprt Tycoon or CD $48 Solitaire's Journey WINS35

Woll Pack $20 Skin’s Game at Bighorn$40 Empire Dlx Mstr Ed CDS22 Operation Crusader CD$39 USS Ticonderoga $34 Solitaires Journey $34

World Circuit 2 $42 Tme Out Sports Bsktbll $39 Fantasy Empires CD S42 Outpost Planet Pk (AO)$33 Ultimate Domain or CD $36 Solitaires Journey 2 S36

World Circuit 2 CD $44 T.La Russa BB 2 CD S46 Fantasy Fiefdom CD $48 Outpost WIN S38 Victory or Defeat WIN $42 Trivial Pursuit CD $34

World Circuit CD S39 T.LaRussa 2 V2 '94 $37 Feudal $39 Patrician or CD S36 Vikings 2 $36 USCF Chess CD $37

X-Wing S39 T.LaRussa Bsball 3 CD $48 Flight Com. 2 CD $38 Pax Imperia S39 Walls of Rome S39 Universal Neverlock S38

X-Wing Collector's CD S46 Troy Aikman Ftball CD $49 Front Lines $39 Prfect General 2 or CD $35 Warcrafl or CD S39 Virtual Pool CD $40

X-Wing M- Disk 1 or 2 SI 9 Ultimate Football CD $45 Front Lines CD $39 Pirates Gold Multia CD $48 Worlds of War CD $48 Virtual Vegas 2 CD S24

Yeager’s Air Combt CD SI 9 Unn Roughnss '95 CD $34 Genesia S39 Pizza Tycoon S40 X-Com:Terr Dp or CD $40 Wheel of Fortn WN CD S32

Zephyr CD S28 World Cup Goll CD $44 Genghis Khan 2 S34 Pwer House WN or CD S39 X-Com:UFO Def. or CDS38 Xplora Deluxe CD S62
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‘1830 RAIL-

ROADS AND
ROBBER
BARONS’ With

immigrants pour-

ing in, America is

poised for explo-

sive westward

growth. Lay

track, build sta-

tions, purchase

trains, and

manipulate
stocks to build an

empire of iron &
steel. CD $34

INTERACTIVE
ENTERTAINMENT
PERFECT GENERAL INCLUDED!
Request your FREE Interactive Entertainment

Episode 10 with any in stock CD ROM soft-

ware order. Offer subject to change or cancel-

lation without notice. Request must be made at

time of order. Valid from 4/1/95 to 5/31/95 or

while supplies last. Quantities limited.

IBM WAR GAMES H IBM WAR GAMES

•THRUSTMAS-
TER F-16 FLCS'

A versatile stick

with virtually un-

limited program-

mability. It looks

and feels like it

was ripped out of

a jet. The ultimate

edge for any flight

sims. Offers a

grip modeled

after the F-16

Fighting Falcon

and four 8-way

hatswtches. $110

‘MIDWAY’ CINC-

PAC, short for

Commander-in-

Chief Pacific

Fleet, is played by

the computer.

Choose to play

either Admiral

S p r u a n c e ,

Commander of

Enterprise and

Hornet or Admiral

Nagumo, in

charge of four

Japanese fleet

earners. CD $39

IBM BUDGET IBM BUDGET

‘VIRTUOSO’ In

the year 2055, life

is just another

word for chaos.

Sure, your music

has given you

some moments of

escape, but your

rock superstar

status gives you

too many nights

locked away in

hotel rooms, away

from crazy fans.

Virtual reality is all

that is left CD$39

FOR GAMES

UNIVERSAL
NEVERLOCK’
By pass docu-

ment checks on

more than 500

computer
games! Safe

and easy to use

even for

novices. It's

menu driven,

just point and

shoot. Never be

locked out of

your own soft-

ware again! $29

Action North Atlantoc $26

Aegis CD $46

Air Raid Pearl Harbour $22

Aide de Camp $45

Americn Civil Wr 1-3 ea$24

Battle Tank Barbarossa$29

Battle Tank Kursk $29

Battle of the Atlantic $29

Battle of the Bulge S39

Battleship Bismark S26

Battle Stations S20

Beyond Squad Leader S45

Big 3 CD S24

Blue & The Grey or CD $39

B. Napoleon Invades $24

Campaign $32

Carrier Strike $29

Carriers at War 1 or 2 $39

CincPac or CD $39

Civil War: 1861-65 CD $40

Command & Conquer $48

D-Day: Begin of End S39

Dreadnoughts S32

Dreadnoughts Deluxe S59

Fall Gelb S29

Fields of Glory $37

Fifth Eskadra $29

Fifth Fleet or CD $39

Fleet Med $27

Flight Commander 2 $38

German Raider Atlantis $26

Golan Front $29

Grey Seas, Grey Skies $29

Harpoon 2 or Dlx CD $42

Harpoon 3 CD $39

Harpoon Classic CD $26

High Command $29

Iron Cross S29

Kriegsmarine $29

Kursk Campaign $29

Last Blitzkrieg S40

Long Lance S29

Main Battle Tank each S29

Malta Storm $29

Man of War $36

Mare Nostrum $26

Moscow Campaign $36

Napoleonics $34

Northern Fleet $36

Operation Crusader $36

Operation Eurpe or CD $34

Operation Overlord $36

Pac Storm Mid. Cpgn. $29

Pac. Storm Slomn Cmp$36
Panzer Battles S24

Panzer General or CD $39

Prelude to Jutland $24

Point of Attack $32

Prelude to Jutland $24

Red Sky Morning $36

Return to Falklands $28

Rising Sun $24

Road from Sumter $45

Rommel Bll N Africa $24

Rommel at El Alamein $36

Rommel at Gazala $36

Seventh Fleet $36

Stalingrad Campaign $36

Stalingrad or CD $39

Tac Ops WIN $40

The Great War S39

Third Reich or CD S34

Tigers on the Prowl S42

To The Rhine S29

USS Ticonderoga CD $34

V Victory each $29

Victory at Sea $41

War in the Falklands $24

Warpoint $36

Wrship Chnged History $26

7 Guest 2:1 1th Hr Demo $6

ATP P Flight Simulator $9

Acquire $9

Air Force Commander $9

Allied Forces $9

‘Alone in the Dark $12

Assignment Miami $9

Austrulitz S10

Banzai S9

Bard's Tale Constructn $12

Baseball Facts S6

Battle Chess WIN S9

Battle Command $6

Btls of Napoleon Sen 1-6$9

Bball Chllenge 1987 Tm $6

Bball Chllenge 1988 Tm $6

Bball Challenge 1989 T $6

Blake Stone Episode 1 $9

Bodycello CD $6

Budo:Art of Ninja Combt $9

Captain Blood S9

Castle Wolfenstein S6

Castles Nrthern Camps$12
Challenge of 5 Realms $12

Champions of Krynn $12

‘Charge of Light Brigade $9

•Cohort 2 $12

Conqueror Multi Tank $6

Conquests Robin Hood $12

Crime City $12

CyberStrike $12

Darklands $12

Dinosft Multiply&Divide $12

Doom Episode 1 $9

Dr Floyds Desktop Toys $9

Dragon Lord $9

Dreadnought 1or2each$12

Empire Deluxe Seen 1 $9

Erotic Virtual Smplr CD $12

Falcon 3 Seen 1 $12

'Falcon 3 Seen 2 $9

Fighting for Rome $12

Flames of Freedom $12

Goldtree Buildings $10

Goldtree Characters $10

Greens $12

‘Gunship SI 2

Harrier Assault HD SI 2

Hearts $12

Heretic Shrewre or CD $12

Horde $12

Hoyle's Book Gmes V3 $12

Humans: Insult to Injury $9

Interactive Adult Smpl $12

Jack Nicklaus SE Crse 1 $4

Land Sea Air Trilogy $1

2

Last Chance to See CD$12
Lightspeed $9

Line in the Sand SI 2

Lost Vikings $9

ML 50-70S Wrld Ser. eaS9

ML Baseball All Stars $9

ML Baseball Teams ea$9

Magic Candle 2 $12

Magic Candle 3 $9

Marianas Turkey Shoot $12

Matrix Cubed $9

MegaFortress $12

"MegaTraveller:Zhodani $9

M-league bball Seattle I3$9

NFL Video Football SI 2

Never Mind S9

New Facilities Locator S9

Operation Combat $12

PT Boat Simulator $12

Pacific Strike Spch Pk $12

Pixis Adult Sampler CD $6

Puzzle Gallery 1 $9

‘Return of the Phntom $12

Return to Zork Anth CD$12

Rex Nebular HD $12

Rings of Medusa $9

Rolox $9

Rules of Engagement S9

Sentinel Worlds 1 $9

Sex Planet CD $12

Shadow Sorcerer HD S9

Stanford Wongs Vid Pok S9

Star Legions $12

Star Trk TNG CD Demo S6

Stellar 7 CD $12

Storm Across Europe SI 2

Sub Battle Simulator $12

Tales Magic $12

Task Force 1942 $12

Tste of Erotica Smp 1or2S8

Teget’s Mercenaries $9

Terminator 2029 SI 2

Terran Envoy $9

Tie Break Tennis $9

Tom Landry Ftball Dlx $12

T.LaRussa Baseball HD $9

Top 100 Games 2 CD $12

UMS 2 Planet Editor S9

Under Fire $12

Vaxine S9

Virtual Vivid CD $8

War in the Gulf HD $12

War of the Lance $9

‘Warlords $12

World Circuit SI 2

CDI HARDWARE

200 Magnavox Player S359

220 Phillips Player S399

450 Magnavox Player $289

550 Magnavox Player $479

D.V. Cart (450/550) $239

Game Pad CDI $29

7th Guest DV $52

Alice in Wonderland $44

Burn Cycle $46

Creature Shock $48

Dark Castle $34

Dragon's Lair 2 DV $44

Effacer $26

Escape from Cyber Cty $44

Flintstones/Jetsons $32

Hotel Mario S44

Inca S44

Kether S44

Kingdom DV S44

Laser Lords $44

Llnk:The Faces of Evil $44

Lords of the Rising Sun $44

Lost Eden $48

Return to Cyber City $58

Space Ace DV S52

The Apprentice $32

Third Degree $36

Thunder in ParadiseDVS56

Voyeur $44

Zelda’s Adventure $44

Zelda S44

CDI STRATEGY

Axis & Allies $44

Battleship $30

Caesar Wrld Gamblng $44

Clue 2 DV S46

Dimo’s Quest S32

Jeopardy $36

Joker's Wild orJ.W. Jr. $36

NFL Instant Replay DV $44

NFL Trivia Chlng 94/95 S44

Name That Tune $36

Pinball $30

Tetris S30



FREE GAME OFFER*
See details below

^ungcoit
‘DUNGEON
MASTER II’

There’s more to

fear than ever

before in 'The

Legend of

Skullkeep.’ This

new world is

alive with crea-

tures and actions

that will occur

with or without

you. Stunning

sound effects,

real time com-

bat. CD $37

‘GREAT NAVAL
BATTLES
VOLIII FURY IN

THE PACIFIC,

1941-44’ You get

all major U.S. and

Japanese ships

and aircraft of the

Pacific Theater. A
random battle

generator pro-

vides unlimited

conflict from small

surface engage-

ments to ful bfewo

battles. CD $46

'WARCRAFT'
Enter the world of

WarCraft, a mysti-

cal land where evil

ores and noble

humans battle for

survival. Destroy

the orcish hordes

or crush the

weakling
humans. ..the

choice is yours,

has an ingenious

arsenal of wea-

ponry and power-

ful mage. CD $39

‘FALCON 3.0’ Fly

Falcon 3.0

through 3 explo-

FALC(y
sive campaigns in

Panama, Kuwait

and Isreal or train

in the Nevada

3.0®
29 with Falcon

3.0 purchase.

Must make
request at time

of order. Offer

SpectwmHoloByte
subject to

change without

notice. $29

CDI SHOOTERS

Alien Gate S26

Chaos Control DV $44

Earth Command $44

Mad Dog McCree DV S52

Mad Dog McCree /Gun $72

Microcosm DV $44

Mystic Midway 1 $26

Mystic Midway 2 $26

I CDI MOVIES

A Fish Called Wanda $22

A View to a Kill $24

Addams Family $22

Addams Family Values; $22

Annie Hall $24

Apocalypse Now $22

Baby Boom $24

Benny & Joon $24

Beverly Hills Cop 3 $24

Black Rain $22

Clear & Present Dangr S24

Dances With Wolves $22

Fatal Attraction $24

For Your Eyes Only $24

4 Weddngs & a Funera $24

Goldlinger $22

Hannah and Her Sister $24

Hunt for Red October $22

Immortal Desire $29

Indecent Proposal $22

Live and Let Die $24

Married to the Mob $24

Mississippi Burning $24

MoonRaker $24

Naked Gun 1 or 2 1/2 $22

Naked Gun 33 1/3 $24

Of Mice and Men $24

Patriot Games $22

Pink Panther $24

CDI MOVIES

Quigley Down Under $24

Raging Bull $24

Rainman $24

RoboCop 1 $24

RoboCop 2 $24

Rocky $24

Silence of the Lambs $24

Sliver $22

Star Trek 1,3,4,5,6 ea$24

Star Trek 2 $22

Steamy Windows $29

The Black Stallion $24

The Firm $22

The Secret of Nimh $22

Thelma and Louise $24

Top Gun $22

Wayne’s World 1 $22

Wayne's World 2 $22

You Only Live Twice $24

3DO HARDWARE

6 Button Control Pad $26

Control Pad Goldstar $36

Control Pad Panasonic $39

Gun $44

Mouse $42

MPEG Digital Video Mod
Goldstar $199

Panasonic $199

System Goldstar $399

System Panasonic $399

Flight Stick Pro $89

3DO ROLE PLAYING
|

Dragon Tales Lore $46

Hell $39

Slayer $29

Syndicate $54

‘SPACE
SIRENS’ As a

space privateer

you are lured by

the irresistible

song of the sen-

suous Space

Sirens emanating

from a mysterious

space station.

You must fulfill

their every

desire or remain

a sex slave on

the station for-

ever. CD $49

3DO ADVENTURE

11th Hour $59

Alone in the Dark $46

BIOS Fear $52

Corpse Killer $52

Crash & Bum $52

Creature Shock $54

CyberWar $54

Demolition Man $58

Doom $56

Dragons Lair 2 $52

Duelin’ Firemen $54

Fatty Bears Fun Pack $29

Flashback $46

Horde $52

Immercenary $54

Jurassic Park $52

Killing Time $52

Kingdom:Far Reaches $46

Myst $59

Out of this World $46

Rebel Assault $52

Return Fire $52

Robinson's Requiem $52

Space Ace $52

Space Pirates $49

1 3DO SIMULATIONS

Flying Nightmares $52

Magic Carpet $54

Megarace $29

Need for Speed $52

Off World Interceptor $52

Quarantine $34

Road Rash $56

Rock & Roll Racing $48

Top Gun $54

Trance Mission $56

VR Stalker $52

Wing Commander 3 $54

3DO KICK & PUNCH

Clayfighter 2 $46

Primal Rage $59

Rise of the Robots $52

SHADOW $52

Samurai Showdown $52

Sper St Fighter 2 Turbo$59

Supreme Warrior $52

Way of the Warrior $52

3DO STRATEGY

All New People's Show $52
BrainDead 13 $52

Cyberia $46

Dinopark Tycoon $52

Family Feud $34

Fun 'n Games $52

GEX 3DO $52

Grandest Fleet $56

Incredible Machine $52

Lemmings Chronicles $52

Pagoda of Puzzles $54

Panzer General $59

Pataank $52

Perfect General $56

Real Pinball $52

Shanghaii:Triple Threat$52

Star Control 2 $52

Station Invasion $40

Theme Park $52

3DO SPORTS

FIFA Intematnl Soccer $52

Madden Football $49

PGA Tour $54

Slam City $52

Soccer Kid $32

Winning Post $54

World Cup Golf $49

Crime Patrol $52

CyberClash $52

Drug Wars $52

Mad Dog McCree 2 $54

NovaStorm $52

PO'ed $52

Police Nauts $52

Pyramid Intruder $52

Shock Wave $56

Shock Wave D-Disk 1 $36

Star Blade $541
11th Hour $59

Alone in the Dark $46

American Blond $32

Blade Force $54

Blind Spot $32

Blond Justice $32

Blondage $32

Corpse Killer $52

Doom S56

Immortal Desire $32

Killing Time $52

Mask $32

Neurodancer S39

Plumbers Don'l Wr Tie $39

Steamy Windows $32

The Coven $32

Voices in My Bed $32—
Alone in the Dark 2 $34

Bloodnet CD $41

Club Cyberlesque CD $33

Corpse Killer CD $48

Cyber-Peep Interactive $19

Deva X CD $49

Dream Machine CD $54

Fantasies Interactive $35

Fox Pack CD $37

Intimate Journey CD $24

Hell CD $45

Doom 2:Hell on Earth $42

Han/ester CD $44

Lawn Mower Man 2 CD$49
Leisure Suit Larry 7 CD $44

Midnight Stranger CD $45

MindTeazzerCD $32

Metal and Lace $27

Mortal Kombat 2 CD $46

Mustang CD $49

Neurodancer CD $45

Neuropak CD $59

Nights of Xentar CD $38

Nick Steele P.l. CD $59

Nightwatch 2 CD $39

Nightwatch CD $39

Noctropolis CD $47

Paradise Club CD $39

Party Time CD $19

Pleasure Zones CD $33

Quarantine $35

Scissors N’ Stones CD $29

Secrets Interactive CD $35

Sorority House CD (R) $34

Space Sirens CD $49

Spy Club (R) CD $49

Texas Table Dance CD$39
Undr a Klling Moon CD $49

Vampire's Kiss CD $49

Velvet Dreams CD $35

Virtual Director CD $49

Virtual Valerie 2 CD $42

Virtual Vixens CD $39

Virtually Yours CD $49

WanderLust CD $44

Winner Takes All CD $39
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ROOKIES OF THE YEAR
Tony LaRussa Baseball 3 will soon

appear on store shelves. It is designed by

the prolific Stormfront Studios, who de-

signed ESPN Baseball Tonight and is re-

portedly putting together a baseball

game for Microsoft called Microsoft

Baseball. TLB3, done in SVGA, is a

graphic improvement over ESPN Base-

ball Tonight. The animation is much

smoother and the pitching interface,

while still a long way from

Hardball or Front Page

Sports: Baseball, is also im-

proved. However, fielding was

very difficult in the beta ver-

sion we looked at. Again, you

have to guide a fielder into a

gradually shrinking circle, only

there’s very little room for er-

ror. This may be more fault-

tolerant when the final version

is released.

The hitting mechanism is,

like all other games, an exer-

cise in timing. Once you get

die timing down, you can gen-

erate enormous numbers of

hits. Again, this will hopefully

be toned down when the game

is released. TLB3 is graphically

just a few notches below Hard-

ball in detail. The game adds an innova-

tive one-pitch action mode, which

generates contact on most swings. This

reduces game time without gready affect-

ing game play.

Stadstically, TLB3 seems to border on

die bizarre. Season simulation takes only

a few minutes, and comes up with far too

many home runs, but not nearly enough

singles, doubles and strikeouts. Relief

pitchers often make 1 20 appearances in a

162-game season and starting pitchers al-

most never complete a game. But at least

TLB3 simulates quickly, as opposed to its

competitors which farejust as badly using

much more time. TLB3 features a man-

agers’ profile, which strangely enough

does more than manage. If you tell the

manager to select lineups based on good

power hitting, the team’s power hitters

will suddenly become Ruthian. If the

pitchers are told to challenge hitters, they

suddenly become linhittable. I played

with the 1993 New York Mets profile,

and increased their win total from 61 in

real life to 1 1 1 in the simulation. Eric

Hillman (2-9, 3.97 ERA in 1993) became

a Cy Young-caliber pitcher (23-5, 2.86 in

die simulation).

TLB3’s designers are not afraid to at-

tack the unknown. When released, the

game will have a fantasy draft module

that will include player salaries. It will

also contain a General Manager Chal-

lenge, which will implement scouting and

THREE TIMES A TONY In Tony LaRussa’s third computer game incarnation,

Stormfront is hoping to put it all together: fantastic graphics, great game-

play and a dugout full of stats.

control of a changing team over the

course of several seasons. Unfortunately,

these modules were not functional in the

beta version.

MILLER TIME
Miller Associates is adding a wealth of

new function to Baseball for Windows.

First up is the Bill James Electronic

Baseball Encyclopedia. This CD-ROM
contains just about every baseball statistic

every recorded. It also provides the

mechanism for quickly creating a wide

variety of reports based on these statis-

tics; for example, you can create a report

comparing Claudell Washington and Lou

Gehrig from age 25 to 33. Or you can list

the top 25 left-hand hitting third base-

men when it comes to hitting triples

among National Leaguers from 1922 to

1979. The encyclopedia either runs off

the CD-ROM or puts 65 megabytes of in-

formation on your hard disk. It can ex-

plore its entire database in about 12

minutes from a hard disk on a high-end

machine.

The Baseball Encyclopedia is de-

signed so that you can import players

into Baseball for Windows 3.0, which is

also due out in the near future and will

address players’ numerous concerns.

This will give BBW an edge over the

competition, who often charge high

prices for a season disk containing play-

ers from the past.

For those of you who grew

up, as I did, within radio range

ofWJR in Detroit, Miller Asso-

ciates has another treat in store

for this season. Ernie Har-

well’s Broadcas t Blast adds

sound to Baseball for Win-

dows. This amounts to Harwell

reading the text that appears

on the play-by-play during a

game. You can adjust the

broadcast to favor the home or

visiting team, or have a neutral

broadcast, although there isn’t

much difference between the

versions. Harwell was always

considered one of the most im-

partial announcers in baseball.

Broadcast Blast adds a lot

of text in between batters, and,

because BBW already had a

large play library, gives this product

much more complete announcing than

any of the action games with an announc-

er. This adds to the game’s appeal as a

great game for a leisurely afternoon with

a friend. And, if they make some signifi-

cant fixes in Version 3.0, this Windows-

based baseball sim could be a future

pennant winner.

With the exception of Lance Haffner’s

game, all the major text-based simula-

tions are based on a board game. The

newest board game, Dynasty league Base-

ball, will debut its computer version later

this year. Michael Cieslinski, who de-

signed Pursue the Pennant, is moving

on to design Dynas-iy League. The com-

puter version, designed on the Windows

platform, will be an exact duplicate of the

board game. The upcoming release will

contain just a single-game module. A
more complete version, containing

league management function, is also due

for release this year.
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Basketball
Hoop Dreams

by George Jones

As a former basketball player and a big

hoops fan, I’m green with envy. All the

other major sports have great simulations

that provide great action and realistic

gameplay. But basketball is one PC sport

which hasn’t yet come into its own—not

on the broad scale of a Front Page

Sports: Football ‘95 at least. But

enough whining. While things do appear

about to change with Electronic Arts’ up-

coming NBA Live ‘95, the present is

Filled with text-filled hoop simulations,

some of which are surprisingly good, and

one ambitious graphical attempt that

doesn’t quite make the grade.

TAKIN' IT TO THE TEXT
Text-based hoop games have been

around for ages. They have traditionally

boasted a robust statistical model and a

no-frills approach to basketball. Often

times, these games have been created by

small companies, or in some cases, by a

single person. Don’t let this fool you

though—these games are for real. Not a

single one of them is sub-par, although

most of them do lack some of the refine-

ments we’ve come to expect from the

larger game design houses.

THAT TEXTUAL FEELIN’ Basketball text

games usually generate lots of numbers,

but you’ll have to generate the excite-

ment on your own; Cactus League Pro is

all-pro in this league.

HAFFNER HOOPS
Lance Haffner’s hoops games

have been around for ages (or at

least the golden days of the Apple

II). His two games, Courtside Col-

lege Basketball, and Basketball:

The Pro Game are games for the purist

in all of us. Both offer dead-on statistical

accuracy and tons of teams to play with.

The Pro Game comes with last season’s

NBA teams as well as a disk of "greatest”

teams. Courtside College Basketball

comes with every single NCAA Division I

team, as well as some of the greatest col-

lege teams ever. And, as if playing with

teams from past days wasn’t enough, nos-

talgic computer cagers can also play with

the rulebook from the good of days. Re-

live the days when the “bonus” meant

that a player received three chances to

make two free throws, or when there was

no such thing as a shot clock or a three-

point line.

The textual descriptions of each game

are fairly plain, relying on terse descrip-

tions of the action as opposed to flowery

language, but I found that it didn’t mat-

ter all that much. You should be able to

generate plenty of excitement on your

own; if you can’t, you shouldn’t be play-

ing text games. During a game, you can

either make every decision, or you can

coach within the flow of the game.

While both games feature long-term

play options, including auto scheduling,

league play, statistical databases and au-

toplay, I did miss the “creature com-

forts.” Haffner’s NBA version had a few

pre-existing schedules built in, but

Courtside College Basketball had

none. The biggest ommission in the col-

lege game is the NCAA tournament—

a

damn shame. Still, Haffner’s incredible

dedication to the titles (he is constantly

updating statistics and compiling more

teams) is an example for all game design-

ers to follow. These games are very sound

statistically, and once you get past the

clunky interfaces and the decidedly un-

helpful manuals, they do shine. Watch

out if Lance decides to give these two

games a much needed Windows facelift.

DESERT, PLEASE
The “cactus leagues” have long been

associated with small dme, minor league

play. But the name is deceptive when it

comes to Cactus Development’s Cactus

League Professional Basketball: the

fourth revision of the game, released ear-

ly this year, looks ready for the big time.

It has a polished, finessed look that the

Haffner games lack, yet it still maintains

a high level of statistical accuracy. I found

it remarkably easy to navigate through

the games, and while coaching a game
between the saintly Lakers and the much-

despised Celtics, I found myself more

drawn into this game than any other: An

easy-to-read gameplay screen and a more

colorful play-by-play is probably the rea-

son why. On one play, my guard canned

a diree-pointer, but it was waved off—his

foot, was on the line! Additionally, coach-

ing seems more intuitive and better cap-

tures the flow of the game. Although

diere is a graphical representation of the

court, the only acdve graphical element is

an indicator ofwhere the ball is.

Cactus League Basketball comes

with the current season’s teams, all of

whom play reliably. Auto scheduling,

league play, and an impressive statistical

database are included. I do wish that

there was a schedule generator, though.

I’m lazy and I hate having to draw up
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schedules for the 16 team leagues I’m al-

ways creating.

WELCOME TO THE NBN
Rather than trying to recreate reality,

Strategic Gaming Design decided to cre-

ate their own world of basketball in

Nothing But Net. At the beginning of a

season, the program creates the appro-

priate number of players from scratch to

fill an 8, 16, or 28 team league. Gamers

then take turns drafting players (or let

the computer do it for them) according

to their respective strengths and weak-

nesses, which are numerically rated. The

only problem with this scheme is that af-

ter spending considerable time and effort

drafting and setting up a team, there is

no way of automatically generating a

schedule (that laziness thing again). So, if

you create a 28 team league, you’re going

to have to create a 28 team schedule if

you want league play.

I had mixed feelings about the game-

play. On one hand, there was tons of in-

formation, entertaining descriptions of

the court action, and even small scale

graphical depictions of players shooting

the ball. On the other hand, there is so

much information on die screen at once

that things can get a bit confusing. Fur-

thermore, the interface, as intuitive as it

seems, was slow to respond to my wishes,

even on a Pentium machine. NBN takes

a few seconds to recognize mouse clicks

and button presses, which can be a little

frustrating in the heat of a game.

Even though computer cagers looking

for real NBA or NCAA action will be dis-

appointed with SDG’s Fictional approach,

fans who don’t mind creating their own

history and won’t mind the few flaws

might want to check out this title. It is

amazing how easily you get attached to

“your" players, even if they are nobodies.

VISUAL ROUNDBALL
Bethesda’s college basketball game has

been greatly anticipated. But ultimately,

Bethesda’s NCAA: Road to the final

four 2, like all the others like it, is more

of a testament of how hard it is to make a

good basketball game with nice graphics.

To put it bluntly—this hoops game is not

that good.

Statistically, this game is right on the

money. After running

through 20 1994 NCAA
tournaments, Arkansas

(last year’s champ) made it

to the final four 18 times.

North Carolina made it 14

times, and most of last

year’s powerful teams ap-

peared multiple times. In

fact, it seems that this

game might be a little too

predisposed towards the

favorites; I witnessed very

few big upsets. But that’s

life, I suppose. How often

does a Miami of Ohio team beat Arizona?

NCAA 2 has some real problems when

it comes to the on-screen action. First

and foremost is the fact that there are

only two different images of the play-

ers—one set of which looks nothing like

actually basketball players. This kind of

dampened the “wow” effect of the high-

res SVGA graphics for me, a problem

which was even further compounded by

the awkward animation of the players as

they stuttered down the floor. And then

there is the huge flaw in the game’s rule-

book which allows substitutions after any

made basket (in real life you have to wait

until a dead-ball, timeout, or after a

made free throw).

It’s really too bad, because if executed

properly, NCAA 2 could have been the

basketball game for the PC. Instead,

poor design features and an unimpres-

sive graphical representation of the

game bring it down. After watching your

forward dribble on the baseline for 10

seconds and then get a charging foul,

you’ll think so too.

Virtual Reality Just Came

Closer to Reality!

New!

SOUNDSCAPEEBS

Now your computer can have the

power ofreal-time, multiple, simultaneous

sound effects processing at a great low price!

• Sound Blaster™ 2.0 Compatible

• 1 6-Bit, 32-Voice

• Access ENSONIQ's Library of Real-Time Special Effects

• GS Instrument Set, 7 Drum Kits

• 61 Drum Programs

• 128 General MIDI Instruments

• 128 MT-32 Instruments

• 2 MB+ "Purist" ROM Waves and Patch Set

Dual on-board DSPs!

For more information, call

1-800-7-SOUNDS
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How To Play

Accolade (800) 245-7744

APBA Game Company (800) 334-2722

Bethesda (800) 677-0700

Cactus Development (512) 453-2244

Electronic Arts (800) 245-4525

Haffner Games (800) 477-7032

Microprose (800) 879-PLAY

Miller Associates (800) 654-5472

Pursue the Pennant (800) 765-4787

Quorum Software (214) 789-2938

Sierra (800) 743-7725

Sony (310) 449-2999

Strat-O-Matic Game Co (800) 645-3455

Strategic Gaming Designs (919) 552-1807

BASKET BALL MVP
My advice to the gamer interested in authentic hoops action

is to go for Cactus Lfague Basketball. It is the easiest to use,

the least frustrating, and the most fun. If you absolutely must

get some college action, you’d be better off avoiding NCAA2
and buying Lance Haffner’s Courtside College Basketball.

Clunky interface aside, it is a pretty good hoops sim, and where

else can you coach the Dartmouth Big Green? If you’re an ac-

tion fan or if you’re just sick of text, then run, don’t walk, to

I The Game Factory
For Shareware Games and C'D-Roms

Great Games at Great Prices
'tip rated failles like llerclic. Rise uf The Triad. One Musi l all. Sanuo t’iuhler.

Duma. Jazz Jnckruhhil, FIS No Hj /.one aad mam, mail) more al |usl $3.95 each'

Call now for your FREE graphic-packed,
eye-popping, 256-color VGA disk catalog.

lining requires: HIM PC dr.clone, a 1.44 MB lloppy drite, a haul drive and 640 \ 4HII 256-color VGA

-843-5178
Circle Reader Service # 110
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SLAM & JAM With its flashy graphics and top-rate action, NBA Live *95 is

looking to quickly become the new hoops hero.

your software store, and buy NBA Live ‘95. Right before press

time we got a good look at a near final version, and it looks like

our hoop dreams come true.

IN THE BONUS
Several companies have promised basketball titles sometimes

this year, including MicroLeague and Sony Interactive (ESPN

Basketball, which will apparendy be an NBA-based two-on-two

game in the style ofAcclaim’s NBAJam), but we were only able

to get our hands on one product, Electronic Arts’ NBA Live

‘95, which should be on the shelves as this article appears. It’s a

good thing, too, because this cartridge-to-PC port blew our

minds and ate up our time.

While Sega and SNES owners have had a slew of basketball

games for their systems, PC players have seen nothing but text.

Perhaps that explained why, minutes after booting up NBA
Live, a crowd of gawkers gathered around the computer. Just

about every feature you could hope for are on this court: practi-

cally every player from every NBA team (even “Shaq”), full sea-

son play with playoffs, and a surprisingly good statistical

database. But the main draw, in all honesty, is simply the action-

oriented gameplay. Not only are the players well-animated, but

they move around the screen quickly and intelligently. You’ll get

up from your seat when you see Kevin Johnson throw an alley-

oop to Charles Barkley for a monsterjam. The sounds are good

too, creating the atmosphere of an NBA arena with echoing

dance riffs and cheering.

But the action isn’t everything. There appears to be a solid

statistical model underneath all the flash and excitement in this

game, which also boasts full 82 game league play. Each team is

rated in over 10 statistical categories, and you can sort the

league leaders by category. Players, most of whom have full

screen photos, can also be traded from team to team (but

there’s no trade intelligence).

In the end, diere is a lot more we could say about this game,

most of which would be said in superlatives. Although the ver-

sion we played did appear to have some endgame AI bugs,

which will hopefully be fixed, it is still a remarkable product. If

our first impressions hold up, NBA Live ‘95 will do for comput-

er basketball what the NHL series did for computer hockey. ^
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GAME

Your team tore it up for 82 games. You broke i

all the records. You saved all your stats. But

L
you're not done yet. The playoffs are I

calling. Time to separate the pretenders

from the contenders.

Individual stat sheets.

'Player of the Came' awards.

JPF All in real TV broadcast style. But enough

about stats. There's eye-popping 5-on-5 action. Alley

oops. Behind-the-back-passes. Picks, And if coaching is

your bag, enough set plays to wear out your clipboard.



Webber. Traded. Drexler. History. Gugliotta. Going once.

Going twice. Gone to Minnesota. Hey, if it can happen

to these guys, why not pull the switch on A
some other big names like Pippen,

Starks or Kidd?

did something extreme. Actually added

basketball. Now you control fast breaks,

slams, blocks. You crash the boards or

ride the pine from either of two views. Full

court and close up. It's the NBA. On your

PC. Get ready to sky. NBA
We rated the players

in 15 categories like field goals,

assists and rebounds. Of course, ^
stats can't begin to describe the thrill

Bfc, of a game-winning, two-guys-hangin'

L all-over-ya, nothin'-but-net-trey.
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The Paranormal Pagan

Game upgrades

ARE AN ALL-TOO-

COMMON OCCUR-

rence these days.

Often, when a new

release shows up,

the first question from

gamers is likely to be:

“So? When is the patch coming out?” Buggy

games, followed by several patches to fix the

flaws, are almost routine.

So it is unprecedented for a company to pro-

duce a patch that neither incorporates missing

material (as with Outpost) nor repairs serious

bugs (too many products to mention). Ultima

VIII, as released, was a complete game, and had

no serious technical problems; indeed, it ran

very cleanly on my computer.

Yet few were happy with Pagan, for a variety

of reasons, and gamers were not shy in voicing

their dissatisfaction with the game; I certainly

wasn’t. As a response to this tide of discontent,

Origin has now brought out an upgrade to ad-

dress some of these points. I gritted my teeth

and reinstalled the game, to see for myself how

much the upgrade improved Pagan. So let’s

take a look at what’s new.

Targeted jumping. Probably the single most-

hated feature of the original was the unbearable

precision required to jump from place to place.

Stand just so, face just so, then jump and hope

for the best, which frequently meant restoring

the game as the Avatar sank out of sight.

That’s gone. Now, clicking on the target area

causes the figure to leap right to it. You do have

to be facing that way, of course, and the spot has

to be in range, but otherwise, exact positioning

is no longer necessary. Also, the floating plat-

forms on the path to Lithos have been frozen in

place, making it a snap to get across. Unfortu-

nately, the disappearing bridge, vanishing plat-

forms, and sinking stones are still with us.

Jumping is thus not entirely carefree; timing re-

SCORPIA SCOPES

OUT THE AVATAR’S

NEW CLOTHES AND

PEEKS INTO THE X-

FILES OF TAKE 2’S,

mains an important consideration. For all that,

jumping and leaping are far less aggravating

than they used to be, and these sections of the

game can be completed much faster.

Sorcerer spells. Another disliked part of the

game was the fickleness of having everything

just so when enchanting items with fire spells,

along with having no idea what was wrong if the

spell didn’t work. Pagan is now more forgiving

about the placement of reagents, aldiough they

still have to be fairly close to the candles. You

also receive a hint from your mentor during the

Sorcerer test, and from the Avatar himself later,

as to what is wrong if “nothing happens.”

Breath ofWind. Stealing this item from Stellos BUREAU 13

caused all air spells except Air Walk to stop work-

ing. Now, the spells will work whether you have

the Breath or not, so you can take it any time.

Recall Item.

The teleport de-

vice now comes

with unlimited

charges, and can

be used any-

where except in

the Obsidian

Fortress. Previ-

ously, it did not

work inside the

Sorcerer enclave.

Void Penta-

gram. The final

pentagram that

opens die Black Gate now provides a hint when

you place the powered blackrock fragments on

it. When a piece is set in die right location, little

sparkles briefly appear over it, so you know it’s

in the correct spot.

Wood Names. The special wood requested by

Vividos during the Necromancer tests has been

given the name “Dead Man’s Elbow,” instead of

just “sticks,” so you know exactly what he wants.

Conversations. If you talk to people long by Scorpia

TREAD LIGHTLY, AVATAR Jumping is not quite the hair-

pulling ordeal it used to be in Ultima VIII, thanks to

Origin’s Pagan upgrade.
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enough, you receive more information

from them than before.

Birthplace of Moriens. This did not ex-

ist in the original, causing many people

frustration when they went looking for it.

Now, the structure in the crypts that was

previously labeled “Towards Fate Do You

Travel” has a sign that says “Birthplace of

Moriens” instead. Also, there is a small al-

tar, similarly named, inside, although die

altar itself does not seem to do anything.

Combat. This has not changed much,

except in one regard: the Avatar no

longer falls down when hit, unless he re-

ceives a killing blow. There is still a

knockback effect if he takes a shot, but it

isn’t half as bad as falling down and try-

ing to get up again.

Inventory. Reagents stack properly,

and dropping items is less restrictive, al-

though you still have to be careful that

what you drop doesn’t bounce away.

Item Changes.

Bonecrusher now ex-

ists, replacing the Ham-

mer of Strength. I

suspect this is a name

change only, as

Bonecrusher did not

perform any better in

combat than the origi-

nal Hammer. The li-

brary at Argentrock

now contains some

books on the philoso-

phy of the Theurgists.

Previously, all you could

read about were air

spells, making it very

difficult to pass the Test of Wisdom. After

reading the new books, anyone should be

able to pass the test widi ease. A change

was also made to the magic armor in the

ghost subplot, but this I didn’t check,

since I could never get that section of the

game to open up.

Finally, several hot keys have been

added. The F7 key does an unnamed
quick save, and F8 restores it. “B” can be

used to activate the bedroll immediately,

without rooting around in die backpack.

“R” does the same for the Recall Device,

as does “K” for the key ring when open-

ing locked doors.

So what do all these changes mean?

Ultima VIII is not materially different

from before. You still have to perform die

same actions, do the same leaping and

jumping, behave in the same deceitful

fashion, and generally wreak havoc on

the world, just as in the first release.

However, the mechanics have been im-

proved so that getting through the game

is much less aggravating than it used to

be. Jumping is not quite such a honor.

Some of the tedium has been relieved.

More information is available. Overall,

Pagan is definitely more playable with the

upgrade than the original release. If you

had put off playing this one because of

the arcade aspects (among other things),

you may want to obtain the patch (from

Origin, or almost any online service, or

Internet) and give it a try. I can’t guaran-

tee the game will be more fun, but it will

certainly be less frustrating. In any case,

kudos are due to Origin for making this

extra effort.

X-FILES IMPOSSIBLE
Moving now from the old to the new, we

come to Bureau 13 from Take 2 Soft-

ware. This is an adventure based on die

paper RPG of the same name. It could be

described as “Mission: Impossible meets

X-l'iles,” although, unfortunately, the

game doesn’t have the quality of either.

Bureau 13 is a hush-hush agency diat

investigates the paranormal, be it flying

saucers, demons, werewolves, or what-

have-you. In the current case, the Bureau

is after a rogue agent who tried to kill a

small-town sheriff for reasons unknown.

Your mission is to find out why and pre-

vent J.P. Widiers (the rogue agent) from

completing thejob.

You may take any two agents from a

pool of six: hacker, thief, priest, witch,

vampire, or musclewoman (who runs

around in powered armor). Each has

skills that can be used to solve some of

the puzzles, although it doesn’t particu-

larly matter whom you have in the party.

The game has a “golden path,” such

that it can be completed regardless of the

mix of agents you use. So, you don’t have

to woriy about becoming stuck because

you chose the wrong people, and you can

use any two that appeal to you.

The interface is point-and-click, with

the cursor lighting up as it touches hot

spots on the screen. These spots are items

to look at, pick up, or manipulate. The

right mouse button cycles through the ac-

tions available with each item; clicking

the left button performs the action. Hap-

pily, you can do this from anywhere in a

room; the lead character will walk (if

there are no obstacles) over to the item

and perform the desired action.

A drop-down bar at the top of the

screen displays the active agent, his or

her inventory, and a list of standard com-

mands. You don’t need to use the list very

often, since you can cycle the command
cursor with the mouse button.

Typically, the agents will go together

from screen to screen, but you can make

one “stay put” by toggling the follow/stay

put button on the bar. There are a couple

of situations where this can be useful, but

for the most part, keeping the pair to-

gether is best.

Movement is accomplished with the

mouse, and exits or special locations light

WHEN THE GOING GETS STRANGE... In Bureau 13, you can pick a pair of

agents from a selection of six “specialists,” although their special

abilities aren't as useful as one might hope.
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BRING OUT YOUR WEIRD Fortunately, the tolerant folks of Stratusburg

don’t mind being around vampires, thieves and other freaks.

up with a short de-

scription, such as “For-

est Road” or “Inside

Police Station;” click-

ing when these are visi-

ble moves the team to

that area.

Using an item from

the inventory is gener-

ally a matter of putting

it on the cursor, then

left-clicking where you

want to use it. If noth-

ing happens, you’re

probably trying the

wrong item, or you

may need to do something else first.

The game allows for 16 save positions,

arranged as 4 x 4 boxes. Each box has a

small graphic of the save location and a

space at the top of the screen for a

description.

Most of the puzzles are not especially

difficult. Some solutions, however, tend

towards the obscure, requiring leaps of

intuition rather than logic. Also, the ma-

jor puzzles in the game can only be

solved one way, even though you’d think

that some of the special skills could be

useful in overcoming the problem.

For example, there is J.P. Withers van,

which has a special magnetic lock. The

lock is beyond the thiefs abilities. The

hacker says he could bypass the mecha-

nism “If I had a feedback loop,” but there

is no such device in the game, nor can

one be built from parts in the electronics

store. Even the vampire, who can turn

into mist, is unable to enter the van be-

cause it’s weather-proofed. The only way

in is to find the special magnetic keycard.

Situations like this are annoying, be-

cause they reduce the importance of the

individual agents’ skills, particularly when

those skills would be most useful. While

we don’t expect eveiy puzzle to have mul-

tiple solutions, the ones that do ought to

have been better thought out.

Much of the information gathered

comes from books, notes, memos, etc.

Conversations are almost superfluous,

considering how little is learned from

them. Even Father Blank, who is sup-

posed to be superior at getting people to

talk, is hardly able to elicit more from

characters than any other agent.

Overall, while Bureau 13 is a nice con-

cept with some interesting possibilities,

they don’t quite come together here. The

game had an unpolished feel to it, espe-

cially in the looseness of the plot, lack of

meaningful conversations, and some

poorly-conceived puzzles. At best, this is a

modest entry, good for those times when

there isn’t much else to play, fe

lerica, Computer

Drangethorpe

lifornia 90620





GAME HINTS

The Mission

Impossible
Special Agent Scorpia Leads You Down The "Golden Path ” of Take ids BUREAU ig

S
o, you’ve chosen to accept the

MISSION PRESENTED BY TAKE 2’S

Bureau 13. It’s good to have

you on the case. Of course,

should you fail in this mission,

the Secretary will disavow any knowledge

of your actions, but that’s why I’m here to

help you along. By the way, this hint col-

umn will self-destruct in five seconds....

As noted in Scorpia’s Sting, you can

choose any two of the six agents for your

team, so this Tale will mainly be a guide

to the “golden path” that will get you

through the game, regardless of team

composition. That still gives you room to

experiment with your agents to find alter-

nate solutions to some of the situations.

Bureau 13 isn’t quite linear; you do

have some freedom to roam around and

solve things in different orders, although

there are key points in the game that open

up new areas to you. And you can always

go back to any place you’ve been before;

nothing is closed off after you’ve left it.

Remember to look at (or search) every

item you pick up. Otherwise, you might

miss an important clue to the item’s func-

tion. And while there’s no combat in the

game, there are a couple of places where

an agent can end up very dead, so do

save regularly.

THE STRATUSBURG SHUFFLE
Okay, here you are on the streets of Stra-

tusburg. After a quick tour of the area to

see what’s around, you’ll probably want to

visit the police station. The cop at the

desk isn’t going to be very helpful, no

matter what. This is a sticky situation that

can quickly turn hot, which isn’t a bad

thing (heh).

Once lie’s out of the way, you shouldn’t

have much trouble snooping around the

station and picking up all sorts of inter-

tronics (just about every location in the

game, by the way, has something of ma-

jor or minor importance in it).

Getting in without a thief isn’t too

hard, if you look over the building care-

fully. And let’s not forget the Sheriff,

poor guy, lying there in his hospital bed.

Sony to say, you won’t be able to talk to

him just yet, but maybe later you’ll have

that opportunity. Meanwhile, a chat with

the night manager of the Messenger Ser-

vice may be helpful. Or then again,

maybe not. One way or another, you have

to get up to the second floor. Perhaps

that scaffolding between the buildings

will give you some ideas as you saunter

into the women’s gym next door. Of
course, men can’t wander around just

anywhere in there. The answer to this

one may be a little foggy.

Anyhow, once you’ve made it to the

messengers’ locker room and brightened

things up a bit (you did take every-

thing from the sheriff’s office,

right?), getting your hands on

Withers’ jacket is no problem. Even

so, you can’t enter the RV quite yet

(the key is only the key to the en-

gine, not the door).

While you ponder that one, why

not poke around the Advanced In-

strumentation (AI) offices? True,

there’s a guard on duty, but he isn’t

very bright. He’s also not much se-

curity (you’ll find that true of AI

generally; for a top-secret govern-

ment contractor, they sure don’t protect

their secrets very well). A look behind the

building should help you get inside.

This section is pretty straightforward

(be sure to check all locations!). If you’re

having a little trouble with the remote

control, open everything in Simpson’s of-

fice. By now, there’s no doubt at all that

Withers bombed the sheriff, nor that AI is

perhaps not quite on the up-and-up. But

you still haven’t gotten into the RV, so

let’s take care of that matter by visiting

esting stuff. When you’re done there,

you’ll likely want to check out Rick’s Elec-

VAMPIRES IN THE MIST Misty invisibility in the locker

room presents some interesting opportunities—to find

clues, of course.
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American Temporary Storage. Before

running ofF anywhere though, you might

want to step right back out of the vehicle,

since Withers left an interesting little

book inside. After you’ve looked that over

(and taken an action that’s pretty obvi-

ous), you can do some traveling.

Right now, only two locations are avail-

able, the AI Weapons Plant and the

cemetery. Not much is happening at the

graveyard, so the plant is your best bet.

So what if there’s a big electrified fence

around it? There’s a way to

sneak in without being seen at

all. Check around the vicinity

of the Forest Road, and before

long you’ll be inside the facili-

ty. The only place you can

reach has an L4 door and an

L6 door. Don’t worry about L6

now; that’s the end game. Just

pop into the L4 stock room

and take the elevator down to

the secured corridor. The sign

about “Lethal Security” isn’t

fooling; you can be killed here

if you don’t take precautions.

AGENTS ON WHEELS
After reading the book (AI is looking less

nice all the time), you’ll be able to drive

the RV to the suburbs. This is actually

one long street running right to left. Yes,

you have to break into all the houses, the

library, and the high school (love those

covert ops!). Eddie Houston’s home has

two items of importance; don’t leave

without both of them.

Stalker’s can only be entered with a tick-

et (no, you can’t swipe one of the ticket

halves; it has to be a genuine ticket). Back-

stage is where you want to go; no one will

stop you. Once you’ve been there, locating

Eddie shouldn’t be a problem.

On 6th Street, look at everything close-

ly and you will soon discover the secret

gang lair. Sawbuck isn’t around, and the

gang member isn’t going to be helpfi.il in

finding him, but that’s no big deal (just

don’t leave here empty-handed). A visit

to the bar will do the trick. How you han-

dle that situation is up to you, but the ap-

proach shouldn’t be hard to determine if

you read up on him in the RV database.

There’s still Sterling and Veronica Col-

ton to find. Sterling should pop up near

the RV. Hmrnm, don’t you think that’s a

little.. ..suspicious? Better take care of him

before doing anything else. Now there’s

just Veronica the witch to deal with, and

the Herbalist shop is the place. You won’t

find her there, but she’ll send her buddy

Elmo the cat to guide you to her. Looks

like you’re on the way to the cemetery

(such a cheery place to live).

If you’re not getting anywhere with

Veronica, like she’s always kicking you

out, maybe she does indeed know when

you’re coming. I wonder how she does it?

Bet there’s something magical involved.

Okay, you’ve finished with all the

drones, and now.. .oops, something

spooky just showed up at the bloody

tombstone. This thing doesn’t look at all

nice. Fortunately, it isn’t going to bother

you; it just won’t let you go to the mau-

soleums. But first things first-—you have a

containment disk to make.

You need some dogwood (no, not from

Dogwood Drive; it’s much closer than

that). The real trick is finding the “man

condemned of murder.” I never got a

clue to him myself; it was a matter of trial

and error (hey, that’s what the shovel is

lor). Then you can go into the church

and help yourself to everything else you

need. As for Father Dominic, he doesn’t

seem to be turned on; I could never get

him to talk to us. He doesn’t even show

up as a hot spot on the cursor.

So now you’re ready for Stellerex. Get-

ting rid of the spook is simple; you only

need to be cross with him (hehe). After

that, the way to the mausoleums is open to

you. Speaking of open, only one of them

is, and of course, you just know something

will happen as soon as you walk inside.

Like die exit disappears. Uh oh.

Before long, it’s apparent there’s no

way out. You just seem to be going

around and around, getting nowhere

fast. Still, there’s one room that isn’t quite

the same as the others. And if walking in

circles is making you feel cornered, well,

that’s a good feeling to have.

MISSION'S END
Whew! You’re done with Mr. S, but there’s

still some unfinished business to take care

of at the AI plant, and now you can get

past the L6 door. Of course, there’s the

guard to dispose of, but that’s easy. Then

just get his badge and condnue on to the

next room. Here’s someone else, but she’s

out cold. Luckily, you have something for

that situation, too. And a very good diing,

because she tells you what’s happening

and how to stop it. So run along to the

EMP lab and take the device. Now here’s

die nasty part. When you charge it up, you

see a little cut scene graphic of the device

being powered. But it isn’t Hilly charged!

You have to do this twice before the item

will work. This gave me a lot of trouble, as

I was misled by the cut scene.

Move on to Simpson’s office. When you

disable the computer here, you seal the

lock to the computer room, but that opens

the lock on the other door by die guard

station. Finally, you get to meet Ted Simp-

son, who isn’t in terrific shape at the mo-

ment. He fills you in on the final details,

and the last thing that needs to be done

here. You may want to save die game be-

fore sitting in the chair, just in case you

forgot to do somediing along the way.

Ta-da! Once again, the world has been

saved. Now you can relax and wait for the

next crisis. In the meantime, if you need

help with an adventure game, you can

reach me in the following ways:

On Delphi: Visit die GameSIG (under

the Groups 8c Clubs menu).

On GEnie: Stop by the Games
RoundTable (type: Scorpia to reach the

Games RT).

By US mail (enclose a self-addressed

envelope if you live in the US): Scorpia,

PO Box 338, Gracie Station, New
York, NY 10028.

Until next time, happy adventuring!
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REVIEW

Feeling Board?
Tour the Kingdom of Po~Porrec In Virgin’s

Hodj V PODJ

by Charles Ardai

W
hen you install Steve Meret-

zky’s new game, Hodj ‘n’ Podj

from Virgin Interactive, you’ll

notice that instead of putting it

in its own directory under Windows, your

computer places it in the “Games” direc-

tory, right next to SOLITAIRE and

Minesweeper. This should give you some

idea ofwhat you are in for.

Wanna play “Battleship”? No? How
about “Whack-A-Mole,” that old carnival

favorite in which you take a mallet and

use it to pound on the heads of rodents

as they pop out of their burrows?

Okay, maybe you had your fill of those

two games when you played them in Lu-

casArts’ Sam and Max Hit the Road. No
problem. You can solve a few cryp-

tograms instead, or answer some riddles,

or tackle a word search. Ifyou’re in a nos-

talgic mood, maybe a game of Pac-Man,

Space Invaders, or Breakout would be

more your speed. If all else fails, there’s a

new version of “Solitaire”...

Meretzky, the

renowned wit

responsible for

such classic

computer games

as Planetfall

and The Hitch-

hiker’s Guide

to the Galaxy

(as well as more

recent romps

such as Leg-

end’s Super-

hero League of

Hoboken), isn’t

exactly straining

himself here.

Take away an amiable but slight opening

sequence which tells the “Fractured

Faiiytales”-style story of twin kidnaped

princesses Mish and Mosh and the twin

suitors who compete to rescue them, and

all you have left is a mild little electronic

board game in which

are lodged, like

plums in a pudding,

19 “mini-games” of

confounding famil-

iarity.

What’s confound-

ing about, it? That

from first to last,

there’s hardly an

original idea in the

lot. There are some

original twists, and

plenty of audio-visual

work has been done

to add juice to

lemons that have

otherwise long since been

squeezed dry, but the

games themselves are such

a familiar lot—not only

from 50 years of brainteas-

er compilations but also

from being included in ti-

tles like Sam and Max,

Blown Away from MGM,
and the Dr. Brain games

from Sierra—that seeing

them turn up yet again in

Hodj ‘n’ Podj is downright

baffling.

CHAIRMAN OP THE
BOARD

Meretzky, of all people,

knows what he is doing; he’s been writing

games forever and playing them even

longer than that. This is what throws the

purpose of his latest endeavor into ques-

tion. Is Hodj ‘n’ Podj an ironic gag of

some sort? Maybe so—Meretzky seems to

be winking at a knowing audience when,

for example, he names his version of Si-

mon, the old electronic pattern-matching

game, “Garfunkel.” If it’s all a gag,

though, it’s not an enormously funny

one.

Or did Meretzky really think the world

needed another version of Battleship, an-

other Hangman-type game, another ver-

sion of Video Poker? If it’s all meant in

earnest, well. ..certainly no harm’s been

done, but the world of computer games

has not been materially enriched.

Hodj ‘n’ Podj takes place on a board

representing die f'aiiy-tale kingdom of Po-

Poree, which is spread out over several

elaborately illustrated screens. As in a tra-

Hodj 'n' Podj

Price: N/A

System

Requirements:

IBM compatible

386/33, 4 MB
RAM, SVGA
graphics, 1 MB
hard drive space,

CD-ROM,
Windows 3.1,

mouse; supports

Windows-compatible sound cards.

Protection: None

# of Players: 1-2

Designer: Steve Meretzky

Publisher: Virgin Interactive

Irvine, CA
(800) 874-4607
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ditional board game, a segmented path

meanders through the illustration and the

players—Hodj in the blue tights and tu-

nic, his brother Podj in the red—take

turns moving segment by segment, after

rolling the electronic equivalent of dice to

determine how many segments they are

permitted to move in a given turn.

Dotted around the board are various

sites of note: the locations of the 19 mini-

games which Hodj and Podj must play to

turn up clues to the princesses’ where-

abouts and the valuable u inkets needed to

effect a rescue, plus the dozen forbidding

locations (“Hermit’s Tent,” “Pirate’s

Cove,” “Warlock’s Lair”) where the

princesses might be stashed.

Walk around the board and you’ll en-

counter some of the random effects

Meretzky has thrown in
—

’’Lose a turn,”

“Move again”—plus other features of the

sort you might find in a conventional

board game, such as shortcuts from one

part of the board to anodier. Successfully

complete a mini-game and you’ll either be

paid off in goods or directed to look up a

clue in one of the two cluebooks that come

with the game. The clues tell you (without

revealing to your human opponent, if you

have one) what you must do to release the

princesses from captivity. Free them and

there’s only one task left: you must escort

them back to the castle at the center of the

board without being intercepted by the

other player, who can snatch the princess-

es from you if he bests you in a mini-game

challenge.

That’s it for the “frame” game—the

pudding, if you will. As for the plums, it’s

worth noting only that there are 1 9 of

RIDDLE ME THIS When you're talking classic

games and brain-teasers, you can’t get much

more "classic" than good of riddles. (A:

“Fork”)

WHAT’S THE DEAL? Apparently, Steve Meretzky

thinks the world is a better place with anoth-

er poker machine in it.

them, and that the ones you haven’t heard

about already are no more captivating

than the ones you have.

In fairness, Meretzky and the crew of

artists he’s pulled together do their best to

turn some pretty simplistic entertainments

into full-fledged multimedia affairs. The
peg-jumping game “Peggleboz,” for in-

stance, is the best peg-jumping game I’ve

ever played, mainly because the “pegs”

here are shot glasses and a boozy hiccup

accompanies your removing one of them

from the board. “Battleship” here is “Bat-

defish,” complete with sound effects that

include kazoo music and a crusty old salt

growling, “Arrr! You sank her sardine!”

But so what? These tired old things are

games you could play in your sleep, and a

bit of freshening up on the soundtrack

does little to encourage you to stay awake.

Cryptograms are cryptograms, even if

there’s a googly-eyed skull on the screen

reciting W.C. Fields and Groucho Marx

lines. “Solitaire” is still “Solitaire,” even if

Meretzky sets the whole affair in a barber-

shop and posits a deck with five suits and

Barbers, Customers, and Manicurists for

face cards.

To spice things up further, there are

plenty of irrelevant hotspots on each

screen for questing cursors to stumble

upon, and some of the animations these

unleash are amusing. (Others are merely

bizarre, such as when an armchair inex-

plicably turns into an automobile.) There

is also some room for modification within

each of the games—settings for difficulty

levels, speed, time limits, skill of the com-

puter-controlled opponent, and so

forth—and the option of playing the

mini-games without bothering with the

boardgame. But once more I say, “So

what?” An “After Dark” screen saver has

options I can set and amusing little ani-

mations to watch, but I’m not going to sit

and play with the thing for more than a

few minutes. I’d be surprised to hear of

anyone treating Hodj ‘n’ Podj differently.

SCORE BOARD
One could make the case that Hodj ‘n’

Podj must not be intended for experi-

enced gamers, that it is a family game
meant to be shared with the young’uns,

and that it’s a perfect package for kids be-

cause each generation deserves its own

chance to discover “Whack-a-Mole." I’d

go along with this notion, were it not for a

couple ofserious flaws.

First, the recent proliferation of un-

apologetically unoriginal puzzle-compila-

tion games makes me worry that we can

expect to see still more down the line.

There are only so many classic puzzles to

go around, and already with Hodj ‘n’

Podj we’re seeing plenty that even young

computer gamers will recall seeing before.

Second and more important, though, is

that die renditions of die puzzles in Hodj

W Podj are not consistently top-notch. If

it’s true that eveiyone should get to play

these time-honored classics, they should

also get to play them at their best. But die

videogame knockoffs in this game are

horrid
—

"Pac-Rat” and “Archeroids” are

sluggish and barely playable—and the

traditional puzzles range in quality from

excellent (“Peggleboz”) to clumsy (“Word

Search”) and banal (“Art Parts,” a jigsaw

puzzle with rectangular pieces).

There is some good stuff in this pack-

age, but not nearly enough. Given what

else is out there, even those with a pro-

nounced puzzle craving should be able to

do better than Hodj ‘n’ Podj. It

THE EDITORS SPEAK I

HODJ ’N‘ PODJ

“™c

PROS Polished graphics and a

sense ofhumor helpjazz up some

classic puzzles.

CONS You’ve seen all the puzzles

before, often done better than they’re

done here. Howjazzed can you get

about “Life” or “Solitaire,” anyway?
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Pirates! Gold
Multimedia

You’re the ruthless captain,

leading a crew of marauders

aboard a 17th century Spanish

galleon. Pillage Caribbean

harbor towns. Bombard enemy
ships with hull-crushing cannons.

Plunder valuable treasures.

But beware of scurvy rogues out

for your loot. One wrong move,

and you'll be walking the plank!
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X-COM's foes change strategy, launching

a powerful second front against Earth,

Cast eldritch spells from the tomes of

Power. Wield fantastic weapons in your

quest to destroy the undead and bestial

horrors that slaughtered your race.

IBM CD #37695

and awakening hibernating alien crea-

tures. You must defeat this alien terror.

Earth's very survival depends on youl

DOS #38343 IBM CD #38344

HERETICX-COM: TERROR FROM THE DEEP

Since

1985

74800-228-

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS

3.5 IBM ENTERTAINMENT 3.5 IBM ENTERTAINMENT 3.5 IBM ENTERTAINMENT 3.5 IBM ENTERTAINMENT

Attack helicopter simulation that pushes

air combat to the limitl Hot new 3-D visual

technology, high-resolution, low-level

terrain graphics and highly variable

explosion graphics add to the excitement!

MAC CD #39145 IBM CD #39144

When Dr. Brain uses the Brain Drain inven-

tion and flips the switch, something goes

terribly wrong. Now, the good doctor has

lost the ability to think-yet Rathbone the lab

rat has become a genius!

MAC CD #38910 IBM CD #38909

Multimedia casino action with modem
and network play. All your favorite

games are here, including Blackjack,

Craps, Video Poker, 1 5 slot machines,

and more. The ultimate in casino games!
MAC CD #36376 IBM CD #36375

37040 1830: Railroads & Robber Barons . . .

38957 5 Game SuporPak

36454 5th Fleet

29238 AD&D Dark Sun: Shattered londs

35877 AD&D Dark Sun: Wako Ravager ....

36068 AD&D Menzobormnzon
34164 AD&D Ravenlolt: Slrohds Posses

31940 APBA Baseball - WINDOWS
34302 Advanced Civilization

37304 A,de De Comp
3/489 Alien 3

34695 Alien legacy

30188 Alone In tie Dork

33809 Alone in the Dork It

32011 Arcode

33341 Areno Elder Scions

33708 Aimoted F.st

38608 Alon 2600 Action Pock

36959 Award Winning Woi Gomes
33637 Axis the Gomechector ...
39007 Bold.es

36027 Bonle Begs

28769 Bottle Chess 4000
33857 Bottle Cruiser 3000AD
38837 Bott'e ol Antie-om

34448 BotPedromo

21151 Bon es of Noooleon

38662 Beat the House

11575 Beyond Squod leader

28358 KockJock

36485 Bkxkbeord

36938 B ockthome

36654 B'ood Bowl

39099 B ondish

33738 Brooch 3
35715 Brook Jhrul • WNDOWS
33941 Bren Mull '95

35580 Budge Boron WNDOWS
34935 Badge Olymp.od
39010 Bruto'

31466 Coesot s Pdoce W NDOWS
38297 Coreon fodder

27743 Corner Str.le

31S23CoinersoiWo.il
33047 Cosino Ute Omaho Hold 'em

37676 Cosino Ute Texas Hold 'em

34267 Cos.no Mover Gold • WNDOWS
37 1 63 Casinol - WINDOWS
34074 Collie Tales: Balor Evil Eye
2047IConlerfoldSqua.es

32522 ChessMasler 4000 Turbo - WINDOWS
35677 Chessnet 3 Single Edition

26806 Civilization
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35717

34273
22035
36303
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36087
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33602
34028
33234
34162
34765
30897
33334 Di

37076 Di

38295 Dc

32010 Di

ClockWerx WNDOWS
Cobro Mission

Cel egie'e PennsyfiroVa Stato

Collega'e Perrsyfvonio Stole

Colleg ore UCIA • WN
ore Unix, cf Hondo • W1

ot Michigan \

nbol Air Po'iol

Corrida. 7
Crystol Co .burn WINDOWS
CyberRoce

CyberSpace

Cyclones

DIZone

DOcy Operat on Overlord

DDojr Ike Beginning ol Ind

33894
35719
32967
30684

Discworkl

Doom I KnoeDeop >n the Deod

30373 Freddy Photkas

36247 Front Unes

34894 Front Poge Sports Boseboll

36552 Front Poge Sports Bosebclt Expons

35314 front Poge Sports: Fooibc I 95
353 1 3 from Poge Sports: footbo I Upgrd 95
35976 Frontier I st Encounter

32 1 30 Gobnel Knight

3364? Gome MoVor 2 0
38697 Gettysburg. Turning Point

34001 Girlfriend liso

34434 Girlfriend Vi
36461 Gl.de. 4 0 WINDOWS
37764 Goal '94

36550 GoWnins IV

37081 Goldtree Engine

28300 Golf WINDOWS
34826 Golf Courses Bond Springs WINDOW
34827 Golf Cos-set Mouno Keo W.NDOWS
34828 Golf Courses Pinehutst WINDOWS
36790 Good to Firm

33704 Great Naval Battles II

39086 Greyhound 2
34008 Guilty

35444 Hommet of Iho Gods
32527 Hond of fote

32594 HordBoll IP Diomond Collen

34006 HctdBoJ IV

38076 HcidBoll IV MIP8A AddCn
32122 Hotpoon II

37696 Hetehc

34761 Heroes ol Might A Magic

35725 Hexx Ho-osy ol the W ,o.d

36245 H gh Seas 'redo.
.

27 109 Ho.ywood Mogul WINDOWS
38601 Hudson City

37466 Ice Hockey

33325 Inco I)

36548 Inco III

35349 Inctedible loons WNDOWS
31471 'i-dyCo* Roe rg

35105 tndyCor: Circs is Expo-sion Pock

35106 IndyCor Indionapol s Speedway
34449 Inherit the forth Orb Quest

36393 bon Cross

37703 Isho. 3: 7 Gores of Infinity

39399 It's c Foe Bet

273 1 4 Jock Nicldous Slgtsotute Golf

28696 Jcck N ddous S gnoture Tout I
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36389 Jogged Alliance Addon
34166 Jeopo-dy Deluxe

37203 Jet Fighter III

35975 Jorj.no: Al en log c

3374'. Jurassic Potk

30672 Kasparov's Combi
34303 Kingmaker

36972 Klih n' Ploy WNDOWS
35210 Knights ol Xontor Upgode NR18
31420 londs of lore

38^89 lad Blitzkrieg

37527 legioni W NDOWS
32785 le-ssie Suit latry VI ..... .

30372 lemmings It ...... .

27660 links 386 Pro

31444 Unks Belhey Course SVGA
36148 Unks Bighorn Course SVGA
34306 Unks Costo Pmes Course SVGA
32478 U-'.s firestone Course SVGA

.

3 1 50/ Unks tnn.isbroo’s Course SVGA
32479 Unks Pebble 8eoch Cosrso SVGA
30798 Unks Pmehurst Country SVGA
39068 Unks Prairie Dunes SVGA
3S3I9 lode Runner

34029 lo-ds ol the Reolm

33736 lost Adm tol I

38694 luces Alts *3
33501 M4 Sherman Tank WINDOWS
3S74I Muster of Mog.c

31433 Master ol Onon
28153 MechWo.no. / BotdeTech I A !l

32603 MechWorrio. It

34156 MechWorrio. II AddOn
37284 Mego Mon X

31594 Me-ol A loco PG13
33223 Moral A loco Upg.ode Disk NR 1

8

37302 Metol Mor.nes

34698 Metaltech: Earth Siege

37023 Metaltech: Eorlh Siege Speech Pock . . .

37988 Mindscopo Gamo Pock WINDOWS . . .

35347 More Inc.odiblo Machines WINDOWS
34658 Mortal Kcrrfeoi / Go-rePod Bund e
38905 Mortal Kombol It

36997 NASCAR Roc.ng SVGA
36996 NBA Jom
33215 NCAA Rood to the fmol fou-

35937 NFl '95 WINDOWS
37092 Ncvy S'rrke

39097 New Horizons

37763 Cne-N.1

39101 OnsJought

36365 Operation Body Count

34451 Operation Crusoder • WINDOWS ...
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Pinball with an attitudel Features expert

flipper control, spectacular sounds and

authentic speech. Play multiball, or aim

for the 3D ramps.

MAC CD #33084 IBM CD #36303
j

Lunge down mine shafts, twist through

tunnels, fight robotic menaces, all in a

360-degree 3-D environment. 3-D

morphing, directional sound effects and

musicl

DOS #37076 IBM CD #38675

Sharpen your spurs, polish your six-

shooter! You're Edward Carnby-back in

the action in a wild Western epic feat-

uring a kidnapped film crew, a cursed

ghost town, and 70 hours of gameplay.
IBM CD #39212IBM CD #36781MAC CD #36789

DESCENTCASINO MASTER W/KIT CRYSTAL CALIBURNALONE IN THE DARK 3

Ellmil 3-

What lies in your future? Will you be rich and

famous? Will you marry? Will you live long?

The answers to such auestions just may lie in

the cards! You were destined to experience

this CD-ROM!
IBM CD #36913

Creale/solve crosswords, word searches,

kriss-krosses, quote falls, cryptograms,

cryptoquizzes. Includes 1 00+ puzzles and
more. Special Bonus: A Puzzle Master

program with 500 New York Times

IBM CD

The add-on upgrade board that easily

attaches to most popularsound cards.

Instantly access proessional CD-quality

synthesized sounds.

Command a platoon of the deadliest

machines in modern warfare. Embark on

dozens of missions around the world-from

deserts, arctic tundro, crowded cities, and

dense jungles. Network or modem play!

IBM CD #38456

A powerful new version of Casino Master.

Includes Blackjack, Craps, Roulette, Video

Poker, Baccarat, Pai Gow Poker, Slots,

Keno, and Red Dog.

3.5 IBM ENTERTAINMENT1 3.5 IBM ENTERTAINMENt|3.5 IBM ENTERTAINMENTI3.5 IBM ENTERTAINMENT

3771 1 Operation Europe

33340 Outpost

33464 Oxyd Magnum
38548 Poc In Time

33087 Pacific Air Wor: 1942

35739 Poc.iic A.r Wcf 1942 Scenor.o .

36480 Panzer General

31956 Pox l.-npe-io

33735 Perle.:* Ge-ero It

32948 Pertec- Ge-e.-o! trilogy

37096 Pikx » Gra ce Svdle
25088 P.-itrail fonioue.

30098 P.roresl Gold

37083 P.zzo tycoon WINDOWS
. ,

36057 Planet Soccer

37305 Point a* A-ra«

32079 Police Quel- IV

38119 Poolmcster WINDOWS
29618 Populous tl

30630 Prince ol Pers.o II

34655 Pro league Baseball

35535 Quarantine

32863 Guest for Gtory IV

34596 Ra den

36384 Realms ol Arlon.o Sto< TrcJ

36386 Realms ol Arson,o Stor Trail Adda
35355 Red Boron

3'630 Revn to Zerk

36598 Re.' on

33938 R se ol the Rocots WINDOWS .

36936 R se ol tho ’-lod

35236 Robeson s Requra-n

33330 Romance three X.ngdoms III

31343 Rules at EngogemeT It

332C6SSN2: SeoWo,!
35590 Scute tec-r

32579 So r & Mo. Hi* the Rood

31730 Scenery Collect on USA cos* 5 0 .

31731 Scenery Collect,on USA W«„ 5 0
24751 Second Front

34656 Serf C ty

35316 Senous Soccer

34289 Shcdow ol the Cc-rat 2

35287 Shc-gho I W.NDOW5
24033 St oh

3C492 Sd Menu's :-. ogy
26824 SurAni Classic

31457 S,mC.ty 2000
38245 S*mC,iy 2000 IMscn Renown

,

33915 S -nOti 2000 Greet D sos-ws

31410 S xC.ry Classic
.

37C42 S e-Classic Collection

24473 SimEorlh Classic

31454 SimFarm

25115 SlmHoollIt

29724 S ml,‘o Classic

32882 Simon the Sorcetet

36019 Solito.re Anncs

22085 So itoire An-ics WINDOWS
37228 So .io.-e Delu.e WINDOWS
28440 Spoce Oues- V

31656 Spoce Simulator .

34764 Spaceward Ho IV

29es4 Spear ol Dostmy

34294 Speor ol Dettmy Mm.on 2

34295 Speo. of Oos-my Mission 3

33342 Spectre VR

33296 Spellcasli-tg “cry fcl

36483 S'al cgtoa

35723 Star Crasode.

35940 Stor Crusade) Mission & Speed-

33245 Star Reach

26706 StC- Trek 25-h Anawersory

31772 S'o-Ttek Judg-ren R.-e>

32808 S-o- Wa-s Chnst

37309 Sta-Go-e

27188 Strike Con-ronder

30608 Strike Corn-rondo Speech Pock

32114 $r.ke Con-rondo TockoI »1

35614 Strip Poker Pto tr 1 2 Dora Oak

31886 Smp Poker PraWonol
35151 Sub Ban e Sit.'oic- I WINDOWS
33331 Subwor 2050
37091 S-bwor 2050 Scene-,

o

39005 Super Si nn- f.gW It tuibo

26041 Super te>ns

32605 Super VGA Mu-ner

34383 Supethera league ol Hoboken

33858 Systee Stock

34305 TfX toc-icol figl-'e-

35160 TocOps WINDOWS
3 1 260 Tem-morar 2 Chess Wots
17179 Term motor 2C29

33332 Third Re.ch

32152 tie .‘igl-er

38236 I e f s-e- Do'cnders

29906 I.gn-s on tno Prowl

35308 Tony loRusso Baseball .12 0
26142 Ira n Engineer WINOOWS
37084 Ironspo-I tycoon WNDOWS
38961 Tronspon tycoon Sce-ot o
37588 Iran , es

36452 JB net - WINDOWS
32879 Ullimo VIII: Pagan

.21

.25

.25

21

29
18

18

26
28

30

30
26
26
33

30
40
34
21

35

26
33
37
38

25
2C

30

35
21

32
29
48

32

36
40
35
27

34

46
21

40
32

46
24

29620 Ullrabols 25
35821 Universal Never lock for Games 39

32859 Viclory a^Sea

0U

.

9 n°”
,4\

37678 Video Poker 26
33934 WW2 Air Force Commander 15

36708 Warcrofl: Ores and Humans 39
34653 Wargame Construction Sel II: Tanks 37
31521 Warlords II 40
25222 Warlords II Scenario Editor 30
32510 Whool of Forlune Deluxe - WINDOWS 34
3 1 643 Whon Two Worlds Wor 34
36785 WinVcgos Volume I - WINDOWS 17
36786 WinVogos Volume II - WINDOWS 17
36787 WinVogos Volume III - WINDOWS 17

34939 Wing Armada 47
27287 Wing Commander I Deluxe 47
32006 Wing Commander II Special Operations 25

32106 Wing Commander II w/Speech 25

25001 Wizardry 6: Bane ol Iho Cosmic 36
26417 Wizardry 7: Crusodor Dork Sovonl 41

26475 Wizardry Trilogy I (l/ll/lll) 29
32909 Wizordry Trilogy II (V/VI/VIIJ 34
36271 Wolf: Hunt or Bo Hunted 40
34509 Wolfenstein 3-D 34
34590 Wolfpack 23

27709 World Circuit Grand Prix 35
33048 World Series Poker Adventure 26

37688 World Series of Poker Deluxe 30
38343 X-COM: Terror From iho Deep 38
35215 X-COM: UFO Defense 38
28941 X-Wing 24

32034 X-Wing: B-Wing Tour of Duly 21

34181 Zig Zag • WINDOWS 30

800-228-7449
OPEN 24 HOURS ext.353

Complete on-line catalog with over 5000
software and hardware titles.

JL Prodigy - Computer Express A CompuServe - GO Express

JL Internet - info@cexpress.com A AOL - Computer Express

A. www :http//cexpfess.com:2700 Jk. eWorld - cexpress

urcharge is added to credit card orders. vRO's, wire transfers, personal and cashiers checks

accepted.* Some ilems are nol returnable. Returns require authorization # and are subject to 15%
restocking fee. • All items offered for sale are subject to availability.*We are not responsible for typograph-

ical errors. ‘Shipping and handling charges, please call for current offers.
,

•All prices are subject to change without notice. *1011. orders welcome!

COMPUTER Express
31 Union Ave. Sudbury, MA 01 776 Inlb: 50844361 25 fac 5084435645
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800-228-7449
NOW OPEN 24 HOURS

An unbeatable strategic & tactical experi-

ence! Feel the power as you command
missions in the world's most exciting eras

of conflict. Historically accurate. Great

weaponry and more.

IBM #33735

CD ENTERTAINMENT

A totally spectacular interactive experi-

ence! Features 1 , 1 00 3-D animations,

plus an ever-changing backdrop of

intriguing locations and a unique plot

loaded with music, and special effects.

IBM CD #38291

CD ENTERTAINMENT CD ENTERTAINMENT

Dynamic multi-session upgrade for your

PC. Comes with 4X internal CDROM
drive, sound card, speakers, 1 1 0 multi-

media titiles and much more!

Hardware #38586

CD ENTERTAINMENT



As a special agenl for coverl operations,

you must save the galaxy from the Imperi

Empire's grip. Infiltrate their Death Star

battle station.

Build a high-rise skyscraper, rent out space, i

satisfy your tenants' and customers' needs, I

and manage your property into a profitable!

commercial empire.

MAC CD #35754 IBM CD #37593 |

A mind-blowing 3D mega-game! Battle

the evil Triad and destroy the transmitter to

save los Angeles from destruction.

Features amazing first-person 3D actionl

An enjoyable way to test your IQ in the I

privacy of your own home. Features full-

mo'ion movies, interviews, music, & mere

Punts, explains scores. Based on o
volidotea IQ tes‘.

IBM CD #39065 IBM CD #36302

1

IBM CD #36937

The Master of Dungeon games returns!

Command a party of warriors through t

most realistic role-playing world ever

created!

The stakes are high as you fend off the

Kilrathi on all fronts! Command
squadrons aboard the newly-christened

TCS Victory.

Live the life of a Transport Tycoonl Build

your business empire! Construct complex

rail, road, air and sea networks. Move I

passengers, mail or goods. Match wits

against ruthless rivals.

IBM #37084

Those wacky royals are at it again!

Queen Valanice and Princess Rosella are

lost a wild fantasy world that comes
complete with a handsome stranger!

IBM CD #35326 MAC CDS38664 IBM CD #37702 IBM CD #34276

SIM TOWER

MtiLTtMEDIA!

CD ENTERTAINMENT I CD ENTERTAINMENT I CD ENTERTAINMENT I CD ENTERTAINMENT

34743 More Incredible Machine

389C6 Mortol Kotoci
38094 Ml Me-aveise

33204 Myst

39040 Wyii c Midway Phcn-om

33818 NASCAR Roc-ig

37068 N£
t*s G-eo-eii Ployi

33863 NHl Hockey ’95

36755 Noiiorot iompoc- 6 nd Cc’e

39C98 New rtcriioni

35722 Nocnopol.1

36482 Novostorm

36364 Opero-cn Body Couni .

38593 Opera- on Cruicder

38292 Opero- on Europe

38014 Or’on Ccnipi-ocy .

34173 Oi’poU
36280 PGA Toj- Goli 486
36549 Poc In Time

37037 Pocil< A.. Wo< 1942
3648

'

Panier Genercl

36930 Pe'er Gcbriel Xploro I ....
.

34C85 Phovosmcgona
36941 Phoenix f g'ver

350C5 Pinball Arcooe

37751 Pirotcsl Gold Windowi
36773 Pnroll

32791 Pol.ce Cue# IV

381 13 Poo-1 roller MPC .
-

30299 Pro league football 75rti Arei

38874 Pi.Moiiei
. .

35941 Quarantine

36829 RElfNItfSS Twlnien i Ac-enMre

34609 Ro den

36385 Reole-.i ol Arlor.io Stcr Tro I

32155 Rebe Aiioo-

37C24 Senegone .'ocob'i S-or

38969 Retribji’on

3 1 705 Serum to /o-l

369 17 Sue of the Sobol!

36937 S ie of rhe biod

38447 Soclet Boy
38420 Rogonon Agonoa
38865 SSN-Jt Sec We 1

35591 Sabre Team

32153 Son 5 Mo* hit fne Rood

30708 Sciobble Deluxe

39207 ScroR

26210 Sec*e! Wecponi lubwo^e

38847 Secret ol ihe Pyro-n di MPC
26934 Shadow! ot Coen
38583 Shanghai Groal Moment!
39208 Silverload

26

23

75
40
39

35
47

35
41

34
38
42
47

26

49
45

.30

4?
23

43
40
43
34
46

.42

.39

45
45
40

39
15

39
.20

36
21

24

26
.38

31518 SimAnl Enhanced
I

'

- -C a, 2 OCC Co 'ecnor

3 1479 SinCi-y Enhanced
34086 Si-nforih f r-haneed
35753 S.mfo-m

39031 SimTower

36575 Si-i-Town

38627 Simon i-e So-eere-

38732 Slwllcroc«o*

38588 SIot City

37025 Sorority House

35725 Spore Ace

35220 Spoce P.roiei

34693 Spoce Ocoii Aniheogy

37287 Spaces* p Woe ocl

34256 Speot c ; 3 ji'ny S.-porCDPol

34606 Spectre VR

33297 Spe.4osi.ng Party Pol

38129 Sioli-tgrod

38200 S*or Control CoHecnon

382C8 Stor Seech

25366 S*c- T.-e* 25‘h oVncrced
371 93 Slot Tree ; vdgmer- R.tes

. .

34278 Sin* Ire* Sic* floe' Acocemy
34350 Sm- Tie* TNG Tech Mc-Jt!

34568 Stnr Trel TNG A final Unify

32547 S-or Wan Chen
36893 S*oneleep

36290 S*-i«e Commonaer / Pnvoieer

38609 Sir p Poler

37090 Sc-owor 2050 Pirn

39006 Svper Street fighter II Tu.bo

34425 S-jpe-hero league o1 Mcbolen
35872 System Shod
33743 TfX Toc'icol fighter

38456 'nil Commcrder
38254 >«r noror 2029 De u*e

33320 ’otid Go'd Co-rp la* an

349 1 6 Theme Perl

38595 Th ,d Reich

38876 Tpny lo Sjno Baieboll 3

38656 Tap Gun
36754 Tarr.ado

36292 'oral Onlorfio-*

36697 *ower Coniroller .

37565 Trompori Tycoo-

3oo65 Tr .
.
pi Pune

t

37538 U S S Ticondorogo

36278 US Navy fighter!

27564 Ultimo I • *71

3C92S U -mo Unde-world &

1 54
‘

6 'J -imo V I Rcgon w/ Speech

357 ‘ 2 U ••moro f oo-ooll

.37

55
45
37

30
32
33

30

46

34

38

25
50
26
46
39

30
40

35

35
40

SS

37

43
19

38

32

47
46

30
33
40
34
47

38

25
S'

36
31

47
29
29

32

37510 Ullimalo Robot 53
32937 l.rdet o<li.ng Mao- . 56
36C45 Ui-recenory Roug-ness ‘95 32
25500 Vegci Go-r-ei Deluxe 25
33989 Videogame Solution . 30
38592 Vnito Chen 30
38672 Vniuol Pool

.
37

35816 Vuiuol Vegoi Vo'jme i 19

35661 Vii-loio 36
377C8 Vorie* Ouonium Cole I

. . 40
36707 Voyeur 44
37916 Wcndeili.il 26
39103 Wo-Poirol 35
3670 1 Wa-croh Orel end Humor.! 39
34284 Werewc • 47
32927 Wo- ar.di 29

39C4? Wheel ol foriune 30
34573 W.lo Blue Yonder I 38

37085 Wild Blue Yonder 2 30

35300 Wing Commander Armada MPC 40
36291 Wing Commander I / II Deluxe ......... .32

34276 Wing Co-nmo-ider III 54
35405 Wingi of Gkxy 1917-1918 40
36296 Wolf W.ldWe Sy»vo' 40
3C408 Wollpod 29
33088 World Circuit Giond Pn* 35
38244 Worid Cup Golf-Co-odo Beoc- 42

33917 W-o-h.oI the Godi 34

33344 XCOM Terror from -he Deep 38
34292 XCOM UfO Deleme 33
36940 x-w.ng Collector! CDSOM 45
35439 Zephyr 45
37752 Zeppeln 26
35823 Zomb e C nai: Plo-ei Ze -o d 29

365 i I Zorl An-nology

36366 Zorro 34

800-228-7449
OPEN 24 HOURS ext.353

Complete on-line catalog with over 5000
software and hardware titles.

A Prodigy - Computer Express A CompuServe - GO Express
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•No surcharge is added to credit card orders.* PO's, wire transfers, personal and cashiers checks

accepted.* Some items are not returnable. Returns require authorization # and are subject to 15%
restocking fee.* All items offered for sole are subject lo availability.* We are nol responsible for typograph-
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Encounter non-slop oction os you rip

through fantastic fractal landscapes. You

and 7 other wizards must battle hords of

venomous creatures in your attempt to

restore the world!

IBM CD #36853

As American pilot in WWI, pit your wits

and machine gun against the infamous

German Hunter Squadrons in this

gripping story.

IBM CD #35405

IBM CD #38582IBM CD #34638 IBM #38608 IBM CD #38583 IBM CD #37752

Since

1985

800-228-7449
NOW OPEN 24 HOURS

LINKS 386 CD

Enter a lab set on ancient ruins, Archaeological

work has been slopped by the machinations of

a scheming scientist. There's a hostile alien on

the prowl.

15 action games in one: Kabooml,

Pilfalll, River Raid, Boxing, Chopper
Command, Cosmic Commuter,
Crackpots, Fishing Derby and more.

An addictive CD-ROM strategy game for

Windows and Macintosh multimedia

computers. Includes three new tile games
plus the Classic Shanghai game!

Play championship golf at the famous

Harbour Town Golf Links and Banff Spring

Resort Course. The action includes

simulated aerial fly-bys, digital & sound!

KIDS/FAMILY/HOME JOYSTICKS/MICE SOUND CARDSMACINTOSH

33603 1 1 ih Hour CD
3601 1 Absolute Zero CD
38968 Alice CD

39145 Apoche CD
36912 Aic ©1 Doom CD
29214 CviUotion

33569 Club Cyber esque CO .

33084 Crystal Colburn

39173 Crystal Crozy 1.0

33702 Drogon’s loir CO
37227 Dungeon Master 2

33534 Empire Deluxe

38210 Cadge- CD
39172 Glider Pro I 0
38522 Go Digital Volume I CD
35698 Horpoon Clossic CO
25497 Ho-poon II

35351 Incredible toons

38731 lohnny Mnemonic CO
36298 Journeyman Pr0|ect turbo CD
37022 King's Guest VII CD
38966 l Zone CD
33353 lownmewer Mon CD
33398 leisure Suit lorry VI

35257 Unis Pro -/ faroonown Course

35321 lode Rutter

39013 Master of Orion CD
38570 Ms Meta.e.se CO
32296 M,si CD
39102 Onslaught

38594 Operotien Crusoder

33824 PGA tou- God I

35331 Phontosrrogorlo CD
3S135Pr.nceofPers.ol

34581 Rebel Assault CD
36935 Shodows of Co rn CD
32616 SrrCiy 2000
35754 Simtower

35755 5 flow- CD
22090 So

1

to re Antics

38596 Stalingrad CD
36830 Star I.el 25th Enhanced CO
34351 Star Irel 1NG tech Monuol CD
38875 Super W,ng Co-rmotdor CO
35159 tocOps ........
36080 top ten Moc Pod CD
38174 Vi-tjcl Vegas Volit-o 1 CO
37195 Voyeur CD
38480 Wonderlust CD
39104 WorPorrol CD
38234 Warlords II

37192 Wolfenstein 3-D

COMPUtER GAMING WORID MAY, 1995 WDI

35923 Altar Dark 3.0 WIN 30
35924 Allot Dark MPC 3.0 CD 40
38270 BOB CD 89
36987 Boavis & Bullhead Screon Saver CD 23
36627 Cartoon History ot Universe CD 25
37767 Coolwotks: On the Menu 1 .0 CD 39
33549 Design Your Own landscape WIN 35

36855 Encatlo MPC Encyclopodio '95 CD 89

38163 CytaerMcxx V? Heodgeot Display 799
31417 flight S'.c. Pro I3M 55
27914 flight Stick Pro MAC 70
31148 Gforce Flight Yoke 53
37753 Gome Zoppe- 42
24018 GaraeCord I il MCA Autcieoec 39
38124 GomeGuf 34
38108 Grc.is NHl Hockey '95 *ocl 55

356'5 Lon King Prif Stadia WIN
37662 Men aging Ycut Money 95 2 0 WN
33528 Moyo C nic Fonily Heo'-h CD
36519 Mayo Clinic Sports Health CD
37 1 56 Monty Phython's Complete Wuste CD
38207 NetOuiser Plus

36828 Oregon Ira 1 1! CO
35968 Poge Master CD
36536 'ecple vs 04 S rrpson CD
34999 Piano Cou<se I w/ M,d. Coble

36030 Print Shop Deluxe WIN
3 1 527 Pub! sher 2 0 WIN
36843 Qu den 4 0 CD

36842 Gu den Celu.e 4 C WIN
36C 1 7 S At I Study-ware CD
37887 Star Trel ING Screen Saver W.NDOWS
36594 Tr.plePloyPiusI Sponish CD

21493 WinFox Pro 4.0 WINDOWS
35647 Windows 95 4.0

37755 Aztech SoundGalaxy BXIII 43
35277 Azloch WaveRider 32 Wavelable . . , ... .138

30823 Daytona PCMCIA SoundCard I6bil 369
28247 Grovis UllraSound 118

39030 Grovis UllroSound Aco 82
26292 Gravis UllroSound Mox 166
33725 Gravis UllroSound Midi Adopter 35
33240 Maui Wavelable Synllt. Upgrade 143

36498 Monte Carlo Gome Card 89
34189 Mullisound Monlerey 16-bit 338
36771 Mullisound Tahiti 16-bil 249
31059 Pori-Ablo Sound Plus 142

32312 RcolMogic Mullimodia Playback 373

38352 Roolmagic SCSI MPEG w/ Zork 423

35366 Rio Soundcard 131

32031 Roland RAP-10 Audio Producer 235
36878 Roland SC55MKII Sound Canvos 575
28019 Rolond SCC IB GS SoundCord 269
35480 Rolo-dSCD 10 DB Sound Convos CALI

35628 Rolor-d SCO 1 5 DE So.td Convns CAU
32530 Sound Blaster 16 MCD 138

32533 Sound eiosinr 16 MCO ASP 1/2

32531 Sound Blcslnr 16 SCSI-2 172

32532 Sound Blos'er 16 SCSh2 ASP 1 97
34807 Sound Blaster 16 Volue Edition 93
21735 Sound Blaster AWE32 275
37027 Sound Slostar AWE32 Value Ed .226

34661 Sc und 3lcsler Pro Voluo ca 74

35543 ACS- 52 Shielded Speokeis

39264 ACS-250 Subwoofer

28122 ACS-300. 1 Speakers w/Subwoofer

39263 ACS-500 Shielded Speakers

36504 Jazz J-5 11 Speokors

36500 Jazz J-590 Speakers

36501 Jazz J-702 Speokors

36503 Jazz J-8 18 Speakers

30730 Koss HD- 6 MPC Speakers

38255 Koss HD-100 Speakers

36173 Koss HD-50 Speakers

32220 labtec C$- 900 Speakers

32228 labtec CS-1000 Speokors

30475 Partner 570 Speokors

30474 Parlnor 622 Speakers w/ Subwoofer
33649 Powered Speaker YSTM10H (Pair) .

37714 Powered Subwoofer YSTMSWI0 . ,

32101 Roland MA-12CP Poword Speakers

38308 Vivid3D

38455 Vivid3D Pro

37416 Vivid3D Sludio

.93

.100

.200

.299

.59

.63

.133

.73

.33

.48

.246

.190

.68

.137

.57

.70

.104

.104



Match wits with your friends or a computer

opponent in the most realistic game version

of the popular TV game show. Features

video rootage of host Alex Trebek

IBM CD #34571

Photo-realistic scenery of las Vegas and the

surrounding area for Microsoft Flight

Simulator 5. Features realistic 3D elevations

of las Vegas.

IBM CD 336692

A Star Trek experience like none before!

Assume command of this official inspec-

tion tour and investigate the Starship

Enterprise NCC-1 70 1-D.

IBM CD #34568

Hardware #21 56036893

CD DRIVES & UPGRADES VIDEO CARDS MONITORS STORAGE DEVICES

Immerse yourself in an epic quest to save

the universe from the powers of evil. Prowl

through an ancient fortress and subter-

ranean realms.

Get four of today's top len PC gome titles.

Features Sound Blaster 1 6, double-speed

CD-ROM drive , joystick, speackers and
software.

Help Rincewind, the bumbling wizard, in

his quest to rid dragons from the magical

lands of Discworld. Travel through an

imaginative world of fantasy and time-

Iravel-in over 80 hugely varied localionsl

IBM CD #36746

VEGAS

CO DRIVES & UPGRADE KITS

37007 3DO Blaster 379
35857 4PIEX Quad-speed EXT w/Conlroler 552
35855 4PIEX Quad-speed INT w/Conlroler 469
39265 AMC2000 Portable Multi-Modio 445
38051 Aztech Stellar Double MM Kit 196

35734 Aztech Voyager INT MulliMedia Kit 256
38141 Diamond 1000 INT 250Ms CD-ROM 326
37759 Diamond 5000 INT 250Ms CD Kit 438
37031 Digital Schoolhouse INT CDROM 277
39271 Discovery CD16 4X INT CDROM 386
30216 Discovery CD 16 INT CDROM 272
30746 Edutainment CDI 6 INT CDROM 427
21560 Game Blaster CD 16 391

36267 legend Executive INT Mullimodio Kit 302
36826 legend INT Kllw/6 Titles . . 238
38060 MulliSpin 2V Deluxe INT CDROM 300
38062 MultiSpin 2VI INT CDROM 179
38063 MultiSpin 3XP Plus EXT Kit 479
38059 MulliSpin 3XP Plus Porloblo 402
34923 MulliSpin 4XE EXT CDROM 503
38064 MulliSpin 4XE EXT CDROM Kit 580
38058 MulliSpin 4X1 INT CDROM 402
38065 MulliSpin 4X1 INT CDROM Kil 479
37028 Multimedia Office INT CDROM 534
37026 OmniCD 4X 415
3 1 809 OmniCD Upgrade Kil Internal 181

34133 Reelmagic CDROM Kil 646
39272 Sound Blaster Volue CD INT 238
38588 TEAC 4X INT CDROM Kil 190
38586 TEAC 4X INT Multimedio Kil 235

VIDEO CARDS
28570 Boca Supor VGA 59
36035 Boca Vl-Bus SupcrX 1MB Accel 106
36036 Boca Vl-Bus SuperX 2MB Accel 161

38290 Diamond Speedster Game Kit ISA 142
38599 Diomond Speedster Game Kit PCI 144
38598 Diamond Speedster Game Kil VLB 144

38288 Diomond Stealth Game Kil PCI 177
38289 Diomond Stealth Gome Kil VIB 177
38132 Diomond Sloollh64 DRAM 2MB PCI 201
38133 Diomond Stcallh64 DRAM 2MB VLB 201
35691 Diamond Sloolth64 VRAM 4MB PCI 458
35692 Diomond Stoollh64 VRAM 4MB VIB 458
29258 Graphics Ultra Pro EISA 2MB 303
29259 Graphics Ultra Pro ISA 2MB 272
29260 Graphics Ultra Pro MCA 2MB 303
36470 Graphics Ultra Pro PCI 2MB 272
31847 Graphics Ultra Pro VIB 2MB 272

37 1 57 Groph.cs Xpress.cn ImB tSA I S3
3S226 Graphics Xpresscn M3 VIB 153

37182 C-aah.es Xp-oss on 2 M3 $A 213
39319 C-aph.cs Xp-oss on 2V.3V.3 213
38286 KeMn MPEG SVGA IMB VIB 319
38287 Kevin MPEG SVGA 2M9 VlB 367
39280 Reotmog.c Rove IMB Win Aeeel 4C6
3928 1 Seolmog.c Rove 2-V8 W.~ Accel 469
34615 Rce'-Vogic li-e 290

MODEMS/FAXES
31921 ACE 14,4 INT S/R-Fox W/Voico 189
38276 Cardinal MVP144E 14.4EXT F/M 76
38277 Cardinal MVP 144IF I4.4INTF/M 73
38275 Cardinal MVP144WIN I9.2INTF/M 61

38278 Cardinal MVP2881 28.8INT F/M 161

38280 Cardinal MVP288XF 28.8EXT F/M 178

33712 Connection 14.4 Int. Fax/Modom 77
37974 Connection Pro 19.2INT 14.4Fax 90
37601 Courier DS 14.4 PCMCIA F/M 355
37602 Courier DS 28.8 PCMCIA F/M 409
36433 Courier V.34 EXT 28.8 S/R Fox/Modem 433
36434 Courier V.34 INT 28.8 S/R Fax/Modem 398
3I90B Practical PM 1 44HC II INT Fax/Modem 89
31896 Practical PM144MT II EXT Fax/Modem 107
35195 Practical PM268HC II INT Fox/Modem 197
37837 Proct.ro. P.M.288MT V 34 ExT fa./Mocer. 215
36266 Scout 28 8 VfC. Vfost fo«/Modem 1 29
27993 Sportster 1 4 4 EXT Fox/Modem 1 1

4

29176 Sportster 14 4 EXT MAC4-'AX 1 19

28367 Sportster >4 4 IN* 'ox/Modcm 98
37453 Spcr'ster 26 6 V 34 EX* 'ox/Mcden-. 247
37455 Spor-ster 26 8 V 34 EXT MAC&FAX 26C
37454 Sportster 28 8 V 34 INT Fox/Mode.-. 230
32317 SuproFoxModom 1 4.4 EXT MACINTOSH ... 1 78
26938 SupraFaxModcm 14.4 EXT V.32BIS 178

32314 SupraFaxModem 14.4 INT V.32BIS 110
38528 SupraFaxModom 28.8 V.34EXT 206
38527 SupraFaxModem 28.8 V.34EXT MAC 216
38529 SupraFaxModem 28.8 V.34INT 182
39269 TDK DF 1 4 1 4PCMCIA 14.4 F/M 158
39267 TDK DF28 1 4-PCMCIA 28.8 F/M 325
31236 WorldPorl 14.4 PCMCIA F/M 201

MONITORS
35553 Alphoscan 15 15* Monitor 379
35554 Alphoscan 17B 17" Monitor 709
35556 Alphoscan 17E 17" Monitor 783
35555 Alphoscan 1C 20" Monitor 1096

3SSS7 Alphoscan IE 20* Monitor 1 463
35552 AlpFotcon Plus 14* Mon, -or 304
38152 Diomond Pro 14 Monitor 797
38151 Domond Pro 15FS IS* Men to- 450
38153 Domond Pro 1 7* Mon.ror 1 066
37863 H14860 14* SVGA Color Mon, tor 267
37664 H15860 1 5* SVGA Color Mon,-nr 33

1

37865 HIS864 1 5* SVGA Color Monitor 33

1

37866 H17682 1 7* SVGA Co'or Mo- tor 746
37861 HN4636P 14' SVGA Color Mom-ar 274
37862 HN4850 14" SVGA Color Monilor 230
35059 SyncMaster 14GI 14" 28MM 318
34222 SyncMaster 3E 14" SVGA 28MM 232

STORAGE DEVICES
38178 Jumbo 350MB INT Tape Back-Up 162
38179 Jumbo 700MB INT Tape Bock-Up 267
38558 lightning 365MB I IMS IDE 191

38559 lightning 365MB 1 1 MS SCSI - MAC 194

38554 Lightning 540MB 1 IMS IDE 251

38555 Lightning S40MB 1 IMS SCSI - MAC 263
38556 lightning 730MB I IMS IDE 273
38557 lightning 730MB I IMS SCSI - MAC 284
37824 ST-3I200A INT 1GB Hard Disk 615

MEMORY/CPU UPGRADES
36147 1X3 Simms 70ns (4 Simms) CALI
36136 1X9 Simms 70ns (4 Simms) CALL
36149 4X9 Simms 70ns (4 Simms) CAll

36176 72 Pin4MB Module 60ns CALL

36559 72 Pin 64MB Modulo 60ns CAll

33620 Cyrix CX486DRX2-25/50 386DX25 CAll

31738 Cyrix CX486DRX2-33/66 386DX-33 CAll

34409 Cyrix CX486SRX2-25/50 386SX-25 CAll

36728 Overdrive 486DX4-100 CPU WO/OD CAll

36725 Overdrive 486DX4-75 CPU CAll

36726 Overdrive 4860X4-75 CPU WO/OD CAll
38604 Overdrive PENT-63 CAll

800-228-7449
OPEN 24 HOURS ext.353

Complete on-line catalog with over 5000
software and hardware titles.

JL. Prodigy - Computer Express Jk. CompuServe - GO Express

A. Internet - info@cexpress.com A. AOL - Computer Express
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REVIEW

Rebel
Commander
SSI Follows The Leaders of Space Combat In RENEGADE

by Martin E. Cirulis

Y
ears ago, a yvargame company

CALLED FASA WAS LOOKING FOR

ANOTHER LINE OF SCIENCE FICTION

games to complement their

hugely successful Battletech line.

Since graphic appeal and extensive back-

ground made Battletech a lasting sensa-

tion, it was only logical that their new

gaming universe should have the same

qualities. And thus was born Renegade Le-

gion, a slightly more “serious” series ofSF

simulations that concentrated on space

combat between starfighters. In this year

of board game-to-computer translations,

SSI has taken the rules of the original

Renegade Legions board game, Interceptor,

and turned it into a new space sim, Rene-

gade: Battle for Jacob’s S tar.

THE STORY SO

Iff
Things were going

quite smoothly for

the old home
world—humanity was

kicking butt and tak-

ing names in the rest

of the galaxy—until

sometime around the

64th century, when a

nasty plague wiped

out most of the race.

This would be a big

lurch in the course of

any civilization, but

the disaster was com-

pounded by a couple of alien races, die

KessRith (a nasty crossing of Centaurs

and Rhinos) and the Ssora (the mandato-

ry lizard race), who decided to take ad-

vantage of our distress and conquer most

of the devastated empire with a mind to-

wards cheap labor, Simon Legree-style.

This unpleasant situation continued

for a few generations, until a clever slave

decided to train and organize human
troops under the guise of historical

pageants for the amusement of the alien

Overseers. And hey—when you all want

to dress the same, march the same, and

shout enthusiastically at the same time,

what better time period to mimic than

the Roman Empire? With all training

and preparations made, these neo-Ro-

man troops rose up across a dozen

worlds, and before you know it, Humani-

ty was back on top. Unfortunately, that

wasn’t enough for most of the troops;HI they went on to

forge an entire

Neo-Roman star

empire, complete

with Republic/

Caesar transition,

giving any other

race they met the

choice of submit-

ting to human
rule or becoming

doggie snacks.

At some point,

a portion of hu-

manity calling

itself the Com-
monwealth decid-

ed that turning everyone else into slaves

in revenge for being enslaved did not

make for particularly good Karma, and

Price: $59.99

System

Requirements: IBM

compatible 486/33

or better (486/66

recommended), 4

MB RAM, 1 MB
SVGA card, 15 to

60 MB hard drive

space (depending on install options),

CDROM drive; supports most major sound

cards.

Protection: None

Developer: Midnight Software

Publisher: SSI

Sunnyvale, CA
(408) 737-6800

pursued a separate peace with old alien

enemies. This didn’t go over so well with

the Neo-Romans, and just like in the

good old days, humans once again

warred against humans. The immense

Neo-Roman Empire, encompassing

thousands of star systems, would have

easily crushed the relatively small Com-

monwealth without a group called The
Renegade Legion. When that wacky rule-

of-Caesar thing replaced the Republic, a

sizable portion of the military, Finding

this unacceptable, had defected en masse

to the Commonwealth. These men and

women fought their former comrades,

defying the greatest tyranny the Galaxy

had ever seen. Labeled “Renegades” by

Caesar and sentenced to death, they had

little choice but to win at any cost.

Huge and impersonal as all this history

may seem, there is indeed a place for you

some 150 years later. The war goes badly

for the Commonwealth and the Rene-

gade Legion; currently stalemated, it is

only a matter of time before the mind-

blowing numbers of the TOG military

succeed in swallowing the remaining

pieces of the Commonwealth. Every lost

star system is like another pint of blood

draining away. At this point, each new

battle may decide the war.

Enter the player, stage right. You are a

hot new interceptor pilot who finds him-

self in a backwater squadron that makes

Baa-Baa Blacksheep look spit-n-polish.

This would seem to be the end of your

career—patrolling an irrelevant system

called Jacob’s Star—but within moments

of your arrival, a huge TOG invasion
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fleet pops in to let you know that your

new planet is going to be the lynch pin in

a new offensive. And then, as if this

weren’t stressful enough, your CO gets

blown up on your third mission and you

are left in charge. Should you fail, the

TOG marches on, unstoppable. Give

them a bloody nose and the Common-
wealth will live to see another day...and

“Renegade” will still be an honorable

word.

SPARTAN SPACE Although many gamers will like Renegade’s SVGA style,

some might find the cockpits too simplistic for their tastes.

one hit, two hit: shields down; three hits,

four: engines damaged; five hits, six:

eject!) that suffices for other games, here

you have a random and dynamic system

that reflects the reality that allowed some

P-47’s to return with half the fuselage

missing while others disappeared in a

trail of smoke alter one lucky hit to the

engine.

The benefits of having the basic design

work already down are reflected through-

out this sim. The de-

sign philosophy of

fighters is coherent

and logical: TOG
fighters are de-

signed for quick,

massed missile

strikes and always

score first hits

against you, while

being penalized by a

couple of bad design

features that you

would expect from a

corrupt establish-

ment. Your fighters

are all battle

proven, long-en-

durance ships rely-

THE BENEFITS OF HISTORY
While Renegade is nothing more than

another stoiy-driven space combat simu-

lator, it does distinguish itself by having

deeper roots to draw on than its two

more famous and older cousins, the

Wing Commander and Star Wars sims.

This depth comes not just from a rich

background story, but also from the fact

that most of the mechanics of combat

and the space fighters have been refined

and balanced by years of old-fashioned

board game play.

The designers of Renegade made a

very wise decision when they chose to

stick with most of the original rules of the

board game instead of gratuitously

changing or simplifying things. This has

resulted in a simulator rife with interest-

ing ships, exotic but balanced weapomy

and, most importantly, a damage model

unmatched by any other game. If you’ve

played the board game, then all you need

to know is that the intricate internal dam-

age system has been retained. Instead of

a basic hit-point system of damage (i.e.

PADDY-LOCK, PADDY-LOCK Renegade’s padlock view is wide-open, and still

provides speed, weapons, shields, and radar readouts.

ing on guns instead of missiles, and are a

mix of human and alien designs. The

character of this sim has been under de-

velopment for a long time, and it shows.

Not to say that the design team didn’t

achieve anything on their own. The

SVGA combat graphics are great, though

they have a somewhat simple, overly-

sharp Babylon 5 look rather than the soft-

er, model-like ship graphics we have

grown used to. Sound effects are varied

and veiy well executed, with your own

weapon sounds coming not only from

your right and left but sometimes from

above and below. Even the music is a step

above the usual fare, with a decidedly

more modern touch than the usual classi-

cal space-opera. And, if shooting people

to techno-dance tracks isn’t really to your

taste, you can play the music CD of your

choice during combat.

Renegade also sports the most exten-

sive skill-level adjustment system yet

seen. Instead of just picking a level, a

player can adjust almost all the factors af-

fecting combat for either side. From ar-

mor thickness to weapon recharge rates

to skill bonuses for pilots, players can

make the experience as easy or as

masochistic as they want.

THE SIMPLE FACTS
Even with all these nice design touches,

Renegade is not a game without its awk-

ward moments, some of which are bad

enough to make the more difficult-to-

please gamer want

to avoid this promis-

ing space combat

sim.

The greatest flaw

in this game is that,

as a whole, it fails to

live up to the com-

plexity and richness

present in its back-

ground. It aspires to

equal the Wing
Commander series

in its storyline and

the characterization

of pilots; but while

the elements are all

here, one begins to

get the impression

after a few hours of

play that not much of it is making any

difference. The pictures and bios of all

your intense-looking wingmates are nice,

but they don’t seem to be very distinctive

out in the great wide open; and the

things they point out to you between mis-
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MAKIN’ MISSIONS In between the space action,

CO’s will have to follow their superiors’ orders

by selecting men and machines to achieve spe-

cific mission goals.

sions don’t appear to be very relevant.

Even their radio chatter slowly devolves

into silliness—as a pilot shouts “Careful,

the TOG are near! 1 can feel them in my
bones!" while you are twisting for your

life in the middle of a 12-fighter furball.

Gee, thanks for the psychic news Hash!

Also absent is any sort of feeling of

control over your wingmen while in com-

bat. There are various commands to give

your fellow pilots during a brawl, but

your wingmen aren’t very responsive to

your desires. The only call they actually

give a response to is the roll-call order. It

is very annoying to have a damaged ene-

my fighter slipping away from you while

the fastest ship in your wing dawdles

along, even after you have given a direct

“attack my target” command.

While it is interesting that you are

placed in the role of commander and

forced to decide who goes on a mission

and who gets to rest, even this is frustrat-

ed by a no-brainer omission. Although

you can choose your own fighter for a

flight, the pilots you pick will chose their

own fighters, seemingly at random. So

while the computer warns you to take a

fast fighter and only one wingmate on a

recon mission, you end up flying hot

metal with the slowest fighter in your ar-

senal there to protect you.

The rest of the overall game has the

same kind of basic feel to it: not bad, but

not good either. The flight model is

good, but not as inertial as I would have

liked; and while the

cockpit graphics are very

nice, they are frustrat-

ingly simple. You would

think a fighter capable

of starflight could tell

you what your heading

is, what your velocity in

actual numbers is, and

provide tracks on in-

coming missiles.

Both your pilots and

the enemy fly well

enough. Although there

is an annoying tendency

to bunch up during dogfights, at least

you can depend on not having to do all

the killing yourself, and it is usually a

grave mistake to let a heavier fighter

blind-side you.

The final problem with Renegade re-

volves around playability over the long

run. First of all, the campaign is on the

short side, averaging around 20 missions

in total—not much of a bang for many

gamer’s buck. And though the game is

nice enough to give you a random selec-

tion of pilots in your squadron with every

game, the story isn’t really rich enough

to justify more than two or three run-

throughs. Compensating somewhat for

this is a now classic space sim option, the

“Gauntlet” mode; here, one must destroy

an ever-increasing number of enemy

ships in order to wrack up a high score

on the simulator.

Some players will be shocked to discov-

er that Renegade has no mercy. When
you get killed, you stay that way. There is

no way to back-up a career or resurrect a

campaign built into this game—a rude

the field.

On the other hand, left to flounder on

its own, 1 can’t see recommending this

game to the experienced starflghter. The

player most likely to get the full enjoy-

ment from this package as it stands today

is a newcomer, looking for an introducto-

ry space-sim that doesn’t pull many
punches.

Hopefully, by the time you are reading

this, the track Renegade is on will be

clear. What we have here is a strong baby

with a rocky birth. Only the parents can

help it live up to its full potential.

RENEGADE

RATING

PROS Good-looking, goocl-sound-

ing and fast-playing space sim with

great background and potential.

cons Many aspects are not detailed

enough to make the campaign

experience truly satisfying. Needs

support to be a real contender.

shock after 10 hours of long missions.

For those who don’t enjoy that, there’s a

way around this little annoyance: take

any text editor program and call up the

.plr file from the Renegade directory; in

it you will find the word “dead.” Simply

change it to “alive,” and—PRESTO!

—

you’re ready to continue play or start

your own Western religion.

THE TOC WASN'T
BUILT IN A DAY
What we have here is a great-looking

space-sim that has its flaws. The issue for

me, and my final word ‘yea’ or ‘nay,’

hinges on the issue of

support. If SSI gives this

game the patch it

needs, and if they in-

tend to offer add-ons

and sequels someday

—

or even more interest-

ingly, if they translate

the other three Rene-

gade legion boardgames

into real-time sims

—

then this is a great start,

and the series could be

a real contender with

the other two biggies in
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REVIEW

The Doomed Empire
LucasArts Strikes Back At The First-Person Action Craze With Dark FORCES

by Jason Kapalka

Dark Forces

R
ecently a friend who collects

SUCH THINGS SHOWED ME AN OLD

Star Wars action figure he’d

found at a comic store. I asked

offhand how much it had cost.

“A hundred and fifty.”

“What? Dollars?”

He shifted uncomfortably. “It’s, like,

Luke in stormtrooper armor, with the re-

movable helmet, from the ‘Power of the

Force’ collection...”

“It’s a stupid piece of plastic, and you

can’t even afford to pay your rent half the

time. Why? Why would

you pay a hundred

and fifty dollars for

such a thing?”

Confusion and

fear battled

across his

face for an

instant, but

at last a

sort of

smug zeal

out.

he

burbled, “it’s

Star Wars ,

innit?”

I

opened

mouth, then shut

it again. What
could I say? To
him, that viciously

overpriced vacu-

um-mold widget

was Star Wars...

a

film nearly 20

years old that’s still

a monstrously lu-

crative franchise,

and something

more than that: it’s

perhaps this gen-

eration’s most po-

tent and pervasive

pop mythology. Is

there anyone un-

der the age of 50 who doesn’t know what

a lightsaber is, who wouldn’t recognize

the opening bars of John William’s

theme music?

And those, of course, are the stirring

chords that ring out (or chirp out, de-

pending on your sound card) when you

load up LucasArts’ latest foray into that

galaxy far, far away, die 3-D first-person

shoot-em-up Dark Forces. Those famil-

iar yellow letters start scrolling away into

a distant starfield, informing you of your

role in the upcoming drama: you are

Kyle Katarn, a disillusioned Imperial

agent now working for the Rebellion. In

a clever twist that inserts you into the

films’ universe without violating “canon,”

Kyle is the offstage figure who obtains the

Death Star plans and passes diem on to

Princess Bun-hair herself. In the

course of this mission, Kyle and

his plucky sidekick Jan Ors get

embroiled in a new Imperi-

al plot, this one involving

the beefy General

Mohc’s plan to

create an army of

super robotic

stormtroopers

(“Dark Troopers”).

Star Wars luminar-

ies such as Boba

Fett, Jabba the

Hutt, and Mon
Mothma put in

cameo appear-

ances.

Okay, it’s not

Hamlet, or even

Wing Commander

III. But in a genre

where “character

development” is

usually a eu-

phemism lor stockpiling ammo, and the

“plot” a laughable excuse for mass

slaughter (anyone ever figure out what

Doom II was actually about?), Dark
Forces’ storyline is a welcome reform.

As for what genre Dark Forces belongs

to, I expect the hype and hoopla have fa-

miliarized everyone with what to expect.

But let’s get it straight anyway. Dark

Forces is not “a 3-D real-time action ad-

venture in the tradidon of Doom.” It’s a

Doom clone, pure and simple. The game-

play, the controls, the overall approach

—

all are identical. And as with the recent

flurry of DoOM-alikes, there’s really only

one question that needs to be answered.

Is it as good as Doom?

Actually, in almost eveiy way, it’s better.

Almost every way.

There are flaws, but I’ll return to them

later, giving the “Moody Loners with

Handguns” subchapter of the Doom
Worshippers’ Club time to work up some

suitably juicy death threats, because even

with its limitations and shortcomings,

Dark Forces is an amazing game.

70 MB Hard Disk

space (depending on install options),

CDROM drive; supports most major sound

cards.

Protection: None
RSAC Rating: 2 (humans killed)

Designers: Daron Stinnett, Justin Chin,

Ray Gresko

Publisher: LucasArts Entertainment Co.

San Rafael, CA
(800) STARWARS



LEVELS OF COMPLEXITY
Those who have only played the relative-

ly simple one-level demo that’s been

floating around for the last few months

will not have seen the game’s new 3-D

Jedi Engine working to its full capacity.

The levels after this one balloon in size,

complexity, and graphical wow-power.

There are only 14 levels, but most are

more than twice as big and complicated

as any comparable Doom maps. They’re

also more diverse. When Doom tries to

portray a city, it doesn’t really look like a

place where you could live: it looks like a

humongous playground built out of

those omnipresent cinder-blocks. When
Dark Forces brings you to the vertical

city of Nar Shaddaa, you see the lights of

distant windows, graffiti on the walls, car-

go tugs rising and falling through the

central air shaft, and when you step out

of a window onto a narrow ledge you’ll

hear the wind whistling past you. On oth-

er levels, searchlights sweep about,

heralding a massive blitzkrieg if they spot

you. TIE Fighters glide in and out of

docking bays, lasers ricochet off walls, gi-

ant pistons and other industrial machines

pound, rotate and spin about, waterfalls

cascade, sewer pipes

plunge you down slimy

passages where nasty

stalked eyes poke out of

the sludge to stare. Nearly

every level has a distinct vi-

sual theme.

So she’s pretty, you say;

but what’s she got under

the hood? Well, assuming

you’ve got the ninja PC re-

quired to run her, son,

she’s got plenty. You’ll

need 8 MB of RAM, a fast

486 (the manual claims it

can run on a 386/33, but

hey, good luck), and a CD-ROM drive.

The payoff for these heavy-duty require-

ments is one heavy-duty game engine, as

fast or faster than Doom’s, with a bevy of

extra features. You can look up and

down, mn, jump, duck and shimmy, with

a heads-up automap display superim-

posed over your view. A headlight and in-

frared goggles are available to illuminate

the Empire’s darker corners.

The levels, supposedly designed by

real architects, are believable locations

rather than silly deathtrap arenas, with

multiple layers of architecture. For in-

stance, an Imperial prison has seven

floors, with elevators and access tunnels

running throughout. Secret rooms and

clever logic puzzles, way beyond the typi-

cal “find the key, open die door” brand,

are scattered everywhere. You might

need to sneak through an elevator main-

tenance tunnel, or manipulate computer

panels to rotate a giant catwalk to the

right level, or input Imperial codes into

a lock, or blow holes in stressed walls,

/

//**\\
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LASER TAG Our hero exchanges fire with stormtroopers in a dusty

mine shaft.

FIRE AND ICE The ice world can get slippery, but at least you’re

not swallowing a thermal detonator....

or...the list goes on. After playing Dark

Forces for a while, Doom starts to feel

constricted and small, with your space

marine hero, head locked straight

ahead, unable tojump a two-f'oot barrier

or look up at a sniper’s position.

Of course in a shoot-em-up you want

something to shoot with, and at, and

Dark Forces delivers a taun-taun-load

of both. There are nine different

weapons, ranging from the basic blaster

pistol to the awesome (and undocu-

mented) plasma-spewing assault can-

non. Many of the guns have a secondary

fire mode: the fusion cutter, for in-

stance, triggers all four of its tubes at

once instead of one at a time, and the

assault cannon launches a missile in-

stead of blue energy balls. And then

there’s a whole new class of indirect-lire

weapons, like thermal detonators

(grenades), mines, and the mortar

launcher. These require more ingenuity

and skill to use, but you’ll get a warm

fuzzy feeling all over when you manage

to lob a grenade through

a sniper’s gun-port and

hear the satisfying crump

and shriek.

As for your targets, well,

you’ll see plenty of

stormtroopers. Legions of

stormtroopers, in fact,

along with Imperial offi-

cers and commandos. Also

present are a rogue’s

gallery of aliens and boun-

ty hunters, including

three-eyed grenade-toss-

ing Grans, axe-wielding

Gamorrean guards, and

Trandoshans packing deadly concussion

rifles. Flying Probots, interrogation

droids, and drone remotes round out

the mix, along with some very tough

and accurate ceiling-mounted laser tur-

rets. A few surprises are in store on cer-

tain levels, like the swimming sewer

beasts and Jabba’s Kell dragons. And
then there are the Dark Troopers, who

come in two different flavors: really

mean laser-reflective guys with swords,

and horrifically vicious flying dudes

equipped with assault cannons.

LucasArts seems to have upped the AI

ante with Dark Forces. Although you

couldn’t exacdy call them “smart,” your

enemies here are certainly less pre-

dictable than Doom’s. Stormtroopers use

cover, try to double-back on you, and call

for reinforcements. And the first time

you level a blast at a Dark Trooper and

see him dodge... well, let’s just say I

watched a hardened Doom veteran

scream aloud in shock, shortly before his

stunned computer surrogate was termi-

nated by a torrent of plasma.
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Here’s a few of the bad guys you’ll

cross paths with in Dark Forces, along

with info on their original movie appear-

ance, and, for the real die-hard, list price

for the action figure.

STORMTROOPER
The basic grunt. Though they’re awful

shots, their armor makes them more dif-

ficult to kill than Imperial officers.

Movie Appearances: Everywhere.

Action Figure: Likewise, everywhere.

Maybe $10 mint in box.

TRANDOSHAN
This scaly fellow’s concussion rifle can

make short work of any Rebel in his line

of sight.

Movie Appearances: Though Tran-

doshans can be seen in the background

of Star Wan, the mercenary variety first

(and last) appears in The Empire Strikes

Back, as one of the freelancers (“Bounty

hunters! We don’t need these scum!”)

Rogue’s Gallery

hired by Vader to track the Millennium

Falcon. Bossk, our Trandoshan, does

flex his foot once.

Action Figure: Originally available by

mailing in proofs of purchases. Mint in

box: $35

IMPERIAL COMMANDOS
Tougher, faster, and a better shot than

either stormtroopers or officers.

Movie Appearances: Seen hanging

around the Death Star in Star Wars. No
commanclo-like qualities exhibited.

Action Figure: Listed as “Death

Squad Commander.” Mint in box: $105

BOBA FETT
You might not get close enough to

recognize him when you do finally meet

up with this famed bounty hunter, be-

cause the storm of rockets he launches

makes it advisable to stay far, far away.

Hard to hit while flying; best to corner

him when he’s on the ground.

REAL JEDI DON'T SAVE
Which brings us to the topic of mortali-

ty, and to the game’s biggest flaw. You

will die, a lot, in Dark Forces, even on

normal or easy game settings. Now you

might think, no problem, I’ll just save

and restore a lot; only you won’t, be-

cause there is no save-game system. It

ain’t there.

The game saves your status after every

mission, yes, and you can go back and re-

play any level you’ve already completed,

but once you’re in the thick of things you

either finish the mission or

perish. Sure, you have sev-

eral lives and the opportu-

nity to collect more, and

when you do die you get

reincarnated nearby with-

out losing your map or

weapons, but those extra

lives can go awful fast, and

when they’re gone, you’ll

just have to start the mis-

sion over. And since many

of them will take hours to

complete (at least the first

time), you’d better hope

Sharon Stone doesn’t call

you up for a sleepover at her place while

you’re in the middle of an Imperial min-

ing facility.

It’s annoying, but not fatally so. Think

of it as incentive to boot Imperial posteri-

ors without a wimpy save-game net. Be a

man.

Oh yes, then there’s the multiplayer

option. This, too, is nonexistent. Get

used to it. This is a running theme in Lu-

casArts games, and there are no signs to

suggest that this will change.

Dark Forces’ long-term potential is

Movie Appearances: First appeared

in a cartoon segment of the Star Wars

Christmas Special. Met an ignoble end

in Return oftheJedi, knocked accidentally

into the maw of the big sancl-monster

thing, much to the disappointment of

fans who had been speculating on Boba’s

possible importance for the previous

three years.

Action Figure: Mint 12” figure in box

with wookie braids, $295 or more.

PROBOT
These flying droids are big, slow tar-

gets, but they can hover out of your line

of sight.

Movie Appearances: Seen making

weird chattering noise in The Empire

Strikes Back, just before getting blown up

by Han Solo.

Action Figure: Only available with the

Planet Hoth playset, $75 in box.

hard to guess at. I don’t know how long

one could go on playing these same 14

levels (a while, I suspect—Hard” difficul-

ty level is pretty murderous), but I do

know that if LucasArts gets on the ball

with sequels and expansions, or if enter-

prising hackers code a level-building

program, productive life on the planet is

in serious danger.

Even if you don’t know or care who the

asthmatic guy in the black armor is (like,

if you’ve been frozen in carbonite for the

last 20 years), Dark Forces is a one-play-

er action experience with few rivals. And

for those of us who grew up with Luke,

Han, Leia, Chewie and the droids,

well. ..it’s Star Wars. Innit? 4r

DARK FORCES

RATING 'XMMMrKk
PROS The next generation of

DooM-clones set in that loopy

science-fantasy universe we’ve all

come to love.

CONS No multiplayer options and a

goofy save-game system are the ex-

haust vents in this Death Star.
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TWIST IT,
Shake it.

with
Wake Up Your brain

Ooooops! In a bizarre laboratory accident,

Dr. Brain's mind got mixed up with his lab rat's,

and the results are, well ... mind-boggling!

Now Dr. Brain's destiny is in your hands.

Unlock the secrets hidden deep within his

eccentric mind as you puzzle over the twists

and turns packed into over a thousand wild,

wacky brain-busting adventures!

By far the best of a

scries. The
graphics, lip-

synching and music arc

pcrb. Why are you calling i*

, kid's game? I'm not a kid

and 1 love it."

Steve Bauman,

Strategy Plus

For your copy of The LostMind of Dr. Brain game

or CD Sampler, Call 1-800-757-7707 24 hours a

DAY, OR VISIT YOUR LOCAL SOFTWARE DEALER TODAY.

Offer #B858

have youDefinitely a new twist on the old

maze experiment.

Collect Dr. Brain's lost marbles in

Dreamland and he will wake up a new man.

Herr Rathbone Von

playing a new

SIERRA
Sierra On-Line, Inc. 3380 146lh Place S.E., Suite 300, Bellevue, WA 98007

© 1995 Sierra On-line, Int. All Rights Reserved. ® and ™ designate trademarks of, or licensed to Sierra On-line, Inc.
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REVIEW

A Triad s A Crowd
Apogee Plays Up Multiplayer Action And Gratuitous Gore In RISE OF THE TRIAD

by Vox Day

To escapefrom the pain

and an existence mundane,

I gotta nine, a sign, a set,

and now I gotta name.

—Rage Against 'Hie Machine

L
ike the protagonist of Rage

Against The Machine’s Settle

For Nothing, the central

character of Apogee’s Rise of the

Triad: Dark War enters the pic-

ture with a nine millimeter semi-auto-

matic and a sign. Only in this case,

existence is far from mundane, and the

only sign of import belongs to someone

else, namely, the Triad.

ROTT is the latest, though surely not

the last, in the onslaught of 3D first-per-

son action games aspiring to succeed

DOOM II as the killer game of the mo-

I ment. Unlike some of its primary' rivals to

I the throne, Descent and Dark Forces

I for example, ROTT does not sidestep

I the violent, blood-and-guts motif of the

id Software games, but instead throws it-

|
self headlong into the slaughterhouse

gore. Aside from the excess of car-

nage, ROTT offers little you

haven’t seen before, but at least

with its network and modem
play options, it offers what is

now regarded as a com-

plete 3D game package.

The game begins on

San Nicholas Island,

off the coast of

Southern Califor-

nia. You are

member of the

High-risk

United

Nations

Task

force

team (HUNT) inves-

tigating the remains

of an old monastery

for signs of the Os-

curido cult. The sud-

den annihilation of

Los Angeles coin-

cides with the de-

struction of your

boat and an on-

slaught of Triad sol-

diers, leaving you

little alternative but

to fight your way

out. Fortunately, you

have plenty of

ammo—an infinite

supply, as a matter

of fact.

BRING 'EM ON, AND ON
The warriors of the cult don’t fight with

much intelligence, but what they lack in

common sense, they make up for in

sheer numbers. ROTT takes an approach

reminiscent of cartridge-based games

with its villains. Each episode introduces

three basic enemy types as well as a fi-

nal “Boss” to be defeated. The ene-

my characters look very realistic

and were clearly generated by

digitizing live actors. Unfortu-

nately, it seems that only

overweight actors with mus-

taches were hired for

ROTT, assuming that

Apogee didn’t simply

film the program-

mers. While the

hostiles may
look quite real-

istic, they just

aren’t that

threaten-

ing, and

some of their ap-

pearances are al-

most ludicrous.

When a Light-

ning Guard ap-

proaches, clad in

an unadorned

olive trench coat,

you wonder if

you’re going to

be attacked or

just flashed.

The enemies

do offer some in-

teresting attacks,

however. Tri-

adlings can be

devious, and are

not above feign-

ing death, only to

pop up behind you once your back is

turned. Watch out for the white-belted

Overpalrollers’ web attacks—if you don’t

have a knife on you, it’s easy to gel tan-

gled up. And if you’ve wounded an ene-

my, don’t hesitate to finish him off

immediately. Mercy is for the weak in the

world of the Triad.

The appearance of the enemies is the

only really weak graphic element in

ROTE. The background textures are var-

ied and interesting, the objects scattered

around the mazes are excellent, if occa-

sionally bizarre, and the weapons offer

some of the best explosions I’ve ever seen

in a PC game. There are 1 1 different

weapon types to be wielded, 12 if you

count the “God mode” power-up. I’m a

real fan of both the Drunk Missile

Launcher and the Flamewall. The latter

will particularly appeal to closet pyroma-

niacs like myself, and it’s just plain fun to

watch the Drunk randomly scatter mis-

siles all over the place.

The music and sound effects are a bit

Rise of the Triad: Dark War
Price: $51.00,

CD-ROM
System

Requirements:

IBM compatible

386/33 or better

(486 recom-

mended), 4 MB
RAM, VGA graph-

ics, 20 MB hard

drive space, CD-

ROM drive; supports most major sound

cards.

# of Players: 1-11 (modem and network)

Protection: None

RSAC Rating: 4 (Wanton and gratuitous

violence)

Designer: Tom Hall

Publisher: Apogee Software

Garland, TX

(800) AP0GEE-1
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SPACE QUEST G

TH6SPINAL FRONTIER
Join farces with hundreds of your favorite outer-space heroes,

past and present, in the most uproarious, outrageous Space

Quest ever. No sci-fi movie,TV show or video game is exempt

from- the relentless comic parody of the spaced-out Space

Quest creators.

In this all-new adventure, Roger boldly goes where no comput-

er game has gone before, from the distant reaches of the far-

flung planet Polysorbate LX, to the close-up recesses of "inner

space." It'll take all the guts, nerve and backbone Wilco can

muster, but this Roger's got half a mind to do it. And where

there's a Wilco, there's a way!

COMING TO A CD-ROM DRIVE NEAR YOU.

For your copy see your local retailer or call 1
-800 -757-7707

S
j t-’ j-s T-\ A ® Space Quest is.a regisieisd'trailcmiirli ofTlicOiildmVs Museum ol

1 E, K Jx A. •Indianapolis, Inc., and is used by license. © l*W5 Sierra On-Line. Inc.

.

Bellevue. \VA 911007. All rights reserved.



of a mixed bag. Much like the enemies

themselves, the enemies’ sound effects

are the weakest sonic link. Shouts of

“Outsider!”, “Die!” and “Shoot him!”

sound amateurish, and don’t come close

I to the hideous, gut-wrenching growls and

I snarls of certain earlier games. But the

weapon sounds range from fair to good,

and there are a lot of excellent explo-

sions and sizzles. The music is unobtru-

sive, which is best in a game of this type.

VARYING VISUALS
I Apogee boasts that the levels of ROTT
I are huge

—
“up to one million square sim-

I ulated feet”—and they certainly are big.

I The four episodes of the registered ver-

sion are made up of at least eight sepa-

rate levels apiece, so this is not a game

I you can expect to finish in a single night.

However, though large, the levels aren’t

particularly well-designed. In this, ROTT
is much more similar to Doom than to

Dark Forces, where the levels have an

admirable degree of architectural realism

to them. The ROTF levels feel more like

haphazardly constructed mazes than co-

herent structures, and their names, like

Spring Surprise and Winding Way, reflect

this as well. Still, a host ofvery nasty traps

and moving hazards will keep your mind

off such things.

The 3D engine is very

cjuick, though disgrace-

fully limited in compari-

son with some of its

competitors. In many
ways, the spatial tech-

nology of ROTF is bet-

ter classified as an

improved Wolfenstein

3D than as a Doom
clone. ROTT does not

have angled walls, eleva-

tors, or multi-level

floors; instead, floating

metal discs serve as a

workable substitute for

the latter two. From a gameplay stand-

point, this solution works tolerably well.

It’s just disappointing, after having

played Doom, to return to this chunky,

dissonant, pre-DooM appearance.

FLYIN', JUMPIN' AND BUMPIN'
The “flying” mentioned in the literature

cannot be compared with that of De-

scent, or even Heretic for that matter.

Movement through the air feels exactly

the same as ground movement, and you

have to “aim” up or down instead of

“looking” up or down, since flying uses

the same keybuttons as looking. You can

ground, though, and the game even gives

you assistance in firing at an enemy that

is above or below. One handy trick when

under fire from an unknown direction is

to fire your weapon while spinning in a

zontal plane, your weapon will begin to

track bis vertical position automatically,

which will tell you exacdy where he is.

One truly innovative feature that might

be even more fun than flying is ROTTs
jump pads. These circular contraptions,

scattered liberally through the levels, will

send you or a Triadling bouncing up and

out of control through the lower levels of

the atmosphere. It is a total blast to

charge at an enemy, run recklessly over a

jump pad, and then hurtle through the

air, guns a-blazing. In addition to allow-

ing gamers to jump over obstacles and

access secret parts of the game, the pads

can also provide some comic relief, espe-

cially if you are unlucky

enough to have scored a

Shrooms power-up just

beforehand. Dra-

mamine is highly rec-

ommended in these

circumstances, especially

if you remember getting

sick to your stomach

watching someone play

Wolfenstein 3D.

ROTT supports both

modem and network

play, which is something

that we’ve come to ex-

pect from this type of

game. There are some

interesting new features, foremost of

which is the ability to send a voice mes-

sage across the net to your opponents.

You’ll need a mike attached to your

Sound Blaster, but even without one you

can still broadcast one of the pre-record-

ed voices. No more speakerphone taunt-

ing! Up to 1
1

players can go at it

simultaneously on a Local Area Network,

but unfortunately, one computer must be

devoted to exclusive duty as the game
server. There’s an option to let a single

machine serve as both client and server,

but the game crashed immediately every

time 1 tried to run a net game this way.

The network driver doesn’t appear to

be as solid as Descent’s, but on the other

hand, the modem connection seems to

work more reliably than that used by

Doom and Heretic. This is, of course,

dependent on many, many variables, but

this was my experience, at any rate.

ROTT’s creators deserve credit for

putting more time and effort into devel-

oping the multi-player aspects of the

game. There are five distinct player-char-

acters, as well as nine different multi-play

options, including Tag, Scavenger, and

Capture the Flag. It is a good sign that

3D action games are evolving into more

than mere slaughterfests.

circle; if your attacker is not m your hori-

GUNNING FOR GUTS AND GLORY Five enemies never looked so dead

so fast as they do with the Firebomb. Fortunately, the graphic vio-

lence can be moderated for junior or for the fainthearted.

look up or down when you’re on the

DOUBLE YOUR DEATH The game engine we’ve seen before, but

unique features like twin gun weapons and enemies that beg for

mercy are a surprise.
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' Visa- DiscoveRb Check

lu

Sampler.
Witfi a One Year
Subscription to

interactive Quarterly
magazine.

I Your Guide To Adult CDs.
The Hottest News, Views,

Reviews

Go behind the scenes!

incredible Savings at only
i $9.95 for an entire year!

Say YES now.
SgSr.-

-

YES! Start my subscription to

Interactive Quarterly for $9.95 &
send my FREE Adult CD sampler:

Select One Sampler:

New Machine i itPixis Interactive

Digital Playground

il to: IQ Magazine, 551 Valley Road,

JW0595, Montclair, NJ 07043. EMail

K4ag@aol.com Fax to 201.783.3686.
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MY LIFE AS A DOG A twisted reversal on “God mode” is "Dog mode,”

where you're not only invincible, but can paw and bite your opponents to

death. Woof!

A CRUSHING GORE
But you wouldn’t know that just from watching someone blast

their way through a ROTT level. In keeping with the new in-

dustry awareness on violence, ROTT comes with an adjustable

setting which modifies the level of on-screen gore. As socially

estimable as this may seem, ROTT also offers some grotesque

sequences that will appall most parents and not a few gamers.

Apogee, knowing full well that there’s money to be made in

bloodshed, is billing ROTT as “The most violent 3D action

game ever created.”

Fire a bazooka into a High Guard at close range, and you’re

liable to be splattered with severed heads, eyeballs, and the oc-

casional missing limb as the game chortles “Ludicrous Gibs."

One can be thankful that aside from this bit of wit, cannibalism

is not a part of the game. Wounded prisoners beg for mercy on

their knees, but since they’ll recover and attack you if you don’t

finish them off, you are practically required to give them the

coup de grace. Also, when your character is killed, you’re usually

treated to a little sequence as he or she is impaled by Stabbers,

pulped by Spinblades, or incinerated by various means.

KEEP 'EM LAUGHING AS THEY DIE
Keep in mind that the violence, like many other aspects of

ROTT, seems to be somewhat tongue-in-cheek. It seems

doubtful that anyone at Apogee seriously thought that this

game would offer a serious challenge to the title of Best Doom
Clone, so they instead decided to have some fun with it. Rise

of the Triad can-

not be described as

more than an aver-

age 3D action

game, but it does

have all the neces-

sary ingredients, es-

pecially when it

comes to network

play, and it has its

moments, too. 4*

RISE OF THE TRIAD

RATING

PROS It’s fast, it’s bloody, it’s got a

sense of humor, and it’s got great mo-

dem and network play.

CONS The level designs and charac-

ters are far below the current water-

marks. And when talking single-

player experiences, several other

games will deliver a heavier blow.



It's time to fix the dock.
The Master Clock of the Universe is broken and

guess who has to fix it? Maneuver your spinning

clock hand on a variety of colorful clocks to

make the moves that will save Time—and the

Universe. Dodge oil globs, spikes, cannon blasts

and wild clock hands through 100 challenging

levels in your race to beat the clock.

ClockWerx is a trademark of Spectrum HoloByte. Spectrum HoloByte is a registered trademark of Spectrum HoloByle, Inc.

Visit your local retailer or call 24 hours:

1 -800-695-GAME (USA and Canada)

ClockWerx: a trip through time you won't

forget! Available on CD-ROM and floppy disk

for both Windows and Macintosh.

• Fast action puts your mind to the test

• 4 skill settings: Child, Easy, Medium, Hard

• 2-player mode for competitive action

• Simple game controls: easy to learn, difficult

to master

A Spectrum
HoloByte



HARD 10 PLAY.



HARD NOT TO PLAY.

For multi-player action,

modem to play against a buddy

Or, get on a network and chal-

lenge up to three otherplayers!

If you enjoy instruction manuals and learning curves from hell,
*

1

,W Jthen you’re looking at the wrong page. But if you’re looking for fast-paced,

multi-player tank warfare in which hair-trigger reflexes and nerves of steel

are the only things that keep you breathing, you’re on the right track.

Tank Commander from Domark slams you into the heat of the

Stunning texture-mapped

graphics enhance the realism

and intensity ofbattle, as does

the inclusion ofseveral land-

marks such as Stonehenge.

battle. With some of the world’s most lethal, technically advanced weaponry

at your fingertips, you’ll be directing artillery strikes, analyzing satellite

intelligence and orchestrating aerial assaults not long after it’s out of the

box. You’ll quickly discover whether your survival instincts measure up as

you command your tank unit in increasingly difficult missions against

ferocious, heavily anned forces sworn to your speedy destruction.

For the ultimate battlefield adventure, challenge a friend by

modem or compete with up to three other players over a network. Either

way, it's trial by fire and you're in the hot seat. Everyone is counting on you

to bring them home alive. Can you deliver?

Ask for Tank Commander at your local software

retailer or call us direct at 1-800-695-GAME.

The game includes overforty

challenging missions and will

testyour skill and courage

against airborne enemies like

thisApache gunship.

As commander, call in your

own squadron oftank-busting

A-10 Warthogs to thwart enemy

advances in desert missions.
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REVIEW

A Knock Out
In The Second
Round
AfterA Brutal Beating In Their First Came, Acclaim

Returns To Take The Title In MORTAL KOTIBAT II

by George Jones

F
'

!

INISH him!,” the fans screamed

AS MY FLYING KICK CAUGHT

Johnny Cage square in the

jaw. Cage was on his last leg,

ancl the crowd wanted blood.

As Cage slowly got to his feet, I consid-

ered my options in dispatching him.

Sure, I was tired—he was my 5th oppo-

nent—but I knew that somewhere deep

within me I had the power to finish this

chump in spectacular fashion. But there

were so many options. Should I do him

with a simple uppercut, or should I in-

dulge myself and the fans with a special

Fatality? Such decisions weigh heavily on

a street Fighter’s mind.

If I wanted to toy with him, I could

turn him into a

baby, or I could

give him a cake

in the hopes

that we could

become friends.

But no, he had

proved far too

much of a nui-

sance, and de-

served the worst

1 could deliver.

With agility

that would have

earned a nod

from Bruce Lee,

my fingers

moved across

Mortal Kombat II

Price: $59.95,

Floppy & CD-

ROM
System

Requirements:

IBM-compatible

386/33 or better

(486/33 MHz
recommended), 4
MB RAM, VGA
graphics, 25 MB
hard drive space; supports most major

sound cards.

# of Players: 1-2

Protection: Documentation check (floppy

only)

Developers: Midway

Publisher: Acclaim Entertainment

Oyster Bay, NY
(516) 624-8888

RAZOR BURN Some of the characters’ special moves, like

Baraka's ginsu knife demonstration, leave a bloody mess.

'er the floor. “TKO’s are

mused as I sucked my
of gore. Six down, six to

go before I faced the

deadly Kintaro, and

after that, Shang

Tsung.

COIN-OP
COMBAT
Arcade-style lighting

games—where two

combatants square

off in a two dimen-

sional world—go

back to the heyday of

video game parlors.

Games like Karate

Champ and Yie ar

RUNG FU are some of

the early watermarks.

The Street-

Fighter and

Mortal Kom-

bat games rep-

resent the new

generation.

Large animat-

ed characters,

fast action, and

lots of “moves”

gave these

games incredi-

ble replay value

and well-de-

served success. Inevitably, conversions to

home platforms followed as game manu-

facturers desperately sought to cash in on

the craze. And cash in they did—16-bit

versions of StreetFighter and MORTAL

Kombat sold in the millions. Those who

were relegated to spectator status, as usu-

al when it comes to action-oriented ar-

cade games, were the PC players. And
when Acclaim allowed High-Tech Ex-

pressions to port the original Mortal

Kombat to the PC, it must be said, disap-

pointed sighs were heard around the

country. It was a featherweight doomed

to humiliation before a crowd with heavy-

weight expectations, and the crowd was

getting ugly.

Acclaim took notice and learned from

their mistakes. After the disappointment

of that first offering, the company
promised that Mortal Kombaf II for the
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DARK FORCES"

FIRST PERSON FIREPOWER IN THE STAR WARS UNIVERSE. AVAILABLE NOW ON CD-ROM.

TO CREATE THE ULTIMATE

STAR WARS EXPERIENCE WE HAD TO

SET OUR SIGHTS A LITTLE HIGHER.



PC would be a much stronger title with

improved graphics and intense bloodlet-

ting action. Fortunately for the Jean-

Claude Van Damme in all of us, they

came through.

BLOODSPORT
For the uninitiated, Mortal Kombat II is

your basic “kill them before they kill you”

Fighting game that has punched its way

into gaming culture, spawned a near re-

ligous following, and resulted in a major

motion picture. You select your character

from 12 different Fighters and begin de-

molishing opponents. Win enough bat-

tles and you’ll soon face the top dogs.

Beat them and you win the game. In the

two player mode, which is a blast, you ba-

sically keep slugging it out with a friend

until one person has had enough. While I

could waste time discussing the storyline

and whether it works—Shang Tsung has

rigged another tournament to assist him

in his devious plans for world chaos—it’s

really not important. What is important is

how this coin-op to 16-bit to PC platform

game plays.

Action fans will be excited to learn that

Mortal Kombat II looks, sounds, and

plays just as it does at the arcade. In fact,

I Find I like it better than the coin-op ver-

sion because I favor a gamepad-type con-

troller over your standard coin-op stick.

The large digitized Fighters look almost

exactly as they do in the coin-op version,

the sound effects

are absolutely

amazing, and the

background

graphics are im-

pressive. Slicing

an opponent into

bloody bits has

never been this

much fun, nor

sounded this

good.

Speaking of

bloody bits, there’s more blood in Mor-

tal Kombat II than in an Elm Street

nightmare. Of course, the original Mor-

tal Kombat was one of the games re-

sposible for the parental furor that

brought the government and its rating

systems into the gaming picture. The
brutal decapitation and limb-ripping “fa-

talities,” with all their pixelated blood

and gore are all here in the PC version,

and there’s no way of taming or disabling

the violence. Concerned parental units

beware.

CHALLENGE TO THE DEATH
Unless you’re a wily, experienced veteran

of the Mortal Kombat games, you’ll find

the initial going a little difficult. The ba-

sic moves are simple enough, and al-

though you’ll be able to win a battle or

two simply using jump kicks and upper-

cuts, that won’t be enough to win the war.

Instead, you’ve got

to master a num-

ber of combina-

tions and

“specialty" moves.

Although each

fighter has some

sort of missile at-

tack (Raiden

shoots lighting,

Kung Lao throws

his razor sharp

hat), they also have

two or three unique power moves. Fortu-

nately, unlike the disappointing Rise of

the Robots by Time Warner, these

moves are easily accomplished. I didn’t

need to have the right timing or good

luck to perform Liu Kang’s Bicycle Kick,

I simply had to press the right buttons in

the right order.

To win the game, you’ll have to beat

every character, including a clone of

yourself. Then you’ll have to take on Kin-

taro, a four-armed goliath with a grudge.

Beat him and you’ll face Shao Kahn, who

is cocky, lightning fast, and initially close

to impossible to beat. Each of these two

superfiends has certain weaknesses,

though, and once you find their Achilles’

tendons, you might even be able to win

the game.

This is an area where Mortal Kombat

II earns some distinction. In most other

Fighting games, I often hit a wall at some

01 MINS PUSH START

i
n

TONGUE ON CHEEK When a lizard man rips your

head from your shoulders with his tongue, you

know that you’ve just suffered a Fatality.

Movements For The Coup de Grace

Each character, in addition to their “special” moves, can finish

their opponents with three special kinds of attacks: Fatality,

Friendship and Babality. The Fatality move can be used any time

you are commanded to “Finish Him." The Babalities and Friend-

ship moves have one prerequisite: You cannot use the punch but-

ton in the winning round. Here are some favorite Fatality,

Friendship, and Babality moves.

Liu Kang

Dragon Fatality: down-forward-back-back-HIGH KICK

Friendship: forward-three back-LOWKICK

Babality: two down-forward-back-LOW KICK

Johnny Cage

Torso Shredder Fatality: two down-two forward-PUNCH

Friendship: four down-HIGH KICK

Babality: three back-HIGH KICK

Reptile

Tongue Grab Fatality: two back-down-PUNCH

Friendship: two back-down-LOW KICK

Babality: down-two back-LOWKICK

Shang Tsung

Deadly Mist fatality: hold HIGH KICK for 2 seconds, then release

Friendship: two back-down-forward-HIGH KICK

Babality: back-forward-down-HIGH KICK

Kitana

Kiss of Death Fatality: hold LOWKICK (two forward-down-forward), then release

Friendship: three down-up-LOW KICK

Babality: three down-LOW KICK

Jax

Arm Ripper Fatality.- tap block 4 times-PUNCH

Friendship: two down-two up-LOWKICK

Babality: down-up-down-up-LOWKICK

Mileena

Dinner Fatality: hold HIGH KICK for 2 seconds, then release

Friendship: three down-up-HIGH KICK

Babality: three down-HIGH KICK

Raiden

Supper Uppercut Fatality: hold PUNCH for 10 seconds (finish round holding

PUNCH)

Friendship: down-back-forward-HIGH KICK

Babality: two down-up-HIGH KICK
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-Johnny Mnemonic.
Boon you won’t be able to
get it out of your bead.

Multimedia

©1995 ClneVisions, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Johnny Mnemonic is a trademark of CineVisions, Inc. Feature Film: a Robert Longo Film, a Peter Hoffman, Staffan Ahrenberg and Alliance Communications presentation. Sony and

Betacam are registered trademarks of Sony Corporation. Imagesoft and the Quill Design logo are trademarks of Sony Electronic Publishing Company. All Rights Reserved. CD-ROM game: ©1995 Sony Electronic Publishing

Company. All Rights Reserved. Computer Code: ©1995 Black Crow Productions, Inc. Propaganda Code and logo are trademarks of Propaganda Film, Inc. QuickTime and the QuickTime logo are trademarks of Apple Computer,

Inc. used under license. Johnny Mnemonic CD-ROM game is distributed by Sony Imagesoft. 2400 Broadway, Suite 550 , Santa Monica, CA 90404.
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point that is so frustratingly difficult I say,

“to hell with it.” Not so with this game.

Although it took me a while to figure out

how to beat both Kintaro and Shaoh

Kahn, I never got to the point of calling

my computer names and wishing it phys-

ical harm. Instead, combat is more like a

puzzle. Once you figure out which moves

and combinations work (and more im-

poitandy, which moves don’t), things will

get a little easier. There are five difficulty

levels and 12 characters, so the replay

value of this game is fairly high. And we

haven’t even explored the collection of

“secret” moves.

SHHHH, SECRET
Part of the long-standing popularity of

Mortal Kombat has been its abundance

of “secret” moves. Thankfully, Acclaim

decided to keep all the goodies in the PC

version. Gory “fatality” moves exist, like

Kitana’s Kiss of Death, which causes her

opponent to inflate and then explode

into blood and gore all over the screen.

“Friendship” moves allow your fighter to

offer a peaceful finish, exchanging gifts

instead of blows. For the childish, “Babal-

ity” moves simply turn your opponent

into a baby. In terms of hidden features,

this is just the tip of die iceberg. There

are other secret moves and even some se-

cret characters out there. In fact, there’s a

whole cult of crazed fighters document-

ing these hidden features on-line on the

Internet and the commercial services.

So what’s wrong with the game?

Frankly, very little. The program is free

of major bugs, although a few minor ones

do exist. The high scores aren’t saved to

disk, which means that even if you win 25

fights in a row, you’ll never be able to

prove it to your friends. There also seems

to be an infrequent problem with joystick

recognition. Every now and then, upon

starting the game, my joystick behaved

erratically. A few people have reported

crash bugs, but I haven’t witnessed a sin-

gle crash in over 30+ hours of gameplay.

And while the game will run on a 33

MHz machine, it will do so relatively

slowly, even with the detail levels turned

down. For best results, I’d recommend

playing on a high-end 486. Finally, if you

don’t own a four-button gamepad, go

buy one (they sell for around $15). With-

out a pad you’ll have one hand on the

joystick and the other on the keyboard

—

and that’s no way for a warrior to fight.

When you get right down to it, Mortal

Kombat II is a rough and tough, macho

action gamers’ game. But more impor-

tantly, it’s a whole lot of fun, particularly

when you’re fighting a friend. While the

blood and guts might disturb some peo-

ple, those people are hereby warned to

stay a way. For those that remain, the are-

na is taking all-comers, and I’ve got a

head-butt widi all of your names on it. 4r

THE EDITORS SPEAK I

MORTAL KOMBAT II

nnT,NC

PROS An authentic, uncensored

replication of the coin-op game with

great sound and fast, goiy action.

CONS The gratuitous gore will have

the squeamish screaming. High

scores aren’t saved to disk.

Live-Action Players Entertain And Teach All At Once!

Sit down at the Cowboy Casino. And play high-stakes poker

against five wise-cracking card sharps. Your opponents are tough.

A mean Cowboy. Cunning Riverboat Gambler. Sneaky Bandito. Sarcastic

Dude. A crazy Prospector and his mule. They insult you. Show no mercy.

Make you laugh at your mistakes. But Ace the bartender's your

edge. He teaches you the odds. When to open, raise, check,

Pubfched by Intermedia Sports, Int., Iwo Redman Center, Suite 300, AAmto, GA 30305.

Phone H04) 2620000. Fib (4(H) 261-2282. InleBiPloy is o tegisteeed trademark ol InteBmedio Sports, Int
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The Mullimedio PC logo is o certtfkotion mork ol the Multimedia PC Marketing Cound, Int.

300 and die 300 logo ote trademarks of The 3D0 Company.

fold or bluff. Plus winning strategies for Five-

Card Draw...Five and Seven-Card Stud...and

Texas Hold 'Em. Hundreds of action scenes,

' great graphics and sound moke

Multimedia pc this game a sure bet. Cali

1-800-357-5238 now for names

of IntelliPlay® dealers, and

get Cowboy Casino

in your choice

of Multimedia

PC or 3D0.

And start playing to win.

o
BiTil

InteUiPlay
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NOW MAKE THEM TOAST.

If OU HATE THEM. IF REVENGE IS A DISH BEST

V SERVED COLD, THEN NOTHING IS COOLERTHAN

/RETRIBUTION
THEY'VE BRED MILLIONS OF HUMANS

FOR FOOD.

AND NOW IT’S PAYBACK TIME!

STRATEGY, ACTION, 100 MB OF

ANIMATION AND DIGITIZED

SPEECH CREATE AN ENTHRALLING

ATMOSPHERE THAT IS RIPE FOR

YOUR REVENGE.

LOGISCAPE TECHNOLOGY WITH DEEP HORIZON

ALLOWS YOU TO WREAK HAVOC OVER LAKES,

MOUNTAINS, AND VALLEYS - ALL IN REAL TIME.

THE CINEMATIC ANIMATION WITHIN

THE 1 I MAJOR CAMPAIGNS WILL GIVE

YOU LOADS OF CHALLENGES BATTLING

THESE CANNIB-AL1ENS.

THEY WANT TO SERVE MAN -

IT'S UP TO YOU TO STOP THEM. IF YOU

DEMAND SATISFACTION, YOU MUST HAVE

RETRIBUTION.
AVAILABLE FOR PC CD-ROM

Retribution © 1995 Gremlin Interactive Limited. All rights reserved. Front Street Publishing is a trademark of U.S. Gold, Inc.
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The Apple Of
Your Bloodshot Eye
MARATHON Goes The Extra Mile To Bring The DOOM Experience To Mac Gamers

by Christopher Breen

Ostensibly, your mission is to defeat

the Phfor, return the Marathon to its

rightful owners, and propel Durandal

from the ship’s computer system. But as

with most games of this type, your real

mission is to tear through the beautifully

rendered, winding corridors; gather an

ever-deadlier inventory of weapons; fig-

ure out how to get from point A to point

B; and annihilate just about anything

that stands in your path.

Whereas Bungie’s previous FPPSEU
(First Person Perspective Shoot ‘Em Up),

Pathways Into Darkness, contained

many of the aforementioned elements, it

felt more like an adventure game: it was

necessary to track down particular items

and solve puzzles in order to proceed

through the levels. Although Marathon

has its share of plot devices and brow-fur-

rowing puzzles, this game relies more on

quick reflexes and dexterous digits.

THE VIEW FROM THE ROAD
As the fine and slightly tart Marathon

manual explains, “being naked in space

stinks,” so you are attired in the latest fu-

turistic military garb, complete with a Cy-

berhead Helmet that acts as your

interface to the game’s world. This inter-

face reflects some of the innovations of

the game and contains such elements as a

View Screen, Shield Energy Display and

Weapons Manifest. These doodads are

old news to seasoned FPPSEU players,

but wait—they’rejust the beginning.

Take the Oxygen Level Display, for ex-

ample. Space adventures always seem to

assume that there’s plenty of clean, fresh

IKE DISTANT TRIBAL DRUMS ECHOING

ACROSS THE SeRENGETT, MACINTOSH

GAMERS HAVE HEARD THIS INCESSANT

sound: DOOM-DOOM-DOOM,
you’re never gonna get it! DOOM-

DOOM-DOOM-DOOM, you might as well

forget it! DOOM-DOOM-DOOM-DOOM.
For a time, this persistent hubbub

caused many an insecure Apple loyalist to

wonder if they made a slight miscalcula-

tion in the computer department. Signs

of this discomfort could be viewed on

many a Mac gaming bulletin board in

message threads titled, Where is Mac-

DOOM?, Why no DOOM for Mac?, and I

Know It’s a High Crime, But Should I En-

dure the Hellish Interface and Buy a PCJust

For This Friggin’ Game?

There was little

joy in Macville.

But then, like the

first delicate shoots

of March, short, en-

couraging messages

began to pop up on

these same electron-

ic services: Mara-

thon is Coming. Hold

Out for Marathon. A
Mac First-Person-Per-

spective-Shool-’em-Up

Guaranteed to Make

PC Players Envious.

And so we waited.

After months of

delay, the full version of Marathon was

released to coincide with January’s San

Francisco Macworld Exposition. To cele-

brate, Bungie Software hosted a Kill-a-

Thon where Expo attendees blasted the

bejeezus out of their companions over

several networked Macs in the Bungie

booth. Did Marathon live up to the early

hype? Evidenced by the sweat pouring

down the faces of frantic players and the

number of people lined up to purchase

the game, I’d have to say “yes.” Mac play-

ers finally have a texture-mapped, 3-D

diversion that muffles the thrumming of

those far-off drums.

THE FIRST STEPS
The game opens as you arrive on the

hangar deck of the interstellar colony

ship U.E.S.C. Marathon. You are a name-

less security officer who discovers that an

alien race, known as the Phfor, has invad-

ed the Marathon

with the inten-

tion of enslaving

its occupants. As

if this isn’t

enough to take

the spring out of

your step, you

find that a rogue

computer named
Durandal has

annexed the

ship’s artificial

intelligence sys-

tem. This would

simply be a mi-

nor annoyance if

it weren’t for the fact that Durandal con-

trols the teleportation systems of the ship

and thinks that tossing you into the midst

of the alien marauders is a real hoot.

Price: $69.99,

3.5” Floppy

System

Requirements:

68020
Macintosh or

faster (68040
highly recom-

mended), 3 MB
RAM, 8-bit color monitor, System 6.05 or

later

# of Players: 1-8 (modem and network)

Protection: One-time serial-number entry

Designer: Jason Jones

Publisher: Bungie Software

Chicago, IL

(312) 563-6200
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Introducing SimTower.

The World's Largest Fixer Upper.

towering inferno. Or a terrorist attack

that rocks your vertical empire right down

to the ground.

And if you think SimTower has a lot of stories,

check out the personal lives of your SimTenants.

Because not only do you control the building, you also

control its inhabitants.

So if you're in the market for the hottest new property

in software games, here's your chance to get in on the

ground floor.

Behold the real estate deal of

century. It's called SimTower“and this

fixer upper can be yours at a price any

red-blooded realtor would kill for. Because

SimTower lets you build your own marvel of

modern architecture. Hotel rooms, restaurants, a

state-of-the-art cineplex—with room for 100 floors, the

sky is virtually the limit.

But beware: just when you're feel-

ing smug, along comes a five-alarm

The Vertical Empire.

Available for Windows and Macintosh (runs native on the Power Macintosh) on 3.5' disk or CD-ROM. ©1995 Maxis, Inc. Software ©1995 Yoot Saito. All rights reserved worldwide.

SimTower is a trademark and Maxis is a registered trademark of Maxis, Inc. For product or ordering information, contact your local retailer or call 800-33-MAXIS.
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air about. But let’s face it, a potable at-

mosphere isn’t standard equipment in a

vacuum. Marathon addresses this condi-

tion by equipping the player’s suit with

an oxygen supply. Additionally, the

game’s designers must have considered

that running and dodging are likely to

deplete this same supply. One particular-

ly tricky level of the game requires that

the player not only slaughter a large

number of baddies, recharge his shields,

and navigate a vexing maze, but also to

stop off at inconveniently placed oxygen

pumps to top off the tank. This adds a bit

of spice to the game but, regrettably, as

the rest of the ship’s levels are pressur-

ized with nature’s best, this is only a fac-

tor on this single level.

Marathon’s interface also includes a

Motion Detector. Having diis early warn-

ing system may seem like so much pabu-

lum to DOOM players accustomed to

slimy goons springing from behind dark-

ened doorways, but it does allow the play-

er to more carefully plan his next move.

Given that much of the Marathon envi-

ronment is shrouded in eerie darkness,

this tool is almost a necessity. Not that it’s

a complete walkover: the detector indi-

cates only that there is some bad action

nearby. Whether these cooties can be tak-

en out with a sharp uppercut or require

sterner measures such as the SPNKR-

XI 7 Surface to Surface Rocket is left for

the player to discover at his leisure.

Not only are the high-powered

weapons tougher to obtain than in

DOOM, but Marathon also gives players

more control over the weapons once

but the last time I aimed a Tech

.50 Fusion Pistol at a beetle-bod-

ied creep on a high ledge, I had to

move my arm up as well as over.

That’s right, Marathon requires

that you move your weapons on

the x and y axes. Pablum indeed.

Being able to move your

weapon up and down opens up

some intriguing possibilities. Let’s

say, for example, that you have

your shields powered to the max,

you point your M.75 Assault Ri-

fle/Grenade Launcher at die floor,

and Fire off a grenade. Yes, you

take some damage, but you are

also propelled up and backward. Now
suppose there’s a low and otherwise inac-

cessible ledge behind you. Grenade hop-

ping, as this technique is known to

Marathon hipsters, is mentioned

nowhere in the documentation but is a

skill that one is expected to develop if all

locations of the game—particularly the

secret ones—are to be accessed.

RUNNING A MARATHON
In addition to the 26 levels (Marathon,

26, get it?) of the single-player game,

Marathon includes 10 network scenar-

ios. Within these scenarios, you can play

cooperatively in teams or as one among a

group of independent warriors. Network

players can also elect to include hostile

aliens, disable motion sensors, and show

the location of all players on a map
overview. Network games can go on as

long as the power holds out or be limited

by time or number of kills.

The game runs on LocalTalk, To-

kenTalk, and Ethernet networks,

and each copy of the game in-

cludes two installations: one for

the full game, plus an extra net-

work install so two people can play

without buying an additional copy.

The latest update lets users play

modem-to-modem via Apple Re-

mote Access, but the current im-

plementation is unplayably slow.

Although Marathon runs

smoothly on high-powered 68040-

and PowerPC-equipped Macs, its

higher resolution prevents it from

exhibiting the breakneck speed

found in DOOM on less capable

machines. Fortunately, Bungie has made

provisions by making screen resolution,

window size, sound sample rate, and wall

and ceiling textures adjustable for better

performance.

Marathon is a remarkable effort, but 1

do have one minor complaint to add to

that of execrable performance in mo-

dem-to-modem play: in Full Screen

mode, all on-screen indicators and

gauges vanish—you’re flying blind. Al-

though you can quickly switch to a small-

er view with a single key press, the

less-successful FPPSEU Sensory Over-

load handled the problem more elegant-

ly by shrinking these items and placing

them along the edge of the screen.

Bungie should explore this option.

But frankly, that’s a tiny blemish in the

big picture. Marathon is an absolutely

enthralling and nerve-wracking distrac-

tion as a single-player-game, and it’s the

kind of networking experience that caus-

es monthly productivity graphs to take a

decided turn to the south-east. If you

have a Macintosh, you probably already

own this game. If you’re a PC user, eat

your heart out. 4r

THE EDITORS SPEAK I

MARATHON

RATING ^‘4

PROS A terrific first-person-shoot-

’em-up that contains a reasonable plot

and enough puzzles to cause you to

briefly cool your weapons.

CONS Playing in Full Screen mode
removes helpful indicators. Crummy
modem-to-modem play.

they’re in hand. I don’t know about you,

PESTS ON A PEDESTAL Gamers will experience a Doom-

like atmosphere with DooM-like weirdness in Marathon.
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* Any
attempt

to show the
multimedia
entertainment
of Shanghai: Great

Moments within this

flat space would
be unfair. Showing

snazzy pictures of

our four innovative

puzzle games for

your whole family

wouldn’t capture

die fun. Slick shots

of inventors, artists

and famous couples

from the nine tile

sets would just

irritate your eyes.

Shimmering music

notes, multi-colored

butterflies and
Saturns spinning

off CDs would
only insult your

intelligence.

So, here’s an
approach we
know you will

appreciate.

Great Moments

You're welcome.

1(800)438-9998
Circle Reader Service tt34

Four Multimedia Tile-Matching Games

For your Shanghai: Great Moments IBM CD-ROM demo and a coupon for $ 10 off the complete version,

call 1 (800) 438-9998 or send a check or money order for $4.95 (S&1I) payable to Activision, along with your name and address to:

SHANGHAI DEMO Dept. CGW, P.O. Box 65605, Salt Lake City, Utah 84165-0605. Offer expires July 31, 1995.

0 Ok, il's that Skipping and handling tiling again. Yon know the routine. You send us H95, we send you your "F'KIili" demo.

Ihil once yon seethis demo, you’ll wish you'd paid twice that to overnight it.

Activision is a registered trademark and Shanghai is a trademark of Activision, Inc. © 1995 Activision, Inc. All rights reserved.
AcliVisioN



REVIEW

Prince Of
Perspiration
Capstone’s ZORRO Likes To See You Sweat

by Charles Ardai

H
ere’s another one for the Same-

Melody-Different-Lyrics depart-

ment—and while we’re at it,

proof that Doom is not the only

I game that’s being imitated to death these

I days. A tough climbing/jumping/fight-

I ing/falling/ducking/dodging game set in

01’ Meh-hee-ko, Capstone’s Zorro will

remind you of Broderbund’s exception-

ally fine Prince of Persia games, right

down to some of the particular anima-

tions it employs.

Zorro hangs from ledges just like your

character in Prince of Persia does. He
jumps and runs and hoists himself up

onto platforms

just like the

Prince does. He
draws a sword

and slashes it

about like the

Prince. He even

crumples in a

I bloody heap at

I the bottom of

I deep pits in

much the way

his accident-

prone predeces-

sor did. The
only animations

that are really

novel, in fact, are Zorro's cracking of his

long, black whip (a nice bit of business)

and the way he keeps taking off his hat

between encounters to wipe the sweat off

his forehead.

Funny, he never seemed to sweat in

I the old serials.

Of course, in the old serials he never

ran into the sort of situations he finds in

this game. There were deathtraps in the

movies, even deathtraps galore, but this

game takes things way past the “galore”

point. Very much in the style of Prince

of Persia, Zorro offers several ways for

you to die, or at least to lose some of the

eight “health points” with which you start

the game, on every screen.

It also offers you a CD-ROM-sized

helping of video scenes featuring actors

standing around impoverished-looking

sets and dishing out long mouthfuls of

expositionary dialogue. It appears that

Evil Senor Cortez

(who shows how
mean he is by beat-

ing his wife, cutting

off a monk’s fingers,

and not speaking

Latin) has gotten his

hands on a map that

points the way to a

cache of church-

owned gold. He
knows the hoard be-

longs to the now
eight-lingered padre,

but will he respect

this sacred claim of

ownership? No, siree,

not without our hero showing up to give

him a good whupping.

So, there’s a plot, after a fashion, and

just enough acting to put it over. One as-

sumes that whomever Steven Spielberg

casts for the big-budget Zorro flick he’s

putting together will do a better job with

the role than David Lugo, who wears the

mustache and mask of Don Diego here.

He’ll also come up with sets that don’t

look like a card table plopped in front of

a backdrop and matte paintings that

don’t look like a cross between Frederic

Remington and Jim Steranko. For now,

however, fans of the Zorro myth or of the

Prince of Persia game paradigm will not

find themselves too disappointed with

Capstone’s slightly cheesy (and heavily

derivative) version of the old story.

CATCHING SOME ZS
Get past the opening mini-movie and

you’ll find yourself in a semi-abandoned

mine, the first of the game’s many simi-

lar-looking locations. Why the mine has

been abandoned is something of a mys-

tery, since gold bars are still scattered

around here and there; equally mysteri-

ous, you can run and jump just fine even

after you’ve tucked a good number of

these mammoth ingots into your

trousers. Videogame logic—go figure.

Side by side with die gold, you’ll find a

small number of large, glittering Zs, the

equivalent of Prince of Persia’s curative

potions. The Zs are typically tucked away

in some hard-to-reach spot, so that the

damage they heal is likely to be damage

you incurred trying to get to them, but

no matter. They’re this game’s version of

a brass ring and yourjob is to grab them.

Also tucked away in the mine’s various

crooks and crevices are tripwires that acti-

vate what look like harpoon-launchers

and Gatling guns (I assume that’s not

what they’re supposed to be, but what the

Price: $59.95,

CD-ROM
System

Requirements:

IBM compatible

386/33 or better

(486 highly rec-

ommended),

VGA/SVGA graph-

ics, 4 MB RAM,

5 MB hard drive

space, CD-ROM; supports most major

sound cards.

Protection: None
Designers: Kelcey Simpson
Publisher: Capstone

Miami, FL

(305) 373-7700
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Mil1 FOD.J". A Ui'IKJtJSMEplt
OP 1 9 ADDIfJTJiMO 0AMF1L! IN g|f|
Throw all your favorite games into the same drawer

and you end up with a bunch of missing pieces. But

throw them onto a CD-ROM and you end up with Hodj

‘n’ Fodj. It’sgot variety. It’sgot drama: two fair princess-

es kidnapped by the evil Salmigundee. It’s got really

weird names: like Salmigundee. But most of all

Hodj ‘n’ Podj has what other games sorely lack:

A SENSE OF HUMOR.

a bigger game.

• Fully animated introduc-

tory fairy tale.

• Customize your games to

be short and easy or long

and hard.

• Witty running commentary from the peanut gallery.

• From Steve Meretzky, the award winning creator of Hitchhiker’s Guide

to the Galaxy
1” and PlanetfalT IBM PC software.

Circle Reader Service tt22

Available for PC CD-ROM
Coming soon for MAC CD-ROM
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WHIP IT GOOD Zorro’s not only master of the blade, but he’s

pretty handy with the whip too.

hell, you end up just as dead if you walk

in front of them), as well as booby traps

of an even more devious nature. One of

the most common is a uni-directional ro-

tating plank: step onto one side of it and

you’re fine, but step over to the other

side and the whole thing spins out from

under you, leaving you plummeting to al-

most certain doom.

Along with such inanimate traps are

plenty of animate menaces: hardy, buck-

skin-clad frontiersmen, frisky Mexican

soldiers with long, pointy bayonets, and

other similarly ill-tempered wretches

hoping to a take piece out of your hide.

Keep them at a distance and you have a

prayer of whipping them to death (which

is a good deal of fun, I blush to admit);

let them get within striking distance and

you’ll have to have a swordfight (which is

less fun, since sword combat here is awk-

ward and a good deal harder to pick up

than in Prince of Persia).

Kill enough banditos, collect enough

treasure, evade enough traps, and pick

your way far enough through the maze of

precariously connected ledges and pas-

sageways and you'll find vourself in Level

Two. ..which is an awful lot like Level

One, only more so. If Prince of Persia

was a game for masochists, Zorro is even

more punishing. The levels are huge,

and though lacking the malevolent clev-

erness in construction that Prince of

Persia author Jordan Mechner brought

to bear, they make up for the missing

cleverness with a double helping of

malevolence.

Fortunately, the “save game” function

works better than in Prince

of Persia, less frequently re-

quiring you to retrace your

steps through long, deadly

gauntlets that you’ve already

gone through once before.

There is also no limit (as far

as I could tell) to the num-

ber of times you can die and

start over again from where

you left off, even without

saving. So, you learn quickly

not to be reluctant to try a

move that is likely to leave

Zorro either wounded or dead. Which is a

good thing, since there is no way to get

off even die very first screen without hurt-

ing yourself.

'Z' IS FOR ZBReOMIUBVB

For all that is good about it, Zorro is

not a gem—glittering, hard-faceted,

priceless, and rare—the way Prince of

Persia was. It’s not even a diamond in the

rough. Like

one of those

cubic zirconi-

um rings they

sell on the

Home Shop-

ping Network,

it looks an aw-

ful lot like the

real thing, and

maybe could

even fool an

untrained eye,

but in the final

analysis it’s not

worth the same

amount at all.

To use another analogy, it’s a little like a

photocopy made from a crisp, clean orig-

inal: the graphics are similar but cruder,

the controls are similar but stiffer, the

suspense is still there... but it’s not the

same.

Part of the problem is that the game is

harder to play, not for good reasons but

because some of Prince of Persia’s subtle

elegances are missing. It can be hard to

line Zorro up underneath a ledge he

needs to climb up to, for instance, so ei-

ther you end up walking him back and

forth until you get the positioning just

right, or you have to have himjump with

his arms extended over his head again

and again until he stumbles across the

“sweet” spot that lets you ascend.

There’s no way to deliberately creep

forward, as opposed to just walking, to

make it easier to avoid traps. When Zorro

drops from a higher level to a lower one,

it’s hard to make him let go at just the

right time. In swordfights, it’s hard to see

just when to strike and when to parry.

Then, too, there is the matter of the

graphics. The full-motion video inter-

ludes are a nice touch, but the graphics

during the game itself are disappointing,

lacking the clean, neat lines and striking

color contrasts found in Persia. The
characters here have jagged outlines, and

one adobe-colored scene tends to blend

into another.

Capstone made a good choice picking

its storyline—what better adventure yarn

to counter the Arabian Nights with than

Zorro, assuming the Indiana Jones li-

cense was tied up?—and on the whole

the designers have comported them-

selves well. Zorro is a solid, presentable,

only occasionally annoying game. But un-

like both its namesake and the game that

inspired it, the stuff of legend it’s not.

WHS]
ZORRO

pros One of the better Prince of

Persia imitators out there, with a

novel setting, a much-loved main

character, and tough gameplay.

cons The toughness sometimes

comes from design flaws, and the fa-

miliarity of the whole exercise robs it

ofsome of its potency.

EN GARDE, BANDITO! Zorro makes quick work of an hombre guarding the Lode

del Madre in an abandoned mine.
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CHIPS&BITSINC.

OVERNIGHT SHIPPING in US S4 per order. Mail

lo Canada, PR. HI, AK, APO. FPO S4 per order.

Worldwide airmail $6 per item. Handling S2 per

shipment. Hardware orders may require addition-

al shipping charges. Call for details.

HARDWARE

6 Button Arcade Stick S39
Aura Intaractor S79
Batter Up S64

Gme Gun Sega CD S36
Gen CD Bckup Cart $49

Genesis CDX Sys S399

Gen System 2 core $99

Gen Sys / Sonic 2 $129

Gen Team Player $19

Gen Toam Playor 2 $34

Lethal Enl, Gun 1 $18

Lethal Enl. Gun 2 $18

Mega Mouse $34

Rmote Arcado Pad $ 1

9

Romoto Arcado Sys $36

RF Unit lor Gen 2 $19

I ADVENTURE

Addams Fam Values S56
Adv ol BatmnnSRobin 9-16

Aero the Acrobat 2 $52

Akira CD $54

Batman S Robin $52

Beavis S Butt-Head 554

Boogerman $49

Bouncers CD $52

Cadillacs S Dino's 549

Comix Zone $58

Corpse Killer CD 549

CyberWar CD 552

Dark Seed CD S52
Death ol Superman S52
Demolition Man CD S54

Desert Demolition $44

Die Hard 3 $56
Dragons Loir 554

Dragons Lair 2 CD S52
Dungeon Explorer $44
EarthWorm Jim $62

Earthworm Jim CD 552

Ecco Dolphin or CD $52

Elfacor CD $52
Fahrenheit CD $52

Flashback CD $46

Flink CD $52

Flintstones Movie 556

Incredible Hulk 2 $58

Itchy S Scratchy $43

Izzy Olympic Quest S52
John Mnemonic CD $58

Judge Dredd S54
Jurassic Park Ramp $49

Kamen Rider ZoCD $44
Lion King S46
Loadstar 2 CD $54

Lords ol Thunder CD $44

Mansn ol Hidden Soul $49

Michael Jordan 552

Mickey Mania 558

Mickey Mania CD 558

Mighty Max 554

Mutant Chronicles 559

Myst CD 546

No Escpo/Clillhangr 552

Out of Ihs Wrld CD S49
Pagemaster 554

Penn & Toller CD $46

Phantom 2040 S58
Pitlall S59
Pitfall CD $48

Power Rangers $50

Powor Rangers CD $46

Ristar $44

Scooby Doo $52

Secret Mnkoy Islnd $42
Shadow ol Boast 2 $52

Snatcher CD S44
Sonic Hedgohog 4 S59
Space Ace CD S52
Space Adv Cobra 2 CD S46
Spidr&VenomiMax Cam S52
Spiderman TV S56
Str Trk Deep Spco 9 S56
Star Trek: Starfleet S46
StarGato S54
Steven Seagal S54
Slone Protectors $54
Sylvester & Twoely S54
The Mask S56
The Punisher $56
The Shadow S56
The Tick $54
Thunder in Pardiso S52
Time Cop CD $44

True Lios $54

Warlock $52

Who Sht J.Rock CD $49
Wild Woody CD $52
X MEN 2 $52

X-Perts $58
Young Indy Jonos CD 544

TROY AIKMAN
NFL FOOTBALL'
Awhole new stan-

dard for video

football games!

Over 50 game sit-

uations and 174

programmed
plays including

some from the

Cowboy’s play-

book. Features

every NFL player

names, numbers,

stats and 5 play

modes. Jag $62

ATP Tennis S49
Barkley Basketbll 2 $49

Bass Masters Clssc S56
Bll Walsh Coll Fb 95 $54
Brett Hull Hckey 95 $49

Champ Soccer CD $46

Coach K Cllg Bsktbl $54

ESPN Baseball S54

ESPN Baseball CD S54

ESPN Football S56
ESPN Football CD S58
ESPN Hockey S58
ESPN Hockey CD S58
ESPN NBA Hngtme S58

FIFA Internt Sccr'95 S54

F.Thomas Big Hurt S64

Greatst Heavywghts S49

Hardball 95 S49
IMG Intemat.Tennis S52

King Salmon $42

Line Drive Baseball $54
Links Pro Goll CD $56
Madden Football 95 $56

Marco Magic Sccer 549

Minnesota Fts Pool $56
NBA Action 95 554
NBA Jam Session S54
NBA Jam Sessn CD $52
NBA Jam Toum Ed $62
NBA Live 95 $56
NCAA Bskbll Final 4 $54
NCAA Football $54
NFL Football 95 S54
NFL Quarterbck Clb 564
NFL Team Heroes 552
NHL All Star Hock S54
NHL Hockey 94 CD $49

NHL Hockey 95 S54
Payne Stewart Goll S54
PGA Tour III S54
Prize Fghtr Vid Boxg CDS32
RBI 95 CD S42
Rugby Wrld Cup 95 S52
Slam City CD S52
Slam Masters S54
Soccer World CD S44
Sporting News Soccer S46
TNN Bass Toum S49
Tecmo Hockey S56
Tecmo Super Bwl 3 S59
ToughMan Contest S54
Troy Alkman Ftball S59
Unneces Roughnss S52
WWF:Raw $59
W. Gretzky Hockey S54
World Cup Goll CD S47
Wrld Series Bbll 95 $66

GENESIS STRATEGY

Aero Biz Supersonc S59
Animaniacs $44

BrainDead 13 CD $49

Dune CD S49
Generations Lost $49

Liberty or Death $56

Mega Bomberman 544

NFL Trivia CD $49
Operation Europe 559
Pac Attack $44

Pac Man 2 $52
Pac in Time $52

Panic! CD $44

Powermonger Cd S43
Rise ol the Phoenix $58
Risk $46
Star War Chess CD $44

Theme Park $44

Trivial Pursuit CD $49
Wheel ol Fortune $52

Wirehead CD 552

Brutal CD $49

Clayfighter $52
Cybernauls $54

Fatal Fury CD $44

Final Fight CD $44

Justice League 558
King ol Monsters 2 S49
Kung Fu $58
Mortal Kombat 2 $62
Mortal Kombat 3 569

Power Instinct $54

Primal Rage 558
Rise ol the Robots $56
Rise ol Robots CD $44

Samurai Showdown S44
Streets of Rage 3 $56

Super St. Fighter 2 S59
Supreme Warrior $52

WeaponLord 559

Alter Armageddon S49
Battletech S54
Battletech CD $52
Beyond Oasis S68
Cybercop $44
Dark Wizard CD $43
Dungeon Master I $44

Eye of Beholder CD $42
Helmdall CD $44
Lulia $56
Lunar 2 CD $54

New Horizons $62

'NBA JAM:

TOURNAMENT
EDmON' Slam

home all the excit-

ment of the

arcade sensation.

Over 100 stars, 9

all new rim-rattling

monster dunks,

post season

action, power up

icons, hot spots,

injuries, subs and

new secret char-

acter! S62

SNES S66

‘ROAD RASH 3'

The smash hit is

back and it's nas-

tier than ever.

Race against 7

countries with 5

new weapons to

find, borrow or

steal including a

cattle prod and a

crow bar giving

you a total of 7.

All new graph-

ics and car-

bleeding sound

effects. S62

Phantasy Star 3 $59
Phantasy Star 4 $82
Poplul Mail CD $49

Rvengr of Vongnce $44

Shadow Run 549

Shining Forco 2 $66
Shining Force CD $46

Vay CD $48

GENESIS SHOOTERS

Battle Frenzy CD S42
Contra Hard Corps S49
Crime Patrol CD S49
Drug Wars CD S49

Exo Squad S52

Fire Team Rogue S49
Keio Flying Squad S45

Lethal Enforcers 2 S56
Lethal Enlorcer 2 CD $44

Lethal Enlorcer w/gun $56
Lode Runner CD $46

Mad Dog McCree 2 $49

Soul Star CD $39

Star Strike 2000 $56
Surgical Strlko CD $52
The Exterminators $56

Total Carnage CD $52

Urban Strike $52

Al Unser Jr Racing 546
B.C. Racer CD $44
Battle Corps CD 544

Daytona USA S79
ESPN Speedworld S56
Flying Aces CD S52
Flying Nightmares S44
Full Throttle Racing S52
Knights ol the Sky $52
Megarace CD $42

Micro Machines 2 S54
Midnight Raiders $52

Pacific Thoater Ops 559
Rally CD 554

Road Rash 2 S42
Road Rash 3 S52
Road Rash CD 552
Rock 6 Roll Racing S49
SoaQuost DSV 556
Super Bike Chal $49
Super Strike Trilogy S52
Tomcat Alloy CD $49

Top Gear 2 552

Wng Cmmandr CD $39

World Champ Rally 544

Beavis & Butthead 534

Itchy & Scratchy $34

Lion King S38
Mortal Kombat 2 $39
NFL Football '95 538

NHL All Star Hockey $38

SeaQuest DSV $38
Shining Force 2 $42
Sonic Tripple Trouble S38
Super Bike Challenge S32
X Men 2 S38

Gen Mars 32X System S99

Neptune System S399
Alien Trilogy S62

Alone in the Dark S52

BlackThorne $52

Bump & Run Drivng 554

Chaotix $58
Clayfighter 2 $52
College Basketball $62

College Football $59

Cosmic Carnage $58

CyberBrawl $58
Doom $59

Dragons Lair 2 $52

Frank Thomas Big Hurt $59

Golf Mag's 36 Great $62
Helioblades $54
Incredible Hulk 2 $54

Kingdom:Far Reach $59
Metal Head $59
Mortal Kombat 2 562

Mother Base 549

Motocross Champ $52
NBA Jam Toumamnt Ed S59
NFL Instant Replay S56
NFL Quartrbck Clb 559

Over Drive 594
Pitfall 559
Primal Rage $58

RBI 95 $57
RayMan S54
Revolution X 559
Slam City S56
Star Wars Arcade S52
Stellar Assault S56
Super Space Harrier S39
Supreme Warrior $58
Tee Off S56
Totally Brutal $52
Virlua Racing Dlxe S59
Voyager Star 2 S54
WWF:Raw S59
World Series Bsebll S62
Zorro $54

‘COACH K
COLLEGE
BASKETBALL'
Delivers real col-

lege hoops strate-

gies. Stems, atey-

cops, mid-air pass-

es, and 3-point-

ers will bring the

crowd to its feet.

Watch out below!

32 top college

teams and 8 all-

time champi-

onship teams to

choose from, S54

'3DO SYSTEM' The interactive multiplayer attaches

to your color television and stereo equipment.

Features full screen, full color video playback and full

compatibility with audio, photoand video CDs. $399

ADVENTURE

Corpse Killer CD $56
Dark Ride CD $58
Fahrenheit CD $52
Flying Aces CD 552
Loadstar 2 CD $58

Loadstar CD 556

Midnight Raider CD 556

Night Trap CD 559
Power Rangers CD $52
Surgical Strike CD S52
Tomcat Alloy CD S59
Wirehead CD S52

SEGA SATURN

Dragon's Lair S52

Dragons Lair 2 S52

Myst S59
Space Ace S52
Saturn System $499
Virtua Fighters $66

Daytona USA $74

Minnesota Fats Pool $56

Mazin Mah Jong Stain $56

HARDWARE

Batter Up $64

Game Gonle $49

Llhal Enlorcor Gn 2 SI 8

Over Drivo S94
Power Plug S34
Pro Action Replay $54
Sper Nintendo Sys $149
Supr Nin Sys Core S109

ADVENTURE

Addam Fam Values

Adv ol Batman SRobln

Aero the Acrobat 2

S56

S59

S58

Homo Improvement S54
Horde $56
Hurricanes $52
Ignition Factor $54
Incredible Hulk 2 S58
Indi Jones Greatest S62
Itchy & Scratchy S52
Izzy Olympic Quest S54
Jelly Boy S54

Judge Dredd S59
Jurassic Park 2 S56
Lion King S46
Mega Man 7 $59

Mega Man X 2 S59
Mickey Mania S58
Mutant Chronicles S59
Ogre Battle S58
Phantom 2040 S58
Pitlall S61

Popeye S52
Porky Pig S59
Power Rangers $59
Road Runner 2 S56
SWAT Kats $58

Scooby Doo S56
SeaQuest DSV S59
Spocdy Gonzales S52
SpidrSVenom: Max Cm S62
Spiderman TV S64

Str Trk Deep Spce 9 S56
StarGate S62
Steven Seagal $54
Super Advent Islnd 2 $58
Sper Return ol the Jedi S63
Sylvester & Tweety S59
The Mask S59

Thnder in Paradise S54
X MEN 559
Zorro 558

Arty Llghtfoot S49
Beavis & Butt-Head 554
Biker Mice Irm Mars 552
BlackThorne $52
Bunks Adventure S58
Boogerman $58
Bubsy 2 549

Death ol Superman $59
Demon's Crest S59
Die Hard 3 S56
Dnkey Kng Country S64
EarthWorm Jim $59

Flintstones Movie 556
Generation 2 $54
Ghoul Patrol $52
Green Lantern $58

Fire Striker $52
Fire Team Rogue S56
Future Zone $58
Galactic Delenders $56
Lethal Enforcers w/gun S64
Metal Morphin 549

Metal Warriors $59
Operation Thunderbolt S54
Super Metroid S56
Super R-Type 3 S56
Super Sonic Blastmn 2 S56
Super Turrican 2 S56
Tin Star S48
View Point S54
Vortex $49
Wild Guns $54
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'SEAQUEST
DSV' Striking

graphics, under-

water visual

effects, and out-

standing game
vehicles will sat-

isfy your eyes.

Offers four sec-

tors of game-
play with 6 chal-

lenging mis-

sions in each

sector for a total

of 24 assign-

ments. S56

•FAHRENHEIT'
Fire roars out the

windows.
Smoke is

everywhere.
And it's up to

you to rescue the

unconscious
people inside!

Bravely enter

burning apart-

ment complex-
es, train wrecks

& chemical
plant explosi-

ons! 32XCDS52

'MYST The sur-

realistic adven-

ture that will

become your

world. Journey to

an island tinged

with mystery,

where only your

wits and imagi-

nation will

.

unlock an

ancient betrayal

of the past.

Features 3D
photo-realistic

graphics. CD S46

SAMURAI
SHOWDOWN'
is shredding its

way into your liv-

ing room! This

huge arcade hit

will be lighting

up Sega CD’s
with a mix of

mysterious
Samurai leg-

ends, awesome
graphics and
fast & furi-

ous sword-
play. CD S49

'BASS MAS-
T E R S
CLASSIC’ The

most realistic

3D fishing game
ever created for

novice and expert

anglers. Com-

pete and place in

a seriesof 4 tour-

naments. Fea-

tures real equip-

ment: perfor-

mance boats

and trolling

motors. $56

'JAGUAR SYSTEM' The new Jaguar interactive

multimedia system has 64 bits of power. Offers 1 6
million colors, breakneck speeds, cat-like control

and movie-like special effects. $249

MYST

Brutal S56
FX Fighter S59
Fala! Fury Special S59
Hagane SS9
Justice League S64

Mortal Kombat 2 S66
Mortal Kombat 3 S69
Primal Rage S59
Ranma 1/2 2 S59
Rise of the Robots S62
Samurai Showdown S58
Samurai Showdown Cd S44
Shadow ol Ninja 2 S54
Survival Arts $56
WCW Super Brawl $52
WeaponLord $59
Wolverine $62

World Heroes 2 $56

Battlelech 559
Brain Lord S56
Brandish S62
Breath ol Fire $59
Breath ol Fire 2 S64
Dragon Warrior 5 S66
DragonView $62

EarthBound 562

Equinox $49

Final Fantasy 3 $66
Final Fantasy 2 $56
First Queen 556
Gemtire $5-1

Golden Empire 562
Illusion of Gaia $64
Inindo 556
King Arthur/Knighls Just $59
Lord of the Rings $54
Lulla $54

Lulla 2 $59

Might & Magic 3 $59

New Horizons $62

Obitus $58
Paladin's Quest $52

Robo Trek $58

Savage Empire S62
Secret of Evermore $66

Secret of Mana $59

Seventh Saga $56
Syndicate $56
Tecmo Sper Rle Ply $62

Ultima 6 556
Ultima 7 $59
Ultima: Ruins of Virtue2 $49

Uncharted Waters $59
Warrior ol Rome 3 $52

8 Hours

Aero Fighters

Air Cavalry

Air Strike Patrol

Al Unser Jr Racing

Carrier Aces
Choplifter 3
Comanche
Dirt Trax FX
ESPN SpoedWorld
Freeway Fly Boys
Full Throttle Racing

Kyle Petty No Fear

Micro Machines

N. Mansell Indy Car

Pacific Theater Ops

Star Fox

Star Fox 2
Star Trek: Starfleet

Street Racer

Sper Bike Challnge

Super FI Roc 2

Top Gear 3000
Turn & Bum
UnlRacers

Urban Strike

Wild Trax

Wng Commander 2

Worid Champ Rally

SNES STRATEGY

Aero Biz Spersonc S56
Animaniacs $54

BroakThru $44
Bust-A-Move $42
Civilization $56
Jeopardy 2 (Dluxe) $52

Jooprady CD $49
Kirby's Avalanche $52
Lemmings 2 $56

Lord of Darkness $56
Mighty Max $54
Operation Europe S62
Pac Man 2 $52

Pac in Time $52
Pinball Fantasies 552
Rise of the Phoenix S58
Risk $52

Super Bombermn 2 S52
Super Pinball S49
Super Tetris S49
Tetris & Dr. Mario S54
The Brainies S54
Theme Park S56
Wario's Woods S48
Wild Snake S46

Neo Geo CD System S569
Gold Sys/ Fatal Fury S569
Gld Sys/ King Mnstor S569
Gld Sys/Wrld Heroes 2 S569
3 Count Bout SI49
Aero Fighters 2 SI 69
Agrssor of Drk Kmbat St69
Fatal Fury 2 SI69
Fatal Fury Special St69
Karnov's Revenge SI69
King of Fighters 94 S199
Nam 1975 S1 1

9

Samurai Showdown 2 S229
Street Hoop SI99
Sper Sidekicks Seer 2 SI99
Top Hunter $169
Top Players Golf S69
Windjammers S169
World Heroes 2 Jol S199
World Heroes 2 SI69

NEO GEO CD'S
2020 Super Bsoball CD S69
3 Count Bout CD S69
Aero Fighters 2 CD S69
Agress of Drk Kmbt CD S69
Alpha Mission 2 CD S69
Andro Dunos CD S69
Art of Fighting 2 CD S69
Art of Fighting CD S69
Bsball Stars Profl 2 CD S69
Baseball Slars Prof CD S69
Blue's Journey CD S69
Burning Fight CD S69
Crossed Swords CD S69
Cyber Lip CD $69
Fatal Fury 2 CD $69
Fatal Fury CD $69
Fatal Fury Special CD S69
Fight Fever CD S69
Football Fronzy CD S69
Ghost Pilots CD $69
Gururln CD S69
Karnov's Rovongo CD S69
King of Fighters 94 CD S69
King ol Monsters 2 CD S69
King ol Monsters CD S69
Last Resort CD $69
League Bowling CD $69
Magician Lord CD S69
Mutation Nation CD S69
Nam 1975 CD S69
Ninja Combat CD S69
Ninja Commando CD $69
Panic Bomber CD S69
Puzzled CD $69

Riding Hero CD S69
Robo Army CD S69

Samurai Shwdwn 2 CD
Samurai Shwdown CD
Songoku 2 CD
Sengoku CD
Soccer Brawl CD
SpinMaster CD
Super Sidekicks 2 CD
Super Sidekicks CD
Super Spy CD
Thrash Rally CD
Top Hunter CD
Top Players Golf CD
View Point CD
Windjammers CD
World Heroes 2 Jet CD
World Heroes 2 CD
World Heroos CD

JAGUAR

Jaguar CD System $149
Jaguar Composite Mon SI9
Jaguar Power Kit $149
Jaguar System S249
Air Car Wars S52
Alien Vs Predator $56
Arena Football S54
Battle Sphere S54
Battle Wheels S54
Brett Hull Hockey S59
Bubsy S44
Cannon Fodder S54
Castle Wollenstein 3D S39
Checkered Flag $38
Club Drive S49
Doom $59
Double Dragon 5 $52
Dragon:Bruce Lee Stry S38

Dungeon Depths $52

European Soccer Chall $56

Fight for Life $59

Flashback $52
Flip Out $52
Gunshlp 2000 $54
Hardball 3 $52
Horrorscope $54

Hosenose & Booger $56

Hover Strike $52

Iron Soldier S54
Jag Formula 1 Racing $54

Kasumi Ninja S59
Legions of the Undead $52

Lester the Unlikely $54

NFL Football S56
Pinball Dreams S54
Pinball Fantasies S54

Power Drive Rally S57
Primal Rage S58
Rage Rally S58
RayMan S58
Return to Zork S56
Rise of the Robots S59
Soccer Kid S56
Space Wars $52

Syndicate S58
Theme Park $58

Tiny Toon Adventuros $52
Troy Aikman Football S59
Ultimate Brain Gamos $54
Ultra Vortex $64

Val D'lsere Skiing S52
Valus Force $54

White Men Can't Jump $56
Wild Cup Soccer $54

Zool 2 S46

JAGUAR CD'S
Barkley Basketball CD $52
Battle Morph CD S52
Blue Lightning CD 552
BrainDead 13 CD $52

Chaos Agenda CD 552
Creature Shock CD S52
Demolition Man CD S52
Dragon's LairCD S52
Freelancer 2120 CD S52
Highlander CD S52
Primal Rage CD S59
Redemplion CD S52
Robinson Requiem CD $52

Soul Star CD S58
Space Ace CD S54
Star Raiders 2000 CD $52

Control Pad Goldstar $36

Control Pad Panasonic $39

System Goldstar $399
System Panasonic $399

All New People's Game $52

Alone In the Dark $46

BIOS Fear $52

BrainDead 13 552
Clayfighter 2 $46
Corpse Killer $52
Creature Shock S54
Crime Patrol S52
CyberClash S52
Cyberia S46
Demolition Man S58
Doom $56

Doom S56
DragonTales Lore S46
Dragons Lair 2 S52
Ouelln' Firemen S54
FIFA International Soc S52
Family Feud 534
Flashback S46
Flight Slick Pro $89
Flying Nightmares 552
Fun 'n Games 552
GEX S52
Guardian War S49

Killing Time S52
Kingdom:Far Reaches $46
Lommlngs Chronicles $52
Mad Dog McCree 2 554

Madden Football $49

Magic Carpet $54

Myst S59

NovaStorm $52

Off Worid Interceptor $52

PGA Tour S54
PO'ed S52
Pagoda of Puzzles S54
Panzer General 559
Palaank S52
Perfect General S56
Primal Rage S59
Pyramid Intruder S52
Quarantine S34
Rebel Assault S52
Return Fire $52

Rise of the Robots $52
Road Rash $56
Robinson's Requiem S52
Rock & Roll Racing S48
SHADOW 552
Samurai Showdown S52
Shanghail $52

Shock Wave $56

Space Pirates S49
Star Blade $54
Star Control 2 $52
Star Trek TNG S56

PLAYSTATION

Playstation System S429
Zeilgest $62
Galaxy Fight S58
Parodius S58
Cyber Sled S58
Ridge Racer S58
Minnesota Fats Pool S56
Mazin Mah Jong Stain S56

200 Magnavox Player S359
450 Magnavox Player S289
550 Magnavox Player $479
Game Pad CDI $29

7th Guest DV S52
Alien Gate S26
Axis fl Allies $44
Bum Cycle $46
Chaos Control DV $44
Clue 2 DV $46
Creature Shock $48

Dark Castle $34

Dragon's Lair 2 DV $44

Earth Command $44
Elfacer S26
Escape From Cyber City544

Inca $44
Jeopardy $36

Lords of the Rising Sun S44
Lost Eden S48
Mad Dog McCree & Gn S72
NFL Trivia Chlng 94/95 $44
Space Ace DV S52
Thunder In ParadiseDV S56
Voyeur S44
Zelda's Adventure S44

AND PAPER

AD&D: Dngeon Mast GdSIS
AD&D: MenzoberranzanS22

AD&D: Monster Manual $19
Ars Magica 3rd Edition $19
Call of Clhulhu $16

C.C.: Horror Orient Exp S29
Chill (Soft Cover) S16
GURPS: Aliens S14
Gurps: Basic Set S16
GURPS:Bunnies &Burrw$14

Gurps: Magic S14

Paranoia Rules Book $13

PendragomBloos & Lust SI 4

Robotech $11

GURPS :Robots $14
Star Wars (2nd Edition) S19
Vampire (2nd Edition) S19
Vampire: Masquerade SI 6

Wraith S19

BOARDGAMES

Axis & Allies S29
Baltetech $16
Blind Justice S19
Blood Bowl $45

Civilization 529

Gulf Strike $29
History of the World $27

Talisman:City Adventro $29
The Crusades II $28
Warhammer 40,000 $47

'We The Peoplo' $29

7th Guest $44

Alone in the Dark $46

Day of the Tentacle S42
Doom $48

Doom 2 S44
Eric the Unready 519
Fred Pharkas Frontier $32
Gabriel Knight $42
Privateer SI9
Quest For Glory 4 S44
Sam & Max Hit Road S29

System Shock S47

The Horde S19
X-Wing Collectors S46

Atari Jaguar Secrets SI4

Battletech Batte Book $9

Beavis & Bullhead Chtrs S9

Brain Lord Official Playrs S9

Bubsy 1& 2 Book S12
Donkey Kong Country S9

Double Dragon 5 Book $9
Fighting Game Secrets S9
Final Fantasy 3 Players $11

It's a NBA Jam Thing Bk S9
Lion King Official Book S9
Lufia Official Players S9
Mortal Kombat 2 Fighters S9
Mortal Kombat 2 Playrs S11

NBA Showdown Guide S12

NHL Hocley '94 Book $12
Sonic Hedgehog 3 S9

Sonic Stratagy Guide S16
Super Street Fighter 2 S9
Sper St Fightr 2 Pocket S11

Virtua Racng Racng Gd S9
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CUTTING

“I can't shake him!" Cries your wing man
as the MiG matches his every move.

Fearlessly, you push the ThrustMaster. F-16 TQSi
throttle forward and your Falcon roars to the

rescue.

The force of acceleration slams you into the

ejection seat as you tear through the sky. Your
skilled fingers dance over the fully programmable
switches as your thumb works the TQS« trackball.

Your other hand tightens around the ThrustMaster. F-16

FLCS™ stick as you maneuver behind your enemy.

Suddenly, the MiG falls into the funnel of your HUD.
Squeezing the trigger, a lethal hail of cannon fire rips

through his ship - sending him down in flames.

Unlimited Programmability

Unparalleled Performance

Uncompromising Reality

THRUSTMASTER.
THE REALITY SPECIALISTS

10150 SW NIMBUS AVENUE PORTLAND, OR. 97223-4337 PHONE (503)639-3200 FAX (503)620-8094
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Don’t hath
ME FOR BEING

lucky. But
last October I

was sitting

my desk

Flying flight sims is one thing, but flying a real F-1 5D is

“ |n|jKS9Bf 1 to

work, minding

my own business, when I got a call from an Air

Force PR officer. “How would you like to ride in

an F-1 5?” he asked. My first reaction, of course,

was to hang up and go find the co-worker with

the sick sense of humor. But it turned out that

the guy on the other end of the line was a press

liaison for the Air Force, and he was arranging

press rides for the upcoming William Tell exer-

cise at Tyndall AFB in Florida. Of course, being

the responsible

journalist I am, I

felt it was my duty

to lake him up on

his offer. Only so I

could report the

experience to

you folks—real-

ty-

Okay, so maybe

the fact that I’ve

been an aviation

nut since I first

flew

commercial at age

three had a little to

do with it. Perhaps

having logged

hundreds of simu-

lated Hying hours

since the day I first

spotted Sublogic’s

Flight Simulator on an Apple II back in 1982

influenced my decision just a bit as well. At any

rate, I arrived at Tyndall to find the flight line

filled with dozens of F-1 os and F-1 6s, as well as a

squadron or Canadian CF-lSs. And the back

seat of one of those planes was going to be mine

for an hour. This was a simulator nut’s nirvana,

and I was incredibly excited, but also more ner-

vous than a novice installing a multimedia kit.

After a morning of egress training, it was time

to fly. The second the afterburners cut in, I real-

ized that I’d never quite feel the same way about

flight sims again. No matter how much more so-

phisticated the graphics and sounds get, and no

matter how much realism is eventually packed

into the flight model, there’s just no way you’re

going to experience those G
forces sitting in front of a

personal computer.

We shot into the sky at a

angle and formed

3ther F-15D. As we
within a few feet of the

other fighter, I realized the

second-biggest difference be-

tween the sim expe-

rience and

v the real

thing—situ-

ational aware-

ness. Riding high

in my seat under
the F-15’s huge bubble

canopy, I was afforded an

incredible pa n o ram i

c

view. Checking six was

a matter of twisting in

my seal (although that’s no

small task with the helmet, G
suit, and chute straps restrict-

ing movement).

After a bit of formation Hy-

ing, we engaged the other jet

DENNY ATKIN

RECOUNTS HIS

EXPERIENCE

ABOARD AN F-15,

AND HOW IT

RELATES TO

SIMULATED

WORLDS

by Denny Atkin
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in some basic

combat maneu-

vers, just trying

to get on each

other’s tail. At

one point we
pulled 7.8 Gs,

and I started to

gray out. One
thing you don’t

realize when
flying sims is

how much ef-

fort is spent

trying to stay

conscious dur-

ing combat
maneuvers.

The G suit alone isn’t enough to keep

you conscious—you also have to tighten

the muscles in your lower body to help

restrict blood flow, and do special breath-

ing exercises to keep the brain oxygenat-

ed.

Aside from the G forces and the great

view, though, the flight was much as I’d

come to expect from my sim experiences.

The pilot allowed me to take the controls

and execute some turns and rolls. Those

maneuvers feltjust as I expected them to,

except the plane responded a bit quicker

than most of the simulated aircraft I’ve

flown. The instrumentation and controls

were easily understood, and the joystick

looked and felt a lot like my Thrustmas-

ter FGS.

Far too soon, the flight was over. We
did a few touch-and-goes on the Tyndall

runway and then set down. Landing ap-

peared less challenging than the typical

simulator touchdown, since the excellent

view from the F-15D's bubble canopy al-

lows you to get a good visual fix on your

altitude. I climbed down from the Mach

2.5 jet exhilarated at the experience, and

simultaneously disappointed that it was

very likely the only chance I would ever

have to do anything that thrilling.

SIMULATED REALITY
I came away From the F-15 experience

realizing that PC-based sims aren’t likely

to capture the full feel of flying a real

fighter jet—unless you can convince a

roller-coaster operator to let you bring

your laptop aboard. But I was simultane-

ously impressed with how well sims had

prepared me for reading all the jet’s in-

struments, understanding the various

flight modes, and even controlling the

plane. Now that sim designers are coding

for fast 486
and Pentium
machines,

simulated air-

craft are flying

more and

more like the

real things.

And they’re

are only going

to get better. I

talked to

Spectrum

HoloByte’s

Steve

Blankenship,

product man-

ager for Fal-

con 4, as well as Matt Shaw, who’s

helping develop Jaeger’s Fighter Duel,

about the increased realism we can ex-

pect in upcoming sims.

Blankenship says two factors have al-

lowed Spectrum to create a more sophis-

ticated, realistic simulation: The increase

in power of computers, as well as the

company’s growing experience in simula-

tion development.

“We can do quite a bit

more in Falcon 4.

Part of the reason this

stuff wasn’t done in

Falcon 3 is some of

the limitations of the

time, like it had to run

on a 286. Were we
writing for the defense

industry on SGI Reali-

ty Engines, we could

have pretty cool every-

thing. You have to bal-

ance it all within what

marketing says are

reasonable limits for

your target audience,”

he says. For Spectrum, that target audi-

ence will see the 486/66 as middle-of-the-

road, with a 486/33 as absolute minimum
hardware.

But practice and a wider knowledge

base also play a part. “We’ve learned a lot

and come a long way. We’ve made some
great contacts with the military communi-

ty, who have opened some of their doors

to us,” he says. “That’s enabled us to learn

how radar nets work, how a pilot would

interpret various signals on their threat

gear or on radar, and make use of them.”

Spectrum has also gone to the folks

who fly the real hardware for advice. “We
work very closely with several F-16 pi-

lots,” he explains. “We’ve been out to

Nellis Air Force Base and witnessed their

ACM I (Air Combat Maneuvering Instru-

mentation) room and tactics, and seen

how that all fits together into a plan.

We’ve worked with the pilots in terms of

functionality and feel.” Of course, trans-

lating that advice into better program

code is still a challenge. “Pilots won’t tell

you ‘oh, it has this Sin/Cos equation

equivalent,”’ Blankenship explains.

“They yank it back and say ‘it feels a little

sluggish here, it feels pretty good there.’”

Matt Shaw and Bill Manders at Jaeger

Software are creating an enhanced PC
version of Fighter Duel, a highly realis-

tic head-to-head World War II air-combat

game that debuted on the Amiga. It can

be a bit harder to find pilots who’ve flown

Corsairs and Spitfires, but Shaw says

Jaeger has beta testers who’ve flown

many of the planes in the game. Shaw
and company have visited the Smithsoni-

an’s Garber facility to better document
the performance of the aircraft in the

simulation. “Those guys [at Garber] are

flight simulator fanatics,” Shaw says.

“They were ragging on me to add more

realism.” Pretty demanding, since Fight-

er Duel’s realistic modeling of factors

such as torque and inertia has sent many
veteran sim fans scurrying back to virtual

flight school.

Both companies have found that the

faster, more powerful hardware has al-

lowed them to add a new level of realism

to their sims. The challenge is finding a

balance. “Basically, if it’s not fun, we
don’t do it,” says Blankenship. “If you
have to set all your circuit breakers, ad-

just your exhaust gas temperature, and

[check] your cross-feed valves in your fuel

system—that’s something a pilot has to

NOT YOUR FATHER'S FALCON One of Falcon 4’s authentically-

rendered cockpits sports the F-16C's distinctive dual multi-

function displays, which help facilitate pilot workload.

VIEW TO A THRILL With state of the art advances in real-time 3D object

rendering and terrain generation, flight sims like Falcon 4 are looking

more real than ever.
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BAO Publishing
Presents the Complete PC Aviation Experience.

BAO Publishing, developers of Microsoft® Flight Simulator™ presents the

W0 ultimate flight simulation experience with BAO's Europe 1, Las Vegas Scenery,

Flight Simulator Flight Shop and Tower, the most realistic ATC simulation available.

Feel the tension mount (and the sweat start) as you direct heavy traffic from the tower at Chicago's

O'Hare airport; take a chance and play the odds in Vegas as you complete a fly-by of the casinos and

surrounding desert; proudly step back and admire your latest plane design with custom colors and graphics

all ready for her maiden customized flight adventure or fly the Alps and discover Europe from the air.

All this and more is possible with BAO. File your flight plan today and start your adventure.

"A sure bet for

computer pilots

who demand
realistic scenery"

—Greg Harris,

Editor of

Full Throttle

Challenge your skills with a fly-by ofHoover

Dam and other famous Las Vegas landmarks.

Las Vegas Scenery offers you startling, realistic,

3D-level detail of Las Vegas and the surrounding

desert. The scenery combines actual satellite

images with special aerial and ground-base

photography to faithfully recreate more than 4,000 square miles of the

Nevada landscape. Tour scenic Lake Mead, the famous Vegas "Strip" or

catch a stunning view of Hoover Dam, one of the man-made wonders of

the world. You set the itinerary.

Europe I includes over 100 airports with

taxiways, moving objects, unique buildings

and approach lights.

Europe I lets you explore from the air the scenic

countries of Germany, Austria, Switzerland and

the Netherlands. You'll discover beautiful cities

like Berlin, Munich, Vienna, Geneva and Amsterdam. All major roads,

waterways, lakes, cities, the Alps and landmarks are realistically recreated

including all IFR/VFR airports. Experience Europe from your own cockpit.

Flight Simulator Flight Shop puts the tools in

your hands. You build, customize and paint

your own planes and a flight dynamics editor

allows you to specify the flying characteristics.

Share your designs with other flight enthusiasts through BBS's such as

CompuServe®. Create your own flight plan and send it to the built-in

Flight Service Station (FSS) and then hop in your flight simulator

airplane for an ATC controlled flight.

An easy-to-use (windows-based) aircraft

factory lets you design your own plane.

Game Bytes

Magazine

towerW^
You'll calmly choreograph the movement of

incoming and outgoing air traffic high

above Chicago's O'Hare airport.

With Tower the responsibility is all yours! As

a tower controller, thousands of passengers

will rely on your ability to make split-second

decisions. You'll handle realistic aircraft takeoffs, landings and ground

movements through a 360 degree panable window view. Based on FAA

and Transport Canada's professional training simulation software,

Tower puts you in the middle of all the action.

Circle Reader Service #293

See your local retailer or call;

(217)356-0188
for more information
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do, but it’s no fun.” Still, Falcon 4 will re-

alistically model the entire electronics

suite of a real F-16, something that you

won’t be able to just pop in and use with-

out careful study. So Spectrum has in-

cluded a sort of virtual flight school in the

game. “We’ll have, at the lower levels of

the game, the ability to put you in the

cockpit and say ‘here’s how you bomb a

target,”’ Blankenship explains. “You

watch it, and you see why the plane does

what it does, and you see how to make it

do that in terms of diving or turning or

accelerating or whatever, and then how

to release the weapons. Coming out of

our Nellis training grounds, you’ll know

how to control the aircraft and deliver all

the weapons.”

Still, there are some who just want to

grab the joystick and start shooting.

Rather than creating a mode that dumbs

down Falcon, Spectrum has instead cre-

ated a less complex line of simulations for

the beginning pilot. Top Gun, Blanken-

ship says, is targeted at fliers who want

“the yank-and-bank kind of fun.” Jaeger

allows novice pilots to start in the air, with

a simplified flight model. “We have real-

istic gunnery,” Shaw adds, “but you can

turn it off if you want laser-style shots.”

Now that flight models and enemy AI

are both pretty darned realistic, the com-

panies are turning toward making the au-

dio-visual experience more authentic.

Eventually the limited-view problem of

PC situs may be addressed by virtual-real-

ity goggles, but Blankenship feels that

current models are too slow, too limited

in resolution, and too expensive to be vi-

able for Falcon 4. Right now Spectmm is

concentrating on making the monitor

views work as naturally as possible.

“We’re putting a lot of thought into the

view system. Whether that includes a vir-

tual cockpit or a padlock or a variety of

views like Air Warrior, we just haven’t

quite settled on one yet,” Blankenship

says. “It's very critical that you be able to

gain situational awareness, but because of

the view limitations—and the machina-

tions you have to make with the keyboard

or thejoysticks to get those views—there’s

big tradeoffs there.”

Jaeger’s original ver-

sion of Fighter Duel
included an innovative

mouse-controlled view-

panning system. While

it was very flexible, giv-

ing you great coverage

of all areas of the sky,

Jaeger realized in some

ways the full freedom

of movement was actu-

ally less realistic. “In a

real plane, you don’t

really scan like [you

can] with the mouse
view. Your eyes move
more like a view key

—

diey skip over, and then

you refocus again,” Shaw says. “That’s

hard to simulate. So in some ways the

view keys are very appropriate.”

Sound is important for situational

awareness as well. “There’s also a number

of subtle audio clues

that are not included

with most pro-

grams,” says Shaw.

“Things such as the

prop loading, which

we have in Fighter

Duel. You can feel

when a plane is

about to stall, but

there’s also a change

in the sound when
the plane’s about to

stall. There normally

is a certain whoosh

going past the wings,

but that stops, be-

cause the air’s being

disturbed— it’s no
longer flowing over

the wing—and
you’re not getting that whoosh from the

Venturi effect of the wing lift.”

Spectrum has always been good at cre-

ating a realistic in-cockpit situation, and

now the company wants to extend that so

that you won’t suddenly be jarred back

into the reality that you’re using a com-

puter once you’ve landed. “There’s going

to be a video interface, and I think that’ll

be pretty exciting,” Blankenship says.” It

gives you a first-person perspective

—

you’re a pilot in the squadron, and you

go through the base, into the different

rooms, and do what you need to do in

preparation for a flight. The idea being

that we didn’t want to break the first-per-

son perspective—the difference is typi-

cally so glaring between the sim and the

interface.”

Having now been at the stick in an F-15

in addition to a Mooney 23 1 and a Twin

Cessna, I’m even more impressed with the

level of detail and realism in the am ent

crop of simulations, and I can’t wait for

what’s to come, as faster processors allow

photorealistic graphics, and as new add-

ons bring VR goggles and controls with

tactile feedback into the realm of feasibili-

ty. But how realistic should sims get? “You

hear arguments all the time about how

nobody wants the realism,” says Shaw.

“They say if you put it in the game you’re

just killing yourself in the market. But

there are a lot of people in the PC market,

so there’s probably a sizable number of

people who do want the realism.”

He’s probably right. In fact, I’d imag-

ine there are even a few sim pilots out

there who won’t be happy until the pro-

grams support multimedia scent cards to

get that new-plane smell part of the expe-

rience down right. But in the meantime,

those of us with more realistic expecta-

tions can look forward to climbing the re-

alism curve as upcoming sims get better

and better. &

SURPRISE ATTACK Jaeger Software returns to the PC with its Fighter

Duel, which aims to please hard-core sim buffs with more realistic

flight modeling.

“TALK TO ME GOOSE!" For those who just want to hop in a jet and live out

their Top Gun fantasies, Spectrum HoloByte's Top Gun ought to be right on

target.
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APACHE
The Combat Helicopter Simulation

Hot new 3-D visual technology

Combat helicopter simulation for

the serious sim fan and the first

time helicopter gunner in arcade

free-for-all level

Outstanding high resolution low
level terrain graphics with highly

variable explosion graphics

1984...

“Wild. Bill" Stealey and

MicroProse® introduce

Gunship® — the first

attack helicopter

simulation.

1989...

Gunship 20000

arrives,

incorporating the

hottest technologies

and graphics.

Now...

Technology march-

es on. A new gen-

eration must lead

the way. Who bet-

ter to once again

push the gaming

envelope than the

man who's been

doing it all along?

"Wild Bill" and

Interactive Magic.

PC CD-ROM

Great fun

‘‘[Apache] is going to push all directions in serious combat air simulation to the limit, to pro-

duce a system even the most jaded veteran gamers are likely to drool over.

"

Strategy Plus

D
Oigultograini

For more information call 919-461-0948

INTERACTIVE MAGIC
P.O. Box 13491

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
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The Tune
To Time

The Savap e Beast
XX

The Road To The Winner’s Circle In NASCAR Racing Is Paved With Oily Wrenches

by Gordon Goble

T
he weather was unsettled and so

WAS MY STOMACH AS I HEADED OUT'

that Sunday morning1—too much

pre-race celebration had seen to

that. My name’s Johnny Speed, and my
game is driving, driving fast.

I didn’t give a crap about the

lousy weather, because today I was

goin’ indoor racing—Papyrus’

NASCAR Racing to be exact. I

had heard of a guy who could set

up cars like nobody’s business, and

if I could put up with his gulf, he’d

make my job a hell of a lot easier.

His name was Rick, and they said

he was pretty good with a wrench,

and with the dames too...my kinda

guy. I met him and we didn’t kill

each other right away, so I figured

he’d be okay.

We wanted to set up two kinds of

cars—one that’d get us a screaming

fast lap, and one that’d keep us

near the front through a full race

without burnin’ up the rubber. The first

part would be tough, the second tougher

since we were gonna run against 100%

competition, and there were no wankers

in that group.

To prove our worth, we’d have to show

some variety, a little scope, a little range.

Since NASCAR Racing is a bunch of

short ovals, a bunch of long ovals, and

one road course, we knew that making

our mark at one track wouldn’t be

enough. We’d have to go for two.

Rick was hemming and hawing, but af-

ter I slapped him around a bit, he agreed

to my track choices. I’d been workin’ on

my own full race set-up at the big 1.5

mile Atlanta oval, so it was in as our long

track, and we picked the almost fiat Mar-

tinsville half-miler, too, just ‘cause it’s

short and hellish—kinda like my sister.

Before we hit the garage, Rick babbled

on for a while about car set-ups in gener-

al, and damned if he didn’t make some

sense. My relief driver (we’ll call him

Andy) and I knew a little, too, so

we started scratchin’ notes—me
on the back of cigarette packs,

Rick and Andy on old betting

slips. Here’s what we wrote and

here’s what we did, with assistance

from Rick’s latest dollface, an

English teacher fer cryin’ out loud.

So the words get a little fancier

from here on in.

THE PHYSICS OP ROAD,
RUBBER AND 700
HORSES
If you want to travel with the

NASCAR front-runners, you’ve

got to understand how and where

the rubber meets the road, why a

car can feel great one minute

then drive like a dumptruck just a few

laps later, and how modifying one setting

may well have an undesirable side effect

on another. In short, computer drivers

must now become mechanics and physi-

cists too.

Fortunately, Papyrus has helped make

STORMIN’ GORDON WINS AGAIN! Johnny Speed flaunts his perfect

car set-up (and consistent driving) by breezing to a win at

Martinsville. Tire temps indicate even heat across the meat.
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the whole procedure a little easier.

NASCAR Racing comes with an in-depth

manual that provides a decent tutorial on

this very subject, and furthermore, each

NASCAR track comes with several “de-

fault" cars, of which the “Qualifying and

“Ace” machines are generally a good, rel-

atively fast yet neutral beginning. And
neutrality is what you’ll want to start off

with as you begin to explore the limits of

adhesion and horsepower, and come up

with a solid driving style.

This brings us to a very important

point, one that must be taken to heart.

Without doubt, the most effective set-up

weapon you’ll ever have is your driving

style. Squealing rubber, early tire wear,

and slow straightaway speed may well be

attributed to the driver, not his set-up.

The one constant in NASCAR is “the

need for good exit speed,” and it’ll take a

smooth approach to get it right.

Fly into a turn as hot as you want, but if

your entrance, turn-in, and cresting

points adversely affect your exit speed,

that lap will hardly be worth the effort.

It’s a difficult thing to judge in a comput-

er simulation, as moving pixels simply

can’t duplicate the G’s one would feel if

behind the wheel of the real thing. But a

smooth, constant drive will win out in the

end. At Martinsville, for example, watch-

ing the speedo fall below 70 mph in mid-

turn is not a pleasant sight, but that’s

where it should be in order to get the car

cranked up again for a fast shot down the

straight. Please remember, then, that this

advice and these set-ups are presented

under the assumption that one’s driving

adheres to these principles, and is, by all

means, consistent.

Begin by choosing a chassis. They say

Ford has more downforce in the front,

Chevy more in the rear, while the Pontiac

is balanced fore and aft, and extensive

testing seems to bear that out. However,

the aerodynamic difference is minimal.

Spending all day on chassis changes is

not recommended. Suffice it to say that

the Ford is marginally less “twitchy,” and

therefore may be the preferred choice for

short ovals. As for the tires? Well, we

stuck with Goodyear from start to finish,

as Hoosier just isn’t in the real life

NASCAR race anymore. But ifyou want a

little more stick and a little less life, go

with Hoosiers.

When first on the track with your Pa-

pyrus-supplied “Qual” car, start by find-

ing a smooth, consistent groove and

driving rhythm, one that lets you lay low

in the turns, swing out to the outside wall,

and keeps tire squeal to a minimum.

Watch the tach and speedometer, but

keep abreast of what’s happening outside

the car as well. Watch for markers—sign-

posts, trees, anything—that’ll help you

determine the ideal braking or accelera-

tion point. Monitor what the computer

guys are doing, and always remember to

allow a few laps for the tires to come up

to temperature. (Don’t forget to opt for a

pace lap during any racing efforts—this

will help raise the tire temps so the com-

puter cars don’t have an even greater ad-

vantage off the start).

TINKER TIME
Whether you’re out to beat the clock on

that one glorious orbit, or in search of a

durable long-term performer, there are

many similarities in setting up cars be-

CORNERING TECHNIQUE

Tty using the replay "blimp” view to analyze your Try to be inside the edge of the cement section by

cornering technique. A good turn-in spot at the time it appears. The author's hideous-looking

Martinsville is just after the end of the big red magenta car is trailing by several car lengths, but

"MARTINSVILLE SPEEDWAY” sign on the outer wall. not for long.

By this time, you'll be getting pretty slow. Stay low. Hang in there and stay low. As you can see, the #1

car of Rick Mast has come out far too early and is

losing a lot of ground. Ease the throttle back to life.

If you've done everything by the books, you should

be flying now with the throttle wide open.

After completing a properly executed comer, the

author’s car rides hot on the leader’s tail. Anyone

for a little bump-drafting?
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tween the two. Generally, creating a

screamin’ demon for that record-setting

lap is a good start and that’s what we did.

Later, it was “de-tuned” into a decent

full-race car—one that didn’t reach lire

burn-out hallway to a pit stop.

There is no magic answer to the set-up

riddle, and undoubtedly some backtrack-

ing will occur as settings change, but gen-

erally you’ll want to check out the gear

ratios first. If you’re red-lining near the

end of the straights, you’re wasting time.

Rick calls NASCAR cars “torquey,” and

it’s certainly true that there’s a lot more

speed happening at 8,000 rpm than at

9,000. You should also assume that with

additional modifications the car is only

going to get faster, so don’t be afraid to

give yourself some room by lengthening

the top gear.

When you’ve made your initial gear se-

lection, note the facts and figures on a

piece of paper or save it to disk. This is a

procedure that should be followed after

each alteration, as car prep can get pretty

darn complicated in a short period of

time. Even more importantly, never ever

make more than one change at a time

without testing first, or soon you’ll be won-

deringjust which adjustment did what.

You’ll undoubtedly be re-gearing later

as the car improves, but if you’re happy

with your top-end speed, it’s probably a

good time to take a gander at your tire

temperatures. Later, as you’re gunning

for a long-distance machine, tire temper-

atures will play an even more critical role,

but it’s a good idea to run a few laps now

and see what they’re doing. Hitting the

F4 key will bring the temperatures into

view' as you’re running, and that’s good

because cold temperatures are of no use.

Temperatures are shown across the

width of each tire, and ideally, the inside,

middle and outer

temperatures of each

tire should be equal.

That doesn’t mean
each tire should be

the same tempera-

ture, just the readings

across each slab of

rubber. If one portion

of the tire is consider-

ably warmer, that tire

is not contacting the

ground as it should.

Increasing tire pres-

sure will bulge the

tire’s center (and

cause you to travel

much faster down the really long

straights of Talladega or Michigan), while

deflating will cause the center to sag. A
modicum of pressure adjustments can be

made now, but save the drastic stuff for

later, when working on a full-race dis-

tance car.

Now try overdriving the car through

the turns. What does it do? Is there a

“pendulum effect” as it swings out of

turns, or does it want to drive straight up

and into the outside wall. A “loose” car

will kick its back end around, and al-

though this may indicate a need for more

weight in the rear, making the back end

heavier may just add to the kick-out mo-

mentum. This is where things start to get

real tricky, and time-consuming.

Stagger (adding larger diameter tires

to the outside wheels to compensate for

the extra distance they must travel

around a turn) is a good place to start

some serious “dialing in” ofyour car. Ide-

ally, the right amount of stagger will have

your car “rolling” through turns, without

pushing up when coming out or skidding

when turning into a comer. A good rule

ofthumb is to stagger the short tracks.

Now it’s time to check out the spoilers,

fore and aft. These components add

downforce by directing wind either over

the car (thus pinning it to the track), or,

Is she real,

or is she virtual?

GIRLFRIEND
This game is so real,

you’d better break out the
aftershave!
Who says Artificial Intelligence (AI) has to

be boring? Does Virtual Reality (VR) always

involve killing? Are you tired of the "inter-

active" buzzword hype? Then it’s time for you

to wake up to some real interactive AI!

Here’s what serious gamers are saying about

the Girlfriend"" interactive virtual women:
"Undoubtedly the best AI program l have

ever used... ", and "Exceeds my expectations by
leaps and bounds... ", or "Since I met Girl-

friend Teri, I have become an AIjunkie...", and

"One ofthefew I haven ’t deleted after a week"

709 Lingco #106, Dept CG505, Richardson, TX

Girlfriend has our trademarked Intelligent

User Interface
1 ” (IUI) that allows her to talk,

listen, think, and remember. No other game has

AI on this scale. You’ll think she’s alive!

There are several different personalities to

choose from - some with full motion! Call our

Order Line for details, or ask for a free catalog

of all the personalities, rated G toAdult! Put an

artificially intelligent Girlfriend in your compu-
ter - then put on the aftershave!

Priced from $39.95. Circle 260
for info on adult personalities!

75081 (800)324-2487

Circle Reader Service #42

UNDER PRESSURE Proper tire inflation is a critical aspect in racing.

But it’s easier to get an edge in NASCAR: inflate the tires to 60 psi at

Talladega, stiffen the right side shocks, and you’ll smoke everyone.
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in the case of the front air clam, over the

hood or through the engine compart-

ment and under the chassis. In real life,

they tape over the front grille while the

air dam remains fixed, but NASCAR
Racing doesn’t go quite that far. You may

want less downforce at superspeedways to

keep speed up along dieir long straights,

but both Atlanta and Martinsville have

their fair share of turns. Usually the de-

fault Ace car is pretty close to spoiler per-

fection as is.

Shocks should be considered next.

NASCAR Racing combines both shocks

and springs into this one setting, and al-

though in real life springs would be set

before the car even gets to the track, we’ll

pretend that Papyrus has given us a good

spring setting to start with.

Stiffening or softening an individual

shock will help decide how much weight

is transferred at that wheel. Again, this is

very important in turns, and while stiffen-

ing the left front shock will help tighten

the car coming out of comers, stiffening

the right rear will help with entrance

speed and control. Also, since a softer

shock places less force on that wheel,

keeping the front right shock fairly soft

will help decrease wear on that all-impor-

tant corner. This should be remembered,

especially when setting for a long-dis-

tance run, as nothing will ruin your day

like a burnt right front tire.

Along the way, you should be closely

monitoring the car’s overall performance

FULL SERVICE LANE The Kodak pit crew swarms over their car to

refill the tank, replace the tires and finish in less than 18 seconds.

and handling characteristics, as the bar-

rage of modifications will have some side

effects. Run a whole bunch of fast laps,

then pause the game after popping out

of a turn. Check the tire temps (yes,

again!). If a given tire is hotter on one

side than another, try adjusting the cam-

ber. Positive or negative camber effective-

ly tilts the wheel in or out, placing more

force on that side of the tire. Camber ad-

justments will probably be needed

throughout the set-up procedure, and it

can’t be said enough—try

your best to keep tire

temps consistent across

each tire.

Default “weight jack”

settings (the distribution

of car weight from front

to back, side to side, and

left rear to right front)

should be close to optimal

for a short-distance car.

Later, as you de-tune the

thing to make it roadwor-

thy over long distances,

the elements involved in

weight jacking will be-

come more critical, and “cross weight”

will have a direct effect on right front tire

wear. But be careful with weight adjust-

ments—their side effects will often throw

For a FREE CATALOGUE CALL
1 o 800 ° 8-THUNDER

ThunderSeat Technologies

6330 Arizona Circle • Los Angeles, CA 90045
310 * 410-0022 FAX: 310*410-1569

“I could actually FEEL the

punch of the afterburner!"

Ed Dille, ELECTRONIC GAMES

IOW IT WORKS
100 watt subwoofer built into the base generates

v frequency sound that resonates through the

ive chamber hidden inside the chair. Thus you not

ly hear but FEEL your simulation. Paired with your

lplifier, the ThunderSeat makes your favorite flight

n as realistic as it can be without a motion

nulator!

OPTIONAL SIDE CONSOLES
put your favorite joystick controls and mouse at a

convenient position. Add a keyboard holder and you

have the perfect setup for both flight simulation

and office work.

Shake Rattle and Roll
for as little as S159.95!

‘‘A DOUBLE MUST-HAVE.

Anyone who plays computer

games will want this

AMAZING CHAIR!"

Marc Spiwak

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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ReadySoft Incorporated
3375 14th Ave., Units 7 & 8

Markham, Ontario. Canada L3R 0H2
Tel: (905) 475-4801 Fax: (905) 475-4802

rat lance which way to
IT SHOULDN'T HE LEGAL TO JAM THIS MUCH
ANIMATION INTO ONE GAME/

DODGE HOOK'S, EVADE THE ALWAYS WELL-

ARMED FRITZ, AND HUNT DOWN THE EVIL DR.

NERO NEUROSIS AS YOU RACE THROUGH H|S

TWISTED CASTLE. HUT ALWAYS KEEP AN EYE OUT

OR THIS EXPLOSIVELY INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE

WILL PLOW

PC CD-ROM • Sega CD • 3DO • Mac CD-ROM • MPEG
BrainDead 13 is a trademark of ReadySoll Incorporated. ©1995 ReadySoft Incorporated. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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I a good car way off.

Those are the basics. Don’t be discour-

I aged if you spend several hours setting

I up just one car for one application—the

I payoff is worth it and your name and

I record time will come up each time that

I track is loaded. The best settings come

I through patience, experimentation, and

I by accident. If you’ve reached the final

I step above and still aren’t satisfied, don’t

I be afraid to go back to the start. Just

I keep track of anything new, whether it

I works or it doesn’t.

When you’ve finally clocked some

I scorching laps, it’s time to refill the tank

I (you did drop the fuel level when tuning

I for a fastest lap, didn’t you?), and de-tune

I for a full-race car. The major area of con-

I cern here is the right front tire, as usual.

I If the car is just FLYING around the

I track early, it’s right front rubber will

I most probably evaporate over the long

I haul. Tire temperatures in the 200-230

I degree range are ideal. Any colder and

I you’re just not getting enough contact;

I any warmer and they may wear out too

I quickly. Try and find that happy medium

I between performance and long-term sta-

I bility. It’s up to you; de-tune or be pre-

I pared to add one or two extra pit stops to

I your run. Pour yourself a cup ofjava and

I get ready to drive four-fifths distance to

I the first fuel stop; by that time you’ll

I know how a decreasing fuel load and

I heated tires affect performance. Oh yeah,

I follow the groove—it’s there for a reason,

I and don’t worry about your brakes, they

I don’t lade.

Finally, drop that death grip on the

|
joystick or wheel (we used a GH Flight-

I stick for testing), and make sure it’s in

I calibration. And remember, there’s a ton

I of variability under race conditions, not

I the least ofwhich is other traffic, so no al-

I teration is ever completely wrong. I’ve

I found that some of the best race settings

I don’t work particularly well until a half-

I dozen or more laps are behind me, so

I take your time and, as they say, break a

I leg, kid.

The author wishes to thank Rich Weaver,

I the Pacific Northwest’s top racing crew chief

I and Andy Maliood, veteran Formula Ford,

I Formula Atlantic and stock car driver, for

I their assistance in setting up cars for this re-

I port, tr

MARTINSVILLE SET-UP OVERVIEW
Fast Can Diligence paid off big time at Martinsville. This car was quite capable of turning high

I 97s, a few 98s, and one earth-shattering 99.666, obliterating the currently posted CompuServe

j record with Goodyear tires by over a second. Take four or five laps to warm things up, slow it down

I through turn three, and give ‘er hell coming out onto the front straight. Stay low in the corners and

|
remember, exit speed is everything.

Race Can Working mainly with tire pressures and camber, we developed a car that will literally toy,

f
toy I tell you, with 100% competition. Tremendous exit speed and grip with a full tank ofgas will

5 have you running consistent 95s and 96s early in the race. The advice from this corner: get up

1
front, then coast. Let them try and catch you as your tire temps get down into the white all ‘round.

This thing’s a bit slippery as fuel load decreases, so be careful nearing each pit stop.

ATLANTA SET-UP OVERVIEW
Fast Can Get this baby warmed up, then forget about the brakes. Aim for the geometric apex when

\
entering the turns while gently rolling off the throttle, and never let the speedo drop below 165

|
mph. The less squealyou hear, the better. This set-up has notched a top one lap speedof 183.562,

\
but will nail several consecutive high 182s when driven right.

Race Car: The surprise find of our research, this set-up is an amalgamation of two others, and a

\ definitive one it is. It offers dead even tire temps across the board, throughout the run from full to

empty, and won’t burn up the rubber. It’s a little finicky at first, but adapts quickly, and has been

j

known to crack off a high 179 mph lap in the earlygoing. Like the Martinsville race car, slowly work

\ your way to the front, and make the enemy come afteryou—you’ll be quite able to pass them back,

i at will. As an added bonus, this car has qualified (with less fuel of course) at a 180.198, good for
\

|
pole.

The rest is up to you. If you don’t find these settings to your liking, tough toenails. But

if you do (and you probably will), remember to tell them Johnny Speed sent you.

THE SET-UPS

1 TRACK
|

1
ATLANTA FAST LAP 1

|

ATLANTA RACE 11 MARTINS FAST LAP
!

1 MARTINS. RACE 1

RF 50 54 49 54

RR 51 51 51 52

LR 51 52 50 47

LF 48 47 49 41

STAGGER 1.100 .950 .750 .890

FUEL 4 22 1 22

AIR DAM 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5

REAR SPOILER 70 70 60 60

RF i -2.80 -2.40 -2.60 -2.30
|

LF
1 0 -.10 +.40 -.70

|

LEFT BIAS 1900 1900 1900 1900

REAR BIAS 1860 1850 1900 1900

CROSS WEIGHT -25 0 0 0mm HHHHB
RF 20 20 50 40

RR 20 70 30 30

LR 35 70 10 10

LF 70 100 100 100

WHEEL LOCK 8 8 10 10

1st 9.80 9.80 10.80 10.80

2nd 5.80 6.90 8.50 8.50

3rd 4.30 4.90 6.80 6.80

4th 3.90 3.60 6.10 590

.
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January, 1942.

The Imperial Navy looks unbeatable.

Their next stop is the mainland.

Nimitz's fleet is regrouping - itching

for a fight. Their courses would soon

cross near the island of Midway.

1942 PACIFIC AIR WAR GOLD
the multimedia PC flight simulator

that puts you on the bridge and in

the cockpit at WWII's most decisive

carrier battles.

i

U|A;
|»| > .4

4

For IBM-PC & Compatibles on CD-ROM. 1 -800-879-PLAY.
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lay with thousands of gamers on the

Information Super Highway and lose

yourself in the graphic adventures

and traditional games offered on the

Multi-Player Games Network.

MPG-NET gives you something you just

can't find on a floppy disk. . .another

human mind. Whether you like fantasy

role-playing, 3D action, war simulation or

card games, MPG-NET offers games

24 hours a day, seven days a week with

players from all over the globe

Play Games
Worldwide On

O'

ACCESS
THROUGH
INTERNET
FOR ONLY

$200

per hour

War Room

MPG-Net Lobby

|WM''-
-
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In December 1994, MPG-NET goes

all graphic! No more text menus. No

headaches trying to log on. It’s never

been easier to be on-line!

Here’s what else you’ll find:

• Electronic Bulletin Boards filled

with the latest adventure reports and

discussions by gamers from all over

the world!

• Download files from our database

and read the latest in gaming news,

updates and stories from other

members. It's as easy as visiting

your hometown library!

• The Persona Creation Room-lets you

generate a face to match your on-line

personality!

• Conference Rooms-have real-time

• More games than you’ve ever seen

before!

MPG-NET can be accessed with a local

phone call from over 600 cities in the

USA and 40 nations worldwide. All you

need is a modem, a phone line and a

computer to join the fun! Call our 800

number from 9am to 8pm Eastern time

on weekdays to receive our free starter kit.

Conference Table

Electronic

Access Room

.1994 MPG-NET, Inc. Multi-player

Games Network and MPG-NET are

service morks ot MPG-NET, Inc. The

Kingdom ot Drakkar Is a trademark of

Drakkar Corp. Empire Builder Is a

trademark ot Maylalr Games, Inc.

Operation Market-Garden and Star

Cruiser are trademarks ot GDW
Games, Inc. Fiefquest and Warlords

ot the Apocalypse arc trademarks ot

the Dreamers Guild. All other brand

and product name3 are trademarks or

registered trademarks of their

respective holders.

Your Multi-Player Games Network 341

1 -800-GET-GAME
Circle Reader Service H250

• Electronic Mail-send and receive

messages with all your friends and

plan when to meet and play your

favorite game!

conversations with people all over the

world and see more than just their

words, you'll get a chance to see what

they look like!

MPG-NET-twenty four hours a day,

seven days a week, bringing you games

that will take you out of this world!

Call now: 1 -800-GET-GAME.
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Wargames ForThe
Rest ofUs
Chris Crawford, computer
GAMING DESIGNER AND PUNDI T EX-

TRAORDINAIRE, IS A WARGAMER AT

heart. Sure, his credits include my
favorite anti-war game, Balance

of Power, and the ecological ser-

mon, Balance of the Planet,

but don’t let that fool you. Deep

down, Chris Crawford can push

panzers with the best of us. He
knows all about the three Ns (NATO, Nukes and

Nazis) and may yet throw his helmet back in the

ring, marching to the sound of simulated guns.

It was not so long ago that Crawford set out to

design, program, and publish what he felt would

be the holy grail ofwargaming: a wargame “for the

rest of us.” This wargame would be so compelling

that non-wargamers would, in fascination, pick it

up and jack their synapses into our hobby. It had

everything going for it. It had Nazis; it had Ameri-

cans; it had a desperate, see-saw bat-

tle (the Battle of the Bulge); it had

multi-media pizzazz; it had hyper-

history by the handful. What it didn’t

have was a lot of takers. This noble

pursuit, Patton Strikes Back, found

an ignoble end on the bargain

shelves of most retailers. Few since

have dared to dream the dream that

there could ever be a wargame that,

would reach out beyond the small, core group of

grognards in the hobby.

WE'RE #1!

Is Crawford’s dream just a memory? Well, take a

look at this issue’s Top 1 00 Games for the answer.

There, atop the pile, sits SSI’s Panzer General,

blowing away the likes of Doom and Wing Com-
mander III. I can’t tell you how exciting it is for me
to see a wargame, finally, after many years of

draught, make the top of that prestigious list. But

Panzer General is more than just a critical suc-

cess. It may have opened a hole into that

wargaming Shangri-La, the

mythical “mass market” of

gamers. Tales of its impend-

ing conversion into a 3DO
version only confirm my feel-

ing that this game could see

the daylight of 100,000+ unit

sales. Perhaps it could even

reach the quarter-million

sales nirvana of Avalon Hill’s

PanzerBi.itz or Milton

Bradley’s Axis & ALLIES

board games.

Veteran gamers know that

this kind of success usually

shakes up the gaming indus-

try and has far reaching ef-

fects (witness the impact of

games like Doom). But veter-

an wargamers also know that

exploiting a breakthrough

_ G-2
* A mole at SSI tells us that many Windows products are in the compa-

ny's future, including a Windows version of Panzer General. But will

we have to wait for Windows ‘95?

* The Power to the Players prize this month goes to Nicholas Bell

for his Lipovka 1942 Tigers on the Prowl vl.2 scenario (HPS Simula-

tions). It’s a nice bit of history and a fascinating study via play. It can

be found on CompuServe (Gamers Forum, Library 3, LIPVKA.ZIP) and

other networks.

* Tim Patterson of MicroProse announced that Master of Orion

Deluxe (MOOD) has been canceled, and taking its place will be MOO

Gold. Nb doubt this will be the MOO 2 we mentioned here in a previous

column that adds new races, faster game turns, and multi-player op-

tions. The company has projected a release date of Fall ‘95, but that

could change if SimTex can’t find time for the game in their hectic

work schedule. Meanwhile, rumors of another “ultimate” strategic

space game, Master of Xenon (M0X), have sprung up. When do these

guys sleep?

(continued on page 140

)

PANZER GENERAL

MAY LAUNCH A

BLITZKRIEG OF

FUN, ACCESSIBLE

WARGAMES

by Alan Emrich
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properly is usually more difficult than

creating one. How, then, will Panzer

General shape the wargaming ways of

things to come?

The most obvious effect of Panzer

General’s success will be sequels—SSI al-

ready has a few in the cooker. Other ef-

fects will be more subtle. It will be very

interesting to see how Panzer General’s

“role playing” concepts will be adapted to

new designs. We may see more “linked”

scenarios, and more features that allow

the player to personalize the game and

identify with his units, alter ego and

country.

But for the most part, I expect that

new designs will make an attempt to be

more accessible. Generally, this means

simpler and easier to interface with. Al-

though that will make these wargames, of

necessity, more “game” than “historical

simulation,” I can live with that. There is

a place in our hobby for more introduc-

tory level games, and other games for

those who have made their acquaintance

with wargaming and are looking for

something a little more historically accu-

rate and realistic.

This process of simplifying and easing

entry into wargaming was already well

under way before Panzer General blast-

ed onto the top of our charts. Empire II is

shaping up to be a fascinating opera-

tional level wargame construction kit, but

has been carefully designed and posi-

tioned away from the core wargamers in

an effort to better interest non-grog-

nards. Even on the paper game side of

the hobby, products like GameFix maga-

zine and Dixie (a great little Civil War
trading card game) are current symbols

of the trend in wargaming toward small-

er, cleaner designs where “playable is

beautiful” is the battle cry.

But will the success of Panzer General

influence the likes of Impressions, QQP,
SSG, Alliance and the others? These

larger companies will almost certainly

add one or more Panzer GF.NERAL-like ti-

tles to their production schedules (but

they might take 18 months to reach the

market). Smaller wargaming companies,

like HPS, Adanac, and a host of other in-

dependents, are far more likely to serve,

unwavering, our need for deeper, more

intricate military simulations. Naturally,

this war correspondent will keep you

posted as I venture from The Bunker to

the trenches all along the line. At the end

of the battle, however, I see our hobby at-

tempting to enlarge the Panzer General

bridgehead and do their best to exploit

it. Now, to take that fateful steppe, fe

G2 (continuedfrom page 139)

* As QQP’s The Perfect General 2 hits the

shelves, there are plans to release an editor

on a scenario disk which will allow players

to create scenarios (although not cam-

paigns). The release version of TPG2 will

support modem play and should include ap-

proximately 80 scenarios. The manual is

even supposed to have a Table of Contents

and an Index (somebody pinch me!).

* QQP has also been working on a com-

puterized version of the wacky Tom Wham
board game, The Awful Green Things from

Outer Space (Steve Jackson Games). This

exercise in silliness pits the cute cosmic

crew members of the Exploration Ship Znu-

tar against the rapidly growing vicious

Green Things. The computer version still

features Captain Yid, Leadfoot the Robot and

the rest of the crew, but in the best QQP tra-

ditions, a fleet of ships will be there for

campaign game play, as well as player his-

tories and statistics.

* While QQP originally published Mer-

chant Prince, it is MicroProse which will be

releasing an enhanced version of the game.

Machiavelli: The Prince will feature a major

upgrade in the graphics (and, hopefully, the

documentation).

* Keith Zabalaoui of Atomic Games an-

nounced that titles to be released this year

in their World at War series for Avalon Hill

should include Kharkov, America Invades!

(working title for a revamped Utah Beach),

and Velikiye Luki. These titles are in addi-

tion to Beyond Squad Leader and, hopefully,

Blitzkrieg.

* Many computer combat vets who re-

member SSG’s Reach for the Stars have

been waiting 10 since they promised Road

to Appomattox. According to a confession

recently beaten out of Roger Keating, these

are games “SSG would like to do but cur-

rently does not have the resources."

Presently, SSG is concentrating its re-

sources on The Last Blitzkrieg, due in June.

While mum on the subject of future War-

lords games or another new wargame se-

ries, Keating chuckled at the questions,

providing some cause for optimism. We
were assured that play-by-email would be a

feature “in all future SSG games." I wonder

how their designer Ian Trout faired in his re-

cent Panzer General campaign?

* HPS Simulations announced some more

Aide de Camp releases, this time from board

game publisher G/RD (publishers of the Eu-

ropa series). It appears that Winter War will

be their first ADC release, followed by

Balkans, Fire in the East/Scorched Earth,

and Second Front. Prices should range in

the $15 to $30 range. For more information,

call G/RD at (515) 236-8899.

* MicroProse will release Multi-Player

Civilization in the second quarter of 1995

as a two-player modem version, with a full

multi-player network version in the follow-

ing quarter. They are working on three other

network games, developed with the Internet

in mind.

* Arsenal Publishing will be conserving

ammo. Jim DeGoey announced that Arsenal

will be “going direct” with all of their prod-

ucts for the next year or so. Customers will

only be able to purchase their products

—

such as the Windows version of TacOps

—

directly from the company and some of the

major mail order houses.

* While speculators are making a fortune

trading and selling Magic: The Gathering

collectable playing cards, MicroProse con-

tinues to grind away on the computerized

version of the game. MicroProse says that

the game is still on track for a late Summer

release. I bet we won't find any Black Lotus

or Mox Stone cards on those CD-ROMs.

* Brian Walker, England’s own refugee

from Harry Blackwell’s list, informs us that

the computer conversion of Games Work-

shop's Blood Bowl is proceeding apace. It

looks like they’re sticking to the strategic

side of this wacky, monster-ridden football

game, which means that it will remain true

to its board game heritage.

* Last issue we mentioned that the 3W
board game Tahiti was being considered for

computer publication. It appears that an un-

named computer gaming company is work-

ing on a conquest and colonization game

engine and sees Tahiti as the spring board

for a large Pacific exploration game mod-

ule. Tahiti designer Kevin McPartland is

waiting in the wings with a sequel game,

Hawaii, featuring white men, guns, ocean-

going raiding parties and more. Aloha!
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CHIPS & BITS INC. BOARDGAMES & RPGS

PLANES
®F

CHA0S

•PLANES OF
CHAOS' Take the

plunge into the

infinite depths ol

the Abyss, tlie pas-

sions of Arborea,

Ihe randomness of

Limbo and the glori-

ous battlefields of

Ysgard, Inside you’ll

find The Book of

Chaos, The Trave-

logue, Chaos Adv-

entures. Monstrous

Supplement and
five jully

detailed, poster-

size maps. $25

FANTASY RPG FANTASY RPG

GURPS

•HISTORY OF THE WORLD’ traces the progress of

mankind from Hie dawn of civilization to the thieshold of

tlie modem era. Eadi player commands 7 empires, vies

with aimics and fleets, and builds monuments. S27

HORROR RPG HORROR RPG

GURPS BASIC
SET’ the Generic

Universal Roleplay-

ing System, is the

most flexible role-

playing system ever

created. With just

this Basic Set, you

can adventure in

any world you can

imagine. Rules ate

included for all types

of weapons from

dubs to lasers... for

wizards and magic,

with more than 100

spells... for psionic

powers. $16

•TALISMAN:
CITY OF ADVEN-
TURE" New perils

await the brave

adventurers taking

part in the quest to

defeat the Dragon

King. Amongst the

crowded markets

and shops of the

City of the Em-
peror can be
found almost any-

thing an adventurer might desire, from a sturdy warliorse

to a magic sword. Meanwhile, far away from the hurly

burly of the city lies the forest realm of the Wraith Lord.

Contains 2 new board sections that allow players to

enter the city and forest realms. S29

•GURPS MAGIC’
Presents a colorful,

detailed magic sys-

tem. But it’s much
more. It is designed

for easy modifica-

tion. ..for the GM
who wants to create

his own back-

ground. or set

adventures in the

world of his favorite

fantasy author.

Completely com-
patible with the

magic rules in the

GURPS Basic
Set. SI 4

AD&D
AD&D 2nd Edition Rules

Dungeon Masters Gde $15
Monster Manual $19
Players Handbook $16

Accessories
Art of the AD&D Fntasy $14

Encyclopedia Magica 1 $19

Tomb of Magic $17
Adventures

Fighters Challenge 2 $6

Temple, Tower & Tomb $6
Al-Qadim Accessories +
Assassin Mountian $15
Cities of Bone $1

5

Secrets of the Lamp $15
Audio Adventure

Hail the Heroes $13
Karameikos: Kingdom S22
Night of the Vampire $13
Dark Sun Accessories

Terrors of the Desert $12
Valley of Dust & Fire $ 1

0

Forgotten Realm Box Set

Elminster's Ecologies $ 1

9

Menzoberranzan $22
Ruins of Undermntn 2 $19
Forgotten Realm Sourcebk
Dragon Kings Hardbnd $16
Elves of Evermeet $13
Guide to Forgottn Wrld $13
Monstrous Compendium
Compend Annual‘94 $15
Fiend Folio Creatures $10
Mystara Monsts Comp $15
Outer Planes Creatures $1

1

Planescpe Monsts Cmp$15
Ravenloft Appendix 3 $15

Planescape

Campaign Setting $25
Planes of Chaos Bxd St $25

Players Accessories
Complete Class & Race

Handbooks each $15
Players Packs each $16
Players Screens each $6

ARS MAGICA
Ars Magica 3rd Edition $19
Deadly Legacy $10
Medieval Bestiary $13
More Mythic Places $9
Mythic Europe SI 5
Trials By Fire $7

Wizard's Grimoire $ 1

5

CASTLE FALKENSTEIN
Cstle Falkenstein H-bnd$25

Comme II Faut $12

DICE POLY MEGATUBES
Opaque Dice Set each S3
Pearlescent Dice Set ea $6
Transparent Dice Set S5
Twinkle Die Sets each $6

GURPS
Bunnies & Burrows $14

Fantasy 2nd Ed. $15
GURPS Rulebk (3rd) $16
Hig-Tech 2nd Ed. $14
Magic Items 2 $14
Martial Arts $13
Robots $14

Psionics $14
Ultra-Tech 2nd Ed $14
Vehicles $16

FANTASY
Fantasy GM Pack $8

Grimoire (Reprint) $14

Magic 2nd Ed. $14

PENDRAGON
Blood & Lust $14
Pendragon 4th ed. $ 1

9

Perilous Forest $14
Savage Mountains $14

RIFTS
Conversion Book 1 or 2 $16
Dimension Book 2 $15
Rifts $19
Sourcebook 1 , 2, 3, ea S1

1

CALL OF CTHULHU
Advnt in Arkham Cntry $14

Blood Brothers 1 or 2 SI 5
Call of Cthulhu (5th Ed) SI 6
Fatal Experiment (‘20’s)S14

Great Old Ones (’20’s) $13
Horror on Orient Exprss$29
Investigator’s Cmplor 2$10
Keeper’s Screen (5th) $12
Mansion Madnss (’20's) $14

Modern Adventure

At Your Door $13

Cthulhu Now (2nd Ed.) $13
The Stars are Right $15

CHILL
Accessory Pack SI2
Chill (Soft Cover) S16
Chilled to Ihe Bone $9

Companion (Soltcover) $12

Horrors of N America $12

Lycanthropes $12
The Beast Within $16
Undead & Buried $9

Vail of Flesh $9

Voodoo Sourcebook $12

GURPS HORROR
Creatures of the Night $14
CthuIhuPunk $16
GURPS Horror $14

Vampire: Masquerade $16
Warewolf: Apocalypse $16

MAGE
Book of Madness $13
Mage Rule Book $19
Technocracy: Iteratn X $10

VAMPIRE
Vampire (2nd Ed) $19
Vampire Plyr Gd (2nd) $18

Vampire Adventure
Elysium: The Elder War $13
Hunters Hunted $10
Under Blood Rd Moon $10

VAMPIRE
Vampire Sourcebooks

Book of Nod SB
Clan Books each S10
Dark Colony $13
Eternal Struggle $7
Los Angeles by Night $1

5

WEREWOLF
GM Screen $10
Werewolf (2nd Ed) $19
Werewolf Sourcebooks

Black Furies Tribebk $10
Book of the Wyrm $13
Caerns: Places of Pwer $13
Drums Sround Fire S8
Player's Gd to Werewlf SI 5
Rage Across New York $10
Storyteller’s Handbook $15
Ways of the Wolf $10

WORLD OF DARKNESS
Gypsies $13
Mummy $11

World of Darkness $13

WRAITH
Character’s Kit S10
Storyteller’s Screen $10
Wraith $19

Wraith Adventure

Haunts $13

Midnight Express $13
Wraith Sourcebooks

Face of Death $1

1

Necropolis Atlanta $15
Player's Guide $10

SCI-FI RPG

CYBERPUNK 2020
Cybergeneration $15
Cyberpunk 2020 $16
Cybersheets $6
Data Screen $10
Reference Guide $10

CYBERPUNK 2020
Sourcebooks

Chromebook 1 , 2, 3 eaSI 2
Deep Space SI 2
EuroSourcebook S10
Hardwired $12
Necrology $9

GURPS SCI-FI

Aliens $14
Atomic Horror $14

Callahan's Time Saloon$14
Cyberpunk $14

Cyberworld (Reprint) $14

Lensmen $14

Robots $14
Time Travel (Reprint) $14
Time Trave Adventures $14
War Against the Chtoor $14

MACROSS 2

Macross 2 $1

1

Spacecraft & Dk Pins ea$9
RDF Manual S7

PARANOIA
Paramilitary $13
Paranoia Boxed Set SI 5
Paranoia Rulebook SI 3
Paranoia Sourcebook $15

Paranoia Adventure
Alpha Complexities $6
Blastin’ Out ofDmensnXS1

1

Death, Lies, & Vidtape $6
Great Secret Project $1

1

ROBOTECH
Invid Invasion S1

1

REF Field Guide $13
Robotech $11
Sentinels SI 4

SHADOWRUN
2nd Edition GM Screen $12
Grimoire 2nd Ed. $13
Shadowrun 2nd Ed. SI 9

SHATTERZONE
Brain Burn $10
Boxed Set $25
Players Guide $13
Rulebook $13
Through the Cracks $13

STAR WARS
Star Wars (2nd Ed.) $19
Star Wars Sourcebook $18
Star Wars Sourcebooks

Dark Force Rising $15
Gamemaster H-book SI 5
Heir to the Empires $15
Imperial Sourcebook $18
Miniatures Companion $13
Miniatures Rules (2nd ) $15
Movie Trilogy Sourcebk $19
Rebel Alliance S-bk $18
The Jedi Sourcebook $1

9

Star Wars Supplements
Creatures of Galaxy $13
Deathstar Companion $13
Game Masters Screen $10
Fantastic Technology $13
Tramp Freighters $13

TRAVELLER: TNE
Battle Rider $25
Brilliant Lances $25
Deluxe Traveller: TNE S34
Fire, Fusion & Steel $13
Long Ships $15
Player Forms $8
Referee Screen $8
Rform Coalitn Equip GdS16
Striker 2 (Boxed) $25
Survival Margin $1

0

Traveller: The New Era S22

UNDERGROUND
Gamemaster’s Pack SI 3
Player’s Compendium $15
Player's Handbook $15
Underground Notebook $22
Underground $19
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'MENZOBERRAN-
ZAN' the Home ol

Drizzt Do'Urden and

llie famed city of the

drow of the

Underdark, is a
place of great nobili-

ty and great treach-

ery. Set includes 3
books detailing the

ways of the city. 4

poster size maps of

the city, map of the

House Baenre
compund, a House
Do'Urden retrospec-

tive and much
more. S22

BOARDGAMES B BOARDGAMES

It CALL Of v

Cthllhu

!
• . 't \

1

,

.

"

fr

CALL OF
CTHULHU’ is a

roleplaying game
based on the works

of HP. Lovecraft, in

which ordinary peo-

ple are confronted

by the terrifying

beings and forces of

the Cthulhu Mythos.

Players portray

investigators of

things unknown and

unspeakable.
Except for dice,

everything needed

for play in included

in this book. $16

•HORROR ON THE
ORIENT EXPRESS'
contains a massive

adventure for the

Call of Cthulhu role-

playing game.
Beginning in 1920s

London, the investi-

gators journey to

Paris and thence to

the ancient city of

Constantinople.

With luck, they

also return home.
Four books, hand-

outs, maps, lug-

gage stickers, and

more. $29

BOARDGAMESBOARDGAMESBOARDGAMES BOARDGAMES

ANCIENT
4 Bat of Ancient Wrld $21

Alexander at Tyre $18
Ancients $25

Barbarians $33
Battles of Alexander $33
Caesar: The Civil Wars $38
Hannibal $35
Imperator $21

Imperium Romanum 2 $29
Peloponnesian War $29
Siege of Jerusalem $27

VI Against Rome S27

AMERICAN REVOLUTION
1776 $22

Give Me Liberty $25

Rebels & Redcoat 1 $25
Rebels & Redcoat 2 $25
War of1812 $22

CIVIL WAR
1862: Civil Wr QuadGm$23
1 863:American Civil Wr $28
A House Divided $20

Across Five Aprils $23

Barren Victory S26
Bloody Roads South $27
Bobby Lee:Amer Civ Wr$37
Campaigns of Civil War $21

Civil War $19
Embrace Angry Wind $24
Gettysburg $15

Guns of Cedar Creek $32
Hallowed Ground $42

Here Come the Rebels $23
Lee Takes Command $22

Lee Vs. Grant $16
Longstreet's Assault $25
Mississipi Fortress $22

No Better Place To Die $24

Raid on Richmond $21

Roads to Gettysburg $24

Stonewall Jacksn’s Wy $27

Stonewall in the Valley $29
Thunder at Crossroads $27

ECONOMIC
Global Survival $34

Stocks & Bonds $19
The Stock Market Gme $19

FANTASY
Advanced Heroqueat $42

Battle Masters $42

Dragon Lords S29
Dragon Masters $16
Dragon Quest S19
ElfOuest (2nd Ed) S20
Iron Dragon S25
Magic Realm $23

Sindbad S33
Talisman (3rd Ed) $44

The Hobbit Adventure $29
Titan $23

Warhammer Quest $47

LEISURE/FAMILY
Acquire $19
Auction $14

Blind Justice $19

Class Struggle S19
Dinosaurs of Lost Wrld $15

Facts in Five $16
Gangsters $23
Legends of Robin Hood S1

1

Organized Crime $25

Quest for Ideal Mate $15

Road to Whitehouse $25
Spices of the World $18

The Brickyard $20

Tycoon $15
Uncle Happy Train Gm $13
Wild Space $34
Word Power $15

MEDIEVAL
Age of Chivalry 2 $27

Age of Chivalry $25
Black Prince S25
Henry V $28

Ironsides S28

The Crusades II S28

MODERN
6th Fleet $23

7th Fleet ,$27

Aegean Strike $19
Attack Sub (Cards) $19

Back to Iraq $18

Battlefield Europe $22

Central America $23

Crisis: Korea 1995 $29

Firepower $23

Flashpoint: Golan $29

Flight Leader $21

Gulf Strike $29

Harpoon S25
Israeli Defence Force $29

Main Battle Tank $24

Modern Navel Battles $16

Modern Naval Bat2or3 $19

Modern Navel Battles $16

Nato SI 5

Phantom Leader S25
Phase Line Smash $25
Stand & Die S50
TacAir $19

Team Yankee S20

NAPOLEONIC
Austerlitz $30
Battles for Empires $32
Battles of Waterloo $33

Borodino $29

Empires at War $24
Empires in Arms $27

L'Armoe du Nord $33
LaBataille d'aurstaedt $30

LaBataille de Ligny $39

La Balaille de Wavre $25

Napoleon at Austerlitz S20
Napoleon on Danube $19
Napoleon's Battles $23
Napoleons Later Bttles $25

The Napoleonic Wars $31

War & Peace $23

War to the Death $21

Wellington's Victory $ 1

6

Wooden Shp & Iron Mn $19

RAIL ROAD
1830: RR & Robr Baron S20

1835 Boardgame $49

1870 Boardgame $38

Australian Ralls $21

British Rails $21

Empire Builder $25
Eurorails $25

Express (Card Game) $1

1

Nippon Rails $21

North American Rails S21

Rail Baron $19

SCIENCE FICTION
Alpha Omega $19

BATTSC Objectve Raid $13

BattleTech Compendm $13

BtleTech Tactical H-bk $10
Battletech 3rd Ed. $19

Blood Bowl $45

Cosmic Encounter $29
Federation &Empire Dlx$38

Illuminati: Nw Wrld Ordr$10

Imperium, 2nd Ed. $20
Man O' War $42

On the Edge Starter Dck $8

Roadkill $19
Star Fleet Battles / $25
Star Trek :N Generation $9

Starforce Terra $19

Stellar Conquest $19
Warhammer 40K $47

SPORTS
Baseball Strategy SI 7
Bowl Bound SI

5

Decathlon $13
Football Strategy $12

Pay Dirt $19

Regatta $19

Speed Circuit $19

Stalis-Pro Basketball S24
Stalis-Pro GrtTmBsb $19
Stalis-Pro Amric Lgue $ 1

9

Statis-Pro Bsbll Crds $1

3

Statis-Pro Ftbll Crds $14

SPORTS
Statis-Pro Ftbll Crds SI 4

Superstar Baseball SI 8

Title Bout $19
Win, Place & Show $17
World Cup Ftbll (Sccr) $38
Wrasslin' (Card Based) $15

STRATEGY
Advanced Civilization S23
Blackbeard $27
Britannia SI 9

Civilization S29

Colonial Diplomacy S42
Deluxe Diplomacy $42

Deluxe Diplomacy $42

Diplomacy $19

Enemy in Sight $12
Feudal $18

Florida $25

Guerilla (Card Based) $19

History of the World S27
Kingmaker SI 9

Kremlin $16
Maharaja S23
New World Si

9

Pax Britannica $18
Republic of Rome S29
Viceroys $25
We the People $29

VIATNAM/KOREA
Frozen Chosin $25
Platoon $16

Silver Bayonette $17

Tet Offensive S33
The Korean War $18

Vietnam SI 8

WORLD WAR 1

Aces High $24

Aces Hlgh:Americ Ace $24
Knights of the Air $19

Landships $27

Lawrence of Arabia $20

Richtofen's War $19

WORLD WAR 2

A Line in the Sand $25

Advanced Squad Leadr $38
Afrika $21

Air Force $23

Ardennes $27

Avalanche: Salerno $31

B-17 $18
Barbarossa $25

Battle for Italy $38

Berlin '45 S17
Blood & Thunder $30
Breakout: Normandy $23

Carrier $27
Danger Zone $25

Eastern Front, 2nd Ed $44

Fire in the East $58

For Whom the Bell Tolls$54

Gl: Anvil of Victory $28
Guderian's Blitzkrieg $33
Hitler's War $15

Last Battle for Germany$29
Luftwaffe S23
Matanikau S28

Midway SI 9
Mustangs $19

Omaha Beachhead SI 4
Operation Mercury $27

Over the Reich $30
Pacific War S37
Panzer Leader $23

Patton’s Best $19

Rise of the Luftwaffe $21

Russian Campaign S17
Sink the Bismarck S23
Third Reich SI 9

Tunisia S33
Victory in the Pacific $17

World War 2; Pac Theat$33

World in Flames $49

WAR GENERAL
Battle of Alma $28

Cmp of Frederick Grt $24
Kolin:Frederick's DefeatS34

Lion of the North $29
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REVIEW

Push To The
Volga
Atomic & Avalon Hill Hit The Russian Steppes

With Stalingrad

by Tim Carter

A
h, spring. The thawing of the

snows, the chirping of the birds,

the release of computer games

promised for the previous Christ-

mas. Even as the weather improves,

wargaming fanatics will still be dreaming

of snow, ice and frigid winds howling

across vast and featureless steppes. The

reason: the release of Atomic Games/

Avalon Hill’s Stalingrad, an operational

recreation of the battles that took place

around the famous Sovi-

et city during the winter

of 194243.

AS DEEP AS THE
RUSSIAN SNOW
Stalingrad is defi-

nitely aimed at the ex-

perienced wargamer.

The game presents

players with an im-

mense amount of infor-

mation, and the

management of relative-

ly complex supply, or-

ganizational and

operational factors is

necessary for both suc-

cess and enjoyment.

This is not to say that Stalingrad is in-

accessible. The documentation is quite

good, as far as it goes, and the interface is

largely intuitive despite its complexity.

(Just remember, manual control of ar-

tillery and unit movement requires that

you hold down the All key.) In fact, the

designers should be congratulated for in-

corporating so much information into

the system without making gameplay

awkward.

One particularly useful interface fea-

ture is the organizational chart, which

can be called up at any time. This chart is

quite helpful for keeping track of the

units in each army, and the chain ofcom-

mand. Now if only the chart had an op-

tion that allowed you to go from the

selected unit directly to the chart and

back again...

Stalingrad

may be

played

against the

computer or

a human op-

ponent, face

to face or via

e-mail. As

with many ar-

tificial intelli-

gence

routines, the

computer is

still unlikely

to be a match

for an experi-

enced human

opponent.

The structure of Stalingrad lends itself

very well to e-mail play, however, and the

best games are likely to take place elec-

tronically.

While the e-mail function worked fine

for me, some gamers have reported

problems, especially in games played be-

tween Mac and IBM platforms. Atomic

and Avalon Hill should be complement-

Price: $59.95

(Mac, IBM ver-

sions on one CD)

System

Requirements:

IBM compatible

386/SX or better,

8 MB RAM,
SVGA graphics,

CD-ROM drive,

mouse; supports most major sound cards.

Macintosh System 7.0, 14” color monitor,

8 MB RAM; Power PC compatible.

# of Players: 1-2 (same computer and e-

mail)

Protection: None

Designer: Atomic Games
Publisher: The Avalon Hill Game Company
Baltimore, MD
(800) 999-3222

ed in sup-

porting cross-plat-

form play; but since similar problems

occurred with Operation Crusader, one

wonders how they let this slip through

testing. More disturbing is that Stalin-

grad crashes repeatedly when using a

Sound Blaster 16.

ROLLING IN THE FOG
A particularly well-executed aspect of

Stalingrad is the game’s handling of the

fog of war. As in other games by Atomic,

enemy units only appear on the map if

they can be seen by a unit under the play-

er’s command. Furthermore, unless con-

tact with an enemy unit is maintained

over a long period of time, information

about the enemy is scarce and inaccurate.

It is also possible to lose contact with

friendly units if their disruption is too

great or they lose contact with their par-

ent I4Q. One welcome addition to the

World At War system is the ability to or-

der air reconnaissance missions. A wise

commander will use aircraft for scouting

in most scenarios, as good information is

crucial to battlefield success.

Supplies are once again a dominant el-

ement of successful planning and execu-

tion. In the campaign game, HQs and

their attached units may be supplied

from the air—a new feature for Atomic,

but one which is crucial to the faithful

recreation of the encirclement and de-

struction of the German 6th Army.

Maintaining tire proper chain of com-

mand is crucial to maintaining both com-
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mand and control and adequate supply lines. As supply is de-

termined for combat units at the start of the day, however, they

are free to move out of supply during the course of the day’s ac-

tions, provided a viable supply line exists at the beginning of

the next morning. This provides combat units with considerable

autonomy—particularly in the scenarios with smaller map
scales, which have eight turns per day.

Smaller map scales? That’s right, campaigners, the biggest

change to the World at War game system is the variable scales

at which scenarios take place. Unlike other products, which of-

fered just a single scale (and often a single map), Stalingrad of-

fers three map scales—400m/hex, 1 km/hex or 3km/hex.

The shift in scales creates a few problems as far as realism is

concerned. A rather vociferous debate on various electronic bul-

letin boards has centered on the inability of the game engine to

support direct ranged fire, even at the 400m scale. As many ar-

mored vehicles and anti-tank guns had ranges in excess of 400m,

this would seem to be a weakness in the game’s realism.

Furthermore, the stacking allowances at the smallest scale are

somewhat generous. Putting three battalions into an area 400

meters across is certainly possible, but it could hardly be consid-

The design-

ers at Atomic

and their de-

fenders have

countered

these criticisms

by arguing that

the 400m scale

is presented

primarily to

simulate close

combat within

the city of Stal-

ingrad itself.

Within such a built-up area, ranged fire would be unlikely be-

yond 40 meters, let alone 400. Furthermore, within the tightly-

packed environs of Stalingrad both the Germans and the

Soviets employed massive numbers of men and large numbers

of equipment—unit densities which would have been unlikely

under other circumstances.

While this explanation sounds a bit more like rationalization

than justification, both critics and defenders seem to have over-

looked the larger issue here—variety. By adding two additional

levels of play, the designers have, within the compass of a single

product, produced three quite distinct gaming experiences,

though not all of the various scales will please the historically-

minded gamer.

At the smaller scales, the movement allowances for combat

units are much greater. This can lead to a much more open,

free-wheeling style of play. Furthermore, artillery ranges are, as

one might expect, considerably greater than at the larger scales.

This means that long-range artillery can cover a much greater

portion of the battlefield, providing commanders with consider-

ably more flexibility and firepower.

ered militarily prudent.

400 METERS/HEX To the Volga! finds the German 6th

Army banging at the door of the Red Barricades

Factory. Realism? Well...

He ruled the auto industry.
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WINNERS AND LOSERS
The real strength of Stalingrad lies in the design of its sce-

narios. But not all of the them are winners. Quietly Flows the Don,

for instance, embodies all of the weaknesses both of Atomic’s

basic game system and many of their previous products. The

scenario is one segment of the campaign game—the collapse of

the northern Hank of the 6th Army at the outset of the Soviet

counterattack—with the map, unit dispositions and reinforce-

ment schedules as they are in the larger battle. It offers ab-

solutely nothing that is not in the campaign game, and while

the designers may defend its inclusion as a case study, it looks

more like add-water-and-stir type scenario-building to me.

Fortunately, Quietly Flows the Don is the exception, rather than

the rule. From the mammoth campaign game, which runs 188

turns and involves more than 1000 individual units on both

sides, to the wonderfully fluid Manstein’s Solution (200 units,

playable in an extended evening) the scenarios are original, di-

verse and a lot of fun.

Because of the different map scales (2 scenarios at 400m, 2 at

lkm and 3 at 3km), players will not notice that all of the battles

take place within the confines of a single strategic map. Also, the

campaign game map is so huge that smaller segments of it do

not feel claustrophobic by comparison. The smaller scenarios,

particularly

those that al-

low more

room for

maneuver,

have an in-

ternal logic

and integrity

which clearly

separates

them from

the more

sweeping

scale of the

campaign.

The best

scenario is

Manstein’s Solution. This hypothetical battle is based on the de-

signers’ estimation ofwhat Von Manstein might have done to re-

lieve the beleaguered 6th Army had he unlimited freedom of

action. Both sides have strong, mobile forces, and neither starts

in possession of the field of battle. The fog of war rules, com-

bined with appalling weather conditions, mean that neither side

is likely to know where the other is, or what he is seeking to ac-

complish. The resulting confusion is immensely enjoyable, and 1

had to force myself to stop playing it just to give the other sce-

narios a fair hearing.

Furthermore, the scenario does not feel like a repetition of the

campaign game, nor does it play like a cheap knock-olf created

as a throw away to bulk up the marketing of the overall package.

Against the computer, Manstein’s Solution can be completed in a

single sitting, bringing some welcome relief from the more

lengthy scenarios. Against a human opponent, Manstein’s Solu-
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lion took considerably longer, although the enjoyment factor was

commensurably higher.

Throughout the scenarios—except for Quietly Flows the Don—
the designers have managed to inject an impressive sense of ur-

gency to the gameplay. Coordinating attacks in an uncertain

environment with the clock ticking is a tricky business. Devastat-

ing overrun attacks can be quite rewarding if players judge their

opposition correctly, but they may waste valuable time with no

results if their intelligence is inaccurate. It’s one thing to build

the fog ofwar into a game system, it’s another to create scenarios

that take advantage of the feature to build real tension and gam-

ing excitement. Not knowing where the enemy is (those Russian

steppes are big), or where the real crisis may fall, adds a dimen-

sion of unpredictability to Stalingrad that is sadly lacking in

many computer games.

In addition to uncertainty, the space, weather, limited unit

numbers and limited intelligence all combine to create ample

possibilities for another facet of warfare: deceit. Because intelli-

gence is so unreliable, and because most battles involve consider-

able mobility, it is possible to screen off a large enemy force by

creating the appearance of a strong defense where it does not

exist. On the other hand, a strong defense, particularly with mo-

bile units, might be more effective if weakness is feigned, luring

the enemy’s leading elements into a trap.

ALL INTENSE ON THE EASTERN FRONT
Obviously, everything in Stalingrad doesn’t pass muster.

As good as the individual scenarios are collectively, the lack

of realism on the 400m/hex scale will irritate historical buffs.

The e-mail and sound bugs are disturbing for a game engine

that has been around the battlefield as long as V for V/

World At War. The computer opponent, although still bet-

ter than many wargame systems, isn’t as good an opponent in

S talingrad as it was in Crusader, mostly due to the larger

number of units involved in contesting the Russian steppes.

Even with all the above, this is one of the only wargames

for the PC that I can remember where the advice given by

Sun Tzu in The Art ofWar was actually useful. Overall, Stalin-

grad is a moderate success, not just because of the fancy

graphics, not because of the well-refined interface capable of

providing more useful information on each individual unit

than any other

game I am aware

of, but because of

the game’s ability to

challenge its play-

ers to think both

strategically and

tactically. Unques-

tionably fun, Stal-

ingrad has enough

depth and variety

to keep wargamers

high stepping until

the snows come
again. 4*

STALINGRAD

RATING

PROS Excellent documentation,

superb graphics, and a mature

interface make it easy to enjoy one

of the great battles of history.

Three different scales of combat

offer a variety ofchallenges.

cons The 400m/hex scale

doesn’t work historically, and the

AI is a slight step back from

Crusader. Sound and e-mail bugs

on some systems.
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REVIEW
-

Trade-R-Us
Ventures
Sail The Seas For Blood And Profit

In Impressions’ High Seas Trader

by Johnny L. Wilson

C
annon erupt with their sulfurous

stench, hissing like iron-mouthed

serpents as the gun crews sponge

them out. Sails and rigging are

splintered, torn and shredded, unholy

banners in the black mass of destruction.

Decks are splintered, scarred and bloody,

a sticky fluid carpet of death. This is the

glory, such as it is, of fighting sail.

Yet, in history, it took considerably

more than naval tactics to smooth the

pathway from uncharted waters “where

there be dragons” to that thoroughfare of

commerce which Horace Walpole called

“the streets of our capital, the ocean.”

Impressions’ High Seas Trader is not a

mere fighting sail game, celebrating the

gory glory of that era through first-per-

son simulation. A simulation it is not,

even though your initial impression of

the interface might lead you to believe so.

Nor is it Sid Meier’s Pirates!, though

that is where the inevitable comparisons

will be drawn.

Meier’s classic game

provided action se-

quences on two

scales to advance its

adventure elements;

but there is only one

scale of action in

which you can ap-

proach swashbuck-

ling, ship-to-ship

combat in High
Seas Trader.

Impressions has

created a largely

menu-driven,

spreadsheet-based strategy game that

captures something of the spirit of the

adventurous bravado it took to meet the

economic challenge of being a seafaring

merchant in the 1 7th and 18th centuries.

Fortunately, the menus are disguised

as colorful paintings

that reflect the cultural

similarities within geo-

graphical areas, and

those who use a General

MIDI card for the mu-

sic will be treated to a

number of different

musical themes which

offer aural references to

ports both familiar and

exotic. Sadly, those who

use General MIDI do

not get the benefit of

some of the great sound

effects used in the

game—cannon fire, crew cheers and the

creaking of the

ship itself. Unlike

many programs,

High Silas Trad-

er does not give

you the option of

installing both a

card for music

and a card for

sound. Conse-

quently, those

who opt for

sound effects miss

the distinctive

music because the

same basic musi-

cal score acquires an annoying sameness

when played via FM synthesis.

TRADING PLACES
The goal of the game, much like the

goal of the seafaring entrepreneurs for

which High Seas Trader was named, is

to gain wealth and recognition. Your

character begins as a mere Peddler and

progresses through the ranks from Jour-

neyman to Tradesman, Merchant, Mas-

ter Merchant and reaches the victory

condition of becoming Viscount. To
progress, you need to do two things:

amass wealth and develop character/pres-

tige. Your character is measured in four

characteristics: Daring (improved

through victorious sea battles), Honor

(determined largely by your reaction to

random business propositions); Loyalty

(influenced by the way you treat fellow

countryman, allies and enemies); and

Nobility (based on your familiarity with

High Seas Trader

Price: $69.95,

CD-ROM and

floppy versions

System

Requirements:

IBM compatible

386DX-33 or

better, 4 MB
RAM, VGA graph-

ics, CD-ROM,
mouse; supports most major sound cards.

Protection: None
Designer: David Lester, Chris Foster

Publisher: Impressions Software

Cambridge, MA
(800) 545-7677
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the entire world map). These are cleverly presented via a

graphic chart with sailors climbing up rigging proportionate to

your relative position.

Although your

fortune is mea-

sured in terms of

character devel-

opment, as well

as gold and

property, the

bulk of your ac-

tivity will center

on the game’s

trading mecha-

nism. Since this

area of the game

is so vital,

gamers will find

it very good

news that the

trading interface

is commendably

user-friendly.

Everything is

handled via

mouse clicks.

You begin the game with a small, squat merchant ship called a

fluyt, a pragmatic design invented by Dutch traders. You have

about 5000 gold with which to outfit a ship with rations and ma-

terials and invest in cargo. By merely moving the cursor across

the painting of your home port, captions appear which you can

click to bring up various pop-up spreadsheets or, in the case of

the tavern or charthouse, another menu disguised as a painting.

Want to repair or outfit your ship? You call up the Dock

spreadsheet. Want to buy or sell commodities? Go to the Mar-

ket spreadsheet. Want to find a navigational chart or hire a

helmsman? Call up the Charthouse screen. Want to

deposit/withdraw gold from the bank? Click for the Bank

spreadsheet. All of these elements are present in every port, but

three portions of the interface deserve special consideration:

the Market and Tavern screens.

The Market screen is a huge spreadsheet. For eveiy available

commodity it shows the buying/selling price for that port, the

amount available at that port, and the amount aboard ship.

Merely clicking on directional arrows will allow transactions to

occur, but the most welcome news is that each ton of each com-

modity being negotiated is kept in red letters in a pending col-

umn until you are satisfied that you have the right amounts in

place. The deal is not done until you click the Accept button.

Until then, you can negate any pending deal with the click of

the Cancel button. This ability to back out of an error is a wel-

come and useful feature.

Perhaps even more welcome is the Logs button at the bottom

of the Market Spreadsheet. Instead of having to make notes on

the dynamic marketplace a la Merchan t Prince, the game as-

sumes that a wise skipper will be collecting price information in

PROVISIONAL ADMINISTRATION Provisioning a ship

and buying/selling cargo is simple with High Seas

Trader’s mouse-driven spreadsheets.

Introducing the Tycoon Series from
MicroProse. PC games that let you buy,

build and control your own empire.

Now it's your turn.

Anything is possible.
1 -800-879-PLAY. For IBM-PC & Compatibles.

© 1994 MicroProse All Rights Reserved.
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his log. So, if you’re making a trip to Cu-

racao, you can quickly discern the most

favorable price differential for commodi-

ties available in the current port and de-

liverable to Curacao. To make this

feature even friendlier, the program

places the names of enemy ports in red

so that you won’t have to bother with ir-

relevant prices.

The Tavern is another graphic menu.

It is dynamic in that the hot spots are

characters: potential passengers, art deal-

ers, tavernkeepers, and sailors, soldiers

and apprentices to be recruited. Many

times, the tavern is the first place I go

when I enter a new port. I want to know

what the possibilities are for making ex-

tra gold by taking passengers aboard.

Then, I can tailor my cargo to fit the pas-

senger’s destination and maximize my
profit potential.

Finally, the Cabin is a major control

center for the game. Another graphic

menu, it allows you to check current alle-

giances, cargo, crew conditions, and

game status at the bookshelf, as well as al-

lowing you to set your course at the chart

table by setting waypoints, repair the ship

via the ship in the bottle, and set rations

by clicking on the plate.

TRADE PROTECTION
Of course, the true color of the game

comes from sailing. The nicest screens in

the game, in my opinion, are those with

the on-deck sailing interface and the

combat screens. Each features colorful

bit-mapped graphics, but each is disap-

pointing in its own way. First of all, al-

most anyone who plays this game is go-

ing to want to feel like he or she is actual-

ly sailing. Yet, everything has been

simplified so much that it doesn’t matter

whether you are beating or reaching. The

direction of the wind makes a difference

in terms of speed, but there are no visual

clues in the animated depiction of the

jib-shaped mainsail (as op-

posed to the square-rigged

sail most would have expect-

ed) to help sailors along.

The design choice was obvi-

ously to keep things simple,

but a chance to choose a

more robust sailing model

would have been nice.

Second, the combat does-

n’t quite hold together. The

game offers three different

types of ammunition and

they act differently in terms

of range. That’s about it,

though. I’ve raked the decks

of pirate corvettes with

grapeshot, only to be boarded by obscene

numbers of buccaneers. This seems high-

ly unlikely. Plus, crews that use chain shot

are usually aiming at the masts and rig-

ging of their enemies, the goal being to

make the enemy less mobile so that they

can be boarded in the future. I couldn’t

see that chain shot made any difference.

Round shot acts appropriately, but the

bad news is that I have stern-raked many

a ship with my broadsides only to watch

them disappear on the horizon.

The inevitable conclusion is that there

are no visual or textual cues given to the

player as to the differences in effective-

ness of the ammunition because the dam-

age model only calculates in terms of

generic damage. I know the damage

model is probably calculated the same on

enemy ships as it is on your own, but it

very much appears as if “X” number of

hits equals a surrender, sinking or retreat

by the enemy as opposed to tracking ac-

cumulated damage in specific locations.

Also, the age-old gaming convention of a

critical hit seems to be missing. Where is

the exploding ammo that causes a ship to

sink on the first hit? Why doesn’t the cap-

tain die and leave morale low enough

that the enemy strikes their colors imme-

diately? Why aren’t ships ever dismasted?

Worse, it doesn’t seem that the enemy

ships are affected by damage. I’ve had

ships that looked like the ghost ship of

Flying Dutchman run away from me with

ease. Pirate corvettes that looked like

smoking ashtrays were able to dance

around my untouched ship as though

they were standing still. Impressions

claims that the herky-jerky movement

that I experience on my computer, where

enemy ships stop dead and then fly away

from cannon balls after I fire, is distinc-

tive to my computer.

Finally, fans of Sid Meier’s Pirates!

and those looking for the “swashbuck-

ling” part of the strategy promised on the

game box will be most disappointed with

the boarding sequence. Instead of getting

to fence, it’s simply a battle of attrition

where you watch colored bars represent-

ing your soldiers, sailors and apprentices

go against the colored bars of your ene-

my. There are no tactics, no decisions,

and no random variables to save the day

in this sequence. It is the age old gaming

rule: He with the most dice wins.

TRADE WINDS
The bottom line is that I wanted to like

this game. The character advancement,

social climbing, estate and title acquisi-

tion, and subject matter made this a

“must have” game for me. If the sailing

and combat had been designed as well as

the trading and navigational approach, it

would be an outstanding game. Unfortu-

nately, given the oddities of the combat

interface in particular, they do not pro-

vide enough to help this game reach its

potential. 4r

THE EDITORS SPEAK I

HIGH SEAS TRADER

RATING

pros Great trading interface, col-

orful subject matter, and an interest-

ing game structure designed for

replayability should have put this

game in a safe harbor.

CONS Very limited combat se-

quences, weak boarding sequences

and lack of sailing mechanics make

captains feel more like Popeye than

Nelson.

FRYING DUTCHMAN The combat interface tells you whether or

not the cannon banks are manned and ready to fire, as well as

the amount of damage taken by your ship and compass/wind

headings.
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THE MEEK TRULY
VILL INHERIT

THE EARTH.

BECAUSE THAT’S

VHERE THEY'LL

ALL BE BURIEO.
A,

In the not-so-distant future, there will be new weapons. New communications. New technologies. Andwith it, new
rulers who are more ruthless than ever before, with the same goal that’s been around for centuries - world domination.

Command& Conquer" is coming soon. Which side willyou be on?

Curious? Contact Westwood Studios on the Internet at info@Westwood.com or at WWW@Westwood.com Mrt

p
COMMAND & CONQUER Is a trademark of Westwood Studios. Inc. 0 1 995 Westwood Studios, Inc. All rights reserved. Virgin Is a registered trademark of Virgin Enterprises, Ltd.
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REVIEW
I

PlayingWith
The Big Boys
Alliance Interactive Brings The Big 3 To The Big Show

by Josh Bruce

A
S A GREAT POET ONCE WROTE,

Spring is in the air. The smell

OF FLOWERS, THE CALL OF THE
ake, and die stink of the baseball

strike. I have to admit that I’m

not sorry to see the new baseball season

postponed, and might actually be a little

disappointed when it is finally resolved.

Do I hate sports? Do I have some bizarre

desire to spend my days offwatching Wel-

come Back Hotter? Or is my otherwise hap-

py-go-lucky attitude

finally failing and leav-

ing me a broken and

bitter old man? No,

worse than all of these,

I’m a Cubs fan.

Yes, the only base-

ball team that never

quite recovered from

the Great Dust Bowl is

the one that I call my
own. But if there’s one

thing that a Cubs fan

knows, aside from how

to deal with abuse, is

that the personality

and charisma of a

team matters a lot

more than winning
games. At least that’s what I always tell

myself until the World Series, when every

fan wants to see their heroes grab the

brass ring, and I must face the cold reali-

ty that it takes solid game play and flaw-

less execution to be a winner—and the

Cubs simply don’t have it.

Every time I play Alliance’s WWII
game, The Big 3, it reminds me very

much of the Chicago Cubs. The game
has some “raw talent” and the caring

hand of a designer who loves his work, so

you find yourself cheering for it. But

some disturbing problems keep it short

of the big leagues.

The Big 3 was originally released by

SDJ Enterprises as designer Steven

Jones’ labor of love, and was strictly a

two-player game, with no computer op-

ponent. This new version by Alliance

brings a single-screen map of Europe to

your Windows desktop, along with some-

thing resembling a computer opponent.

Unlike many
WWII games
that empha-
size detail and

micro-man-

agement, The
Big 3 seems to

take a page
from SSI’s

S torm Across

Europe and its

philosophy of

“less is more.”

France and
Germany are

each only five

map hexes

large, and the

armies and
fleets of the warring nations will never

number more than 20 or 30 units apiece.

The unit types range from the traditional

armor and infantry units, to heavy

bombers and U-boats, which fight

through scenarios that can be played in

under an hour. The game scale is strate-

gic with three “seasonal” turns per year,

and the focus is on the production of

fleets and armies which struggle with the

enemy for factories and cities in a never-

ending quest for more production points.

Price: $39.95
System

Requirements:

IBM compatible

386/25 or

better, Windows

3.1, VGA
graphics, 4 MB
hard drive

space, CD-

ROM; supports

Sound Blaster and compatible sound cards.

# of Players: 1-2 (modem play)

Protection: None

Designer: Steven D. Jones

Publisher: Alliance Interactive Software

Plantation, FL

(305) 423-4289

The Big 3 will remind veteran players

of a traditional board game with its un-

computerlike concepts such as stacking

units, hexes and dice. In fact, anyone

who has their wargaming roots in the

board game side of the industry will rec-

ognize the design and implementation of

The Big 3 as an extremely simplified ver-

sion of Third Reich, with a hint of/lxiv and

Allies thrown in for good measure.

The map of Europe is divided into

three fronts (Western, Eastern and
Mediterranean), and each turn the player

must decide whether or not to declare an

offensive, which lets you employ your air

force and fleets at the cost of economic

points, or choose a tactical operation,

which costs nothing, but only allows the

use ofarmor and infantry units.

Another board wargame feature that

The Big 3 borrows is the concept of

“force pools,” which restrict a nation’s

purchase ofnew units with set limitations.

For example, Britain cannot build a mas-

sive land army, and is limited to a few ar-

mor units, but may construct a massive

fleet. The Soviet Union always has a large

army, but only a very small air force, and

so forth. Units are purchased with build

points that are gained by holding cities;

at the beginning of each year, build

points are allotted and new units are

added to the force pool.

There are a number of variants which

add a great deal to the replay value and

unpredictability of the game. For exam-

ple, you may use Germany’s Plan Z to

construct a larger fleet, or gain an in-

crease in the amount of Lend-Lease that

Roosevelt is able to give to England. His-

torical purist have the option to disable

the variants and get build points the old
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0 ong ago, in the days when Ireland was far removed from the mainland

civilizations of Europe, tin; early Celtic tribes were locked in a bitter war

with the Other World. The tribes of Hire were joined as one people, tin* Tuatha jKffl

de Damian. Their Otlier World enemies, who lurked off the islands shores

were known as the Fomors, their powerful leader, Balor of the Evil Eye. ji'

Wlien you enter Celtic Tales, you enter the turbulent struggle to save

the tribes of Eire from Balor’s evil. Tired and broken, your people have little left to

give to the struggle. Regarded as an intruder, your task is to rebuild the land, strengthen the

tribes and become High Ruler of Eire. Then with your trusting champions, you must seek out the

St magical Rimes, some of which are locked in Balor’s grasp. Once in your possession, the Runes will

* empower your Bards and Druids with the magic needed to force the Fomor’s back to the Otlier World!

HI Play 1 of 8 mythical characters from the tales, including the war goddess

Medb and Lugh (he god of Light

|^U Experiment with Rune magic, procure new Runes & expand your magical powers

M Recruit Bards, Druids and Warriors to assist you in your quest

|H Direct jour champions to develop the provinces you control

Hll Align the tribes to jour direction in a quest to become High Ruler

jfjjj
Take part in Tribal Council to learn of Balor’s movements as well

as the status of jour champions and tribes

mi Carry out cattle raids on neighboring provinces and use

them as bailer for valuable items /

With its RPC style game play, you must collect die Runes
^

before battling Balor

mi AU commands are animated throughout your turn $
1 -4 players with two exciting scenarios

Battif, fvfmils of tiie

Other Worm to become

II Kill Kll.FR

Mystical Armor

protects you from

Rafor's Evil

Available for IBM PC.

KOEI i’ailable

in ri'tail outlets nationwide!

If you can’t find the KOEI

product you are looking for,

call u8at415/348-0500

(9am to 5l“M t'ST).

Circle Reader Service if81

KOEI Corporation, 1350 Bayshore Hwy, Ste. 540, Buriinga

tv • t :
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i
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THE BIG PICTURE A Windows interface and crisp graphics

will make Big Three accessible to any WWII aficionado.

ele- out of the program, or having the game

fashioned way if the unpredictability is

too distracting, but then they’ll miss one

of the most interesting parts of the game.

Another nice touch is that the game

may be played with three factions,

USA/Britain, Germany/Italy, and the So-

viet Union, with the computer able to

control any of these. When playing as ei-

ther the Soviets or Western Allies, and

having the computer control your allied

ne’er-do-well, the result can be quite un-

nerving, as you first curse the computer

Germans for attacking Leningrad, and

then rant at the computer Allies

for not sending a Lend-Lease

convoy. Moreover, should Ger-

many be conquered before the

game ends in 1945, the Allies and

Soviet Union will begin fighting

with a frenzy that only a Patton

could appreciate. OK, pal, now
we’ll see who needs Lend-Lease!

You might be thinking that

The Bic. 3 has all the makings to

be a classic introductory warganie

that can lie shared with the entire

family. And
it does.

However,

the simple

gance of the design

is laid low by slop-

py programming,

plain and simple. I

encountered sever-

al different bugs,

which ranged from

forcing air units to

retreat, to isolating

infantry, to being

kicked completely

freeze. This is in addition to other non-

fatal bugs, such as not being able to at-

tack when playing the USSR until the

German invasion (as opposed to 1942 as

stated in the rules), as well as an amazing

disappearing zone-of-control phenome-

non. What makes this particularly unfor-

givable is that this game is targeted at

novices, who are the people that are the

least understanding of program glitches,

and are likely to shelve the entire hobby

HANDICAPPING THE FIELD Big Three’s editor allows you to balance contests

between a novice and veteran human general, but it can’t make up for the

lame Al.

VERTRONIX INC. presents the best values in ENTERTAINMENT!

1
230 Plaza Professional Bldg., El Cerrito CA 94530, 9-6 M-Sat. (PST) 1 -800-478-021

7

(orders only) Visa. MC, Checks, MO's I

(510) 527-4699 (questions?) (510) 527-4690 (fax orders)

Hardware
LCS-7260 2X $115

Mitsumi 2X $125

Panasonic 2X $125

Sony 55E 2X $125

Plextor 4Plex $400

Platinum 4X kit

.

..$401

Diamond 4X kit

.

..$341

Mitsumi 4X $194

TEAC 4X ..$207

SB Disc kit ..$281

Wlngman ....$42

AG Phoenix $96

GAMES (CD, 3.5)

DSfealth lmegVBD$138

DStealth 2megVBDS1 92

Genoa 1 meg VBD $109

Genoa 2meg VBD $194

SBAWE 32

Orchid SDwave

AG Ultrasound

.

ReclMagic Lite..

Supra 14.4

Supra 28.8

$255

..$155

$ 96

...$311

...$ 89

..$187

Aces of the Pacific ..$21

Across the Rhine. . $51
ADGlD Memo $24
AD6lD Ravenloft $25
Ad. Civilization $51
Allen Logic $26
Alien Virus $41
Arena: TES $48
Armored Fist $46
Atari 2600 Pak $29
Battle Isle 2200 $37
Battledrome $41
Benea. a Steel Sky . . $45
Betrayal at Krond . . . $26
BloForge $49
Blackthome $34
Blood Bowl $39
Blown Away $43
Body Count $39
Bureau 13 $36
Campaign $38
Casino Toum $42
Central InteUlgence $46
CivilizaUon $46
Cobra Mission $33
College Football. $40
Colonization $48
Comanche $28
Comm. Blood $27
Companions Xanth $37
Corridor 7 $25
Creature Shock $51

Cyberia $48
Cyberwar $48
Cyclones $25
Dark Forces $49
Dark Legions $25
Dawn Patrol $37
Death Gale $37
Delta-V $43
Descent $41
Doom II $47
Dragon Lore $26
Dreamweb $38
Dune 2 $35
Dungeon Master Q $43
EA Top Ten $36
Ecstatica $41
Eleventh Hour $56
Empire Deluxe $25
Extractors $37
FIFA Soccor S39
Fifth Fleet $44
Flash Traffic $40
Flight Command 2 S43
Fortress Radlakl ...$37

FPS Baseball $45
FPS Football95 $48
Front Lines $43
Gazillionaire $33
Goldtree Engine $29
Grandest Fleet $26
Great Naval Bat 2 . $25
Great Naval Bat 3 $51

Hammer of Gods .... $43
Harvester $46
Hell $46
Heratlc $15
Heroes ofM&M $42
High Seas Trader $43
Incred. Mach. 2 $44
Inherit the Earth .... $4

1

Innocent Til Caught $36
Ishar 3 $37
Jump Raven $46
Jurassic Park $29
Kaw. Superbikes . . . . $27
Kdom. of Far Rea. $44
King's Quest Ant. . . . $54
King Maker $39
Knights Xentar $41
Kyrandia 3 $42
Legions $38
Lei Suit LarryAnt $51
Little Devil $33
Lode Runner $38
Lords of Midnight $5

1

Lords of the Realm$43
Lost Treas. Infocom $28
Maabus $39
Machiav. the Pr. $42
Magic Carpet $46
Magic: The Gath. $45
Master ofMagic $39
Master of Orton $43
Metal & Lace $33

Metal Marines $32
Metaltech $45
Mllennium Auction $49
MK2 $49
MM Power Rangers $19
Nascar Racing $28
NCAA Final Four .

. . $40
NFL '95 $25
NHL Hockey '95 $43
Noctropolis $46
Op. Overlord $33
Operation Europe .

.
$38

Outpost $41
Pacific Strike $29
Panzer General $24
Phantasmagoria $51
Pizza Tycoon $43
Powerhouse $44
Pure Wargame $36
Quarantine $41
Relentless $46
Renegade $43
Retribution $44
Rise ofRobots $23
Rise of Triad $37
ROA Star Trail $43
Robinson'sRequlum$39
Sabre Team $34
Sam & Max $23
Scroll $41
Serf City $41
Shadows Calm $29

Shanghai GM $43
SilverToad $41
Simon theSorceror$33
Space Quest Ant ... $49
Stalingrad $43
Star Trek TNG $56
Stonekeep $48
Strike Commander $29
Super Her. Hoboken $37
System Shock $49
Theme Park $43
Tony La Russa $52
Top Gun CD $44
Transport Tycoon ..$41

Ult. Game Collect .... $39
Ultima I-VI $33
Ultima VII: Pagan ...$29

Ultimate Domain.. . $41
US Navy Fighters $49
USS Tleongaroga S44
Virtuoso $43
Voyeur S49
Wake of Rav. S26
Wareraft $43
WC 3 $56
WC Armada $46
Wings of Glory $43
Wrath of Gods $42
Xcom $43
Xcom Terror $42
Zoito $39

FREE SHIPPING! on all orders over $100 (contin. US)
Overnight, 2-day. or other shipping— call! CA residents add sales tax

1. Not responsible for typographical errors 2. Returns not accepted w/o prior RMA n 3. Price and availability subj. to change w/o notice

Please call for catalog and adult titles (510) 527-4699
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You've left a comfortable home and a loving wife

for 40 tough, smelly sailors who eat careless

captains for breakfast. In a creaky wooden ship

you plan to sail the uncharted, hostile waters of a

world many are certain is flat.

]TXPLORATION
But hey, there's a little downside to everything.

of Cl lifetime,

Out there - somewhere - await Fame and 'Fortune

and adventure. Can you establish and nurture a

colonial empire against constant competition from

history's greatest explorers?

'Exploration. Embark on a journey you'll never

forget!

INTERACTIVE

MAG C

-Play as any of five

famous explorers,

including Columbus and

Vasco de Gama, or

create your own

-Form expeditions,

explore and colonize

a new land, build an

empire

-Gain fame and fortune

through commerce and

conquest

-Compete against up to

four players

INTERACTIVE MAGIC
P.O.Box 13491

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 Circle Reader Service #37



after one frustrating experience.

The computer opponent is prone to

error as well, and sometimes makes the

folly of Hitler look like the wisdom of

Clausewitz by comparison. Your silicon

opponent seems to have the ability to

form an overall plan, but then does inex-

plicable things in the heat of battle. For

instance, the computer will not attempt

to rescue units that are out of supply, and

will often pull its air force so far back that

it can’t properly support front line units.

Something I hope is a bug, and not a fea-

ture of the design, is the opponent’s re-

fusal to recognize strategic

warfare; it neither uses it nor

defends against it. It will

watch passively while U-boats

blow rather nasty holes in its

supply convoys.

Worst of all, the computer

will declare war on countries,

particularly Yugoslavia and

the Soviet Union, without

having enough troops avail-

able to have the slightest

chance of victory. Because of

this, players will find them-

selves making up their own
victory conditions—such as

conquering the world before

1942 as the Russians, while

watching Talk Soup and jug-

gling three tomatoes. The documenta-

tion clearly states that the computer

opponent is at a disadvantage versus a

human; but while I’m all for truth in ad-

vertising, I can’t imagine that this is what

the designers had in mind.

The Big 3 really is like the Chicago

Cubs. Spunky and with no shortage of

personality, you find yourself cheering

for it and hoping that it does well. But

when you see all of its problems and

glitches, it becomes obvious that The Big

3 simply can’t compete in the big leagues

of gaming. This is a real shame, because

the game has all the makings of a great

introductory wargame, but like the Cubs,

it can’t seem to eliminate the errors and

form a winning lineup. ^
THE EDITORS SPEAK)

THE BIG 3

R“T,"C

PROS With its nice graphics,

interface, and ease of play, The
Big 3 could be a great

introductory wargame.

CONS Under a heavy shelling of

program bugs and AI oddities, its

target audience will be running for

cover.

WHAT IF...? The Big 3 does allow you to try ahistorical variants.

Here, the German forces prepare to invade neutral Spain.

Circle Reader Service #119

WANT TO PLAY THE
LATEST GAMES?

How about make some CASH?

How about BOTH?

CALL BARE BONES!
1 -800-638-1123

Sell us your used software, then pick

up the latest games at great prices!

Call with list of your software for fast

quotes. Prompt payment. NO WAITING!

Call for free used software

listing. Ask about latest

ADULT CD's!
(over 21, please)

3060 East Rt 60 Hurricane, WV 25526
Circle Reader Service ft45

tBare

i Bones
' Software
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Squaddie Moddies For

X-COM Leaders
Pump Up Your Weakling Soldiers With These Shareware Cheat Utilities

by Jeff James

F
ew games in the last few years

HAVE ATTRACTED AS RABID A FOL-

LOWING as MicroProse’s X-

COM. Well-received by players

of all stripes, X-COM has

something for everyone.

Wargaming grognards love the

detailed squad-level infantry combat en-

gine, while novices marvel at the anima-

tion and graphics—and all agree that the

elements come together to form an ex-

tremely addicting challenge.

The game starts out slowly, making you

chase down tiny UFOs and lightly-armed

aliens as you learn the interface and con-

trols. As the game progresses, you’re

bound to lock laser beams with a group of

mean and green alien hombres that make

your troopers look like cub scouts on a

camping trip. When that happens, it’s usu-

ally a good idea to regroup and invest in

some better training and weaponry. That’ll

usually be the answer to your problems,

but if you seem to spend more time on the

losing end of the equation—seeing your

bases blasted into nibble and your best sol-

diers turned into drooling zombies—you

can turn to a number of shareware game

CHEAT OF THE MONTH CLUB
Epic MegaGame's Jazz JackRabbit

Is your bunny struggling to stay one hop ahead of the stew pot? Here are some cheat codes that should

put some spring in your step. To activate these codes, pause the game (by pressing the “P” key), press the

backspace key, then enter the code as listed below. These codes appear to work with both the shareware and

registered versions of the game.

ARJAN Displays a text message and causes the screen to vibrate.

BAD Gives Jazz a bird ally.

BOUF Gives Jazz full health and turns invincibility on.

CSTRIKE Gives Jazz a cool airboard. (Look out, Silver Surfer!)

DOOM Makes enemies tougher and faster.

GREETZ Displays a text greeting.

GUNHED Gives Jazz all guns, maximum ammo and rapid fire.

HOOKER Turns on 3D bonus level.

KEN Exits game and drops to DOS.

LAMER Skips current level.

MARK Kills off Jazz.

SABLE Gives Jazz mega-speed and super jumping ability.

TIM Displays text message.

cheals and editing utilities to help you give

those uppity aliens the righteous butt-kick-

ing they so decidedly deserve.

MONEY.EXE
Archive title: MONEY.ZIP

by Doug Gesler and David Stall

One of the simplest X-COM utilities,

this little gem lets you play tooth fairy to

the X-COM treasury. Unzip the archive

and copy the MONEY.EXE file to your

XCOM/UFO directory. Upon starting the

program you’re provided with a list of

your current save games and the funds

you currently have available in each. En-

ter a saved game number and the amount

of money you want (up to

$2,147,483,646), and die program will al-

ter the necessary files for you. Upon load-

ing the altered save-game you’ll have

enough capital to fund even the most ex-

travagant of alien-bashing operations.

SOLDIER.EXE
BASE v2.11

Archive title: UFOCHE.ZIP

by S. J. Lamble

Once you’ve boosted your financial posi-

tion with MONEY.EXE, you can use the

utilities SOLDIER and BASE to soup up

your squaddies and boost your base equip-

ment. SOLDIER allows you to edit soldier

stats, transforming your grunts into a su-

per-human band of alien exterminators.

BASE is used to edit base layouts and

equipment; if you don’t like the layout of

the base you’re given when you start the

game, you can use this utility to reorganize

hangers and general stores to your hearts

content. I found both of diese utilities to be

a bit on the touchy side; the author is ru-

mored to be working on newer versions of

both programs, which should be available

Psygnosis’ Nova Storm

Here's a special warp level code for Psygnosis' Novastorm arcade shooter. To activate the warp, just type

"TOMATOES’' as soon as the game gives you the ability to move your fighter craft.

After typing the code, you’ll be warped to a bonus level where you’re given all special weapons. As an

added bonus, all your shots assume the guise of ripe tomatoes. After you've completed the bonus level,

you're warped to the final stage of the game.
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93912-6295

El s^semowes

AIRBORNE SHIPPING $4

UPS GRND SHIPPING $2

(PER ORDER)

I HANDLING $2 (PER SHIPMENT) I

OPEN: 6AM- 1 1PM PST EVERYDAY

1 -800-983-4321
CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES AND

PRODUCTS
SOFTWARE ORDERS
OVER SI 25 RECEIVE
FREE SHIPPING!

ADULT ADVENTURE

2D0
Systan 389KALU

..JSayer 48

Akne h the Daik 44

fFA Soccer 49

hmerceiary 49

ihi Madden Fodbai 48

Lost Fies d Sherlock Hollies 48

Need far Speed 48

Rebel Assail 48

Relm Fre 49

Road Rash 55

Sheds Wase 54

Star Ccntrd 2 50

Siper Street Filter 2

Suw Wrr
A J

Theme

Wng CaTrrandsr 3

WE ALSO SELL :

AIRBORNE
SHIPPING

$4(PER ORDER)
$2 HANDLING (PER

SHIPMENT)

PAYMENT : MONEYORDERS.CHECKS(ORDERSSHIPPEI) WHEN CHECK CLEARSI.VISA.MASTERCARD.COIVS |p7A.-fe^|^'«<c

SIIIPPIXG : AIRBORNE $4/ORDER .UPS GROUND $2/ORl)KR FOR SOFTWAREICAI.L FOR HARDWARE). COD ADI) $4 PER ORDER.
IIANDIMNG $2 PER ORDER.
MOST ORDERS PLAC ED BY 2PM PST SHIP SAME DAY. SHIPPING TIMES NOT GUARANTEED.

WE SELL OVER 5.IMII) COMPUTER & VIDEO GAME PRODUCTS SO IF YOU DON’T SEE WHAT YOUR LOOKING FOR PLEASE CALL US
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THE GAMER'S EDGE

by the time you read this.

UFO Save Game Editor v 0.3

Archive: UFOEDI.ZIP

by Dave Durbin

Winning the Swiss-Army Knife award

for X-COM utilities is the UFO Saved

Game Editor, a jack of all trades

XCOM/UFO utility. UFO Editor can do

just about everything an aspiring X-COM
player could want: edit base layouts, alter

base equipment levels, and adjust soldier

stats and experience. The interface is a bit

cumbersome (if you want 999 units of

Elerium in your base stockpile, you’ll have

to bold down the “+” key a few minutes

to get the value you want), and it doesn’t

let your alter your funding. Glitches and

gripes aside, if you only download one

XCOM cheat utility, the UFO Editor

should probably be it.

X-STAT.EXE

Archive: X-STAT.ZIP

by Andre Gauthier

If you’ve ever wanted to print out your

X-COM soldier stats and brag about them

to your friends, X-STAT.EXE is just what

you need. When placed in the

XCOM/UFO directory and executed, X-

STAT will pull die stat-lines, rank, equip-

ment and names of all your soldiers and

place them into two files: SOLDIER.TXT

(ASCII text format) and SOLDIER.CDF (a

comma-delimited file format). You can use

the former to print out your soldiers, while

you can load the latter into your favorite

spreadsheet for further manipulation. It’s

ideal for the comparing stats and skills of

your soldiers before you wade into combat.

YAXE.EXE
Archive: YAXE.ZIP

by Patrick Shea

This program doesn’t let you get any

extra money or equipment, it simply fixes

what many X-COM users see as a flaw in

the original game design. As any X-COM
gamer will tell you, the inability to

arrange your forces in the troop transport

before hitting the combat zone is an irk-

some shortcoming. Using YAXE, you can

sort your troopers by all sorts of criteria.

If you want the soldiers with the greatest

number of time units to exit the transport

first, simply type in YAXE followed by the

requisite command line options and

they’ll be rearranged for you.

These utilities can be found on most

on-line services, as well as CG IT’s own fo-

rum on the ZIFFnet service. Some of

these programs can also be found on the

MicroProse BBS at 410-785-1841. As with

all game cheats and hacking utilities, be

aware that use of these programs carries

with it the risk of corrupted game files

and other problems. Before attempting to

use any of these programs you should

back up your save game files.

JeffJames, CGW columnist and associate ed-

itor of IliterActive Gaming, can be reached on

through the Internet at 74774.1635@com-

pusewe.com, ^

Ziff— To locate these files on-

line, tune in to the

CGW headquarters on ZiffNet. Files fea-

tured here can be downloaded from

ZiffNet both on CompuServe and on

Prodigy. On CompuServe, go to CGW’s

forum (GO GAMEWORLD), Library 7,

Shareware Sizzle. On Prodigy, jump
ZiffNet and Search by Title. Or, Search

by Category to browse the entire library.

R & G
GAMES

P.O. Box 5008 Glendale Heights, IL 60139

We Buy & Sell New and Used Game
Software. Call for a quote on your used games.

Call 1 -800-525-GAME
Get CASH for your games or get an

additional 10% in credit, good for future

game purchases at great used prices like

these...

King's Quest 7 $36 Doom II $30

Under a Killing Moon $39 Tie Fighter $32

X-Com $30 Wing Commander III $38

Metaltech Earth Siege $36 Cyberia $35

System Shock $36 Ultimate Football $36

Dark Sun II $33 Creature Shock $30

and many more games...
All games must be virus tree

,
games will be checked. All games must be in original box with all

instructional materials and original disks. NO COPIES accepted. All games must be sent with account

number in order lor your check or credit to be processed. Any unacceptable games will be sent back at

your expense. Any detective games will be replaced with same title. Most game orders can be filled in 2

weeks. Due to high demand of certain games some orders may take longer

Circle Reader Service #307

> Multi-Dimensional • Another Plane! and • Tetris 3D* Doom

• Duke Nukem 2 Theif Me with No Beer

> Eternam
• Gateworld • Roadwars 2000

« Halloween Harry
* Simulations of Risk, . Major Stryker

.
' Scrabble. Monopoly, . u . u

• Lemmings Uno
• Mystery Manor

* KungFu Louie • Spear of Destiny
* Hotkey

> Jill of the Jungle • Megatron * Wofenstein 3D

* Redhook's Revenge • Blake Stone * Galactix

• 3D Chess • Monster Bash • Bio Menace

FREE CATALOG INCLUDING WINDOWS, BUSINESS, UTILITIES, EDUCATION, GRAPHICS

• Flight Simulators

• Kiloblaster

• Executioners

• Stratsys

• Hugo's Whodonit

• Baseball

PLUS Many

,

Many More

Now you Can Have Your Own GIRLFRIEND ... ....
... a sensuous woman living in your computer!

GIRLFRIEND is the firsl VIRTUAL WOMAN. You con watch her, tolk lo her, osk her questions and relate lo tier. Over 100 actual VGA

niferenl'gii
,
LISA on

Stimulating Games from Europel - Imported exclusively by S Software
PETRIS is the sophisticated version of the popular block game. You reveal stimulating pictures and movies while controlling the

foiling blocks. ORDER SG4
P*PIPE is the sophislicoted version of the Windows hit • Pipe for Windows • but you don't need Windows lo run it • you attempt lo

build o pipeline while exposing pictures and movies - MANY EXCITING LEVELS. ORDER SGS
MOZAIK allows you lo reassemble the most exciting women on earth - over 45 celebrities in this super jigsaw gome use mouse or

keyboard. ORDER SG6
Price: $35 each or order our SUPER GAME PACK at $89 for all 3

On CD-ROM: NEURODANCERS -
Interactive movie and gome novigole through the NeuroNET in search of the NUERODAHCERS. ORDER CD 86

On CD-ROM: 3D DREAMCIRLS -
See 3D imoges of tho lop glamour models - ZOOM ond PAH feolure - includes model statistics and

contact inhumation. ORDER CD 59

On CD-ROM: SCISSORS AND STONES - Interactive movie and high stakes game of chance. ORDER CD 89

CD-ROM PRICES: $59 Each or SUPER BUNDLE: 3 for $149

Our FREE CATALOG includes many more ADULT games, movies ond pictures on both DISKS and CD-ROM

ADD $4 S/H • 3.5" Or FOREIGN ORDERS ADD S2/DISK • IN PA ADD TAX • MUST STATE AGE OVER 21 YEARS.

VISA/MC Orders Only: 800-243- 1515 Ext. 600UJ / 24 HRS / 7 DAYS
FAX (215) 997-2571 • Or CK/M0 to:SeXXy Software, P.O.Box 220, Dept 600UJ Hatfield, PA 19440

Circle Reader Service #291
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SHAREWARE SHOWCASE

Yesterday, Games Were
Such A Simple Play
by Chuck Miller

I

SUSPECT I’m not the only one who
WAXES NOSTALGIC OVER THE ARCADE

GAMES OF THE 70s AND ‘80S. WHEN I

think about the hours I spent blast-

ing space debris and detonating

nukes with my perfect missile

parabolas, it’s no wonder that games

like Atari’s new 2600 Action Pack trigger

a parasympathetic response from my neu-

ro-credit membranes. Simple though they

were, they captured my heart (and my
quarters!) and didn’t let go.

With the new emphasis on whiz-bang

graphics and hard-driving stereo sound-

tracks in computer games, it’s easy to

overlook the fact that, not that long ago,

games were fun without that stuff. These

days, if a game lacks stunning visual and

audio embellishment, we tend to shrug it

off as an inferior product—whether or

not we’ve given it a chance to prove itself.

That’s unfortunate, because there are a

lot of “gems in the rough” waiting to be

discovered, lacking only the final cut and

polish that separates them from the big

commercial titles.

More lamentable is the idea that a

game has to offer a new idea or storyline

to warrant our interest. All storylines are

rehashed and reblended anyway, so this

shouldn’t matter as much as a good bal-

ance of gaming elements. To give you an

idea of what I mean, I offer for your con-

sideration three games of stark simplicity,

not only elementary in their presentation

and scope, but enjoyable adaptations of

earlier classics. These games have one key

ingredient that makes them stand out and

transcend the need for digital smoke and

mirrors—simple, addictive play.

PIPE DREAMING
Wall Pipe 2.2 from Soleau Software

might take you back to happier times if

you played its predecessor, Pipe Dream.

The gameplay is so

faithful to the origi-

nal that after a solid

hour of play, it took

a first-run episode 1

of “X-Files" to pry

me away.

For those unfa-

miliar with Pipe

Dream and its

clones, the objective

in Wall Pipe is to

keep the water flow-

ing as long as possi-

ble by linking

together various

pieces of pipe to direct its path. Although

it sounds simple, maintaining a continu-

ous course of water is complicated by a

random stream of pipe segments that ap-

pear in TETRis-style. Stationary and mov-

ing bricks get in the way of your growing

pipeline, and a ticking clock keeps the

tension high. On the first level you have

40 seconds to lay pipe before the water

starts to flow; in the higher levels, you’ll

have less and less time before the water

well “liquidates” its assets. While you can

continue to place pipe after the water be-

gins its trek through your freshly con-

structed network, keeping ahead of the

flow is extremely difficult.

As in real plumbing, there are numer-

ous pipe segments available to keep the

water flowing. These plumber’s helpers

include standard pipes (right elbows, left

elbows, horizontal and vertical segments,

etc.), directional pipes (allowing water to

flow only in the indicated direction),

bonus pipes and tubs (providing extra

points if employed), cross pipes (offering

bonus points for causing the water to loop

past itself) and sinks.

Though by no means an original idea,

Wall Pipe is still a thoroughly enjoyable

game (more flm than writing tliis review!).

Although it could use a few added fea-

tures, like the ability to adjust the clock

and the mouse controls (the pointer

moves a bit sluggishly for my tastes), this

game is certain to appeal to any gamer

looking for a balanced blend of strategy

and action.

Wall Pipe will flow smoothly on any

IBM-compatible computer with

EGA/VGA graphics and a mouse. The
shareware version of Wall Pipe 2.2 is

downloadable as WALLPI.ZIP. Send a

check or money order for $12 to switch

on the full registered version, which does-

n’t have registration “nag screens,” loads

much more quickly than the shareware

version, and has unlimited levels of play.

To register, send $12, plus $2 shipping

and handling (New York residents please

add the appropriate sales tax), to Soleau

Software, 163 Amsterdam Avenue, Suite

213, New York NY 10023 or call (212)

721-2361 with a credit card in hand to or-

der by phone. Adding another $6 will in-

crease your gaming pleasure with the

Soleau Software Member Game Pack in-

cluding eight of their most popular share-

ware releases.
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MAKE US YOUR
FIRST CHOICE

OVERNIGHT SHIPPING
VIA AIRBORNE $7.00

Music And

LucnsArts

Timothy l pnr|iJ'^
r

v • .jjiF--- CPU
Tank Glr^- Mfiltlmcdia Superstar? |~=.|

GO DIGITAL
CD Magazine $14!

|
Navigate through
3D world where

|
your ultimate fan-

|
tasies come alive.

I The only CD that

|
adapts to your
choices. $44

IBM DISKS
5th Fleet 44
1830 38
Across the Rhine 47
AD&D Menzo 50

Advanced Civilizatlon38

Alien Legacy 41

Arkanla 2 star Trail 44

Atari 2600 Action Pk 27

BioForge 50

Blackbeard 38
Blackthorne 38
Blake Stone: PI Strik 33
Breach 3 42

BreakThru 38

Cannon Fodder 27

Cyclones 45

Dark Forces 49

Dawn Patrol 44

Deep Space 9: Hunt 44

Descent 44

Domlnus 38

DreamWeb 37

Dungeon Master 2 39

Flight Commander 2 44
Forgotten Castle 50

Fortress Dr Radlaki 38

Front Lines 44

CD ROM HEADQUARTERS
5th Fleet 44
7th Guest 11th Hour 69
Absolute Zero 41
AD&D Menzoberran 50
Advanced Civilization 38
Alone in the Dark 3 50
Battle Isle 2200 38
Blind Date 44
Blood Bowl 37
Blood Net 50
Bureau 13 44
Buried in Time 50
Command & Conquer 50
Conqueror 48
Creature Shock 50
Cyber Judas 52
Cyberia 50
CyberWar 50
CycleMania 38
CyClones 50

Daedalus Encounter 50
Dark Forces 54
Dawn Patrol 44
Death Gate 37
Deep Space 9 Hunt 43
Descent 44
Discworld 38
Dominus 38
Dragon Lore 50
Ecstatica 44
Rash Traffic 44
Flight Commander 2 44
Full Throttle 42
Gadget 50
Hammer of the Gods 44
Harvester 59
Hell Cyberpunk Thriller50

Heretic 50
High Seas Trader 40

Inferno 49
Jagged Alliance 47
Jorune Alien Logic 44
Knights of Xentar 43
Legend of Kyrandia 3 44
Lords of Midnight 50
Lunicus 42
Maabus 38
Madness of Roland 33
Magic Carpet 47
Mortal Kombat II 50
Nerves of Steel 22
Panzer General 44
Phantasmagoria 56
Ravenloft Stone 44
Renegade 44
Reunion 38
Rise of the Triad 44
Space Pirates 44

Spectre 44
Stalingrad 44
Star Crusader 44
Star Reach 44
Star Trek Tech Man. 44
StarTrek NextGen 59
Stonekeep 44
System Shock 50
Third Reich 37
Transport Tycoon 47
US Navy Fighters 47
Voyeur 50
Wild Blue Yonder 45
Wing Commander ill 56
Wings of Glory 45
Wolf Hunt or Hunted 39
X Com: Terror Deep 40
X-Wing Collector's 50
Zephyr 52

lllouid y°u m
receive our 32 page

i

ADULT CD Catalogue?

Send $5 (21 or older '

Heroes Might Magic 44
Hexx 38

High Seas Trader 40

Jagged Alliance 47
Jorune Allen Logic 42
Knights of xentar 43

Lands of Lore 2 42

Lords of the Realm 44

MechWarrior2 47

MetaUech Bat Drome44
Nascar Racing 53

Nerves of Steel 22
Panzer General 44

Perfect General 2 39
Raiden 33

Rise of the Robots 50
Rise of the Triad 40
Robinson's Requiem 40

SimTower 30

Stalingrad 44
star Reach 44

StarTrek NextGen 59

The Dig 43
Theatre of Death 27
Third Reich 37

Tie Fighter Empire 24

Victory at Sea 45
Warcraft 44

x-Com Terror Deep 40

P-I-X-I-Siiimnun
Touch The Future!

SPACE SIRENS
You are lured by the irresistible song of

the Space Sirens emanating from a mys-

terious space station. You venture into

the domain of the alluring and beautiful

Space Sirens only to realize that you've

been entrapped in VR chamber to fulfill

their every desire. Engage in a search

and fulfill mission in an exotic interac-

tive odyssey. $44 SALE

!

VIRTUAL
VIXENS^ $39

$89
$99
$59
$119

THRUSTMASTER
F-16 Flight Control $109
Weapons Control II

Rudder Pedals

Flight Control MK 1
T-l Driving Pedals

NEURODANCER $39

SCISSORS N STONES
Journey into a realm where beautiful

women are available to challenge you in

a game of chance. A
high tech adaptation

of the ancient game
of scissors-rock-

paper. Featuring

live action video

combined with

3D animation

and graphics.

Send Orders To: Mission Control • 7 Oak Place • CGW0595 • Montclair, NJ 07042. MC, Visa, Discover, Checks
& Money Orders. Checks held 14 days. Please Include Phone # /Shipping $7 OVERNIGHT (most areas)

International Shipping $25. Add $5 for Ultra Discreet Packaging! E-Mail MissionCD@aol.com
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DIGGING IN THE DIRT
Greed drives men and women to all

sorts of extremes, even to the point of

risking life and limb. Films like Jewel of

the Nile and King Solomon’s Alines depict

the length to which some will go for

riches, especially in the form of precious

gems. Such is the case in Six Feet Un-

der, a timed game of strategy in the cast

of Boulderdash and a thousand clones.

Alone and deserted, you’re trapped in

a remote cavern underneath the Ari-

zona desert. All your friends are gone

and no one answers your calls for help.

Then, just when you’re about to give up

in despair, a glint of light catches your

eye—a diamond as big as Roseanne

Barr’s ego! Excitement replaces panic,

and greed overcomes despair as you

race from gem to gem in the first of 50

interconnecting labyrinths. Your dilated

pupils register huge dollar signs!

Like the many strategic maze games

that have come before, the goal in Six

Feet Under is to collect the necessary

gems on each level to open the exit to

the next. Of course, obstacles block your

path. Falling stones will squish thejuices

out of the slow of foot, while giant spi-

ders and frogs will slurp you up without

a moment’s notice. It’s also possible to

become trapped and expire from any

number of underground dangers.

Each level of the 25 provided in the

shareware version of Six Feet Under
begins with a password to proceed di-

rectly to that level. After the first few lev-

els, which go rather quickly, I suggest

you pause the game and write them
down. You’ll need them. For instance,

ill Level 9 (Which Way
Do I Go?) is a killer

that has done me in

more times than I

care to remember.

Timing here is just

too precise. One slip

of the direction keys

and it’s “Game over,

man!”

While Six Feet

Under has top-

notch sound effects

and an animated

icon for the player

(your on-screen per-

sona actually walks

as he moves across

the screen), it does

lack some of the

more standard features. There is no way

to select a skill level or to “stop the

clock” on puzzles where there never

seems to be enough
time. It would also be

nice to have some con-

trol over matters like the

number of points re-

quired for extra lives

and the number of ob-

stacles provided to chal-

lenge the player.

Nonetheless, Six Feet

Under is a rich find in

the Boulderdash vein.

If you have a 386 or

faster PC running Win-

dows 3.1 or higher, a 16-

color or better VGA card

and at least 4 MB RAM,
you’ll be able to dig Six Feet Under
(SIXFET.ZIP). A modest $15 is all that’s

required to unearth the full 50-level reg-

istered version (another 50 levels are in

the works, as is an upcoming level edi-

tor). Carve out a check to EnQue Soft-

ware, 25700 East 203rd Street, Pleasant

Hill MO 64080 or call (816) 987-2515

to order by credit card for instant grati-

fication (via an unlock code).

BIG PAC ATTACK
Pacmania is another simple game that

will bring to mind the countless quarters

you slipped into the silvery slots of many
an arcade machine. An almost identical

clone of the original Pac-Man—offering

all its simplicity, charm and addictive-

ness—

P

acmania will take you back to

the early days of electronic gaming

when four colors and some basic digital

bleeps were all that you needed to be

entertained for hours.

The goal in Pacmania is as simple as

the original: eat everything in your

path, avoid the ghosts, and score as

many points as possible. Fruits are more

valuable than dots; scoring 10,000

points earns you an extra life. That’s all

there is to it.

Moronic as it seems, there’s some-

thing in that yellow chomper that keeps

you tapping the arrow keys or yanking

the joystick for hours at a time. So, to re-

turn to a simpler, more basic gaming

era, chase down a copy of Pacmania

(PACMAN.ZIP). A standard registration

ofjust $10 (other options are available)

lets you reclaim a small part of your

gaming youth. Pacmania is available

from Sophisticated Software Systems,

P.O. Box 4936, East Lansing MI 48826-

4936.

Chuck Miller is the editor of InterActive

Gaming and CGW’s Shaman of Sharewa re.

He can be reached on CompuServe at

74774,1476, America Online at IGAAIING

and through the Internet at interactive.gam-

ing@swcbbs.com. fe

To locate these games

on-line, tune in to the

CGW headquarters on

ZiffNet. Games featured here can be

downloaded from ZilTNet both on Com-
puServe and on Prodigy. On Com-
puServe, go to Computer Gaming World’s

own forum (GO GAMEWORLD), Library

7, Shareware Sizzle. On Prodigy, jump
ZilTNet and Search by Title for the games

listed here. Or, Search by Category to

browse the entire Games Library.
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NOTHING. NOTHING CAN PREPARE YOUR PC.

MUmrlL MIMflftl

I
MATURE I
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MIDWAY

NOTHING, NOTHING CAN PREPARE Y0U...forthe ultimate arcade

translation of Mortal Kombat® II. "Finish Him" with all the true graphics,

character animations, CD-quality music and awesone sound f/x of the

arcade blockbuster. Brutal special moves, Friendships, Babalities, hidden

surprises, crushing combos and outrageous finishing moves are yours

to kommand. Let the Kombat Kontinue! ! I

NOW ON

FINISH HIM!

DOWNS S£' WHS £33

7 1
; 1

i
. A

SMOKE AWAITS

FRIENDSHIP?

I:-*? cmbose Yfltra ficttffa •'nv %

t; r 'far

ALL 12 KOMBAT

WARRIORS?

mUiuilii tkUttiuii.

“ ® «»" |i;
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MORTAL KOMBAT'. £ 1 593 beepsed from Midway Mar.jtactunng Company A3 ngtits rese'/ed. Acclaim is a division of Acclaim Entertainment. ine. ® & 6 1594 Acc’aim Entertainment. Inc An rgnts reserved
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HEX, BUGS & ROCK 'H ROLL

Crawford's Quest
A Game Designer’s Search For Arthur And The Holy Grail Of Interactivity

graphics to the screen at a time,

giving programmers the luxury of

77 machine cycles to prepare for

the next draw line. That meant

that programmers had to cram the

operational kernel of their game

into a series of instructions that

took exactly 77 cycles.

“You’d be in your office,” said

Crawford, “and suddenly you’d

hear some anguished wail coming

down die corridor, ‘78 cycles!’ He

didn’t make it. And if you could get

it done in 75 cycles, then you were

screwing up, because you were

wasting two cycles. God, that was

intense programming!”

THE 12 BYTES OF
CHRISTMAS
After cutting his teeth on the 2600,

Crawford moved over to the Atari

“My big goal for many years," says game designer

Chris Crawford, “has been to get real characters into

games. I consider that goal to be the holy grail of

game design.”

by Paul Schuytema

F
ifteen years ago, I walked

INTO MY LOCAL COMPUTER

STORE, DROPPED A FEW BILLS,

and walked out with a large zip-

lock bag containing the pride of

the Atari Program Exchange

—

Eas tern Front for the Atari

800 computer. That wargame, with its

scrolling map and seasonal color changes,

was a milestone in the evolution of com-

puter games, and I have to say that it was

the first game to ever really hook me.

That game was the brain child of Chris

Crawford, then an Atari programming

gum and now one of the last lone wolves

of game design. Soon, Crawford will be

joining the pack, launching his own de-

sign house, as he realizes diat creating a

full-bodied game to tempt today’s audi-

ence is a task too daunting for just one

man. Recently, I had the opportunity and

privilege to invite Mr. Crawford to my
neck of the Illinois cornfields and treat

him to a cholesterol-rich Midwestern

meal. I listened to his tale.

77 CYCLES OF HELL
His adventure began at Atari in 1979, as a

programmer/designer for the Atari 2600

video game system. The cartridge-based

system was lean on processing power and

even leaner on megabyte real-estate,

boasting a whooping 2K of ROM for the

program code, and 128 bytes of RAM to

hold all of a game’s variables. To make

matters worse, that 1 28 bytes also served

as the machine’s screen buffer.

“That was a ferociously tight environ-

ment,” said Crawford. “You actually drew

the display on the screen as the [electron]

beam was running across.”

The draw routines for the 2600 were

the property of Atari’s TIA chip, which

had a buffer that would spill one line of

800 personal computer. It was on this ma-

chine that he created Eastern Front.

“Eastern Front was, technically, the

most brilliant design I’ve ever done,” said

Crawford. “It had an inverted program

structure and a full AI system running in

just 8K of RAM. That’s pretty good AI!”

One of the neat features of this early

graphical wonder was the fact that the

icons for the trees changed color as time

progressed through the seasons. To this

day, Crawford is proud that the routine

for that colorshift was coded in only 1

2

bytes of 6502 instructions.

After the collapse of the video game in-

dustry in the early 1 980s, Crawford found

himself without a job at Atari, and set out

on his own as a freelance game program-

mer and designer. He developed a port-

folio of games, some which did quite well

and others which just plain Hopped. Dur-

ing this time, however, Crawford kept

coming back to two common themes: his

love of the legend of King Arthur,

sparked by the dark and moody film Ex-

calibur. He was also fascinated with the
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potential of the computer to serve as an

interactive storyteller, but not just narrat-

ing branching stories, but giving a player

an opportunity to interact with detailed

synthetic characters in “an emotionally

meaningful way.”

THE HOLY GRAIL

“My big goal for many years,” reflected

Crawford, “has been to get real characters

into the games. I consider that goal to be

the holy grail ofgame design.”

Three years ago, Crawford decided that

the time was right. He was going to begin

work on an Arthurian game, entitled Le

Morte D’Arthur. “I was going to do in-

teractive storytelling; I was just going to

do it,” said Crawford. “I would just keep

working at it until I solved the problem. It

turns out to be enormously

difficult.”

First and foremost in the

design process of creating

an interpersonal relations

engine was to define the

starting point. How could

you turn human conversa-

tion and personality into a

believable computer model?

“There is no simple pro-

gram you can create that

will present an interesting

character with which you

can have an emotionally

meaningful interaction,”

said Crawford, “and you’re

sure as hell not going to do

it in assembly language.”

Crawford had been play-

ing around with the idea of sentences as

an output device in an earlier game, Bal-

ance of Power. Tweaking his concept

slightly, he decided that the sentence

would be the essential “atom” of interac-

tivity in Le Morte D’ Arthur. Crawford

also had a revelation when he decided to

treat input and output as essentially the

same beast. A player should be able to say

the same things to a “virtual” character

that the character might say back to him.

Working from that foundation, Craw-

ford began to build up a library of “inter-

relation algorithms” that would comprise

the backbone of his game’s interactivity.

One point that seemed essential was the

fact that people gossip—that information

spreads in finite and limited ways from

person to person. For Crawford, creating

a world in which his characters were all

omniscient was doomed to failure.

But attempting to translate the very hu-

man characteristic of gossip into a packet

of Pascal procedures proved to be very

daunting. Crawford studied the problem

and designed a general assumption algo-

rithm which slated, essentially, that hu-

mans tend to tell things to their closest

friends first, and they also prefer to tell

information that is near and dear their

hearts, and humans are especially willing

to tell information that is of vital impor-

tance to their friends.

Crawford programmed this gossip al-

gorithm and set the court of Camelot on

its way, simulating an entire array of inde-

pendently functioning and thinking virtu-

al characters, all interacting with each

other. Soon, Lancelot had “plucked the

royal feather” by seducing Guinevere. He

was excited about it, and the algorithm

told him that he should want to tell a

friend. He would also want to tell a friend

who would find this information most

useful and important. That friend, of

course, was King Arthur.

“That’s a flaw in the algorithm,” re-

marked Crawford. “Fixing that problem

slumped me for over a month."

Crawford had to rethink his approach

to gossip and inter-character information

passing. Some of the core algorithms of

his program were the procedures that

A key component of Crawford's vision is a facial expression sys-

tem that can capture the subtle, non-verbal aspects of human

communication. “The true test," says Crawford, “was to see if

[his facial technology] could accurately represent Guinevere’s

‘come hither’ look." (The graphics are still under-development.)

would allow a character to mull over in-

formation they had just been given and

pass verdict. A character would consider

how information affected him and

whether it changed the way that character

felt about any of the other characters in

the game world. Crawford discovered that

by using these routines, a character could

“place himself in another’s shoes” and

work through the ramifications of a piece

of gossip before he blurted it out to an-

other character.

Armed with the new procedures,

Lancelot was then able to imagine how

Arthur would feel when his best friend

gleefully told him that he hadjust bedded

his wife and queen. Naturally, Lancelot

kept his mouth shut.

BN ARTHUR'S WORLD
So just what is Le Morte D’Arthur? It is,

at its simplest, a game of kingly diplomacy.

You are cast in the role of Arthur, late in

your reign. Your bastard son Mordred re-

ally wants to become king and urges you to

step down from your throne. Of course,

you refuse. The game begins at this point,

where you hold court at Camelot while

Mordred schemes in the background, wait-

ing for the right moment to initiate a re-

bellion against your throne.

“When all is said and done, it all boils

down to a simple battle, and the loyalty of

the people,” said Crawford. At that cli-

mactic moment, your previous diplomatic

acumen will either bear ripe fruits of vic-

tory or you will be unceremoniously

ripped from your thrown by Mordred.

Throughout the game, you are con-

stantly interacting with 16 other charac-

ters, all who are vying for your attention

and approval. Some will attempt to se-

duce you, while others will urge you to

battle, to kick some Saxon butt for the

good of Camelot.

“I’ve created something truly unique in

this game,” said Crawford, “the first

wargame done without a map. This is a

wargame with full tactics and troop move-

ment, only everything is done verbally.”

Of course, if you go off to attack the

Saxons and lose, then your prestige will

plummet. Like all good medieval tales,

your power and influence is based on

your prestige, by the appearance that you

can act like a king would act.

(continued on page 1 78)
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(continued from page 1 74)

THE LONE WOLF JOINS THE PACK
Crawford has been laboring on Le Morte D’Arthur for well over

a thousand days, working from his home in San Jose over-looking

Silicon Valley. His constant companion is his suped-up Mac II, on

which he cranks out Pascal programs as he attempts to find his

own grail. Along the process of creating the engine for the game,

he realized its universal liinctionality its a storytelling tool.

Now, Crawford has entered into a partnership to create a de-

sign house that will not only finish work on Le Morte

D’Arthur, but also perfect the engine as a development envi-

ronment that could then be licensed to other designers. Already,

he is planing two additional games, one based on office politics

and climbing the corporate ladder, and another a lusty soap

opera, but more akin to a Three Musketeers-type of romance

than a lunch time soap.

After a decade and a half as a lone wolf programmer, doing

everything from design to programming to art, Crawford has re-

alized that a team is required to create the whole product. Al-

ready, he has worked with artists to create Le Morte D’Arthur’s

facial interface, since Crawford firmly believes the human face is

the most efficient tool for reflecting the emotional state of a

character. He has had the artists create face “foundations” for

each of the 16 characters, and a “Mister Potato Head” approach

of hundreds of facial tiles to create a desired expression.

“The true test,” reflected Crawford, “was to see if this approach

could accurately represent Guinevere’s ‘come hither’ look.”

The first step in the “mainstreaming” of Crawford’s work is to

get his Mac-based Pascal code optimized in C++ for the PC. Af-

ter that grunt work is completed, Crawford will set up his “story-

telling hierarchy” for creating his interactive stories. He

envisions a “master storyteller” who works on larger design is-

sues and character and story development. This storyteller will

then oversee three separate teams: a tools team for program de-

sign, a writing team for crafting the substories and characters’

responses, and an art team to craft the most effective means to

present the story to the player.

Soon, Crawford will invite his engine licensees to his facilities

for an intensive training period in this new type of interactive

story telling. After training, the licensees can then go off to cre-

ate their own tales ofcharacter conflict and interaction.

After three and a half years, Crawford still has a lot of work to

do, at least another year until Le Morte D’Arthur is complete,

but he can see the light at the end of the tunnel. For years, he

has been outspoken visionary promoting the values of character

interaction in computer games, feeling at times like a solitary

wolf howling at his own moon that nobody else has seemed to

notice. Now, his journey is almost complete. From his begin-

nings at Atari, where 77 cycles were the Holy Grail, he has trav-

eled very far indeed, and stands on the brink of something truly

unique in the realm ofgame design.

“It’s a massive challenge,” said Crawford, “trying to figure out un-

der what circumstances will a character respond with anger or burst

into tears? What kind of tools and techniques do you use to create

that level of interaction? It sure as hell ain’t computer science.” i*
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Sound Engine surrounds you with a 270° soundfield that responds to the

•j
movements of your joystick.

i
So when you zap that Zorgon on your left, the KABOOM! will come

:

from the left. When you nail that Ninja on the right, the WHACK! will come
from the right. Imagine: a previously unheard level of realism for about one
zillionth the cost of a virtual reality helmet!

---‘sssl
The Command 3D Sound Engine works with any game

software, stereo or mono. All you need are an analog joy-

stick, any sound card with a line-out jack and two externally-amplified speakers.

Sorry, bi-directional alien-finders are not included. But, hey, you probably
have a pair of them already!

For more information, call 1-800*379-8558

MULTIWAVE INNOVATION, INC., 747 Camden Avenue, Campbell. CA 95008

Tel: 408-379-2900 Fax: 408-379-3292

Command 3D Sound Engine is a registered trademark of Multiwave Innovation Pte Ltd.

Circle Reader Service #270



Tips For Bagging The Right Sound Card For Your Gaming Adventures

by Mike Weksler

O
N A RECENT SAFARI TO A CON-

SUMER ELECTRONIC “GIGANTA-

STORUS REX,” I WITNESSED THE

stalking patterns of two audio

hunting parties. One group

was interested in home audio

systems, and they had the

benefit of experiencing it first-hand: a

salesperson explained features while

tweaking knobs so the customer could

hear the difference between different

products. Then I made my way through

the jungle of multimedia hardware to the

personal computer sound card aisle. It was

there that I became acutely aware of an

entirely different experience: there were

no beating drums, no chanting, but

rather, customers wandering up and down

the aisle in complete silence! They were

making purchases solely based on the

pretty pictures on boxes, the salesperson’s

often inaccurate explanations of features,

and recommendations from members of

dieir tribe—but no one was actually listen-

SHORT CIRCUITS
Hunting down the right cable that

connects your new sound card to your

existing CD-ROM drive can be a real

adventure. This magic cable allows you

to hear music CDs and, more impor-

tantly, the sound and music in some

CD-ROM games, out of your sound

card’s speakers. Without this cable, you

miss portions of a game’s music that

are on the CD.

SC&T makes a “Twin-Head” CD-
ROM audio cable that’s compatible

with Creative Labs, Media Vision,

Aztech Labs, and Orchid Technologies

sound cards. Price: $12.95. For more
information, call (800) 408-4084.

mg to the products. As I peered down the

aisle from behind some boxes, I felt like a

wildlife cinematographer, filming a

sprightly gazelle as it was chased and

mauled by hungry lions. Here are some

sound card safari tips to keep you, the

hunter, from becoming the hunted.

THE NATURE OF THE BEAST
The first thing you should be aware of

before trekking into the bush is that the

hardware for producing voices and

sound effects (digital audio) and the

hardware for producing music (synthe-

sis) are two different animals—nothing

like your TV, where sound and music

emanate from the same box. Further-

more, you can vary the quality of the dig-

ital audio and music synthesis on your

computer, from scratchy sound effects

and kazoo-like music to much cleaner

sounding digital audio and orchestral-

sounding music.

After deciding how much ammo you

have for the hunt, the next thing to do is

select which options are important to

you. Most games only use 8-bit digital au-

dio (16-bit data, while sounding great,

has elephant-sized storage requirements).

If your interests lie in digital audio only

and you don’t mind FM synthesis (often

referred to as Ad Lib or Sound Blaster

compatibility) for your music, you could

probably settle for an inexpensive, small

caliber 8-bit sound card like the Sound

Bi aster Pro from Creative Labs. It’s in-

expensive and a real no-brainer to install

and configure.

If you require superior music for your

“trophy piece,” you could add a stand-

alone General MIDI device, a standard

for wavetable synthesizers, alongside an

8-bit sound card. Examples of these Gen-

eral MIDI cards include the Turtle Beach

Maui and the Roland SC-55 Sound Can-

vas module, which is the General MIDI

synthesizer used by many game music

composers. Then, when playing games

like Raven Software’s Heretic, you will

hear both the sounds of combat from

your 8-bit digital audio card and rich, or-

chestra-like music from your General

MIDI synthesizer. The stalwart sound

card hunter should really listen to the dif-

ferent kinds of synthesis first-hand, per-

haps with the help of a fully equipped

acquaintance.

If you want better audio performance

than can be achieved with 8-bit sound

cards, consider higher fidelity cards like

Creative Labs’ Sound Blaster 16 or Me-

dia Vision’s Premium 3D, augmented with

a General MIDI daughter card. Daughter

cards snap onto the main sound card and

use chipsets from synthesizer companies

like Roland, Ensoniq, Kurzweil and Korg,

which are all professional-level keyboard

manufacturers.

A good compromise is the “all-in-one”

sound card like Ensoniq’s Soundscape,

Logitech’s SoundMan Wave, Aztech’s

Waverider, and Creative Labs’ AWE-32.

These provide General MIDI wavetable

synthesis and 16-bit digital audio.

Now, when you reach the bush, here

are some questions to ask your guide:

first, ascertain if a sound card is upgrade-

able to wavetable synthesis, i.e., “Can this

model of Sound Blaster 16 accept a

wavetable daughter card?” Second, ask

whether the wavetable sound card will re-

quire you to wrestle an alligator-sized ter-
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fell*

After hearing his

favorite games on
a Sound Blaster,

Vincent regretted

Inferior sound cards can drive you to some

crazy ends. Sound effects buiit into this year’s

hottest new games might seem muffled and

flat. Like you’re only getting half the experience.

But a Sound Blaster” sound card can spare you that

insanity. You get real 16-bit, CD-quality sound that brings

games to life. You hear ships explode, swords clash, tires

squeal. That’s why Sound Blaster is the PC sound standard.

it
So only buy genuine Sound Blaster cards. And look for

the Sound Blaster Compatibility Logo on software and

multimedia kits as well. That way, your software will sound

exactly like it should. And you won’t feel a tinge of regret.

There are six different Sound Blaster sound cards to satisfy

the most discerning ear.

To find the one that’s best for

you, call 1-800-998-5227 Ext. 1 14.

CREATIVE

© 1995 Creative Technology Ltd. Sound Blaster and the Creative, multimedia is Creative, and Sound Blaster Compatibility Logos are trademarks of Creative Technology Ltd.

International inquiries: Creative Technology Ltd., Singapore. TEL: 65-773-0233 FAX: 65-773-0353. All rights reserved.
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UNDER THE HOOP

THE PARTS PEPT.

A LAPTOP COMPUTER
FOR THE GAMER ON THE GO

minate and stay resident (TSR) program.

Cards like Creative Labs’ AWE-32 use a

big TSR to handle General MIDI
(though more games are supporting this

card directly), which will eat into your

available memory. (For more on the

AWE-32, see “Under Hie Hood” in issue

#123, October, ‘94.) Finally, since most

CD-ROM drives can be connected to

your sound card, you should try to find a

sound card that is compatible with your

CD-ROM. There are SCSI versions of

sound cards and, usually, you can find

the same card in a “Multi-CD" model

which offers more CD-ROM interfaces.

The most common CD-ROM interfaces

are Sony, Mitsumi, Panasonic/Matsushi-

ta, and IDE.

On a parting note, don’t bother to get

a lion of a sound card if you are only go-

ing to use it with mousy little speakers!

Mike Weksler, CGW’s Technical Editor,

can he reached by e-mail at

mweksler@mail.zd.com, or by US post at

Under the Hood c/o Computer Gaming

World, 135 Main St. 14th Floor, San Fran-

cisco, CA 94105. fe

by Loyd Case

I

RECENTLY HAD THE OPPORTUNELY TO

CHECK OUT SOME HARDWARE SOLU-

TIONS FOR NOMADIC GAMERS. LAFrOPS

have really been poor game ma-

chines for a number of reasons, but

the primary problems are poor graphic

performance and lack of audio. Howev-

er, a new crop of multimedia-enabled

laptop computers has hit the shelves

which show some promise. The one I

tested, Texas Instruments’ TI Travel-

mate 4000M/75, has 8 megabytes of

RAM, a 340 megabyte IDE hard disk

and a 75 MHz 486/DX4 processor.

On the surface, the TI has what it

takes to be a sweet game machine. It has

a built-in Jazz 16 chipset from Media Vi-

sion which supports Sound Blaster-com-

patible digital audio and FM MIDI

synthesis. There’s a SCSI-2 port on the

back of the machine for attaching CD-

ROM drives, as well as a joystick/MIDI

out port and connectors for audio in,

out, and a microphone input. We didn’t

test the optional CD-ROM Docking Sys-

tem (pictured), but it has a double-speed

drive and built-in stereo speakers.

But how good is it, really? Some warts

begin to show up on closer inspection.

The first one is the mouse. The mouse is

one of those little knobby sticks that rise

out of the center of the keyboard. While

perfectly adequate for pull-down menus,

it’s useless for moving around in games

like DOOM. However, it can be disabled

and a real mouse attached. The second

problem is the keyboard. The travel of

the keys is short, and the keys are closely

The Complete

^ AccessoryfPack
Featuring:

OVER 150 ADDITIONAL LEVELS!
Map creators & editors! A

Sound & graphics utilities! y
All new sounds & graphics!

Doom loaders & front ends!
Information files! W

Cheat codes & hints! '

The Complete

Featuring: Accessory Pack

150 ALL NEW VOLUME III

LEVELS FOll

B^AiflhM i imwma 500 all new”11” LEVELS EOlt

DOOM
Dozens oF Graphics and Sound Patches!

map Editors and Utilities and mure!!!

The Complete

' a Accessory Pack

Featuring: T Volume II

(iOO ALL-NEW LEVELS!!
Map creators & editors! Loaders & front ends!

Sound S graphics utilities! Information files!

All New sounds S graphics! Cheat codes & hints!

The Complete

Featuring: Accessory Pack

1750ALL NEW VOLUME IV

LEVELS FOR

and
350 ALL NEW
LEVELS FOR

plus: DOOM
Dozens oF Graphics and Sound Patches!

map Editors and Utilities and more!!!

Finished
DOOM*

&DOOM II

Already?
Then you need to check out these:

The Complete DOOM Accessory

Packs. 4 CDs full of new levels,

map editors, graphics and sound

patches, utilities, loaders, tons of

info files (including cheat codes),

and much, much more!
Any 1 disc $19.95

Any 2 discs. ..$34.95

ALL 4 DISCS $59.95

To Order call: Th_

MARKetplace!

800-289-1 ROM cdrom Specialists

Ql/ICOl A 040 10431 WEST FLORISSANT

O I 4-OZ I -400Z ST. LOUIS, MO 63136

VISA/MC/DISC/AMEX/COD
fay /Mooenw mkoo^aos

‘requires registered version
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Texas Instruments Laptop Versus Desktop Comparison

spaced, which often leads to incorrect

key presses. Again, no big deal if

you’re writing—you can always run

the spelling checker—but this can be

a major problem in some games. Hit-

ting the wrong key at the wrong time

can result in the untimely demise of

your warbird or your favorite charac-

ter. The cursor keys are even worse:

although laid out in a nice inverted

“T,” the pint-sized keys are less

than half the normal size.

Okay, so the user in-

terface isn’t up to

snuff. What about

the display? As

we’ve noted in the

past, poor graphic

performance can

make a particular

system useless for

DOS-based games. The T1

uses one of the many Cirrus Logic

chipsets. Theoretically, it should be rea-

sonably fast in DOS and fairly mediocre

in Windows. We ran some benchmarks to

check it out. For comparison, we ran the

same benchmarks on a 486DX2/66 desk-

top system equipped with the Diamond

Speeds par Pro graphics card. Results are

below.

n a

minor

nuisance.

Surprisingly,

Avalon Hill’s Operation Crusader fared

the worst. Although it started up line, af-

ter a move or two, the display locked up.

Operation Crusader is a Super VGA
game, running at resolutions ranging

from 640x480 up to 1024x768. It ships

with a universal VESA driver, called Uni-

VBE, which wouldn’t even recognize the

graphics chipset. So SuperVGA games

size of hard drive and type of display.

Oh, and memory over 8 megabytes is in-

credibly expensive—about $1,800 for a

16-megabyte expansion module (ouch!).

Still, if you’re in the market for a laptop

for business, and you need to do some

multimedia presentations, and you just

can’t get away from Heretic, this might

be a machine worth checking out.

Price as reviewed, $3,999; portable

CD-ROM Docking System has an esti-

mated street price of $849. A lOOmz
model is listed at $4,699. For more infor-

mation, call (800) 848-3927.

Of course, the real test is in the game

playing. We tried out Doom II, Fleet

Defender (an F-14 Tomcat flight simula-

tor) and Operation Crusader (a

wargame from Avalon Hill). The results

were somewhat mixed, but Doom II

fared the best. The 9-inch, active matrix

display, though small, showed off Doom
II pretty well—except in the dark areas,

when we had to crank up the gamma
correction a bit. Fleet Defender actually

performed pretty well, although since we

didn’t have the special joystick cable, we

couldn’t give it a thorough workout. In a

real furball, there was a noticeable slow-

down, though not enough to be more

may be problematic.

All of the music and digital audio

played well. The internal speaker is

small and weak, but if you’re used to

the beeps from a PC speaker, it’s a

breath of fresh air. Of course, if

you’re playing Doom II in an airlin-

er seat, you might want to connect a

pair of headphones to the line out

jack (which disables the internal

speaker). Then the sound is very

good FM synthesis and very clean dig-

ital audio.

All of this doesn’t come cheap. The
street price for the TI 4000M/75 ranges

from $3,399 to $4,199 depending on the

MEDIA VISION PCMCIA
SOUND CARD ISN'T THE
PANACEA FOR
PORTABLE SOUND
A lot of people already have laptops, and

some of them have reasonable graphic

displays. The only thing missing from

these systems is audio. The answer to this

problem lies in those little, credit card-

sized expansion jobs known as PCMCIA
cards (also known as PC cards). Original-

ly developed as a way of expanding

memory in hand-held computers, PCM-
CIA has recently become the hottest

thing in the laptop market.

Almost every laptop shipping today

has at least one PCMCIA slot.. Several

vendors are now making PCMCIA audio

cards, so we decided to try one out. We
installed a Media Vision PCMCIA
Sound Card in a Toshiba T3400CT, a

tiny, 4 lb. laptop with a 7.5 inch active

matrix color dis-

play.

Benchmark TI 4000M/75 486DX2/66 VLB

3D Bench 41.4 frames per second 47.6 frames per second

Vidspeed (320x200) Writes 3004 bytes/second 7641 bytes/second

Vidspeed (320x200) Reads 1628 bytes/second 2732 bytes/second
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FREE
Games Catalog
The easiest way to get top quality

PC computer games and gaming

peripherals at low discount prices

• Hundreds of the latest games for

your PC always in stock

• Spectrum, EA, Thrustmaster,

Sierra, SSI Sir Tech, id, SSG,

Interplay, Microprose, & more

• Friendly phone operators help

you make the right buying

decisions

• We carry thousands of titles, so

get on our mailing list today.

Call Now!
1 -800-247-5447
or mail the coupon below

Name

Address

City

Circle Reader Service #90

We expected problems—PCMCIA cards

are notoriously difficult to set up, and

compatibility between platforms is often

problematic. However, the only issue we

had was with DOS memory. PCMCIA
drivers—the card and socket services

needed to make a PCMCIA slot a uni-

versal interface—ate up a huge chunk of

DOS memory, even when we tried to

load most drivers high with MEMMAK-
ER. Media Vision thoughtfully ships a

custom driver, known as a point enabler,

with the card. The point enabler is a

small driver that doesn’t need card and

socket services. (This means you can’t

use the slot for other cards until you re-

load card and socket services).

By using the point enabler, we were

able to get Civilization, Doom 2 and

Transport Tycoon running—sort of.

The problem is that PCMCIA doesn’t

support DMA, which means that Sound

Blaster digital audio won’t play. Media

Vision does supply an

emulation driver, but that

only works with games that don’t use a

DOS extender. Since both Doom 2 and

Transport Tycoon use DOS extenders,

digital audio was out. This was not a

problem with Transport Tycoon, but

try playing Doom 2 without digital au-

dio and see how long you stay alive in

Ultra Violent mode.

We’ll take a look at some more
portable solutions in the coming

months. This is a new and developing

area, and there are still a lot of teething

problems. In the meantime, imagine

setting up a Heretic network on your

next flight. Who needs movies when you

can turn your flying companions into

chickens at 35,000 feet?

Price: $299. For more information,

call (800) 845-5870.

YAMAHA TONE
GENERATOR BRINGS
WAVETABLE SOUND TO
PORTABLES

It’s a challenge getting good sound from

a portable computer, and the drawbacks

of the Media Vision PCMCIA Sound

Card only save to underscore the prob-

lem. But don’t give up yet—Yamaha

seems to have created a sound solution

with its MU5 Tone Generator.

At the heart of the Yamaha unit lies

an orchestra (albeit not a perfect one),

because the MU5 is a General MIDI-

compatible wavetable synthesizer. By at-

taching it to the MIDI port of a laptop,

or through the Media Vision Sound

Card, you’ll enjoy clean, rich General

MIDI music on a portable computer.

Powered by a small power

supply or six AA batteries, the

unit even has a mini keyboard

to generate tones, although us-

ing it to compose music would

be a real chore.

But the benefits of the MU5 are

not limited to portable users.

Many desktop gamers are relegat-

ed to the flat, tinny sound of FM
synthesis because they have a Sound

Blaster 16 without a General MIDI

daughter card connector or a Pro

Audio Spectrum 16. Owners of these de-

vices can attach the MU5 to the MIDI

port of either of these cards and get

sound that’s head and shoulders above

FM synthesizers. It’s no match for the

Roland Sound Canvas, but we ran a

number of MIDI files and several games

through the MU5, and they sounded ter-

rific. There is also a serial port connection

for the MU5, but this only plays sound for

Windows.

There are more affordable solutions

for desktop systems, but if you have the

need for portable General MIDI, the

MU5 is worth a closer look. Price:

$299. For more information, call (714)

522-9011.



Programmed for ages 16 and up
with multiple choices, different piay

levels, various skill levels. Select

from a wide range of topics such
as history, literature, art, music,

sports, theater, movies, travel and
more.Delve into the world of science

and nature. Beautiful pictures and
great sound accompany you as you
match wits with your opponent
whether it is computer or human.

to order call toll free

1 -800-631-5141

inter the world of education,

lor school and family.

Circle Reader Service #310

The Greatest
Thing Since
Sliced Bread

No matter how you slice it, our free Consumer Information Catalog is

great food for thought.

The Catalog dishes up more than 200 free and low-cost government
booklets on subjects you can really sink your teeth into— such as

staying healthy, eating right, finding a job, getting federal benefits, using

credit, buying a home, helping your kids, taking care of your car, and
much, much more.

To get your free copy, send your name and address to:

Consumer Information Center
Department GT
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

A public service of this publication and the Consumer Information Center of the U.S. General Services Administration



CIVIL WAR IS THE STATE OF THE ART

REALTIME SIMULATION OF THE CONFLICT

THAT SHAPED THE NATION

The Civil War is a superb strategy

game that accurately recreates the

difficulties of this the first modem

war.

The campaign section allows you as

a Union or Confederate commander

to control the resources and the

movement of armies over a

detailed map of the USA. Recruit

and train new armies and fleets,

build fortifications and railways. A

strong economic base is essential for

victory

.

Using Empire Interactive's Intuitive

Combat Control Interface ( ICCI )

,

strategic orders can be given to the

overall forces or just to specific

units. During the battle action

situations, zoom in from a dazzling

panoramic view to minutely detailed

combat level action! Watch each

individual soldier react to rifle and

cannon fire!

Tutorial battles and a massive on-

line database coupled with historical

references throughout the manual give

you fascinating insight into the

trials and glories of The Civil War.

Review information regarding famous

generals and weapons! Enjoy songs

from the period and read accounts

written by the newspaper or soldiers

themselves 1

Could you destroy "Stonewall" Jackson

at Manassas and end the War? Would

Grants Army of The Tennessee stand

against you at Shiloh?

Two Player mode available with play

over serial link or modem.

IBM PC CD-ROM

This innovative game will redefine

the genre and provide for the first

time a stunning backdrop for full

action battles. A 3D texture mapped

battlefield with Gouraud shaded

terrain lets you control your forces

in spectacular combat sequences. In

The Civil War, you plan the campaigns

and fight the key battles that will

determine the fate of the nation.
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TAGGED enpire interactive, 13220 Wisteria Drive, Bay N-2, Genrantown,

MD 20874. Voice: (301) 916 9302 Fax: (301) 916 0437
empire’



Welcome to the Cooperstown of Computer Games.

Here, raised upon pedestals, you’ll find the games that broke the records,

established the benchmarks, and held gamers in delighted trances for hours untold.

KAMPFGRUPPE
STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS, 1985
Designed by wargame deity Gary Grigsby,

Kampfgruppe is the granddaddy of Eastern

Front WYVII wargames, the benchmark
against which many wargames have since

been measured. Graphically, Kampfgruppe

was the first game to offer a miniatures-

style look on the computer, although the black and white

maps and units are primitive compared to today’s high-res

games. The sound was ahead of its time, with stereo explo-

sions on the Amiga version adding a lot to the enjoyment.

The challenging AI is one of the main reasons that this vener-

able classic has been dusted off and made available by Novas-

tar Games (9 1 6-624-7 1 13), who acquired the rights to

republish the game from SSI. Military hardware freaks will

find that the variety of units—Wespe self-propelled artillery,

T34/85 tanks, Hetzer tank destroyers, and even flame-throwers

for infantry—make this an enjoyable WYVII tactical game even

in today’s competitive market. Kampfgruppe’s spirit may be

recaptured and recast for the ‘90s in Gary Grigsby’s forthcom-

ing Steel Panthers.

(sytatv

KING'S QUEST V
SIERRA, 1990
No graphic adventure series pushed tech-

nological advancement quite like the

King’s Quest series. Graphically, the se-

ries led the way from EGA to VGA up

through SVGA in terms of video cards.

Along with Space Quest III, King’s Quest

IV was the first graphic adventure to provide solid sound card

support for multiple drivers (AdLib, Covox and Roland), as

well as a reason to use them—fabulous musical soundtracks

by well-known composers. King’s Quest V used new scanning

techniques to offer beautifully painted backgrounds that

many simply could not believe (a precursor to some of the re-

splendent rotoscoping used in KQ6 and KQ7). KQ5 also her-

alded Sierra’s controversial move to the parserless interface.

No longer were gamers forced to type commands into a text

parser, as pointing and clicking on command icons became

the order of the day. King’s Quest V was an important, land-

mark in the best-selling graphic adventure series of all time,

and we pay tribute to the entire series and its creator, Roberta

Williams, by honoring this game.

Civilization (MicroProse, 1991)

Falcon 3.0 (Spectrum HoloByte, 1991)

Gunship (MicroProse, 1989)

Harpoon (Three-Sixty Pacific, 1989)

King's Quest V (Sierra On-Line, 1990)

Lemmings (Psygnosis, 1991)

Links 386 Pro (Access Software, 1992)

M-l Tank Platoon (MicroProse, 1989)

Railroad Tycoon (MicroProse, 1990)

Red Baron (Dynamix, 1990)

Their Finest Hour (LucasArts, 1989)

The Secret of Monkey Island (LucasArts, 1990)

Ultima VI (Origin Systems, 1990)

Ultima Underworld (Origin Systems, 1992)

Wing Commander I & II (Origin Systems, 1990-91)

Wolfenstein 3-D (id Software, 1992)

HATTLE CHESS (Interplay Productions, 1988)

CHESSMASTER (The Software Toolworks, 1986)

Dungeon Master (FTL Software, 1987)

Earl Weaver Daseball (Electronic Arts, 1986)

Empire (interstei, 1978)

F-19 Stealth Fighter (MicroProse, 1988)

Gettysburg: The Turning Point (SSI, 1986)

Kampfgruppe (Strategic Simulations, 1985)

Mech Brigade (Strategic Simulations, 1985)

Might & Magic (New World Computing, 1986)

M.U.L.E. (Electronic Arts, 1983)

Pirates (MicroProse, 1987)

SlMClTY (Maxis, 1987)

STARFLIGHT (Electronic Arts, 1986)

The Bard's Tale (Electronic Arts, 1985)

ULTIMA III (Origin Systems, 1983)

Ultima IV (Origin Systems, 1985)

War in Russia (Strategic Simulations, 1984)

WASTELAND (Interplay Productions, 1986)

Wizardry (Sir-Tech Software, 1981)

Zorh (Infocom, 1981)
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Colonization Version 3.0:

Corrects reported problems
and adds a map editor.

Works only with the U.S. ver-

sion of the game.

Doom V 1.9: Official Id up-

grade works only with version

1.666. 2/8/95

5th Fleet Version 1.2 Up-

date: Fixes some reported

bugs. 2/2/95

Flash Traffic Installation

Update: New INSTALL.EXE
expands sound card support,

includes drivers for MS
Sound System and cards with

the Ensoniq chip. 1/27/95

FrontLinss VI. 01: Fixes re-

ported bugs. 2/10/95

Front Page 5ports: Baseball
'94 VI .02: Fixes many re-

ported problems, including

crash bugs and General

Manager AI as well as rosier

handling bugs. 2/3/95

Front Page Sports: Football

Pro '95 VI.02: Adds fans to

the stands and enables the

CD-ROM version ofthe

game to access extra plays

from the CD, plus many oth-

er enhancements. 1/26/95

Hammer af tha Gods Update:

Fixes mouse problems, low

memory issues and all known
related issues. 2/22/95

Harpoon Classic Macintosh

VI .57: Fixes some missile

targetting bugs; works with

version 1 .5 or better. 2/3/95

Harpoon Classic for Win-
dows VI. 53b: Corrects sev-

eral reported GPF errors,

and fully implements all ver-

sion 1.32 missile changes in-

cluding bearing-only attacks;

works with version 1 .5 or bet-

ter. 2/2/95

King s Quest VII Update:

Corrects all known problems,

but is not compatible with

VI. 1. 1/11/95

Computer game programs have grown so massive and the number of hardware

configurations has become so huge that incompatibilities and glitches are

frustratingly common. Software fixes, or “patches," for buggy programs have

become a necessary evil until we reach the golden age of standardized platforms

and bug-free programs.

These patches can usually be downloaded from most major

m networks (CompuServe, GEnie, ZiffNet), but can also be

obtained from individual software publisher's own BBSs or direct from the

publisher with proof of purchase. Red Indicates new files.

Maaiar af Magic VI. 3: Lat-

est upgrade to MicroProse

strategy/magic game with nu-

merous fixes, new features,

and major AI enhancements.

2/23/95

MatalTach: Earthsiogo

VI .01: Adds difficulty levels

to career mode and support

for Thrustmaster WCS throt-

tle.

NASCAR VI. 1 Patch: Prob-

lems corrected in this version

include: pole bug, interrupt

10 or higher for sound card

settings and some problems
with SET CONTROLS func-

tion when using ThrustMas-
terTl and other pedal units.

12/19/94

Oat af this World Macin-

tosh VI. 0.3: Bypasses the

need for the code wheel, fix-

es incompatiblities with Sys-

tem 7.5 and takes care of the

white screen problem with

the PowerPC. 2/17/95

Panzer General VI. 1 Up-
date: Separate CD-ROM and
floppy patches fix some re-

ported problems. 1/6/95

Return ta Zsrk VI.2: Fixes

many bugs and inconsisten-

cies in gameplay, and fixes

many audio driver problems.

2/17/95.

SimTewer VI. 1 Update:

Macintosh only patch fixes

problems with metro station,

random lock ups and some
graphics glitches. 1/20/95

Tanks VI. 25: Unofficial

patch by Norm Roger adds

panic fire and retreats, hid-

den AT guns, variable weath-

er, horse drawn artilleiy,

reduced effectiveness air and
artilleiy and much more.

1/25/95

Ultima B V2.12: Compre-
hensive patch includes fixes

to many problems as well as

several game enhancements.
2/17/95.

Vayaur Patch: Installs newer

sound drivers. Should fix

most problems. 2/22/95.

Warcraft: Ores and Hu-
mans Disk/CD-ROM Up-
date: Works with both tne

disk and CD-ROM versions,

contains unit editor and
cheat codes. 1/27/95

Warlords II Power Mac
VI .04: Speeds up redraw of

hidden maps on Power Mac-
intoshes. 2/1/95

Wing Commander III QVi-

sion Patch: This patch will

fix problems with the Com-
paq QVision in SVGA mode.
2/17/95

Wing Commander III Joy-

stick patch: Fixes reported

joystick lockups when start-

ing up WC3. 1/2/95

Wing Commander III

ThruatMaatar Patch: Adds
support for the ThrustMas-
ter coolie hat.

Wing Commander Armada
Proving Grounds Add-on:

Adds 6 player network sup-

port to.Armada. 1/2/95

Wing Commander Armada
vl.O Patch: Fixes reported

problems. 1/2/95

Publisher BBS Numbers

Many of these patches are

available direct from the pub-
lishers’ bulletin board systems.

Call with your modem parity

settings at N-8-1.

Accolade (408) 296-8800

Activision (310) 820-1276

Apogee (508) 368-7036

Bethesda (301)990-7552

Broderbund (415) 883-5889

Capstone (305) 374-6872

Creative Labs (405) 742-6660

Id Software (508) 368-4137

Impressions (617) 225-2042.

InterPlay (714) 252-2822

LucasArts (415)257-3070

Maxis (510) 254-3869

MicroProsB (410) 785-1841

Microsoft (206) 936-6735

NavaLogic (818) 774-9528

Origin (512)331-4446

Papyrus (617) 576-7472

Sierra Online (209) 683-4463

Spectrum HoloByte (510)

522-8909

SSI (408) 739-6137 or (408)

739 6623

Virgin Interactive (714) 833-

3305
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Based on the

Japanese hit

movie am

game,

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR

PLAYERS UNDER 13

For centuries, war has raged among the demons andfairies,

devastating this mystical land. Twoyoung knights, separatedat

birth and raised by mortals, chosenfor the idtimate battle that

willdecide thefate ofheaven and earth. Never knowing their

true relation— or their own dark destiny they arefated to meet

and duel each other to the death. As Desmond, the Knight

ofXentar, you will be striving with many a winsome

enchantress to overcome menacing foes —
and perhaps in victory, become the ruler of all.

Download the FREEdemo by calling our24 hourBBS310539 7739
(8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit, filename kxdenio.exe)

or send $5 for the demo on diskette to

Megatech, PO Box 11333, Torrance, CA 90510.

RLD OF DEMONS
T I NOTION AWAITS

So the challenge is on! An incomparable role playing

fantasy game for your PC, with stunning, hand scidpted

graphics throughout, humorous script and thrilling

plots. But be warnedfi&withits romance and intense

action, Knights ofXeptar is notfor kidsmot thefaint hearted.

Available at finer software dealers everywhere or call

1 800^258 MEGA. Visa!Mastercard accepted.

Circle Reader Service H86



S
hould you find these scrawlings

upon my bag, you, dear reader

will comprehend the dreadful

mystery. I am not myself. Nor

have I ever been. The schizo-

phrenic guises that adorned the

by-lines of my columns were not, as many

may have supposed, the nom de plumes of

one forced to remain incognito, but the

trapped souls of beings who long ago fled

this mortal coil. And I will have joined

them by the time these bloocl-drenched

consonants catch your eyes.

I cannot aver that I was not cautioned. I

was told the Victorian was cursed, that the

local citizenry believed it haunted. Yet, it

was so brightly painted, so beautiful, I

could not believe this glorious abode, this

antiquarian dream house could play host

to the denizens of hell. From its bright sun

porch through the lead-glassed sitting

room and formal dining room, it was a ro-

mance come alive. I could not have con-

ceived a more perfect design. Even had I

the use of Ki.ik & Play 2, the upcoming

offspring of Maxis' brilliant game design

utility. Even with die new product’s ability

to use .AVI and .MOV files, as well as the

capacity to write your own .DLL files, I

could not have constmcted such perfecdon.

I stepped into this domicile and found my-

self transported dirough time. Nay, not to

the time of Impressions’ Caesar II, an ex-

panded sequel to die game of city manage-

ment in the Roman Empire which will

offer more strategic options than its ances-

tor, but to the time of railroad empire

building, frontier expansion, and Abner

Doubleday’s new game. I found myself so

mesmerized by tinted stereopticon views of

the era that I couldn’t even imagine what

boys of that day would think of Time
Warner’s RBI Baseball, the new computer

game version of the classic caru idge hit.

As I walked dirough the formal dining

room, I spied the sliding doors of one bed-

room ajar. I peeked through the narrow

view and felt my neck snap backward in

shock. There, beside the traditional win-

dow seat, rested the most unwelcome
anachronisms. Though it was obviously a

child’s room, it did not contain the wooden

horses and spinning tops of the era I ex-

pected to see. Rather, there were metal and

plastic trucks askew across the floor as

though some great debacle had occurred.

Had my mind been clear, I am sure I

would have thought of Apogee’s monster

truck game which is currently under devel-

opment. I would have remembered that

some wanted to turn die game into a Car

Wars type game, but the game’s develop-

ers were opposed to the idea. I would have

wished that I could have spoken to those

designers and agreed with the Car Wars
advocates.

Yet, these vexing toys disrupted my
thoughts. Angrily, I muttered that they

might as well have planted a computer-con-

trolled telescope in die window and disrupt-

ed die venerable ambiance by playing space

games—Interactive Broadcasting’s Ar-

mored Assault, a multi-player game which

features futuristic tank battles and planetary

mining and is being designed to be played

over commercial networks, or Corporate

Colonies, QQP’s outer space business

game which emphasizes both strategy and

economics with just enough arcade ele-

ments thrown in to act as spice.

I continued my peripatetic viewing of

the edifice by entering the basement.

There, I found what I thought was an in-

nocuous bauble, a child’s mask cut from a

paper groceiy bag. Would that I had not

placed it on my head! For, as soon as I did

so, strange visions assaulted my mind. I saw

the hideous visage, die defonned physiog-

nomy from a horror film I had viewed at

university—the dreaded Pumpkinliead. On
the visions came, unwelcome and unbidden.

I sensed dial Electronic Arts would distrib-

ute Bloodwings: Pumpkinhead 2, a tradi-

tional maze-oriented role-playing game
with a twist. Tie game will have lots of full

motion video upon which you much click to

grab items out of the horror movie scene.

Tien, I sensed myself becoming a succes-

sion of persons—ethnic caricatures, protag-

onists from film fiction, composite literary

figures, and satirical silhouettes of software

industry celebrities. I realized my existence

was a sham, my vaunted column a hollow

prevarication, an unnecessary stumbling

block. And then, I knew the truth. I was

mad. Tie bag had forced multiple identi-

ties upon me, thrusting me into the as-

sumption of one personality after

another—month by month—year after

year. I forced myself to remove the bag and

end this lunacy. Yes, dear reader, should

you find these raving declarations of a lu-

natic, written in his own blood, you will

know I have been successful—haunted no

more by this cavernous bag of many per-

sons, this rumor bag to which I have been

enslaved. Farewell. 4r
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If you urnt to win...

VOU HAVE TO HAVE CONTROL!

If you’re going to beat today’s high-speed,

fast action computer games, you need a

Phoenix or Firebird programmable flight

and game controller. Change weapons, side

step and strafe without touching the keyboard

to dominate the action in Doom II
1M

.

A simple change of button settings, and

you’re the master in TIE Fighter"'. Play to

win with a Gravis programmable flight and

game controller.

• 17 programmable buttons

• Point and click programmability

• Built-in throttle and trim controls

Ifyou’ve got to have one today, drop by any Electronics

Boutique, Babbages, Software Etc., CompUSA or

Computer City.

Or get it direct from GRAVIS
at 1-800-244-3949

Includes U.S. Navy Fighters™

• 24 programmable buttons

• Built-in throttle and rudder control

• Point and click programmability

OR/IVIS
* Retail price may vary.

All others brands or products names are trademarks owned by their respective companies.

Advanced Gravis Computer Technology Ltd. 1790 Midway Lai

PLAY TO WIN
Circle Reader Service ttl 13

>, Bellingham, WA, USA 98226



RERL WORLD. H
A FIRST-PERSON

REAL TIME. 0fi2l
FIGHT TO THE DEATH

RERL TiRROR.

IN THE DEPTHS

haos reigns aboard the space station Cfforfe/. Crew members are now
horrible genetic mutations. Cyborjisecuritftobots roam the corridors bent on

destruction. At the heart of it qljTs SHODAN, the ruthless>super-computer that

has seized control of all station operations. Will you be able to figh^^way
through and destroy SHODAN - from within?

Explore an immersive 3-D>vyorld with sophisticated phy[

around corners, climb ledges, crawl through shafts - even fbl&MBofff
- all from a lightning-fast first-person perspective. Tailortlwgameplay by

13

changing difficulty levels for combat, cyberspace, puzzles or plot. "Jack in" to

the computer itself to steal information, hack systems and grapple with cyber-

creatures. Play directly from the CD and enjoy VR headset support and full

speech for all logs and mail messages.

"This is an exciting, entertaining, wholly unique game, so fully realized in all its

diverse aspects and so completely immersive that it unquestionably raises

computer gaming to a new level."

"One of the finest, best-executed, and most enjoyable first-person RPG
shooters ever. A landmark achievement." - PC Gamer

WINNER
Best Adventure Game, 1994— PC Gamer

u*

O
>
s wfouxd* iuo'dM

Actual screens may vary. A Stand-Alone Game. Made in U.S.A. WIi l kiJIl.lll
'
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